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This monograph

is

the

INTRODUCTION.

first

part of a report on the Sihceous Sponges col-

lected during the cruises of the "Albatross" in the Pacific Ocean.

It deals

with the Geodidae and contains detailed descriptions of the species and varieties
of this family represented in the collection, a systematic account of the

Pacific Geodidae,

and a discussion on

There are altogether eighty-nine specimens in the
are dry,

the others are preserved in

all

Two

collection.

To make

spirit.

insufficiently described, I

have

of

them

the identification of

these sponges positive and to be able to give fuller cUagnoses of

which were

known

their distribution.

some

in addition to those collected

" Albatross " examined several tynpe specimens in the British

species

by the

Museum and

in

the collection of the Geological Survey of Canada.

In

my

an account

report on the Tetraxonia of the Deutsche Tiefsee-Expedition I gave
'

preparations.

of

my

method

of fractional sedimentation for obtaining spicule-

This method has been employed also in preparing the material

for the present report.

For the graphic representation

of sponges

reproduced mechanically (phototj^pically)

drawings reproduced lithographically.

It

and

are, in
is

of their parts,

my

photographs

opinion, far superior to

not only that drawings never can

be so accurate as photographs, but in drawing such objects as sections or spicules
of sponges the author

and who
'

R.

V.

who draws them

or has

them drawn under

his supervision,

sees that the points he considers important are correctly reproduced,
Lendenfeld.

1907, 11, p. 82.

Die Tetraxonia.

Wissenseh. ergebn. deutschen Tiefsee-Expedition, 1S9S-1S99.
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does not always pay sufficient attention to those otlier points which seem unim-

This

portant.

will often lead to

the omission or inadequate representation in
in the mechanically

drawings of such characters as seem unimportant, whereas,
reproduced photographs, they
other points.
is

It

be just as fully and correctly shown as

will

quite probable, that at

is

more advanced, one or more

of the points considered

consequently not carefully represented in drawings,

These considerations induced
in

me

unimportant now, and

may become important.
and

to represent the sponges

my reports on the Tetraxonia of the Deutsche Tiefsee-Expedition

loc.

and the Deutsche Siidpolar-Expedition

cil.),

During the years

graphically.

I

was engaged

so far as possible photo-

'

above the objective,

I

By

and tliough

I

was hampered by the quality

insufficiency of the light at

photogi-a]:)hs of these spicules.

My

my

When

I

my
I

microphotographic outfit

obtained quite satisfactory

I

was frequently obliged to draw them.

began the study of the Sponges collected by the '"Albatross"

tained in the

first

crossed rods and

ob-

of light,

by a Nernst lamp with

was thus enabled to improve considerably the microphoto-

graphic reproductions of the sections and megascleres.

graphing the microsderes with high powers, however,

The
still

difficulty of

remained.

megascleres the microsclercs consist of colourless, transparent
visil)lc (inly l)y

When,

as

is

photo-

Like the

silica

the difference in the refractive indices of the

the surrounding medium.
of

I

place a first-class microphotographic outfit, replaced the

Welsbach burner, formerly used as a source

rendered

difficulties

of the megascleres;

attempts similarly to flelineate the micro-

were not nearly so successful and

scleres

of

disposal

the construction

overcame the

^which had formerly prevented a photographic reproduction
and the

their ])arts

(Lendenfeld,

in preparing these reports I

gained considerable experience in this photographic work.
of a diaphragm, placed just

all

some future time, when science

and are

silica

and

the case in the spines anfl other parts

most microsderes, such colourless structures are very

thin, less

than a light

wave-length in diameter, no sharply defined image of them can be produced

on the photographic
scope

may

be.

of fight of

for

work
'

The

V.

the

Leiulenjeld.

them

of the microis

to

make

use

lower limit of the size (thickness) of

be in inverse proportion to the wave-length of the light

shortest light-waves obtainable

of this kind.

R.

to get well-defined images of

this kind, still clearly reproducible microphotographically,

ceteris paribus,

emjjloyed.

no matter how excellent the lenses

shorter wave-length;

minute structures of
must,

plate,

The only way

Since, however, the
Tetraxonia.

would accordingly be the best

employment

of very short light-waves

Deutsche Siidpolar-Expedition, 1901-1903, 1907,

9.
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connected with great technical

is

for the present content ourselves with light-waves

about half of the length of the waves of ordinary
convenient to work with, because
not

through

jxiss

it is

employment must be made

of

must be

An

and focusable.

microscleres
in

quite invisible to the

some material

this light is

human eye and does

and fluorescent sub-

like quartz,

utilized for

making the image obtained

made by Koehler

(Zeiss) of Jena.

the difficulties previously experienced in photographing the

obtained this apparatus and succeeded, after a number of

I

is

not

apparatus for microphotography with light of these

wave-lengths has recently been

To overcome

Even

light.

we must

long, that

/<,«

All the optical parts of the apparatus used for its

glass.

stances like uranium-glass
visible

cUfficuIties,

275-280

trials,

producing satisfactory photographs also of these spicules.

To work

this

apparatus 4.8-5 amperes of the ordinary three phase-current

of 120-125 volts supplied

current

which

is

is

by the Prag Municipal Works were employed.

This

converted, in a transformer, to one of from 15,000 to 15,560 volts,

made

The sparks

to pass, in sparks,

are strengthened

are very brilliant.

by

between cadmium- or magnesium-electrodes.

eight

Leyden

jars attached to the circuit,

For photographing the microscleres of sponges

magnesium-electrodes more suitable than cadmium-electrodes,

worked with the former ever

since.

The magnesium

passes through a quartz-lens and two quartz-prisms.

I

and

produced by

This light was used.

through another quartz-lens,

is

reflected

/</(.

have

In the ultraviolet part of

is

wave-length of 280

I

spark-light produced

the magnesium-spectrum thus obtained there
light of a

and

soon found

an exceedingly intense

line

It passes

upwards by a quartz-prism placed

below the microscope, and concentrated and thrown on the preparation by a
quartz-condenser.

After

many

trials I

found the following the best

way

sclere-preparations to be photographed with this light:

preparation, a quartz-slide

gum

is

dry, a

tion, are

number

allowed to

covered by a thin layer of

make

the micro-

make a

sterraster-

to

gum

and, before the

of these microscleres, previously obtained

fall

the thermostat oven.

is

to

on the

When

gummed

it is

quartz-slide.

This

is

by sedimentathen placed in

quite dry, a small drop of a concentrated

solution of chloral hydrate in glycerine, a liquid with sufficiently high refractive

index and permeable to these ultraviolet rays,

with a quartz-cover.

To make a preparation

is

put on and the whole covered

of the euasters the

minute spic-

ules obtained by centrifuging are spread out on an object glass and dried,

whereupon they appear quite firmly attached

to the glass.

A

portion of these

INTRODUCTION.
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niicroscleres

then scraped

is

off

with a knife and immersed in a small drop of
In this water they disperse and

water placet! on the quartz-slide.
are scattered a

little

gum may

A

spicules then ai)i)ear

hydrate glycerine

put on and this covered with a quartz-cover.

is

is

placed on the stage of the microscope, and a

spicule to be photographed sought with ordinary light

When

a spicule of which a photograph

and centred, the ordinary

to focus
V. light

is

desired

is

and ordinary

A

switched on.

oblicjuc angle

is

lenses.

found, the ordinary lenses

by a quartz-objective and a quartz-eyepiece, the

are replaced

The

small drop of the chloral

attached to the quartz-slide.

The slide thus prepared

when they

be added and the whole allowed to dry.

light switched off

spicule brought

and the magnesium-u.

disc of uranium-glass with a lens attached at

a slightly

then placed over the eyepiece and the tube of the microscope

lowered until a sharp fluorescence-image of the spicule becomes visible on the

When

^ranium-glass.

the spicule

uranium-glass arrangement

is

is

thus focused for the 280

ftii-light

the

removed and the camera placed over the micro-

scope.

As
and as

by a

it is difficult

in

many

series of

took four

to focus quite correctly with this fluorescent

arrangement

cases the shape of the niicroscleres can be clearly revealed only

photographs obtained by focusing at different

tlifferently

focused photographs of each spicule.

levels, I usually

After having focused

the spicule and put the camera on, I usually raised the tube of the microscope

with the micrometer-screw 3
1

4

then lowered the tube 2
u

and the

;j.

At

/i.

6 n lower than the

fcjurth

this level I took the first

photograph.

and took a second photograph, and so on, the third

were sometimes more, sometimes

first.

less.

easily be taken rajiidly in succession

The

intervals between these levels

Four such photographs 6 by 9 cm. can

by means

of a sliding-plate arrangement.

found the most useful combination of lenses to be immersion-quartz

I

monochroniat

1.7

mm., quartz-eyepiece

of camera, a magnification of 1800.
sclcres

on the plates accompanying

10.

Most

This gives, with a suitable length

of the u. v. photographs of the micro-

this report

have been taken with

this

com-

bination.
I

have taken some

u. v.

the focusing was done by
in

photographs without an eyepiece.

means

In these cases

of a uranium-glass with attached lens, placed

a ruler-like frame, which was laid across the (open) top of the camera.

this

way

even

In

excellently defined photographs can be procured but, the magnification

wth

the 1.7

is insufficient.

mm.

quartz monochroniat and the camera drawn out long,

INTRODUCTION.
The time

exposure, even with

of

condenser quite small,

is

15

aperture in the diajihragm of the

tlie

very short, for magnifications of about 100 only about

one second, for magnification of 1800, 15-30 seconds.
I

must record

my

obligations to the late Mr. Alexander Agassiz and to the

Smithsonian Institution for placing
sjjonges

at

and Mr.
sent

me

L.
for

With

my

disposal;

M. Lambe

and

and interesting

large

this

collection

to Mr. R. Kirkpatrick of the British

of the Geological

Survey

of

Canada,

of

Museum

for the tyjies

they

examination and comparison.

all

this material

this report could not

and with

all

my

energy and experience, however,

have been produced had not Mr. Agassiz

costly apparatus necessary

and

in

every

way

furthered the

supi^lied the

work with

so

generous a liberality.

The method
monograph
utilized

of

microphotography with ultraviolet

more generally

increase the exactitude,

am most
this

light,

for the delineation of the microscleres, will, I
for the representation of

and thus

raise the

in this

minute structures of

this kin^l,

standard of descriptive zoology; and

grateful to Mr. Agassiz for enabling

branch of science and thus to

employed

do not doubt, when

assist in its

me

to introduce the

advancement.

method

into

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES COLLECTED BY THE
" ALBATROSS."

II.

Geodidae.
Tetraxonia with rhabd, teloclade, and usually also mesoclade, megascleres,

and a

superficial

armour composed

of massive, spheroidal or ellipsoidal sterr-

Euasters are always, ataxasters or microrhabds sometimes, present.

asters.

Without desme megascleres and without

thin, disc-shaped sterrasters.

This family was established by Gray
has been retained by

all

later authors

'

under the name of Geodiadae.

under the same or a similar name.

It

Sollas

^

included in the family the genera Erylus Gray, Caminus O. Schmidt, Pachy-

matisma Johnston, Cydonium Fleming, Geodia Lamarck, SjTiops Vosmaer, and
Later Sollas

Isops Sollas.

and

^

The examination

Geodinella.*

name Sidonops

substituted the

Cydonium with Geodia and

united

established the

for Sjmops.

I

new genera Caminella

of the sponges collected

*

°

by the "Albatross"

belonging to these genera shows that Erylus differs very considerably from
Geodia, the type genus of the Geodidae, and should form a separate family,
Erylidae.

In the extent

I

now

give the Geodidae

comprises the genera Caminella

it

Lendenfeld, Pachjnnatisma Johnston, Caminus O. Schmidt, Isops Sollas, Sido-

nops

Sollas,

Geodia Lamarck, and Geodinella Lendenfeld.

Three of these genera, Sidonops, Geodia, and Geodinella, are represented

made by

the collection
five of

'

/. E. Gray.

W.
W.

J. Sollas.

R.

V.

in

species,

varieties.

Proc. Zool. soc. London, 1867, 492-558.
Notes on the arrangement of sponges.
Tetractinellida.
Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. cxlvii-cxllx.
On the geodine genera Synops Vosmaer and Sidonops, a correction. Proc. Roy.
.

J. Sollas.

Dublin soc, 1889,
'

There are eighteen different

which are further subdivided into thirteen

^
^

the "Albatross."

6, p.

Lendenfeld.

.

.

277.

Die Tetractinelliden der Adria.

Denk. Akad. wissensch. Wien, 1894, 61,

p. 179.
'

R.

V.

Lendenfelil.

Loc.

•

R.

V.

Lendenfeld.

Tetraxonia.

cit.,

p. 1.50.

Tierreich, 190.3, 19, p. 117.

SIDONOPS CAI.IFORNICA.

IS

Of the eighteen

species, three

previously

In one of the

are new.

have been previously described, and

known

species

two new

fifteen

varieties

are

described.

SIDONOPS

Among

SoLL.w.

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microscleres are

The

asters.

and are arranged

radially.

afferents are cribriporal;

The

the efTerents

uniporal.

There are twenty-three specimens of Sidonops

These belong to four species;

the "Albatross."

all

in the collection

are new,

and one

made by
is

divided

into three varieties.
Sidonops californica,
Plate

Shape and

Lower

and

what fragmentar}'.
larger (Plate

5, fig.

18x7-9 mm.

fi,?.s.

The two specimens

size.

California,

5,

sp.

in

the collection were obtained off

to this locality the specific

name

refers.

Both are elongate tuberous, somewhat
6)

is 2-4

mm.

Both appear

long and 6-10

mm.

They

of a spicule-fur can be

side.

are some-

finger shaped.

The

broad, the other measures

to be digitate processes, broken ofT

mass; the smaller one was attached at one

and no trace

nov.

1-37.

The

made out with

surface

from a larger
is

undulating,

the unassisted eye.

The

microscopic investigation of radial sections, however, shows that minute dermal
styles protrude slightly

beyond

100-300 n wide, arc observed.
gate in groups, one of which

men.

In several places circular efferent pores,

They

congre-

situated on the rounded tip of the larger speci-

Parts of the surface are covered with a thin desmacidonid sponge-crust.

The
on the

colour (in spirit)

is

yellowish white, slightly darker in the interior than

surface.

The

cortex

is

about 500

Canal-system.

armour.
of

is

it.

These pores are not numerous.

/i

thick and composed of a sterraster-armour.

Radial canals, 100 300

Most of these are covered

which are oval, 30-100

/n

The remainder

which

I

traverse the sterraster-

These threads exhibit, when observed with

higher powers, a longitudinal striation.
sieves,

wide,

wide, and occasionally so close together as to be

separated only by slender threads.

by such

/<

distally with sieve-membranes, the pores

The

radial cortical canals not covered

consider as efferents, form the groups above described.

of the surface is occupied

by the

afferent, cribriporal, cortical

SIDONOPS CALIFORNICA.
The

canals.

cylindrical

radial

and

cortical

restricted

slightly into the

canals,
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both the afferent and the

efferent,

are

below by chonal sphincters, which usually protrude

Below these chones

choanosome.

subcortical cavities (Plate

27b) are mat with.

6, fig.

The

skeleton of the inner parts of the

larly scattered

amphioxes (Plate

oxyasters and sterrasters (Plate

6, fig.

choanosome

consists of rather irregu-

27e), a few styles,

6, fig.

27d).

and numerous large

Orthoplagiotriaenes, similar to the

subcortical ones, are also occasionally found in the depth of the choanosome.
It

seems doubtful however whether these are here in their natural postion;

they

may

very likely have been carried into the interior in cutting the sections.

The remarkable abundance
(Plate

27)

fig.

5,

scleres join to

of sterrasters in the

form radial strands which abut more or

These strands (Plate

cortex.

choanosome on the other hand

Towards the surface the mega-

without doubt natural.

is

and orthoplagiotriaenes.

6,

fig.

less vertically

Anatriaenes, anatriaenederivates, and

clades often with reduced cladomes also occur in them, but in

The cladomes

numbers.

of the orthoplagiotriaenes

The

cortex and the choanosome.

cortex

is

lie

superficial (distal) part.

mesoplagio-

much

at the limit

The rounded ends

less

obliquely into

numerous and form

and the

afferent pore-sieves

met with

tuft-like groups.

efferent pores incline

thus form protecting fringes.

Groups

in the distal part of the

its

of the styles are situated proxi-

mally; their distal, pointed ends protrude freely beyond the surface.
spicules are not very

smaller

between the

occupied by dense masses of sterr-

Small dermal styles are implanted more or

asters.

on the

27c) are composed chiefly of amphioxes

towards these apertures and

of such spicules,

choanosome.

These

Those near the

and

single ones, are also

Numerous minute

strongylo-

sphaerasters, forming a dense single layer just below the outer surface, are

imbedded

in the

dermal membrane.

A

few small oxysphaerasters also occur.

Besides these numerous other forms of spicules are observed in the spicule-

Most

preparations.
there

is

which

of these probably belong to the incrusting desmacidonid

one, however, an exceedingly minute and slender microamphiox, about

I

have

my doubts.

dragmes within

it.

I

ules, either singly or in

The

large

This

dragmes,

are 1.2-2, usually 1.6-1.8

The

proper to the sponge and possibly forms

m situ in the sections.

choanosomal amphioxes (Plate

slightly curved, fairly isoactine,

They

may be

have, however, not succeeded in finding any of these spic-

5, figs.

11, 12, 27e) are straight or

and rather abruptly and quite sharply pointed.

mm.

long,

rare large styles are shorter

attain a transverse diameter of 55

/^

and 30-48, usually 38-42 n

thick.

and thicker than the amphioxes; some

at the rounded end.

SIDOXOPS CALIFORXICA.
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The

minute, dermal styles arc usually slightly curved, 175-290

the central parts 3-7
end.

,«

The distal end is sharp pointed.
The minute microamphioxes which may be

bly form dragmes, are quite straight, about 50

The orthoplagiotriaenes (Plate
antl
is

long and in

5, figs.

foreign to the sponge,
,«

long and

l/<

and

possi-

thick.

13-19) have a rather small clade-angle

The rhabdome

might therefore perhaps also be termed orthotriaenes.

and usually sharp pointed, rarely blunt.

straight, conic,

,«

They taper slightly towards the proximal rounded

thick.

long and at the cladomal end 20-78, usually 35-55

ft

It is

thick.

I

0.9-1.45

mm.

do not think that

the great differences in the thickness of the rhabdome, which are clearly noticeable in comparing the spicules represented in figures 13

be altogether ascribed to differences in their age.

The

and 18 on Plate

clades are 160-400

6,
//

and uniformly curved, concave to the rhabdome.

conic, often rather blunt,

The

Their chords enclose angles of 104-120° with the axis of the rhabdome.
three clades of the

can

long,

same cladome often

and sometimes exhibit a

differ in size

sagittal character.

The

anatriaenes (Plate

rhabdomes, which are 10-17

and 22-45

tively stout

A

rhabdome.

1-4) have long and

figs.

more or

The

thick at the cladomal end.

,u

Their proximal part

u long.

is

less

curved

clades are rela-

quite strongly curved,

Their chords, enclose angles of 45-66° with the axis

their distal part straight.

of the

6,

knob

slight apical

is

usually discernible on the

summit

of

the cladome.

two clades (anadiaenes)

Anatriaene-derivates of similar dimensions with

(Plate

6, fig.

5)

and one clade (anamonaenes)

The branched end
derivate,

is

of a very peculiar spicule,

represented in

fig.

10 on Plate

which

may be an

This spicule

6.

but they are

also occur,

is

rare.

anatriaene-

a rhabd with two

small, recurved, clade-like branches, arising a little below one of the pointed

ends,

and a very

closing

large straight branch-ray, also pointing

downwards and en-

an exceedingly small angle (about 4°) with the rhabdome, arising some

distance below the small branch-rays.

The
just

niesoplagiudades (Plate

below the clades, 6-15

The number
6, fig. 8).

20-42

//

of clades

The
long.

is

,«

fig.

6,

thick.

one (Plate

7-9) have a long rhabdome which

The epirhabd

6, fig. 7),

is

conic

two (Plate

and 45-125

6, fig.

/i

9) or three (Plate

clades are nearly straight, pointed or rounded at the end,

They

are directed obliquely

upwards and

angles of 102-118° with the axis of the rhabdome.

is,

long.

and

their axes enclose

These plagioclade spicules

replace the mesoprotriaenes of other geodine sponges,

and

I

am

incUned to

SIDONOPS CALIFORNICA.
them

consider

as derivates of ordinary mesoproclades
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produced by a change

in

the position of the clades.

The

large choanosomal oxynsters (Plate 6, figs. 21-26c, 31c, 28, 29)

from six to fourteen, rarely as

There

formly distributed rays.
sharp pointed (Plate

many

5, fig.

is

twenty

as

straight, conic,

5, fig.

Apart from the very

29).

short, smooth, basal parts, the rays are entirely covered with spines,

The rays

An

are at the base 1.7-3

/«

The whole

thick.

number

inverse proportion between size and

The oxyasters with

usually observed (Plate

is

27-48

six to eleven rays are

aster

/(,

22-48 n

is

of rays

which

On

apjaear to be directed backwards, towards the centre of the spicule.

apex of the blunt rays a terminal spine

uni-

The rays vary from

no central thickening.

28) to blunt (Plate

have

and quite

5, fig.

the
29).

in diameter.

clearly pronounced.

is

with twelve or more

th(jse

rays 22-26 n in diameter.

The

rare, small oxysphaerasters (Plate 6,

conical, spined rays

The

and measure 7-9

small strongylosphaerasters (Plate

have a centrum 2-3.5

in diameter,

/<

fig.

30b) have stout, pointed,

in total diameter.

/<

figs.

6,

24a, 26a, 30a, 31a, 32-35)

from which six to seventeen

raj's arise.

These are usually regularly, more rarely irregularly distributed and 1.6-2.8

They

long.

and rounded

are cylindrical, 0.8-1.5 n thick,

at the ends.

fi

They

always bear spines, which are either quite uniformly distributed or massed at
the ends, where a verticil of larger spines sometimes appears to be present.

A

conspicuous terminal spine, arising from the end of the rays,

The whole

served.

number

of the rays

The
long,

to thickness

is

met

size is

4

/I

is

usually about 100

in diameter,

with.

/t

thick.

/i

and structure

often ob-

:

81

:

The proportion

116-130

/i

of length to breadth

In the centre a nearly spherical

69.

in diameter, this central cluster of granules has the

The umbilicus hes

as in those fully developed.
It

is

about 12

/<

same

in the centre

deep and 12 to 15

//

In the great majority of sterrasters the free distal ends of the rays are

perhaps 2
in

is

correlation I^etween

In the youngest sterrasters observed, which appear as spheres of

uniformly distributed, 2-3

and

A

composed of numerous small but conspicuous granules,

of one of the flat faces of the ellipsoid.

broad.

in diameter.

not discernible.

broad, and 70-90

ft

slender rays, 18
size

and

//

sterrasters (Plate 6, figs. 20, 36, 37) are flattened ellipsoids,

97-105

cluster,

aster measures 4.5-9

%

thick and 1.5-2

/i

apart.

In a small minority,

of all the sterrasters, these free ray-ends are irregularly distributed

some places much

face of such

fi

farther apart,

sterrasters being free

more or

from them.

less

extensive parts of the sur-

These altogether rayless parts of

SIDONOPS CAI.IFORNICA.
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the sterraster surface are covered with spines.

ray bears a terminal

about 1.5/1 long (Plate

6, figs.

The two specimens
2829 on

May

56 m. (31

36, 37).

of this species were caught with the tangles at Station

1888, off

1,

In the normal sterrasters each

from three to seven conic not very stout spines

verticil of

Lower Cahfornia,

in 22° 52' N.,

109° 55' W., depth

they grew on a rocky bottom; the bottom temperature was 23.4°

f.);

(74.1° F.).

Should the uniporality of the efferent cortical canals observed be due merely

and should

to a local rubbing off of the superficial parts after cajjture,

membranes cover them

in the living state, this si:)onge

would

of coui"se

sieve-

have to

Since however no indication of the former presence of

be placed in Geodia.

sieve-membranes can be discovered at the mouths of the now uniporal efferent
cortical canals.

I

think that these efferents must by nature

l)e

uniporal and the

sponge accordingly placed in Sidonops.

Among the species of Geodia and
three which at

Sidonops hitherto described there are only

resemble these sponges:

all

the sponge described

by Dendy

'

Geodia ramodigitata Carter 1880;

as Geodia ramodigitata Carter, which differs

however so considerably from Carter's tjpe that
identical with

and Synops

it;

From Geodia

alba Thiele 1900.

described under this
differ

I

alba Kieschnick 1896

do not think

=

it

specifically

Sydonops (recte Sidonops)

ramodigitata Carter and also from the species

name by Dend}'

the above mentioned Californian specimens

by possessing j)lagiomesoclades often with more or

less

reduced clades

in-

stead of the normally develo])ed protriaenes or promesotriaenes, a difference
wliicli is in itself,

apart from the difference in the superficial part of the canal

system, quite sufficient
Thiele

^

is

obviously

identical in shape

for specific

much more

and not very

Sidonops alba (Kieschnick)

distinction.

closely allied to them.
different in size.

The

Most

of the spicules are

differences

between them

most important systematically appear to be that Sidonops alba (Kieschnick)
Thiele

pos.ses.ses

small anaclades, which Thiele terms exotyles, whilst the Cali-

fornian specimens are destitute of such spicules; that the latter contain minute

microam phloxes which are absent
mesodade-cladomes
latter.

is

in the former;

and that the reduction

As regards the minute microamphioxes

I

do not attach very much

systematic importance to their presence or absence because

fig.

'

A. Dcntty.

'

J. Thiele.

16.

of the

carried considerably further in the former than in the

Report on the sponges. Rept. pearl oyster fisheries.
Kieselschwamme von Ternate I. Abhandl. Senckenb.

it

is cjuite

possible

1905, pt. 3, p. S8.
gesellsch., 1900, 25, p. 46, pi. 2,

SIDONOPS CALIFORNICA.
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and the
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The presence

far greater reduction of the

of

minute anaclades

mesoelade-cladomes in Sidonops

alba (Kieschnick) Thiele seem, together with the differences in the dimensions
of the other spicules, sufficient for specific separation;

and the more so as

Sidonops alba (Kieschnick) Thiele occurs near Ternate while the specimens
described above have been found on the opposite side of the Pacific Ocean,

the coast of

Lower

California.

The

differences

species are given in the following table.

between these closely

oflf

allied

SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
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Sidonops

an^ata,

megana,
Plate 12,

figs.

Plate 13,

1-8, IG, 17, 19, 20;

1-12, 22-25;

figs.

figs.

Plate 13,

11-15, 18, 21, 22;

figs.

figs.

figs. 9,

Plate 13.

10;

figs.

figs.

1-6, 16-22;

Plate 15,

nov.

var.

Plate 14,

13-17, 21;

orthotriaena,

Plate 12.

Plate 14,

1-4, 7-9, 11.

microana,
Plate 12,

sp. nov.

var. nov.

\

fig.

10.

nov.

ar.

18-20; Plato 14,

Plate 15,

7-9;

figs.

figs.

10-15, 23-30; Plate 15,

figs. 5, 6, 12.

establish this species for four sijcciniens obtained at three different sta-

I

Santa Barbara Island.

tions off the coast of southern Cahfornia, in the vicinity of

Some

of the

amphioxes and

clades are anp;ularly bent,

also a few of the

and to

it

name

this character the specific

The other two

sjiecimens from Station 2975 are identical.

from each other so much that

rhabdomes and clades

is

differ

of the telo-

Two

refers.

from these and

necessary to recognize three varieties.

In

the sijecimen from Station 2945, var. orthotriaena, the subcortical triaenes are

In the two specimens from Station

orthoclade, in the three others plagioclade.

2975, var. megana,

men from

some

of the anaclade-cladomes are large, while in the speci-

Station 4417, var. microana,

all

the anaclade-cladomes are small.

size.

One

of the specimens of var.

other more massive.

The

lobose specimen (Plate 12,

Shape and

mm.

stout fan, 8G

broad, 75

tuijerances rise from

its

On one

serrated appearance.
tlian

mm.

surface

megana

and 28-38 mm.

high,

and give to the margin

is

The

surface

is

mm.

thick,

rough, shagreened.

suspended

The

close together.

Apart from a few

in

one place

holes,

which are about
about

mm.

1

few sheltered places remnants of a spicule-fur are observed.
of this variety (Plate 12,

strongly rounded margin.

fig.

It is

join,

a bridge between

like

1

mm. wide

wide, which do

not seem to be oscules, no apertures visible to the unassisted eye occur.

men

pro-

somewhat

greater part of this roughness

to the presence of slight pit-like depressions

and are

Rounded

thick.

side these jsrotuberances attain a greater height

leaving a part of the sponge, 11

is tlue

lobose, the

of the fan a

on the other, and here the depressions between them

them.

more

19) has the shape of a

fig.

The massive

In a
speci-

20) has the shape of an inverted cone with a

77

mm.

high.

verse horizontal diameters are 112 and 107

mm.

The

largest

and smallest trans-

respectively.

There are a few

broad and low protuberances, chiefly on the margin of the upper, somewhat
concave

face.

thick, arises.

From

the base a digitate process, 25

The most exposed parts

mm.

of the surface are

long and

uj) to

smooth; the

14

mm.

rest of it

SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
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On

rough and shagreened.

tions;

on the upper face

in size

and about

it is

mm.

1

more protected parts

the sides, this roughness

by a network

of shallow pits, separated

of ridges

of var. microana (Plate 12,

broad and 40

mm.

The upper

side

is

broad and 15

The

flattened.

dense spicule-fur which

surface

is

mm.

in length,

A

23

On some

oscules.

to 5

mm.

high,

of the

observed.

irregularly spherical, 49

is

body

thick,

mm.

is

is

mm.

somewhat drawn out

which

is

to

attached to a coral.

high (Plate

is

covered by a

The

13, fig. 21b).

a fragment of an irregular lobose mass.

mm.

in breadth,

mm.

and 14

larger oscules.

It

The

in thickness.

In places there are rem-

few insignificant sjanbionts, chiefly small crusts of

monoaxonid

calcareous and

silicious sponges, are

The specimen

the specimens.

up

greater part of the surface

smooth and without

quite

nants of a spicule-fur.

on

is

18)

of the

mm.

in places 5.5

is

specimen of var. orthotriaena

measures 33

fig.

The lower part

mm.

due to the presence
raised at their junc-

There are no larger

of the surface a spicule-fur,

The specimen

form a peduncle, 30

is

somewhat

due to numerous wart-like protuberances varying

apart.

high.

25

attached to the surface of

of var. microana bears a dense

all

growth of diatoms

its surface.

The
purplish

colour, in spirit, is yellowish in the interior

brown on the

surface.

The

and white to reddish or

lobose specimen of var. megana

white on one side and has a reddish brown tinge on the other.

specimen of this variety

is

some parts

Variety microana

of the
is

quite

partly yellowish, partly reddish white on the sides

(below) and reddish brown on the upper face (above).
form,

is

The massive

This colour

is

not uni-

upper face being considerably darker than others.

dirty white below

and purplish brown above,

var. ortho-

triaena brownish white.

The

superficial part of the

layer (Plate 13,
14, fig.

fig.

21a, 25a) 0.7-1

differentiated to

is

14, fig. 20a),

mm.

thick,

form a

Numerous granular

20b).

7

lie

fi,

Below

armour, slender

composed

and an inner fibrous layer (Plate

these,

fibres

are circularly bent

cells,

in the

extended paratangentially and measuring 12-18

dermal membrane just below the surface (Plate

between them and the most

extend paratangentially.

distal sterrasters of the

and surround the pores sphincter-fashion.

of the massive specimen of var.

spaces, 40-70

/(

in diameter, occupied

/<

14,

Those adjacent to the pores

strongly stained with haematoxylin but only slightly with azure.

some

cortex

a central sterraster-armour

22a) excavated by subcortical cavities.

by about
fig.

body

dermal layer (Plate

of a thin outer

megana numerous

by dense masses

These

fibres are

In the choano-

irregularly polyedric

of small cells (Plate 15,

SIPOXOPS ANGILATA.
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Each

were observed.

4a),

fig.

Perhaps these

nucleus.

The

Ca7ial-system.

of these cells contains a small, strongly staining

young spermatozoa.

are

cells

sides of the massive specimen of var.

ered with afTerent pore-sieves (Plate 13,

figs.

The pores

extensive, nearly continuous poral tracts.

and generally measure 25-300

circular,

tissue separating

them

23, 24),

are oval or,

more

The strands

diameter.

in

/<

megana are cov-

which coalesce to form

of

rarely,

dermal

are as broad or broader than the pores themselves.

These pores lead into elongate subdermal

mm.

join to form stellate groups 0.4-1

from

cavities,

five to

seven of which

These groups of radiating

in diameter.

subdermal cavities are sunk in the stcrraster-armour layer and the spaces between them

in great part

stellate cavity

occupied by

of appropriate thickness (Plate 13,

• to

a

common

sterr;usters.

In consequence of this the

groups are very conspicuous in superficial paratangential sections
fig.

and here they

centre

penetrates the cortex and leads

23).

join to

down

The

cavities of each

group converge

form a radial cortical canal which

into the interior.

These radial

cortical

canals are 1-1.4 nun. apart, and in the sections examined are strongly contracted, usually quite closed.
fibres.
13, fig.
I

They

are surrounded

by mantles

of

circular

These mantles increase in thickness proximally and form chones (Plate
25b), which protrude into the subcortical cavities.

Around these chones

have often noticed extensive dome-shaped excavations of the proximal (inner)

When

surface of the sterraster-armour.

chones hang

down

as

it

some distance above the general lower
Below

this layer, in the inner

(Plate 13,

25c, Plate 14,

fig.

fig.

flagellate

efferent

22b) extends.
rise.

From

chambers (Plate

14, fig.

21a) are spherical or oval and small.

choanosomal canals lead up to and open out into extensive systems

of subcortical cavities
efferent apertures.

which underlie the parts of the cortex bearing the uniporal,

From

these cavities radial cortical canals with chones,

similar to the afferent ones described above, arise.
efferent cortical canals of the lobose
large, broad,

canal-lumen.
sections,

these cavities the afferent

These canals, and also the choanosomal

narrow, the choanosome appearing very solid in consequence.

efTerents, arc

The

limit of the sterraster-armour layer.

zone of the cortex, a system of subcortical cavities

choanosomal canals take their

The

such excavations are present the

were from the apices of the domes and are thus situated

and blunt conic spines (Plate

As these structures

On

the walls of some of the

specimen of var. megana

are rare

I

observed a few

15, fig.

7a) which protrude into the

and as

I failed to find

where they could have been studied with higher powers,

to ascertain their nature.

Each

efferent cortical canal leads

them
I

up

in thin

was unable
to a single

SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
up

circular pore

to 100

megana and

var.

wide (Plate

,«

also in var.

In the massive specimen of

13, fig. 22).

microana the efferent pores occupy the upper

depressed or flattened side of the sponge.

appear to be distributed
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massive specimen of var. megana

is

In the other two specimens they

As stated above the upper

less regularly.

face of the

covered with wart -like protuberances, une-

1 mm. apart.
Many of these warts bear
many however are without an apical aperture.

qual in size and on the average about

on their summit an efferent
I

presume that

all

])ore,

these warts are pore-bearing elevations and that on those on

which no pore was seen, the pore had been quite closed by excessive contraction
of the sphincter surrounding

hand, nearly

them

lie

all

on the

In the specimen of var. microana, on the other

it.

the efferent pores seem to be open.

and are not

level of the surface

of

In the interior these bundles are chiefly

of quite stout amphioxes, to

may

style-derivates
var.

many

it.

Spicule-bundles, extending radially and abutting vertically on

Skeleton.

the surface, traverse the choanosome.

composed

In this sponge

raised above

megana and

which a few thick

Towards the

be added.

styles or

branched

surface also plagiotriaenes (in

var. microana) or orthotriaenes (in var. orOiotriaena), anaclades,

and long and slender amphioxes (much more numerous

in var.

microana than in

the other varieties) are added to the stout amphioxes (and styles and style-

In var. microana and var. orthotriaena the cladomes of the plagio- or

derivates).

ortho-triaenes

lie

on the

level of the lower limit of the sterraster-armour layer.

In the two specimens of var. megana they are situated a

and entirely enveloped

this layer,

Most

ous.

met

them

of

are anatriaenes.

The cladomes

with.

by

in sterrasters.

far the greater

of

some

;

Some

long and slender amphioxes

spicules of this kind protrude

form the

spicule-fur.

than the anaclades.
chiefly

In

of the anaclades

it

Some

lie

beyond

lie

are not

in the inner

freely

numer-

it.

zone of the

beyond the

altogether within the sponge;

surface.

numerous

Together with the anaclades they

the slender amphioxes are
of

higher up, within

In var. microana also anadiaenes are

number, however, protrude

cortex

little

The anaclades

much more numerous

both the stout choanosomal and the slender

dermal amphioxes, and a few of the teloclade-rhabdomes and clades are

angularly bent.

In the spicule-preparations of var. microana two or three dichotriaenes and

some mesoprotriaenes were observed.
spicules in situ in the sections, I

The

microscleres are

losphaerasters

and

Since however I failed to find such

do not believe that they belong to the sponge.

smooth oxyasters and oxysphaerasters, spined strongy-

sterrasters.

The oxyasters

are confined to the

choanosome
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The oxysphaerasters

and are not numerous.

are ver_y abundant, particularly

the inner layer of the cortex, where they line the walls of the subcortical

in

cavities in large

numbers (Plate

walls of the chonal canals
cavities, right

and subcortical

cavities.

The

of the outer surface.

membrane

(Plate 13,

20a) in a single or in several layers and are

cortical canals

These asters also occur

distally along the walls of the

up to within a short distance

sphaerasters occupy the dermal
fig.

14, fig. 22c).

and they extend

On

figs.

met with

in the

dermal

strongylo-

22-24;

Plate

14,

also in the walls of the

the whole the strongylosphaerasters

situated superficially appear to be larger than those in the interior of the cortex.

The

sterrasters

form dense masses

in the

middle armour layer of the cortex and

occur scattered also in the choanosome, where they are particularly abundant
in the lobose

specimen of var. megana and in var. microana.

Besides these microscleres, I found, in the centrifugal spicule-p reparations

• of var.

microana, two oxyasters with more slender, spined rays, and in those of

the lobose specimen of var. megana numerous minute rhabds.

Both these kinds

of spicules I consider as foreign.

The
b,

stout

20b) are

(Plate 13,

choanosomal atnphioxes (Plate

fairly isoactine

fig. 2,

17b) or slightly curved (Plate
17a) near the middle.

Plate

12, fig. 17c;

and quite sharply pointed.

They

13, fig. 1),

13, figs. 1, 2, 17a,

are u.sually straight

more

rarely angularly

The angular bend amounts

to 8-12°,

bent (Plate

13, fig.

so that the

two actines of these angular amphioxes enclose angles of 168-172°.

These angularly bent choanosomal amphioxes are more frequent in the lobose
specimen of var. megana and in var. microana than in the other two specimens.

The stout choanosomal amphioxes
Their thickness

is

are 1.6-3.7

mm.

long and 20-72

on the whole proportional to their length.

siderably longer in var.

megana than

in the other

two

They

fi

thick.

are con-

varieties.

DIMENSIONS OF STOUT CHO.\NOSOMAL AMPHIOXES OF SIDOXOPS .A.NGULATA.
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and

is
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In the angularly bent spicules the angular bend amounts to 7-

usually, as in the spicule represented in Plate 12,

fig.

16b, not in the

middle, but considerably nearer one end than the other, the two straight parts
of the spicule thus enclosing an angle of 168-173°

The

and being unequal

in length.

slender dermal amphioxes are fairly isoactine, thickest in the middle,

gradually attenuated towards the ends, and terminally abruptly and sharply
pointed.
triaena are

They

much

are 2.9-9.5 nun. long

and 5-34 n

thick.

Those of

var. ortho-

smaller than those of the others.

DIMENSIONS OF SLENDER DERMAL AMPHIOXES OF SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
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good deal longer than those of the plagio- and ortho-triaenes of the other two
The clades of the same cladome are equal (Plate 13, figs. 9,11,15,18),
varieties.
or slightly (Plate 13,
7, 12,

figs. 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 14,

Hi) unequal in length.

19) or considerably (Plate 13,

passing through the axis of the rhabdome; sometimes, however, (Plate

an angular bend in a transverse plane
(Plate 13,

fig.

12), long

7,

observed.

is

ones rarely (Plate

13, fig. 4)

Short clades are often

13, figs. 9, 12),

nearly straight.

Cienerally the clades are markedly curveil, conca^^e to the rhabdome.

In some (Plate

curvature increases towards the ends of the clades.
13-16, 19) the degree of this increment of curvature
figs.

5-8)

it is

considerable.

abruptly (angularly) (Plate

figs.

Generally the clades extend in a longitudinal plane

Sometimes the

in othei-s (Plate 13,

is slight,

distal part of the

13, figs. 5, 10).

This

13, figs. 3,

dade

is

bent down

The angles enclosed between the

dade-chords and the axis of the rhabdome are in the two specimens of var.

^ megana

on an average 101.3 and 103°,

orlholriaena 93.7°.

triaenes, in the last orthotriaencs.

same rhabdome

in var.

mia-oana 105.6°, and in var.

These spicules are accortlingly

The

in

the

first

two plagio-

clade-angles of the three clades of the

are usually about equal, rarely (Plate 13,

fig.

6) considerably

different.

Very rarely one

of the clades

becomes quite nidimentary.

Such

iliaene

spicules were found only in var. orthotriaena.

DIMEX.SIOXS OF

NORMAL

PL.\GIO-

AND ORTHOTRI.\ENE.S OF SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
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considerably shorter than those of the anaclades of the other two varieties.

The acladomal end

of the

rhabdome

and terminally rounded (Plate
are in var.
alwa3's

megana 7-39

/i,

attenuated and jjointed, or cyhndrical

is

At the cladomal end the rhabdomes

12, fig. 15).

in the

two other

varieties

10-18

thick.

pt

There

is

on the summit of the cladome an apical protuberance which, however,

does not contain a prolongation of the axial thread of the rhabdome, the latter

terminating at the point where the axial threads of the clades arise from

The

axial threads of the clades are directed obliquely

portion (Plate
direction they

12, figs. 1, 5, 13,

14).

downwards

After extending a short distance in this

bend outward angularly and then follow the axes

This peculiarity of the axial threads of the clades

is

are

of the clades.

doubtlessly the cause of

Most

of the anaclades

fairly equal clades (Plate 12, figs. 1-6, 8, 9, 12-14).

In some there

the formation of the apical protuberance of the cladome.

have three

it.

in their basal

two longer and one short clade (Plate

12,

fig.

7).

In not a few of the

anaclades of var. microana one clade has disappeared entirely, so that these

The

clades are conical, pointed, and

spicules are diaenes (Plate 12,

figs. 10, 11).

when

concave towards the rhabdome (Plate

3,

long, distinctly curved,

5-10).

In short clades (Plate

slighter, often
less
is

hardly perceptible.

than the basal.

12, figs. 2, 4,

The

11-14) this curvature

distal part of the clade

Sometimes (Plate

12, figs. 3, 5, 6)

is

12, figs. 1,
is

usually

usually curved

an abrupt angular bend

observed where the curved proximal part passes into the more straight distal

part.

The chords

of the clades are in the anaclades of var.

in tliose of var. ortliotriaena

long.

The

33-80

pt,

and

in

megana 45-210

those of var. microana only 30-50

angles between the clade-chords

and

/z,

/i

the axis of the rhabdome are

27-66°, on an average 47°.

DIMENSIONS OF CLADES OF SIDONOPS ANGULATAJ
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The various
23, 24)

form a continuous

Forms with more than
fewer,
tliose

and oxysphaerasters (Plate

oxyasters

and among

tlie

series.

much more

thirteen rays are

These asters form a

fairly

The

much

scarcer than

14, fig.

centrum and numerous rays (Plate

24) to small

14, figs. 16, 23).

rays are straight, usually on the whole conical, attenuated towards the sharp-

pointoil

end

(he

in

l);i.sal

and middle parts more gradually than

and perfectly smooth (Plate

part,

14,

Sometimes, chiefly

in the

terminal

Their shape varies in

23, 24).

figs. 16,

correlation to their size, the longest rays being the

the stoutest.
figs.

16,

continuous series ranging

from large oxyasters without centrum and few rays (Plate
oxvsphaera.stei-s with large

c,

frequent than forms with

hitter those with from one to three rays

with four or more.

l-15a, b,

14, figs.

They have from one to twenty-three rays.

most slender and the shortest

two- to four-rayed oxyasters (Plate

in the

14,

3b, 13b), short, rounded or truncate rudiments of reduced rays occur in

the

addition to

developed conical and pointed ones.

proj:)erh'

These ray-

luirnnents are generally smooth, rounded knobs not longer than broad (Plate
14, fig. 3b),

terminal

more

rarely longer

The rays

si)ines.

and

in this case

sometimes crowned with a few
Their arrangement

are always concentric.

in

is

the few-rayed oxj'asters often irregular, in the many-rayed ones nearly always
regular.

In none of the two-rayed forms observed were the two rays regu-

larly arranged, that

situated exactly opposite each other in a straight line,

is,

them being always considerably

the angle enclosed by

several of these asters this angle

was under 120° and

These diactine asters consequently look

like

Also in the three-rayed oxyasters (Plate

arrangement
(Plate 14,

more or

In

than 180°.

one even under 90°.

less

opened compasses.

3b, 13b, 24) irregular ray-

figs.

In the oxyasters with four (Plate

the rule.

is

figs.

14,

less

in

4b, 16, 23) properly developed pointed rays,

14, fig.

lb) or

more

on the other hand,

the rays are usually regularly arranged.

The oxyasters and oxysphaerasters
trum attaining a

maximum

rays are 2.5-40

long,

size of the rays

of rays.

ft

and

are 11-64

diameter of 12

and at the base 1.6-5

of the

whole aster

is

ft

in total diameter, the cen-

The normal

/t.

;«

thick.

conically pointed

Roughly speaking, the

in inverse proportion to the

Only the monactine oxyasters appear as an exception

number

to this rule.

Since however these spicules are rare and I was able to measure but few, I

do not attach much importance to
are 25-64

The

//

six- to

in diameter, their

this fact.

ten-rayed oxyasters are 23-44

8.5-25 by 1.6-4.5

/i.

in diameter, their rays

The

The one-

to five-rayed oxyasters

normal conical rays measuring 13-40 by 1.7-5
fi

in diameter, their rays

measuring

eleven- to twenty-three-rayed oxyasters are 11-25

measuring 2.5-13 by 1.7-3.3

{jl.

/i.

/i
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roughly speaking, in true propor-

is,

in inverse proportion to the size of the aster.

In some of the large two- to five-rayed oxyasters the knob-like ray-rudiments
clustering
asters

round the centre form an irregular thickened mass, but none

The

have a true centrum.

was 38 n

Most

in diameter.

among

without centrum, but
are provided with one,
central thickening

is

and

largest oxyaster with such a

and seven-rayed oxyasters are

of the six-

the oxyasters with eight to ten rays a great

in the oxyasters with eleven or

is

always

much

also possess the greatest

oxyasters and oxysphaerasters of the four specimens are very similar.

dififerences observed,

which are recorded

in the

appended table (page

are well within the limits of the accidental inaccuracies
of the

number (only about one hundred)

The

in the

number

centrum considerably exceeds the ray-length.

of rays, the diameter of the

The

spherical

than the ray-length, while

less

smallest oxyasters (oxysphaerasters), which

The

more rays a

also

many

In the larger oxyasters with centrum

invariably present.

the diameter of the latter

of these

centmm observed

strongylosphaerasters (Plate 14,

3-4),

due to the smallness

of oxyasters measured.
figs.

Id, 2d, 5d, 7d, 9d, lOd, 17-19,

25-30) usually have a spherical centrum and about ten to twenty

In most

of the strongylosphaerasters all the rays are

14, figs.

17, 25-28).

radial rays.

about equal in

size (Plate

In not a few strongylosphaerastei-s of var. megana and var.

orthotriaena however,

some

of the rays are reduced to insignificant protuberances

of the surface of the centrum and are

much

On

shorter than the others.

Plate 14

two strongylosphaerasters of this kind are represented, one (Figs. 18, 19) with
all

but three, the other (Figs. 29, 30) with

all

The

but one ray thus reduced.

properly developed rays are cylindrical or cylindroconical and truncate, very
rarely conical

and pointed.

slender, longer,

and

the

distally

In var. microana they are on the whole more

more attenuated than

in the other

two

varieties,

and

strongylosphaerasters with pointed, conical rays have been observed only

in this variety.

The rays

are 1-12 n long and at the base 2-6 n thick, the

dimensions of the fully developed ones being

number.

in

inverse proportion to their

Strongylosphaerasters with only one fully developed ray are rare and

have been found only

in var. orthotriaena.

In these the single ray

is

12

//

long

and 6 n thick. In the strongylosphaerasters with two or three fully developed
rays, which are quite frequently met with in both specimens of var. megana and
in the specimen of var. orthotriaena, these rays are 8 /< long and 4-4.5 /« thick.
In the strongylosphaerasters with from four to nine fully developed rays which
are

still

more abundant

in var. viegana

and

var. orthotriaena, these rays are
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In the ordinary strongylosphaerasters with from

thick.

ten to twenty equal rays, which occur in great numbers in

the rays are 2-4

1-7

/i

/<

thick, in var. microana 3-9

/(,

and

the specimens,

all

in the other

two

varieties

long.

The

size of the

centrum and

in inverse proportion to the

losphaerasters of var.

megana and

developed rays, the centrum

is

whole aster

of the

number of

number

the

like the size of the rays,

is,

var. orthotriaena with

11-13

fx

In the strongy-

of the latter.

and the whole

from one to nine

aster 21-26

fi

fully

in diameter.

In the strongylosphaerasters with from ten to twenty equal rays these dimensions
are 7-14

/(

The

and 14-24.5 n respectively

long, rarely smaller,

/(

from a

common

centre within the tip of the ray

those on the sides of the ray are slightly oblique,

When

inclined towards the end of the ray.
its

spines are conic, usually

Those situated on the terminal

and not recurved.

face of the ray appear to radiate

and diverge accordingly;

spines on

The

and the centrum are smooth-.

their basal part

0.5-1

in all the three varieties.

developed rays bear numerous spines while

distal parts of the fully

terminal face retain their

the ray

full size.

is

reduced in length the

Consequently the low protuber-

ances representing greatly reduced, rudimentary rays of this kind, are covered

with tufts of spines (Plate

14, figs. 18, 19, 29, 30).

In the rays of some of the strongylosphaerasters of var. orthotriaena
served thick axial threads.
in the centre of the spicule

These were joined

and extended

in a regularly concentric

in straight lines

I

ob-

manner

along the axes of the

rays to within a short distance of their ends, where they appeared to terminate

with slight irregular thickenings.
fine

axial threads.
ful

Occasionally

it

seemed that exceedingly

branches extending towards the spines arose from the distal parts of these

These being near the limit

whether such structures really

merely an optical

exist, or

of microscopic visibility,

I

found

spicule-preparations of the massive specimen of var. megana
/(

in total

The
less

in the centrifugal

tliick.

/«,

ones,

and seven-

These asters appear to be

of the ordinary strongylosphaerasters.

sterrasters (Plate 13, figs.

regular flattened ellipsoids.

in the centre of the
ellipse,

doubt-

some small

diameter with a centrum measuring only 1.5-2.5

teen to nineteen minutely spined rays 0.5-1 n

young stages

is

illusion.

Besides the strongylosphaerasters described above

7.5-14

it

whether the impression of them was

upper

22-25; Plate

side, their

15, figs. 1-3,

5-12) are more or

seen from above, with the umbilicus

When

contour generally appears as a regular

sometimes nearly approaching a

circle (Plate

15, figs. 9-11).

In var.

SIDOXOrs AXGULATA.
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in a centrifugal spicule-preparation, I clearly

radial axial thread, extending right

up

to its end,

is

contained in each

In the centre of a young sterraster of var. orthotriaena a

ray.

a few very small granules,

l}'ing close together,

was observed.

little

of a slightly heated, adult sterraster of the massive specimen of var.

observed an apparently solid black sphere, 15

some

rays radiated to
times.

It

distance.

/t

in diameter,

cluster of

In the centre

megana

I

from which black

Such a blackening has been observed several

seems to show that the central part

of the spicule contains

more

organic substance than the superficial part, and that the axial threads of the

rays are distally

The

.distal,

silicified

to a greater extent than proximally.

normal sterrasters

freely protruding parts of the rays are in

every^vhere, except in the vicinity of the umbilicus, 4-5

/j-

thick and provided

with a terminal verticil of usually four to six stout, blunt, and often somewhat
curved, lateral spines (Plate

15, figs. 5, 6).

The

distal

ends of the rays sur-

rounding the umbilicus have a transverse section, elongated in a direction
radial to the umbilicus, usually 4-5 n

broad and 6-7

/<

long.

They

are generally

provided with from seven to nine lateral spines and also bear several spines on
their terminal face (Plate 16, figs. 1-3).

The

spines of these rays, which are

directed towards the centre of the umbilicus, are a

little

larger

than the others

and often curved.
Besides these normal sterrasters some abnormal ones, for which

I

propose

the term sterroids, were observed, chiefly in var. orthotriaena and the massive

specimen of var. megana.
are sterrasters in

which the

The most frequent kinds

of abnormities

distal ray-ends are thicker, as

much

transverse diameter, farther apart, and provided with a greater
spines than in the normal sterrasters.

met with

as 6-9

fi

in

number

of

In some of these sterrasters single scat-

tered spines, similar to those forming the verticils on the rays, arise here and
there between the protruding distal ray-ends directly from the surface of the
solid

centrum

of the spicule.

Much more

rarely strongylosphaeraster-like sterr-

asters with relatively long, terminally rounded, protruding rays were observed.

In some of these the protruding ray-ends were smooth, in others densely
covered with small spines.

The two specimens
12, 1889, in

of gravel

34°

1'

of var.

megana were trawled

at Station 2975 on February

30" N., 119° 29' W., depth 66 m. (36

and broken

shells; the

f .)

;

they grew on a bottom

bottom temperature was 73.9° (57°

F.).

The

specimen of var. microana was caught with the tangles at Station 4417 on April
8° W.,
12, 1904, near Santa Barbara Islands, S. W. rock Santa Barbara Island, N.
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(G.3 miles), drift S. 73°

km.

11.7

and

of fine yellow sand

W.; depth 53 m. (29

coralline rock.

trawled at Station 2945 on February

55 m. (30

The

f .)

it

;

it

f.);

The specimen

grew on a bottom

of var. orthotriaena

G, 1889, in 34° N., 119° 29' 30"

was

W., depth

grew on a pebbly bottom.

similarity of the rather peculiar

smooth oxyasters and oxysphacrasters

and the smallness of the difTerences of most of the other skeletal elements and
the soft parts of these sponges
a conclusion which

region.

The

slight that I

is

show that they

do not hesitate to place them

come from the same

in the

same systematic

unit.

between these and the other two and between the

on the other hand, considerable.

much

all

between the two specimens from Station 2975 are so

differences

of the differences

are nearly related to one another,

corroborated by the fact that they

Some

Several

latter are,

of these differences, as for instance the

smaller size of both kinds of amphioxes in the smaller specimen from Sta-

tion 2945,

may

be due merely to differences of age or growi:h and are therefore

systematically unimportant; other differences appear to be of greater signifi-

may

cance, and of these the following

be noted

:

the^ subcortical triaenes of

the specimen from Station 2945 are orthotriaenes, while those of the others are
plagiotriaenes;

the strongylosphaerasters of the specimen from Station 4417

have more slender and conical rays, those of the other specimens stouter and

more

cylindrical ones.

Many

of the sterrasters of the specimen

2945 are rhomboidically distorted, while

all

or nearly

The

others have regularly elliptical contours.

all

from Station

the sterrasters of the

sterrasters of the

specimen from

Station 2945 are slightly, those of the specimen from Station 4417 very considerably, smaller than those of the specimens

from Station 2975.

of the specimen from Station 4417 are all small;

in the

The anaclades

specimen from Station

2945 medium sized, and in the specimens from Station 2975 large anaclades
occur besides the small ones.
are partly triaene

were triaene.

In the specimen from Station 4417 the anaclades

and partly diaene,

There can,

I think,

to congenital particularities

in the

two

latter all the anaclades observed

be no doubt about these differences being due

and not to mere individual (somatic) adaptations

or differences of chromatin-separation or mixture before
tion.

For

this qualitative reason,

these differences are

must

harities of parts lying either,
or, like

and during

fertiliza-

also for the quantitative reason that

by no means inconsiderable

find systematic expression.

the surface,

and

in extent, I think that

As these variations are due mostly

they

to pecu-

hke the strongylasters and sterrasters, close to

the anaclades, even protruding beyond

it;

as structures

thus directly exposed to the influence of external forces are, a priori, liable to be

SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
somewhat

most

different even in

exposed internal parts,

finally as

the only valid difference of the

is

as a comparison of the cladomes of these triaenes

is,

very great;

(Plate 26) shows, not

and

closely related individuals;

the difference in the subcortical triaenes, which
less
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it

appears advisable to place these four

sponges in one and the same species, with three varieties within this species.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE VARIETIES OF SIDONOPS ANGULATA.
megana

Var.

reddish

yellowish,

white,

Var. orthotriaena

Var. microana

dirty white, purple-brown.

brownish white.

brown.
choanoso-

Stout,

mm.

2-3.7

long, 40-72

mal amphioxes

thick.

dermal
amphioxes

not

numerous;

mm.

long, 18-34

Slender,

ft

vates)

mm.

4.2-9.5
thick.

/t

long,

60-100

thick (not found in the

/i

1.6-2.5

mm.

long,

20-70

,«

thick.

mm.

very abundant; 5.5-7
long, 10-22 /t thick.

as in the lobose specimen

long, 5-17

2.9-4.5
/i

thick.

as in the lobose specimen
of var. megana.

megana.

of var.

numerous;

not

mm.

massive specimen).

rhabdome
or

ortho-

triaenes

mm.

1.6-2.8

50-82
/(
clades 330-700

thick;

long,

ft

92-104°,

clade-angle

long;

av-

long;

50-77 /(
380-580

long,

clades

mm. rhabdome

1.5-2.6

thick;

long;

/i

91-112°,

clade-angle

av-

7-39
45-210

long,

clades

and

aenes.

fi

rhabdome

clade-angle 27-66°,

18

ju

10-

shorter,

thick; clades 30-50

/t

clade-angle 50-62°,

long;

average 46°.

anadi-

mm.

anatriaenes.

rhabdome

/i

2-2.35

47-78 /( thick; clades
clade380-500 /I long;
91-98°,
average
angle
long,

93.7°.

anatriaenes

ana triaenes.
thick;

rhabdomes

erage 105.6°.

erage 102.1.5°.

rhabdome

orthotriaenes.

plagiotriaenes.

plagiotriaenes.

Plagio-

1.8-2.8 ram. long, 20-52
thick.

2.1-2.5

Styles (style-deri-

/i

thick;

long,

clades

14—18
33-80

n
,u

clade-angle 43-54°,

long;

average 48°.

average 47°.

Oxyasters and oxy

Strongylosphaerasters

1-23

rays;

3-20 more cylindrical rays;
14-26 n in total diameter.

10-17

Sidonops.

19-24

in

2-20

13-60

rays;

total diameter.

more conic
,«

H

rays;

in total diameter.

1-17

more

rays;

17-24

cylindrical
n

in

total

diameter.

regularly

ellipsoidal

105-122 /( long; 90-114
broad, 70-86 ;i thick.

The

15-54

rays;

total diameter.

all

afferents

1-18

11-64

total diameter.

tt

all

ellipsoidal;

regularly

85-97

ft

long,

broad, 57-65

/(

75-90

thick.

ft

besides the regular ellipsoidal also rhomboidically

distorted ones, 90-111
long,

80-94

79

thick.

/!

structure of the skeleton and the canal-system with

and

its

None

its

ft

ft

broad, 65-

cribriporal

uniporal efferents clearly show that this species belongs to
of

the previously described species either of Sidonops or

SIDONOPS OXY ASTRA.
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Geodia, which latter

I

have, for the reasons given in the description of Geodia

compared, at

resemble these sponges in their spiculation.

all

agassizii,

also

The only

species similar to S. angulata

and from

this

it is

Memoir,

bicolor described in this

is /S.

distinguished by the possession of anaclades and angularly

bent amphioxes, the smoothness of the oxyasters and oxysphaerasters, and
the smaller size of the sterrasters.
Sidonops oiyastra,
rialc

0,

figs.

asters of this species are

name

specific

The

figs.

all

Deep

undivitled jxirt

two specimens (Plate

mm.

6, fig.

5) forms a

broad; the lobes (Plate

mass

(jf

it

in

has

the central

4) taper distally

and are

Large parts of the strongly convex and most exposed

ix)res are observed.

the surface arc perforated

can be distinguished.
ma.ss

mass 94 mm.

into lobes;

6, fig.

In other exposed parts

portions of the surface are altogether without pores.

parts

the

tliis

surface appeare undulating, smooth, and, to the unaided eye,

destitute of a spicule-fur.

a few minute

1-15.

figs.

8.

water-worn pebble, half of which

incisions partly divide this

is 7(3

The

rounded.

Plate

oxyasters (oxysphaerasters) and to

iliamcter, attached to a flat,

overgrown.

nov.

sp.

1-20;

refers.

larger of the

maximum

7.

two sjiccimens from Duncan Island, Galapagos.

I establish this species for

The

Plate

1-23;

The whole

and considerable parts

The

flat

by very numerous

pores,

two kinds

of

which

of the extensive flat surface of the central

by

of the surface of the lobes are occupied

In .some places, where the dermal

containing small afferent pores.

forming these pore-sieves has been rubbed
cortical canals are

and the concave, more sheltered

off the

There

exposed to view.

is

sieves

membrane

entrances to the radial afferent

mm.

a tract 4-14

occupied by a group of large and conspicuous efferent pores (Plate

in extent

6, fig.

4)

on

nearly every lobe.

The

smaller si)ecimen, which measures 56

mm.

in

maximum

resembles the larger one, described above, in every respect.

diameter,

It also

grew, as

the impression in the detached base shows, on a flat pebble perhaps another
part of the one to which the larger specimen

A

monaxonid sponge (Plate

6, figs.

is

attached.

19a, 20a; Plate

7, figs,

and

lb, 2b, 6b)

composite ascidians incrust parts of the afferent areas of both specimens.

The

colour of the surface of the large undivided central

specimens

(in spirit) purplish

brownish white.

The

interior

is

mass

brown, that of the other parts
light

brown.

is

much

in

both

lighter,

SIDONOPS OXYASTRA.

A

cortex (Plate

la, 2a, 6a),

7, figs,

composed

41

of a thin outer dermal layer,

a thick middle sterraster-armour layer, and a thin inner fibrous layer,

The whole cortex

superficially.
in

some parts

is,

of the efferent areas

is

developed

under most parts of the surface, 700-750

up

to 1.6

mm.

As such thicknesses

thick.

/(,

of

the cortex have been obsei-ved only between widely open efferent cortical canals

may

they

be produced by the dilatation of the

the afferent areas on an average about 40

In the efferent areas

subdermal canals.
solid,

fi

it

The dermal

latter.

thick and excavated
is

in

of

/<

thick,

The

spindle-cells.

about 600 n thick and every-

in the afferent areas

is

is

on an average about 60

and occupied by numerous paratangentially disposed

sterraster-armour layer

layer

by systems

where, except in the walls of the cortical canals, occupied by dense masses of
sterrasters.

In parts of them the portions of the middle layer free from sterr-

around the

asters

cortical canals are rather extensive

distally (Plate 7, fig. 6).

The inner

fibrous layer

by paratangential, somewhat undulating

and considerably widened

35-70

is

/<

thick and occupied

strongly with aniline-

fibres, staining

blue.

The choanosome
elongated

cells

traversed

is

(Plate

by strands composed

6, figs. 1, 2).

composing them are arranged rather

Here and there (Plate
measuring 20

X

11

//,

6, fig. 1,

/<

and conspicuous

broad.

•

The

cells

but on the whole distinctly

irregularly,

are mostly spindle shaped, 20-30

They

longitudinally.

of large

These strands are 60-90

ft

long and 4-7 ^ thick.

to the left below) thicker,

are observed in the strands.

more oval elements,

The plasma

of these cells

is

occupied by large granules, staining strongly with haematoxylin.
Canal-system.

The

pore-groups 0.5-1

mm.

afferent areas of the surface are occupied
in

diameter (Plate

close together, being separated only

pores themselves (Plate

8, fig.

8,

fig.

by narrow

13).

sieve-like

poreless tracts.

The

afferent

15) are in the preparations, probably in conse-

quence of post mortem shrinkage, somewhat irregular

and separated by dermal bands

by

These pore-sieves he

of varying breadth.

in shape,

40-120

fi

wide,

The broader bands, which

form a sort of primary network, are thick, reach down to the middle layer of
the cortex, and contain asters and dermal rhabds.

The narrower bands which

connect these primaries, are quite thin and contain only a few small asters or

no spicules at

all

(Plate

8,

fig.

15).

The pores

of each group (pore-sieve) lead

into a system of subdermal cavities, which converge

and unite to form a

radial

canal.

These radial afferent cortical canals, which penetrate the sterraster-

armour

layer, are circular in transverse section

cUstributed

mm.

apart.

somewhat

and about 45

fi

wide.

They are

regularly over the afferent areas, their centres being 0.7-1

SIDONOPS OXYASTIU.
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numerous

of the afferent areas

Below the cortex

cavities,

which appear

connected with each other by paratangential canals are met with (Plate
6).

1, 2,

7, figs.

Into this system of subcortical cavities the radial afferent cortical

canals open out, and from

downwards

numerous narrow

it

into the choanosome, take their

The intermediate

tissue

afferent canals,

rise.

final ramifications of

poorly tlevclopcd, the

is

which extend

the

canals and the flagellate chambers being separated only by thin membranes
(Plate

The

6, fig. 3).

The
(Plate

chami)ers are, so far as

flag(>llatc

cal and measure 17-25

/<

in

efferent canals join to very

wide (up to

below which they join to form a more or

mm.

canals are 0.1-1
freely

on the surface.

14),

They

mm.)

efferent canal-stems
of the cortex,

continuous efferent subcortical

less

These

and open out

6, fig.

Plate

4;

7, figs, le,

2e; Plate

which occupy the efferent areas above described, are circular and,

mm.

small ones are few in

numerous

large ones.

number and
The

jjores is

scattered irregularly

8,

like

great difference in

The

remarkable.

among the much more

centres of the efferent pores are, irresjiective of the

width of the pores, quite uniformly 1.2
the margins of adjacent pores

and the

The

wide.

between the smallest and the largest of these

Tliis

out, spheri-

are destitute of dermal pore-sieves (uniporal).

the canals which terminate in them, 0.1-1
size

1.5

wide, have a circular transverse section,

Their openings, the efferent pores (Plate
fig.

make

this the radial efferent cortical canals take their rise.

From

cavity.

could

which extend towards the efferent areas

Id, 2d)

7, figs.

I

diameter.

is

mm.

apart,

and the distance between

consequently in inverse proportion to their

fact that the cortex

is

tliicker

size.

between large pores than between

small ones, seem to iinlicate that the great differences of width observed in the
efferent pores (cortical canals) are

In

Skeleton.

the* interior of

scattered amphioxes,

some

due to differences

in

degree of contraction.

the choanosome numerous, rather irregularly

some amphistrcmgyles, a few

styles, large oxyasters,

and

Towards the surface

mostly young forms, are met with.

stcrrasters,

rhabds, similar to those mentioned above, together with the rhabdomes of

numerous subcortical plagiotriaenes and a few small subcortical anaclades, form
radial bundles

which abut vertically or somewhat obliquely on the cortex (Plate

7, figs. 1, 2, 6).

In this subcortical region of the choanosome and in the inner

layer of the cortex also minute dermal rhabds occur;
are here

much

latter for the

less

abundant than

in the interior,

most part replaced by

of the cortex the sterrasters

the (young) sterrasters

and the large oxyasters

large oxysphaerasters.

form a dense mass.

of the

In the middle layer

The dermal

layer contains

SIDONOPS OXYASTRA.
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numerous small oxyasters and oxysphaerasters, numerous minute dermal rhabds,

The small oxyasters and oxysphaerasters form a
The minute dermal rhabds and anaclades traverse

and a few small anaclades.
dense coating at the surface.

the dermal layer more or less radially.

Their proximal ends are implanted in

the distal part of the sterraster-armour layer, and their distal ends protrude

beyond the

freely

The dermal rhabds

surface.

proximally situated, rounded ends.

21) these spicules form dense masses.

fig.

The

nearly so numerous.

6,

In the afferent areas they are not

protmding ends

freely

efferent areas very close together

are styles with attenuated,

In the efferent areas of the surface (Plate

and nearly

of these spicules are in the

on a good lawn.

parallel, like grass

In the afferent areas they form tuft-like groups of diverging spicules like grass on

The anaclades

ground.

arid

place (Plate

Where the monaxonid

scarce.

spicules penetrate

(Plate

6,

figs.

their

it,

confined to

are

23) I found

6, fig.

them

in great

the

afferent

numbers.

areas.

In one

Generally they are

sponge-crusts, above mentioned, extend, these

cladomes lying within the attached sponge-crust

19b, 20b), anchoring

it

These anaclades are

to the Sidonops.

mostly anatriaenes, but anadiaenes, anamonaenes, and mesanaclades, chiefly
mesanatriaenes, also occur.

The

large choanosomal

amphioxes (Plate

straight or slightly curved, 1.1 1.55

The

They
ends.

mm.

6, fig.

Plate

14;

long and 10-32

/i

and 0.8-1

rare large amphistrongyles are straight, isoactine,

are in the middle 18-23

The degree

/(

thick

of attenuation

is

8, figs.

4a, 5) are

thick.

mm.

long.

and taper towards the two equal, rounded
variable, as the following three measure-

ments show.
Thickness

The very

in

Thickness at the ends

the middle

23 n

21

fi

20

/«

17

fi

18

ti

12

/t

rare large styles are straight

and shorter and,

thicker than the amphioxes and amphistrongyles.

850

fi

long and, at the rounded end, 38

The minute dermal
which

lies

/(,

that

usually about 200

,«

rounded and 1.5-3
thickest point.

/^

rounded end,

measured was

more

or

the distal end

is

less,

sometimes

long, and, at the thickest

between the middle and the rounded end, 3-5.5

taper towards both ends;

its

One

I

thick.

styles (Plate 6, figs. 21, 22) are

rather abruptly, curved, 130-230
point,

fi

at the

/(

thick.

They

sharp pointed; the proximal end

thick, usually a little less than half as thick as the spicule at
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The

plagiotriaenes (Plate

The rhabdome

l)art.

The
all

1-1.65

is

three (Plate

fig.

6,

of the clades

is

rhabdome, their

8, fig.

4b, c)

have a conical

straight or slightly curved in

mm.

rarely one (Plate

same cladome

two, or

off terminally.

are usually about equal in

figs. 8,

6,

thick.

/<

6, fig. 7),

and rounded

6) are reduced in length

clades of the

acladomal

its

long and, at the cladome 24-40

rarely distinctly unequal (Plate

more

length,

is

and pointed;

clades are usually conical

The normal pointed

6-13; Plate

figs.

6,

sharp-pointed rhabdome, which

The

10).

basal part

directed obliquely upward and always curved, concave to the
distal part

usually proportional to

is

and

straight or slightly curved

The development of this uj^ward bend of the distal

in the opposite direction.

part of the clade

directed outward

is

normal (pointed) clades are 250-285

/i

its

The chords

length.

of the

long and enclose angles of 100-118°, on an

average 108.5°, with the axis of the rhabdome.
In a si)icule-preparation

found a triacnc with a cladc-chord 350

I

enclosing an angle of 90° with the rhabdome.

/t

long,

Perhaps this orthotriaene

is

a

foreign spicule.
of the sttialL dtrmal anoclades (Plate

The rhabdomcs
20b, 23) appear
1

mm.

I

They

long.

variable.

—

found none intact

arc, at the

cladome, 5-12

/<

thick.

very rarely blimt, more or

less

17, 18, 19b,

6, figs.

Their clades are pointed,

angularly bent, concave to the rhabdome and

This inequality

often rather unequal.

— to be over

Their cladomes are very

The most frequent forms are anatriaenes (Plate

20b) with a jirotubcrance on the apex of the cladome.

15-18, 19b,

figs.

6,

in the spicule-preparations

is

sometimes carried to the extent

of

a

complete suppression of one or two clades, whereby diaene and monaene forms

Not infrequently the

are produced.

blunt (Piute

6,

fig.

15, 16) or,

apical protuberance

more

replaced

is

frequently, pointed epirhabd.

these mesanachides an; quite regular mesanatriaenes (Plate
of

them

are,

long,

Most of

Some

15).

however, rendered irregular by one of the clades extending upwards,

[H-oclade-fa-shion (Plate

6, fig.

16).

These mesanatriaenes were found only at

The chords

the place where the anaclades are abundant.

of the clades of the

more regular triaene and mesotriaene anaclades are 15-24
angles of 40-65°, on an average 57°, with
clades of the diaene

ing a length of 30

/i.

The epirhabd
/i

is,

long and enclose

when

longer,

some

fully developed,

of

them

The

attain-

straight, conic,

long.

Although the different kinds of euasters
transitional

//

the axis of the rhabdome.

and monaene anaclades are

sharp pointed, and 65-75

by

fig.

6,

by a

forms, three

categories

are, to

some

extent, connected

can reacUly be distinguished:

large
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choanosomal few-rayed forms, without large centrum (large oxyasters); large
subcortical

many-rayed forms, with

centrum (large oxysphaerasters) and

large

;

many-rayed forms, with or without

small, dermal, mostly

large

centrum (small

oxijasters (Plate 7, figs. 3-5a, 7, 8,

13-15) have a

oxyasters and oxysphaerasters).

The

large

choanosomal

slight central thickening 2.5-4.5

that

/<,

and from four

of the rays, in diameter,

two

is

to three times the basal thickness

to ten,

most frequently seven,

straight,

and pointed or blunt, concentric, and quite regularly distributed

conical

With the exception

proximal end, the whole of the ray

of its

rather large and uniformly distributed spines (Plate
are 11-25

,«

long and at the base usually 1.2-2

the aster being 18-45

These

occur.

asters,

the base, only 0.5-0.7

The

A

//.

few asters of

which are

less

thick.

They

/<

/<,

that

is

(Plate

with

much

thinner rays also

in total diameter,

are probably

lai-ge subcortical- oxysfhanasteis

centrum 4.2-6.5

/j.

The rays

13-15).

7, figs.

have rays, at

young forms.

7, figs.

3c, 19, 20)

from a quarter to a third of the whole

have a spherical

aster, in diameter,

and from sixteen to twenty-three concentric and regidarly distributed

The

ra^^s are straight, conical,

6-7

II

rays.

covered with

thick, the total diameter of

/<

this kind,

than 20

is

rays.

sharp pointed, covered with rather large spines,

long and at the base 1.1-1.4

//

The whole

thick.

aster

is

16-22 n

in

diameter.

The

small dermal oxyasters and oxysphaerasters (Plate

16-18) form a continuous

series.

One end

of this series

which have hardly any central thickening at
(Plate

9 and 10 right above, 18).

7, figs.

by forms with a centrum more than a

all

is

7, figs.

3-5b, 9-12,

represented

b)^

forms

and appear as true oxyasters

The other end of the series is represented

third of the whole aster in diameter.

The

small dermal oxyasters and oxysphaerasters have from nine to eighteen straight,
conical,

and regularly distributed

merous small
not be

spines.

made out

The
soids,

/j.

The rays

are (without the centrum) 2-4.5

fi

//

thick, the total diameter of the aster being 6-13.5

sterrasters (Plate 6, fig. 21

76-85

long,

66-73

,«

;

Plate

8, figs.

broad, and 50-64

length to breadth to thickness being 100

Very young

to bear nu-

as such, a roughness of the ray then being the only indication

of their presence.

base 0.7-1.5

The rays always appear

rays.

Often however these spines are so minute that they can-

sterrasters,

:

,«

long and at the
j«.

1-3, 6-12) are flattened ellip-

thick, the average i5roportion of

90: 76.

some hardly 10

//

in diameter,

were observed.

These appear as spheres composed of equal and regularly distributed, im-

measurably

thin,

straight,

radial

rays.

In a spicule-preparation I found a
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was able with a high power

chip of an adult sterraster, which I
(Plate

occupied by a cluster of granules

body

to photograph

This photograph shows that the centre of this spicule

12).

8, fig.

from which the radial

(a),

The

of the sterraster, arise.

lines,

granule-cluster

central

is

is

traversing the

about 4

/<

in

diameter.

The

raj^s

protniding over the surface of the solid centrum are in most of

the adult sterrastei-s (Plate

11) 2-3 n thick

8, figs. 10,

8,

figs.

6-8) these rays are 3.5-4.5

Both specimens were

They were

pagos.

The
efferents

fi

thick and usually provided with seven

more obliquely

or eight lateral and one or

collected

arising terminal spines.

on April

labeled F. C. 1354

and provided with terminal

In some of the sterrasters (Plate

verticils of usually five or six lateral spines.

13, 1888, at

Duncan

structure of the skeleton, the cribriporal afferents,

show that

Island, Gala-

and 539 TetractinelUda.

this species belongs to Sidonops.

It

is

and the uniporal
not at

allied to any other species of Sidonops or to any species of Geodia.

approaching

however

it

most

closely appeal's to be Geodia

by the small

differs

it

closely

species

media Bowerbank from which

for the

euastei"s

all

The

most part being

tliick-

and

short-rayed strongylosphaerasters and by the presence of mesomonaenes.
Sidonops
Plate

9,

bicolor,

1-19; Plate 10,

figs.

sp.

nov.

1-1.5; Plate

figs.

11,

figs.

1-17.

I establish this species for fifteen specimens obtained off California.

the specimens agree closely and most of

The

one side than on the other.

them

specific

are very

name,

much

All

lighter in colour

bicolor, refers to this

on

conspicuous

character.

Shape and

These sponges are irregularly tuberous, and

size.

considerably elongated (Plate

The

largest elongated one,

and 40

mm.

mum

mm.

thick.

long, 59

mm.

The

generall)^

16) or flattened (Plate 11,

which was obtained at Station 2958,

is

101

fig.

17).

mm.

long

largest flattened one, collected at Station 2981,

broad, and 28

Most

diameter.

ll, figs. 15,

mm.

thick.

The

others are 39-73

of the efferent pores are situated

on the

mm.
less

in

is

62

maxi-

extensive

concave parts of the surface, while the afferents are chiefly on the more extensive

convex parts.

smooth or
summits

The areas bearing

slightly raised

of

chiefly the efferent pores are either quite

around these pores, some of which are situated on the

low elevations.

The

areas bearing chiefly the afferent pores are

more uneven and appear to have been
Although rubbed

off in

many

places,

entirely covered with a spicule-fur.

remnants

of

tliis

spicule-fur can easily be

SIDONOPS BICOLOR.
found on

more sheltered

the
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Incrusting

parts.

symbionts,

desmacidonid

sponges, two species of Bryozoa, etc., grow on the afferent portions of the surface
of

most

of the specimens, while the efferent areas are free

The

some parts

reddish or purple-brown;

much

from symbionts.

colour of the surface varies in these spirit specimens from whitish to

lighter in colour then others, the

than the upper

side.

of

it

are, as

mentioned above, usually

under side appearing to be

4420, I have noticed that the margins of the efferent pores are
in colour

pigmented

less

Occasionally, particularly in the specimens from Station

than the adjacent parts of the surface.

The

somewhat

interior

is

lighter

dirty brownish

or greenish white.

The

form a

superficial parts

a sterraster-armour 0.9-1.8

down

mm.

figs.

15-17) which contains

sterrasters

do not always extend

cortex (Plate

thick.

The

to the choanosome, a thin fibrous layer often intervening between

and the

This layer, which

is

composed

to those connecting the sterrasters,

is

more

latter.

mens from Station 4420 than
pigment
colour,
is

9,

cells

are observed.

which stain deeply

On

not great.

clearly

in the others.

made out

in

one of the speci-

In the darker parts of the cortex

These contain large spherical granules, brown

in azure.

The number

or just below the outer surface the pigment cells are very

This

I

observed chiefly in a specimen from Station 4420.

somewhat elongated,

are here massive, or

cells

broad and 12-25

in

of these granules in each cell

numerous and often form a continuous layer wliich has the appearance
epithelium.

them

of paratangential fibres similar

/<

cortex, within the

long.

Pigment

sterraster layer,

also

cells

of

an

These

irregular in outline, about 10

/i

occur in the lower parts of the

but here they are long and slender, and
This shape and position of the deep-

arranged radially around the sterrasters.

l}ing pigment cells are apparently due to the position of the connective-tissue
fibres

which radiate from the sterrasters and between which they

In the choanosome of a specimen from Station 3168
bodies 20-35

fi

long and 10-20

/<

them

are densely

membrane nor a

crowded

in

lie.

found numerous oval

broad which consist of a nearly hyaline sub-

stance uniformly staining with haematoxylin
neither an enveloping

I

and azure.

In these bodies

nucleus could be detected.

Most

of

band-Uke zones, some isolated and scattered.

Similar bodies, scattered singly throughout the choanosome, have also been

observed in a specimen from Station 4420.
Canal-system.
afferent pores.

In

These

parts of the surface

many

of the specimens I

are, as stated

and arranged

in

have been able to make out the

above, chiefly distributed over the convex

more or

less circular

groups (Plate

10, fig.

15)
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centres of these pore-groups are 1.5-2.5

The

0.5-1.5

mm.

apart,

^^'hen the groups are large

in diameter.

and

their centres close together, as

is

mm.

the case

on parts of the surface of one of the specimens from Station 4531, the poregroups come in contact with each other and form a fairly continuous sieve.
When however, as is more frequently the case, the pore-groups are smaller and

by a network

farther apart, they appear divided

pores themselves are oval, measure 100-300
thin dermal

(Plate

membranes covering the
16),

9, fig.

and up

to 400

/(

in

They widen above

of the limit between cortex and choanosome.

subcortical cavities of no great size which

the afferent choanosomal
(Plate

9, fig.

lie

just

ji

The

in diameter.

l^rovided with sjihincter-mcmbranes at frequent intervals

often as

much

as 1-1.6

the cortex (Plate

mm.

9, fig.

17).

in a funnel-

sj^hincter,

They

which

lead into

below the cortex and from which

canals take their origin.

18) are spherical and 20-32

These canals

a radial direction.

wide.

shaped manner, and are contracted below by a stout chonal
hes at the level

The

and perforate the

widened parts of the afferent canals

distal

which traverse the cortex

are cylindrical in the centre,

from pores.

of belts free

in diameter,

/(

flagellate

cliambers

The

efferent canals are

and

join to

form tubes,

which lead up to the efferent areas of

in diameter,

Some appear

end at the limit between cortex

to

and choanosome, while others bend round and continue their course paratangentially for

some distance

cavities.

From

just

below

this level,

thus forming efferent subcortical

the ends of the former and the roofs of the latter the efferent

cortical canals arise.

These are constricted at their origin by chonal sphincters

lying at the level of the limit between cortex

and choanosome.

sphincter the canal widens to a cylindrical tube 250
traverses the cortex radially (Plate

(Plate 10,

fig.

14).

The

15)

9, fig.

efferent pores, in

ju-1

mm.

and opens out

Beyond the

in diameter,

freely

which

on the surface

which these canals terminate, either

have nearly the same width as the canals themselves or they are slightly
smaller.

The

centres of these efferent pores are 1-2.5

tance being on the whole proportional to their
clo.ser

together tlian large ones.

These

efferents,

concave parts of the surface which are generally
also

size,

mm.

apart, their dis-

small ones lying

much

though usually restricted to
free

from afferent pores, are

found on other parts of the surface, irregularly distributed between the

groups of afferents.

made

On

large parts of the surface

no pores

of

any kind can be

out.

Skeleton.

some (Plate
the surface.

Spicule-bundles which widen out distally traverse the choano9, fig.

17) radially

and abut

vertically or

somewhat obliquely on

These bundles consist chiefly of amphioxes, of which two kinds,

SIDOXOPS BICOLOR.
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and slender
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The former occur

ones, can be distinguished.

chiefly in the

axial parts of the bundles, while the latter predominate in their superficial parts.

In the distal portions of the spicule-bundles plagiotriaenes also occur.

cladomes of most of these plagiotriaenes

choanosome and cortex, the elades being often quite enveloped by
their

rhabdomes extend

The

radially inward.

sterrasters;

radial spicule-bundles abutting

on the afferent areas do not terminate at the cortex, but penetrate
fig.

of

16)

and protmde beyond

it,

thus forming the

amphioxes but plagiotriaenes also take part

fur of a specimen

from Station 2958

rhabdomes implanted

and

in the cortex,

surface

The

many

(Plate

it

9,

fur consists chiefly

in its formation.

In the spicule-

plagiotriaenes, with

cladomes lying a considerable

free

Where

distance above the surface of the sponge.

these spicules arise from

it,

the

In a specimen from Station 4551 I have

often raised conulus-fashion.

is

fur.

found a good

I

The

at or just above the limit between

lie

found a few styles and in the spicule-preparations of specimens from Stations

The

2958 and 3168 two small protriaenes.

latter are

probably foreign spicules.

Very small and slender rhabds are often found imbedded
of the cortex.

I

think

it

monaxonid sponges which

The

in the superficial part

highly probable that these belong to the sj-mbiotic
incrust parts of the surface.

microscleres are strongj'losphaerasters, smaller oxysphaerasters with

numerous

rays, larger oxyasters with fewer rays,

and sterrasters.

sphaerasters form a dense layer on the outer surface (Plate

The oxysphaerasters occur

absent in the interior.

met with

The

10, fig.

strongjdo-

15)

and are

chiefly in the walls of the

cortical canals

and are

The oxyasters

are restricted to the choanosome, in the walls of the canals of

also

which they are very numerous.

The

in the region of the subcortical cavities.

sterrasters

whole of the thickness of the cortex (Plate

most

of the specimens the

ever, particularly in the

numbers

The

choanosome

is

occupy the whole or nearly the

9, figs.

free

15-16) in dense masses.

from sterrasters.

specimens from Stations 3168 and 4420, considerable

of sterrasters, chiefly j'oung ones, were found in
stout

In

In some how-

amphioxes (Plate

9, figs.

it.

9-11) are curved, isoactine, or slightly

anisoactine, attenuated towards the rather blunt ends, gradually in the central

parts

and rather abruptly

35-105

/(

cated.

Those

thick.

An

in the distal parts.

They

are 2.3-5.6

mm.

long and

inverse proportion between length and thickness

of the specimens

from Station 4551 attain a greater

thickness than those from the other stations.

is

indi-

maximum
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DIMENSIONS OF STOUT AMPHIOXES.
Stations

SIDONOPS BICOLOR.
slightly curved, either simply,

concave towards the rhabdome (Plate

or in the shape of an S, in such a
distal

manner that the proximal part

part convex towards the rhabdome (Plate

280-700

fi

51

9,

fig.

13).

is

9, fig.

The

clades are

long; their chords enclose angles of 103-122° with the rhabdome.

DIMENSIONS OF THE NORMAL PLAGIOTRIAENES.
Statftns

2),

concave, the

SIDOXOPS BICOLOR.
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thickness of the rays and, apart from the one-rayed forms, also the total diameter
of the aster are roughly in inverse proportion to the ray-number.

one-rayed form the centrum
thick at the base.

is

5

/(

in

diameter, and the ray 18

The oxyastere wth

the oxyastei-s with- six or

,«

In the rare
long and 5

from three to five rays measure 28-34

more rays 19-29

,"

in total diameter.

p.

ii,

The oxyasters

of the specimens from Station 4531 are slightly smaller than those of the others.
l)I.\li;.\"SIO.\.S

Stations

AND NUMBER OF

R.\YS

OF OXYASTERS.

SIDONOPS BICOLOR.
The

slrongylosphaerasters (Plate 10,

figs.

6-8a, 10) have a spherical centrum 4-14

from nine to thirty rays

The rays
3.5

/i

ii
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6b, ll-13b;

in diameter,

Plate

Exceptionally there

arise radially.

11, figs.

1-5,

from which generally
is

only one ray.

are concentric, regularly distributed, straight, and at the base 0.7-

They

thick.

are cylindrical or cylindroconical, truncate,

and 1.5-6 n

long.

Their terminal face and the distal parts of their sides are covered with numerous
small spines

;

the i)roximaI parts of the rays and the central thickening are usually

quite smooth.

The only exception

t(»

this

is

the one-rayed strongylosphaeraster

found in a specimen from Station 4531, in which the whole of the ray and also
the central thickening are covered with spines.
9

/(

in

diameter and the single ray 2.5

/<

The centrum

of this spicule is

thick at the base and 5

to eight-rayed strongylosphaerasters were not observed,

/i

long.

and the nine-

Two-

to eleven-

rayed forms were found only occasionally in specimens from Stations 2981 and
4420.

The strongylosphaerasters

of the specimens

from Stations 4531 and 4551

have on the whole more rays than those of the others.
the strongylosphaerasters

is

9-22

The

total

diameter of

//.

DIMENSIONS .\ND NUiMBER OF R.\YS OF STRONGYLOSPH.\ER.\STERS.
Stations
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umbilicus usually have an elongated (Plato

11, fig. 12),

umbilicus, a circular or polygonal (Plate 11,

Each ray bears a terminal

verticil of

figs.

13,

those remote from the
14) transverse section.

from two to eight stout, conical, lateral

spines arising vertically from the ray.

The young
the specimens

sterrasters observed in great

numbers

in the

capsules readily stainable with azure and apparently composed of
cells.

The

composed

choanosome

from Stations 3168 and 4420 were surrounded by

smallest of these

young

sterrasters

was a sphere, 20

of exceedingly fine radial rays.

DIMENSIONS OF STERRASTERS.

of

stratified

flat enclotlielial
/<

in diameter,
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The agreement between the specimens described above
is

so great that there cannot be

any doubt

as Sidonops bicolor

as to their identity;

in fact

not

even varieties or forms can be estabhshed.
Since the spiculation

and the

cribriporal,

For the reasons given
not only with the

The

is

geodine in character, the afferent cortical canals

efferents uniporal, this

sponge must be placed in Sidonops.

in the description of Geodia agassizii, I

known

which seems to be most closely

species of these genera

one described in this report as Sidonops angulata.

by the possession

of anatriaenes

size of the sterrasters,

perfectly

smooth

have compared

it

species of Sidonops but also with those of Geodia.

This

allied to

differs

it is

from S.

the

bicolor

and angularly bent amphioxes, by the smaller

and by the oxyasters and oxysphaerasters always having
These differences are certainly

rays.

sufficient

for specific

distinction.

GEODIA Lamarck.

Among

The

sdercs are asters.

and arranged

afferents

and

efferents are

There are sixty-two specimens of Geodia
"Albatross."
species,

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

arc confined to the superficial part

These belong to thirteen

radially.

The dermal micro-

both cribriporal.

in the collection

made by

which are new.

species, t«n of

one previously known and one now described for the

first

the

Two

time, are

further divided into seven varieties, five of which are new.
Geodia
Zoologica, 1898, 24, p. 10,

variospiculosa

taf. 0, figs. (5-7.

Thiele.

Undenfeld, Tierreich,

190.3, 19, p.

107.

intermedia, var. nov.
Plate 17,

23-26, 34-40, 49; Plate

figs.

18, figs. S,

10,

13-20, 22, 27; Plate 19,

figs.

9-11, 19, 20, 22, 24, 31.

micraster, \ar. nov.

Plate 17,

figs.

27-33, 41-48, 50; Plate 18,

figs.

1-7, 9, 11, 12, 21, 23-26; Plate 19, figs. 1-8, 12-18, 21,

23, 25-.30, 32.

Two

specimens collected by the "Albatross"

and from each other,
varieties the

and

off

Honshu

Island, Japan,

from the typical G. variospiculosa Thiele, from the var. clavigera Thiele,

differ

in

sufficiently to

rank as new

In both these new

choanosomal oxyasters are considerably smaller than

one of them they are not so large as

they are smallest
intermedia.

varieties.

I

name

micraster, the

in the other.

one

in

The

in the type,

variety in which

which they are not so small
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Shape and

The specimen

size.

and measures 42 mm.
surface

is

in length,

34

of var. mia-aster (Plate 17,

mm.

in breadth,

Here and there

somewliat undulating.

changes of level of about 0.3 nmi. are observed in

round

mm.

hole, a httle over 1

pits,

tuberous

The

In one place there

it.

is

a

This appears to be the entrance to a

wnde.

Apart from

this

Large parts of the surface are occupied by shallow

visible.

the centres of which are less than

spicules,

is

in height.

abrupt, step-like

slight,

tubular cavity occupied by an annelid, and not an osculum.

no apertures are

41)

fig.

and 24 mm.

about 100-200 m high (Plate

1

A

nun. apart.

18, fig. 26c), visible

dense fur of minute
only witli the micro-

Besides

scope in sections, covers the whole of the surface.

this,

remnants

of a

sparse fur of large spicules, 2-3 nmi. high, are observed in unexposed places.

The specimen

of var. intermedia (Plate 17,

constricted near one end, 22

one

side.

The

of level, free

surface

is

these pits are

and

visible to the eye,

was attached

It

than on the other.

more

conspicuous their centres are 1-1.2

A

conspicuous 0.6-0.9 mm., apart.

spirit)

(in

thick oval, slightly

for the greater part

more conspicuous on one

colour

is

broad.

pits,

variety, but there are hardly

The

mm.

long and 15

39, 40)

at

continuous, without undulations or stei)-like changes

from apertures

with shallow

mm.

figs.

side

is

less

also present in this

of a sparse, high spicule-fur.

var. micraster

of

Where

mm., where they are

low dense spicule-fur

any traces

covered

is

nearly white, that

of

var.

intermedia light cofTee-brown.

The

body forms a

superficial part of the

an outer dermal layer

free

from

and an inner fibrous layer containing but few
pits the
is

dermal layer

very thin.

The

is

cortex

composed

of three layers:

stcrrasters, a central sterraster-armour layer,

sterrasters or

none at

all.

In the

considerably thickened, on other parts of the surface

The sterraster-armour

layer

is

chiefly

composed

connective-tissue fibres radiating from the sterrasters and connecting

with each other are very conspicuous.

it

of sterrasters.

Around the proximal parts

them

of the radial

canals which penetrate the sterraster-armour rather extensive zones of chonal,
fibrous tissue, free from sterrasters, occur (Plate 18,

fig.

The

21).

armour layer and the dermal membrane are together 0.5-1 mm.

show that the above mentioned
micraster are caused

by abrupt changes

the most part over

The

The
1

Sections

of thickness of the sterraster-armour

smoothly and unchanged

fibrous layer of the cortex (Plate 18,

mm.

sterraster-

step-like changes of level in the surface of var.

layer, the lower limiting surface of this layer passing

beneath the steps.

thick.

thick

and

walls separating these arc chiefly

in

many

figs.

21, 26)

is

for

places excavated bj' cavities.

composed

of fibres arranged obliquely
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Strands of such fibres extend from this layer far

or ratlially.

down

into the

choanosome.

The

Canal-system.

tinuous pore-areas.

55

fi

The strands

close together that they join to

The pores

They seem

broad.

on the surface are covered by pore-sieves.

pits

are so numerous and so

are generally broad-oval, 20-75 n long and 15-

to be larger in var. intermedia than in var. micraster.

of tissue separating

them vary very much

narrow as to appear as slender threads,

Some

in width.

w'hile others are as

section in transmitted light, one clearly sees that these sieves are

non transparent

by secondary nets

bars, the interstices

composed

of

between which are occupied

of thin, transparent strands (Plate 18,

The

fig. 9).

stout bars

primary network usually exhibit a somewhat radial arrangement round

of the

the

are so

broad as or even

On examining pore-sieves, removed by a paratangential

broader than the pores.

stout, primary,

These

form extensive con-

centre

of

the

cavities occur into

pore-sieve

of each pore-sieve, that

is,

Below these

(pit).

which the pores

sieves

rather extensive

These cavities join under the centre

lead.

in the centre of

each

pit, to

form a radial canal which

penetrates the cortex and either opens out below into a subcortical cavity
(Plate

down

18, fig.

into the

21) or is continued as a narrow, usually tortuous canal leading

choanosome (Plate

each radial cortical canal

is

18, fig. 26).

The proximal

third or half of

surrounded by a stout chonal sphincter, which

does not extend proximally beyond the lower limit of the sterraster-armour

In the sections examined the radial cortical canals are constricted and

-layer.

their proximal portions,

which pass through the chonal sphincter, are often

quite closed.

In the interior some large canals, in var. intermedia up to

var. micraster

up

1

mm.

to 2

mm.

wide, surrounded

Skeleton.

by

wide, are observed.
sterrasters,

Rather loose strands

styles traverse the inner part of the

was observed 2 mm. below the

of

surface.

amphioxes and a few tylostyles and

choanosome.

are not arranged in a regularly radial manner.

once

These internal spicule-strands

Many

are very oblique,

saw one extending paratangentially about 6 mm. below the

I

0.8, in

In the latter a cavity, about

and

surface.

Distally the megascleres form bundles which penetrate the inner layer of the

cortex and terminate at, or a

These

little

above, the lower limit of the sterraster-armour.

distal spicule-bundles (Plate 18,

fig.

8b) are vertical or oblique to the

amphioxes and occasional monactmes
found in the interior, numerous rhabdomes of orthoplagiotriaenes and some
rhabdomes of dichotriaenes, large anatriaenes, and mesoclades, chiefly mesoproThe cladomes of most of the orthoplagiotriaenes and dichotriaenes
triaenes.

surface

and contain, besides the

large
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or just

lie at,

al)()ve, tlio

lower limit of the sterraster-armour layer; the cladomes

of the anatriaenes and mesoprodades

spicule-fur

is

composed

lie

protmding parts

and large anatriaenes.

chiefly mesoprotriaenes,

The

at different levels.

of the distal, freely

On

sparse high

of mesoproclades,

small parts of the surface

of the specimen of var. micraster freely protruding orthoplagiotriaenes occur.
I

believe, however, that these spicules

do not

normally take part in the formation

have received

of the fur, but consider that the sponge must, at a previous time,

some injury

in

the places where these spicules are found.

In the inner layer of the cortex numerous small styles and minute anaclades
(Plate 18,

figs. 8c,

26e) are observed.

Some

rarely paratangentially.

Some

These are situated radially or obliquely,

them form groups, others

between the bundles of large spicules (Plate

lie

clusters

of

around them (Plate

are scattered singly.

18, fig. 26e),

others form

In the thin walls of tissue separating

18, fig. 8c).

the subcortical cavities strand-hke rows of these small spicules occur.
also

met

small numbers in the sterraster-armour layer.

witli in

fur, referred to

above,

fur of var. intermedia

is

and

entirely

composed

They

are

The low dense
In the spiculc-

of these spicules.

also in that covering the parts of the surface with thick

cortex in var. micraster the styles predominate greatly, only a few minute ana-

In the

clades being here scattered between the dense masses of small styles.

low spicule-fur covering the parts of the surface of var. mia-aster which
lower level and below which the sterraster-armour
are very abundant,

The

more numerous than the small

thin, the

beyond the surface

tlic

of the sponge;

at a

minute anaclades

styles (Plate 18,

spicules forming this low dense fur protnide for the greater

length

and

is

lie

fig.

j^art of

24a).their

the pointed ends of the small styles

cladomes of the minute anaclades being situated distally and

free,

the

rounded ends of the styles and the acladomal ends of the minute anaclades
being situated proximally and implanted in the sponge.

The manner

in

which

these minute dermal styles

and anaclades are

formed

the choanosome or the proximal layer of the cortex,

in tiie distal layer of

distril)uted

shows that they are

that they travel up from this, their place of birth, to the surface,

sterraster-armour layer, slowly,
rapidly,

and that

their

movement

then,

first,

up to the

through the sterraster-armour layer,

in this distal direction is retarded to

a great

extent or quite discontinued on their reaching their final position in the low
spicule-fur,

where they remain

Four kinds

for a considerable time.

of microscleres occur; large oxyasters, smaller oxysphaerasters,

small strongylosphaerasters, and sterrasters.
to the choanosome.

They

The

large oxyasters are confined

are not uniformly distributed; in the distal zone of
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the ciioanosome these asters are very numerous;

The oxysphaerasters

are scarce.

are very

(Plate 18,

in the walls of the cortical

position of these canals

In the walls of the dermal canals these oxy-

21b, 23a, 26b).

figs.

they

in parts of the interior

numerous

them indicating the

canals, zones exceedingly rich in

59

sphaerasters extend right up to within a short distance of the surface, and they

met with

are also

in the walls, chiefly the roofs, of the subcortical cavities.

form a dense layer on the outer surface which increases

where the dermal membrane

The

out the cortex.

sterrastei-s

in thickness in the pits

thickened, and are also scattered through-

itself is

scattered in the choanosome.

A

The small strongylosphaerasters

few are scattered between the sterrasters.

occur in the sterraster-armour, and are also

In

parts of the sterraster-armour layer, with

all

the exception of the thin portions of

it

in var. micraster, the sterrasters are rather

densely packed, in the thin parts of the cortex of the var. micraster they are

The

farther ajiart.

The

choanosome are mostly young forms.

sterrasters in the

choanosomal amphioxes (Plate

large

wavy manner,

often in an irregular

and

anisoactine.

In var. micraster they are 2.3-3.9

32-37

,a

42-50

ji,

thick;

curved.

large

One

42) are usually curved,

mm.

long and 25-42

ii

/x,

mm.

in var. intermedia considerably stouter, 2.5-3.1

usually 42-44

The

fig.

— as the one represented in the figure — slightly

liointed ends,

isoactine or

17,

gratlually attenuated to the rather sharj>

usually

long and

thick.

choanosomal

tylostyles

of var. micraster

and

styles (Plate 17, figs. 33, 43) are usually

mm.

which was intact measured 1.35

in length.

These spicules gradually increase in thickness towards the rounded or tyle end.
Just below this they are in var. micraster 40-50
thick.

fi,

in var. intermedia

25-35

Only a few of these spicules are true styles, in most the rounded end

thickened more or

less,

diameter of the shaft.

micraster 46-62

But however

great this thickening

and passes gradually into

sharply defined

appear more or

sometimes so much so that the tyle

less
fi

club shaped.

and

The small dermal

the shaft, so

The thickened end

in var. intermedia

30-70

/<

may

is

be,

fi

is

twice the
it is

never

that these spicules

(tyle)

measures

in var.

in diameter.

styles (Plate 19, figs. 4, 5) are fairly straight or slightly

curved, nearly cylindrical in the central part, and gradually attenuated towards

both ends.

Distally these spicules nearly always terminate in a sharp point.

Very rarely the
end, which

The
like.

is

distal

end

is

rounded and blunt.

always rounded

off, is

from 25-67

The thickness

%

of the

of the proximal

maximum

thickness.

small styles with a particularly thin proximal, rounded end are amphioxMany of these spicules are shghtly thickened locally at a point nearer
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the pointed end.

tlu- roiiiKUxl tlian

this thickening

presume that

I

is

situated

and that it is formed after
at tiie ix)int where the spicule penetrates the surface
In var.
the spicule has taken up its definite position in the low spicule-fur.
micraster these small dermal styles are 210-320

and 1-3.5

somewhat

/i

/i

long, 3-7

shorter,

200-310

ft

long, 3.5-7

/<

thick in the centre,

In var. intermedia they are

thick at the proximal, rounded end.

thick in the centre, and 1-2.5

/*

thick

/<

at the proximal, rounded end.

A

concrescent form of these spicules, consisting of three or four straight

some

rays,

The

jjointed, others

rounded at the end,

is

very rarely met with.

generally a straight, or slightly curved, conical rhabdome, pointed

adadonial end, more or

less

thickened at a distance of about 150

dadomal end, and considerably
from 65-85

rhabdome

is

weakened

as

it is l)y

the

below the

constricted above this thickest point, just below

% of the thickness of

the constriction, the

of these spicules (cladomes

its

and rhabdomes) broken

The chords

in the spicule-preparations.

At

thickest part.

rhabdome

readily breaks,

quently quite blunt.

The

]:)roximal part is

is

jxirts

of the clades

form angles of

named

ortho-

clades are conical, not sharply pointed, fre-

They always

in

arise

an j^scending direction.

Their

concave to the rhabdome, their distal part straight (Plate

34-37, 47) or slightly undulating (Plate

angular bend

and

at that point are frequently

intermediate between orthotriaenes and plagiotriaenes, and are
plagiotriaenes accordingly.

this point,

These spicules are consequently

99°-lll° with the axis of the rhabdome.

figs.

/(

at

In the neck-like subcladomal constriction the thickness of the

the dadome.

found

have

large orthoplagiotriaenes (Plate 17, figs. 3-4-37, 38a, 44-47, 49)

17, figs. 44, 45).

frecjuently observed at the point

A

17,

slight, abrupt,

where the proximal part,

concave to the rhabdome, passes into the distal straight or undulating part.
This and a slight thickening of the axial thread of the clade often observed at
point seem

this

derivates.

The

to indicate

from the rliabdome; forms
the

that these orthoplagiotriaenes are dichotriaene-

same cladome usually

three clades of the

rhabdome angles

like the

arise at similar angles

one represented, Plate

17, fig.

38a, in which

of the three clades differ to a greater extent, being rare.

In length the clades of the same cladome

may

be equal or unequal.

The forms

with unequal clades are as numerous as the ones with equal clades,

more

so.

Most of the cladomes composed

clades being fairly equal, wliile the third

a third as long, as

tlic

other two.

ent of the clade-length

The

is

of

unequal clades are

very

much

if

sagittal,

not

two

shorter, only one half or

angles between the clades are independ-

and nearly always about

120°.

Ratlier frequently a
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neck-like constriction, similar to the one at the cladomal end of the rhabdome,
is

end

ol)served at the proximal

at the

cladome 30-50

being 43-64

/i

thick, their

The chords

/<.

angles of 99-105° with

rhabdomes

of

mm. long, and in the neck-like
maximum thickness below this

their clades are

of

240-760

the axis of the rhabdome.

cladome 35-65

constriction being 50-75

thick, their

//

The chords

ft.

/^

constriction

constriction

long and enclose

In var. intermedia the

are 2.4-3 nmi. long, and

these spicules

striction at the

In var. micraster the rhabdomes

of the clades.

of the orthoplagiotriaenes are 2.6-3

in the neck-like con-

maximum

thickness below this

of the clades are

22&-550

,«

long and

enclose angles of 100-111° with the axis of the rhabdome.

Besides these normal orthoplagiotriaenes, irregular forms are met with in
small numbers.

In some of these one or two clades are bifurcate:

and not attenuated

cylindrical

distally, or angularly

irregular triaene with one cylindrical

clade

is

shown

these spicules

In others one or two of the clades are

are transitional to the dichotriaenes.

recurved at the end.

An

and one terminally angularly recurved

In examining the rounded end of these ab-

in Plate 17, fig. 46.

normal cylindrical clades with the highest powers,

found the

I

the axial thread appeared split up into a bunch

distal part of

At the end

the axial thread irregularly thickened at frequent intervals.

itself

of very slender, thread-like,

divergent branches, which seemed to extend right up to the rounded, terminal
face of the clade.

It

seems that this terminal face

is

clothed with numerous

exceedingly small spines, and that one of the terminal branches of the axial

thread leads up to each of these spines.

sequence of their exceedingly small
the ultraviolet light (X

any degree

The

=

280

/()

size,

But

as these structures are, in con-

on the verge

employed,

I

of visibihty,

could not

even with

make them

out with

of certainty.

dichotriaenes (Plate 17,

38b, 48, 50), apart from the bifurcation of

figs.

the clades and the smaller size of the clade-rhabdome angles, are similar to the
orthoplagiotriaenes described above.

mm. long and in the neck-like
maximum thickness is 45-58

1.7-2.6
their

over 90°.

fi.

In var. micrastei- their rhabdomes are
constriction at the cladome 30-40

are 160-340

The clade-stems

thick;

/<

Their clade-rhabdome angles are
fi,

the clade-branches 140-400

/<

little

long.

In the preparations of var. int&-media no intact dichotriaene-rhabdomes were
found, so that their length
neck-like

constriction at

The clade-rhabdome angles

is

unknown.

Their thickness

the cladome, and 55-60
are a little over 90°.

the clade-branches 170-280 n long.

//

is

at the

45-48

/<

at the

thickest

point.

The clade-stems

are 150-160

ji,
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The mesoproclades observed were nearly

all

mesoprotriaenes.

found only

I

mesopromonaene.

a single

In the nicKoprutriaenes (Plate

The

curvature

most marked

is

in the

e])irhabd

is

The thickness

25-90

of the

rhabdome

mm.

these spicules are 2.9-3.2

60-75

fi

I

is

can not state

7-20

the

/<;

long and enclose angles

long and at the cladome 18-23

long; the clade-chords are 100-142

//

This distal

In var. intermedia the rhabdomes of

of 30-63° with the axis of the epirhabd.

is

at the cladome

long; the clade-chords are 40-140

/<

and curved,

In the preparations of var.

no intact mesoprotriaene-rhabdomes were found, so that

their length.

ejjirhabd

straight, conical,

mesoprotriaenes with strongly

diverging clades (large clade-epirhabd angles).
micrasta-

is

latter are conic, pointed,

Their curvature increases distally.

concave to the epirhabd.
increa.se of

32) the epirhabd

17, fig.

and usually shorter than the clades.

/(

/<

The

thick.

long and enclose angles

of 37-44° with the axis of the epirhabd.

Besides these normal mesoprotriaenes a few witli
cylindrical clades,

rounded

off at

one or two stunted

One

the end, have been observed.

of these

is

re])resentetl in Plate 17, fig. 32.

In the preparations of var. mlcmster

broken rhabdome, 30
clade

n

I

fomid one »u'sopro)nonaene with a

thick at the cladome.

epirhabd

Its

is

180

/<

long, its

recurved in a hook-like manner at the end and slightly concave to the

is

The clade-chord

epirhabd.

is

175

long and encloses an angle of 35° with the

/<

axis of the ej)irhabd.

The

lavfie

anatriaenes (Plate 17,

23-31; Plate

figs.

18, fig. 8d),

when

fully

and normally developed, have a long rhabdome, thickenetl towards the cladome,

and three
figs.

ends

The apex

crowned by a very

3.6-5.2

65-1.30

/!

mm.

of the

cladome

slight jM'otuberance.

long and at the cladome 20-46

is

In var. intermedia

I

/^

thick.

17,

chords .50-135

long.

are 20-40

fi

more

The clade-chords

thick at the cladome

The clade-rhabdome angle

or,

rhabdome
are

the axis of the rhabdome.

found only one intact rhabdome, 4.2 nmi.

rhabdomes

/(

simply rounded

In var. inicraster the

long and enclose angles of 37°-70° with

this variety the

in the

and uniformly curved, pointed clades (Plate

Sometimes the clades are bent down abruptly at their

(Plat(! 17, fig. 27).

rarely,
is

fairly equal, conical

25, 20, 29, 30).

is

in length.

and the

In

clade-

considerably smaller than

other variety, measuring only 35-48°.

Besides these normal large anatriaenes four other, abnormal or derivate

forms are observed:
smaller dimensions;

1,

2,

regulai- anatriaenes witli ])ointed clades Init of

irregular anatriaenes of

much

normal dimensions and clade-
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which one, two, or

position, in

at the end; 3, anatriaenes of

and

cate clade;

the clades

abundant

normar dimensions,

anatriaene-derivates of

4,

in

and

(1) is very,

bifur-

which one

of

fairly

(2)

both varieties; (3) and (4) are very rare and have been found

in

only in var. intermedia.

/<

In the small anatriaenes with pointed clades (Plate

rhabdome

28) the

being 30-50

three clades are stunted, short, and rounded

normal dimensions with two simple and one

directed upward, proclade-fashion.

is

17, figs. 23,

all

63

course these anatriaenes

abundance on and

what doubtful.

only 12-20

is

thick at the cladome, the clades

/(

long in var. intermedia, and 30-65

may

/<

long in var. micraster.

be young forms of the normal ones.

close to the surface, however, renders this

The anatriaenes with stunted
and rounded;

assumption some-

clades (Plate 17,

fig.

31) exhibit

In most of them only one or two

very different degrees of clade-reduction.
clades are shortened

Of

Their

some, however, one or two clades are

in

reduced to low, rounded protuberances and the others (other) shortened to half

These extreme forms have been met

or less than half of the normal length.

with chiefly in var. intermedia.

In the few anatriaenes with one bifurcate clade

the two other (simple) clades were more or

In the anatriaene-

less stunted.

derivates with one clade directed upwards the clades are pointed, but

much

shorter than in the normal anatriaenes.

The minute dermal anaclades

(Plate

18, fig.

by a more or

ever,

naenes (Plate

A

ner,

or even tylostyles.

more or

less

and thickest at a point from a

From

domal end.

is

from 25-60

These

latter are, however, very

a third of

fifth to

this thickest point

%

6-10, 14)

curved, simply or in an S-shaped

it

is

its

length above

of its

slight local thickening of the

maximum

man-

its acla-

gradually attenuated towards both

The acladomal end is rounded. The thickness of the two ends of

ends.

ome

is

19, figs. 3,

few of them have, how-

complete clade-reduction become anadiaenes, anamo-

less

19, fig. 6),

The rhabdome

rare.

Plate

24a;

are mostly anatriaenes with well-developed clades.

thickness.

In

many

the rhabd-

of these spicules

a

rhabdome, situated nearer the acladomal than the

cladomal end, similar and probably analogous to the local thickening of the
small dermal styles, has been observed.

rounded

off

or crowned

The apex

by a protuberance (Plate

of the

cladome

19, fig. 9).

is

simply

In var. micraster

the minute anaclades without apical protuberance greatly predominate, in var.

intermedia a

The

much

greater proportion of

them

possess such a protuberance.

clades are conic, sharp pointed, strongly recurved in their basal part,

nearly straight in their terminal part (Plate

19, figs. 3, 14).

the rhabdomes of the anaclades are 275-410 n long, 1.5-4

and

In var. micraster
/<

thick at the
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cladomal end, 4-6

The chords

of the clades are 5-12

rhabdonies of these spicules are 205-560
/<

long, 1-3.5

ft

and 1-4.5

thick at the thickest point,

are 3-13

The clade-chords

acladomal end.

fi

,«

ft

thick

at the

long and enclose

In var. intermedia the

the axis of the rhabdome.

angles of 3S°-54° with

end, 3-7.5

and 1.5-2

at the thickest point,

thick

,«

rounded adadomal end.

thick at the cladomal

fi

thick at the rounded,

fi

long and enclose angles of 40°-

52° with the axis of the rhabdome.

The

large choanosomal oxyasters (Plate 18,

Plate

14b, 15-20, 22a, b, 25a, b, 27a, b;

12,

2a, 3, 4, 5d, 6, 7b, 10a, b,

fig. 1,

25-30) have no central

19, figs.

thickening and are composed of fairly concentric but often not ciuite regularly

and ever^-where, except

rarely pointed,

The

with spines.

are straight, conical, usually very blunt, truncate,

The rays

distributed rays.

at the proximal (central) end, covered

these spines

size of

Sometimes they are so

variable.

is

small as to be hardly discernible, sometimes they are large,

1

u

or

more

long.

enough to be

distinctly seen,

they show an

increase in size

base to the tip of the ray.

These spines

rise vertically

from the ray and appear

\\'hen large

to be bent back at the end towards the centre of the aster in a

one ray

is

developed, short, rounded, knob-like rudiments of two or three other,

reduced rays are oljserved (Plate

rudiments also occur

in

The terminal rounded
large spines

(Plate

tylostyles with

most

Plate

18, figs. 5d, 6;

of the diactine

and

19,

fig.

more or

less

may

fig.

tlie

line,

The

lie

fig.

10a); or they

may

not be situated in a plane and

18,

fig.

in a straight line to

Among

16);

may

or finally they

which the third

is

be regular (Plate

may

18,

be so arranged

vertical or oblique (Plate

the asters with from four to eight rays both regular forms

with fairly equal angidar intervals between the rays (Plate

and

by

spicules appear

three rays of the triactine

edges of a low triangular pyramid which

18, fig. 4).

the angle enclosed

Thus these

than 180°.

widely opened ctunpasses.

2a) or irregular (Plate

that two

less

as blunt

In the diactine forms the fully de-

be situated in a plane and regularly arranged so as to enclose

angles of 120° (Plato 18,

form

Such ray-

of the triactine forms.

The monactine oxyasters appear

28).

irregularly lobate tyles.

veloped rays seem never to extend in a straight

as

19, fig. 28).

some

in

faces of these ray-rudiments are densely covered with

them being 00°-140°, always much

ox3'asters

daw-shaped

In the form where only

There are usually from one to eight rays.

manner.

from the

18, figs. 1, 15, 19),

irregular forms with unequal angular ray-intervals (Plate 18, figs. 17, 18,

20) are

met

with.

In these tetr- to oct-actine asters the rays are, in the same

aster, usually of equal size.

The

tri-

to hex-actine asters are far

than those with one or two, or seven or more rays.

more numerous
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The number
in inverse

of rays

is,

as

proportion to their

table, roughly speaking,

size.

NUMBER AND
Variety

shown by the following

65

SIZE OF

RAYS OF OXYASTERS.
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long and 0.6-2

/(

from twelve to nineteen
the centrum 2-4

A

In var. intermedia these asters usually have

thick at the base.

Their total diameter

rays.

Their rays are 0.6-2

fi.

and

correlation between raj'-numbcr

fi

5-7

which

/<

thick at the base.

Occasion-

I consider as derivates

have been observed.

of these spicules witli reduced rays,

the diameter of

;<,

not apparent.

sj^icule-size is

ally irregular tuberous structures with spiny surface,

I

is

long and 0.5-1.6

One

of these, wliich

found in var. micrasler had the shape of a stout, short, slightly curved sausage

and was 9

The
The

/t

long and 4

broad.

/«

stenasters (Plate 19,

figs. 1, 2, 11,

15-18, 31, 32) are flattened ellipsoids.

proportion of length to breadth to thickness

is

on an average 100 82
:

:

05.

In the normal sterrasters the distal parts of most of the rays have a circular or
rather regularly polygonal transverse section, are 2-3

* transverse

/i

thick,

and bear a terminal

sectitjns of the distal parts of

the rays which surround the umbilicus

are elongated in a direction radial to the centre of the latter, 2-3

about 5

fi

one of which
This larger
of

young

4-5

fi

These umbilical rays bear from

long.
is

often

(Plate 19,

sjjine is directed

22-26

sterrasters,

in diameter, of

numerous

125

/i

/(

fi

spines,

In the centre

somewhat rod-

elongated,

sterrasters of var. micrasler are 120-133
thick.

broad, and 70-75

ji

broad, and

more

varieties, a spherical cluster,

radially arranged,

The

broad, and 82-90

90-100

long,

both

/<

than the others.

1) considerably larger

in diameter, of

shaped granules, are observed.
long, 100-116

fig.

six to eight or

towards the centre of the umbilicus.
p.

The

six stout lateral spines (Plate 19, figs. 1, 2).

from four to

verticil of usually

/<

Those of

/i

var. intermedia are 109-

thick.

Besides these normal sterrasters, a few abnormal ones, similar in regard to

shape and

size,

been observed.

but very different

Two

these the rays are

much

the rays are of the
of spines.

A

in

regard to the structure of the surface, have

thicker than in the normal sterrasters.

same thickness

as in the

sterroid of the first kind

is

faces,

shown

The specimen
3746 on

May

(8.5 miles);

Honshu

of var. intermedia

Honshu

depth 90 m. (49

f.);

of var. micrasler

Island, Japan,

95-133 m. (73; 52

f.);

19, figs. 17, 18.

polygonal terminal

A

sterroid of the

in Plate 19, fig. 15, 16.

19, 1900, off

The specimen
off

less

10-20 n in diameter, densely covered with spines.
is

In the other

normal sterrasters but destitute

represented in Plate

In this stcrraster the ends of the rays have more or

second kind

In one of

kinds of such sterroids can be distinguished.

it

was caught with the tangles

Island, Japan,

it

Suno Saki N.

at Station

87°, E. 15.8

km.

grew on a bottom of gray sand and pebbles.

was trawled at Station 3758 on May

Suno Saki

S. 55°,

22, 1900,

E. 3.9 km. (2.1 miles);

grew on a bottom of black clay and rock.

depth

.
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As the description given above shows, these sponges

are so simihxr to those

described by Thiele as Geodia variospiculosa (Studien liber pazifisclie spongien.
Zoologica, 1898, 24, p. 10, taf.

to assign
also

them

to this species.

also

Still,

in so

many

wherein they

differ

from each other

peculiarities

and variospiculosa

6, fig. 6)

which

loc. cit., p. 11, taf. 6, fig. 7),

var. clavigera (Thiele,

came from Japan, that

they

I

do not hesitate

from Thiele's description and

differ

respects, that the question arises

are germinal in nature and

whether the

systematically

important or merely due to differences of germ-separation or mixture before

and during

adaptation to different conditions,

fertilization, age, or individual

and systematically unimportant.
of G. variospiculosa

and

of G.

v.

Thiele

describes the small

sponding spicules of the "Albatross" sponges are
styles are attenuated

dermal rhabds

var. clavigera as amphioxes, wliile the corre-

Since, however, these

styles.

towards both ends and consequently similar to ampliioxes,

Thiele might easily have designated the small dermal rhabds of Geodia variospiculosa as

amphioxes even

plagiotriaenes,
figures (loc.

ortho-

According to one of Thiele's

my

sense.

Apart from these apparent rather than

however, differences in the dimensions of the spicules,

which are very considerable.

The specimen described by Thiele
The

to the large subcortical

6b) the "orthotriaenes" of his Geodia variospiculosa

cit., taf. 6, fig.

real differences, there are,

of

applies

which Thiele terms orthotriaenes.

are orthoplagiotriaenes in

many

they had exactly the same shape as the spicules

if

The same

here described as styles.

typical Geodia variospiculosa

mia-aster

by

far the largest.

are due to differences of age,

If
it

is

as var. clavigera

the smallest of the four.

is

larger, var. inteiinedia

we were

still

larger,

and

var.

to assume that these differences in size

would be only natural to suppose that correspond-

ing spicule-dimensions should be smallest in var. clavigera, larger in the tjT^ical

Geodia variospiculosa,

still

in

and

larger in var. intermedia,

All dimensional differences

which accord with

this

largest in var. micraster.

must therefore be

studying the relative systematic position of these sponges.

set aside

After eliminating

these differences possibly due to differences of age, there remain the following:

the large amphioxes and the rhabdomes of the orthoplagiotriaenes and the
dichotriaenes of the smaller var. intermedia are thicker than those of the larger
var. micraster.

The dichotriaene-rhabdomes

of the

still

smaller tji^cal Geodin

variospiculosa are thicker than those of both the larger varieties intermedia
micraster.
tyles

The choanosomal

tylostyles of var. intermedia

than those of var. miaaster.

Long dermal

clavigera but absent in the three others.

have

and

relatively larger

tylostyles are present in var.

The mesoprotriaene-clades

are rela-
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lively and. to

media than
longest

:x

smaller degree, also absolutely longer in the smaller var. inter-

The

in tlio larger var. mia-aster.

variospiculosa;

small typical Geodia

in the

the former are smaller and the latter larger in the larger var.

and the former

intermedia,

smaller and the latter

still

larger in the

still

still

the figures 23-26 and 28-31 on Plate 17,

On comparing

larger var. micraster.

with each other and with Thiele's figure
in the

cladcs of the larger anatriaenes are

and the clatle-riiabdome angles smallest

(loc. cit.

Plate

6e) the differences

6, fig.

appearance of the cladomes of the large anatriaenes caused by these

dilTerenccs in the dade-lcngth

and clade-rhabdome angle

will

The

be noticed.

minute dermal anadades of the smaller var. intermedia are larger than those
the larger var. micraster.

The

size of the

of

choanosomal oxyasters of the typical

Geodia variospiculosa and the two varieties intermedia and mia-aster

is,

like the

length of the clades of the large anatriaenes, in inverse proportion to the size of

the specimen in which they occur.

Besides these differences there are others,

the size of the pores, the relative frequency

in the structure of tlie surface,

and anatriaenc-cladomes with stunted, rudimentary

of nionactine asters

clades,

etc.

Some

of these differences,

in the forces acting

but hardly

all

of

them,

may

be due to diiTerences

In particular

on the different individuals.

the differing peculiarities in the shape and size

I

should say that

of the cladomes of the large

anatriaenes and in the size of the oxyasters, should be considered as germinal

The reason why

and therefore systematically important.

these differences of

the anatriaen(>s and oxya.sters should be considered as due to germinal peculiarities are:

of

in the

tetraxon sponges studied in this respect

young (small) specimens have not only shorter clades but

'

the anatriaenes
also larger clade-

rhalxlome angles than those of older (larger) specimens, the clade-length increasing and the clade-rhabdome angle decreasing with the age of the sponge.
tlie

clade-rhaljdome angle increases with the size of the sponge.
oxyasters

is

in these

and must therefore be
near the surface.

The former

less influenced

'For instanro

in

lie in

by external

size of the

the interior of the sponge

forces than the latter

which

Differences of the internal oxyasters, not also seen in the

external sterrasters, cannot therefore, in
of the forces acting

The

sponges in inverse, the size of the sterrasters in true propor-

tion to the size of the specimens.

lie

In

sponges here under discussion, inversely, the clade-length decreases and the

my

on the growing sponge.

Cincirhyra

vertex,

see R.

lar-Expedition, 1901-1903, 1907, 9, p. 318.

v.

opinion, be ascribed to differences

This view

is

further supported

Lendenfekl, Tetraxonia.

by

Ergeb, Deutsche Siidpo-
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the fact that in var. intermedia and var. micraster the size of the dermal strongylosphaerasters

is

also in true proportion to the size of the sponge.

Formerly (Tetraxonia. Tierreich, 1903,

19, p.

107) I united var. clavigcra

with the typical Gcodia variospiculosa, but now, having been able to examine
sponges belonging to this
tematically apart.

species

I

think

it

better to keep these

two

sys-

In view of the above discussion on the germinal nature

and systematic importance

of the differences

between the two "Albatross"

specimens here described and between them and Thiele's sponges referred to
above, I establish varieties for them.
divided into four varieties
the

name

:

Thus Geodia variospindosa

the typical Geodia variospicidosa, for which

var. typica, var. clavigera Thiele, var. intei-media,

and

TJiiele

is

I jjropose

var. micraster.

DIMENSIONS OF THE SPICULES OF GEODIA VARIOSPICULOSA THIELE.

7U
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(Sollas).

Geodia japonica
Plate 37,

figs.

Thiele. Zoologica, 1898. 24, p.

Cydonium jaixmicum

There

is

Soi.h.\s.

Plate 38,

15-30;

1;

taf. 2. fig.

7,

figs.

a

in the collection

fine,

by

A

Thiele as Geodia japonica.
I

through

have,

1-Jl.
p.

HI.

p. 256.

dry sponge from Japan, which appears

by

Cydonium japonicum and

Sollas as

part of the type of the former in the British

been able to

Mr. Kirkpatrick,

kindness of

the

figs.

Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19.

Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25,

to be identical with the species described

Museum

1-29; Plate 39,

taf. 6, fig. 3.

reexamine.

The sponge
cup.

It is

Near

24 and 22 cm.

#Qargin

itself is

The cavity

(Plate 38,

19 cm. high;

fig.

its

its

margin the wall

bent inward;

of the

cup

is

8) has the shape of a

8^ cm. deep.

The inner

cup

of the

transverse diameters are

about 3 cm. thick; the

is

interrupted in two places

it is

The base

cm. and exhibits a cup-shaped depression
only 4^ cm. deep.

low and broad, thick-walled

maximum and minimum

like the

by broad indentures.

sponge mea.surcs 11 Xl3

of the

upper one, but much smaller,

surfaces of both the upper

and the lower cup are

rather irregular and undulating but destitute of higher protuberances.

outer surface of the sponge

The

covered by large and conspicuous, terminally

is

rounded, lobose protuberances, 1^-3 cm. broad and about as long, which hang

down

stalactite-fashion.

of one side to the

body

Most

of

them

are attached with a considerable portion

In external appearance and in size

of the sponge.

it

corresponds with the specimens examined by Sollas and Thiele.

In some of the narrowest, most sheltered fissures between adjacent stalactite
lobes a rather dense spicule-fur about 1.5
this the surface

is

now

surface, also that of the

margin of the cup,

trances to the radial cortical canals.

by remnants

mm.

high

is

observed.

of pore-sieves.

Some

is

Apart from

The whole

entirely destitute of a spicule-fur.

of the

dotted with small holes, the en-

of these holes are partly covered

In the specimen examined by Sollas there were no

holes (canal-entrances) on the margin of the cup.

On

the outer, lobose surface

the width of and the distances between these holes are quite constant, their

diameter here being about 300

700

fi.

On

fi

and the distances between

the margin of the upper cup the holes are

their centres

about

smaller and farther

much less
much as 500 fi

In this upper cup the holes are more variable in size and

apart.

regularly distributed than on the outer surface,

wide.

much

some being

as

In extensive tracts of the lower cup, these holes are 400-450

fi

wide and

the distances between the margins of adjacent ones smaller than their diameter.

The

colour (in the dry state)

is

white.
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The sterraster-armour

layer of the cortex

is

73
a

over 0.5

little

mm.

thick.

SoUas gives the thickness of the cortex as 0.8 mm., Thiele the thickness of the
sterraster-armour layer as 0.3

mm.

According to

less

numerous

large oxyasters,

large

large oxyasters,

strongylosphaerasters occur.

styles,

rubbed

promesoclades,

styles

numerous

and minute dermal ana-

and a good many large oxysphaerasters and small
In this region the large rhabds and the rhabdomes

The minute dermal

radial bundles.

and anaclades are situated

the asters chiefly occupy the canal-walls.

composed

numerous orthotriaenes, a few

various

anatriaenes,

and mesoclades form

of the large telo-

is

is in

large, slender amphioxes, a few large styles,

minute dermal amphioxes, a few minute dermal

amphioxes,

it

numerous small strongj-losphaerasters, and very

of large choanosomal rhabds,

many

plagiotriaenes,

some

measurement

In the superficial (subcortical) part of the choanosome the

few sterrasters.

same three kinds

clades,

my

thick.

In the interior of the choanosome numerous large, stout amphi-

Skeleton.

oxes are found, also

numerous

mm.

about 0.65

Sollas's type

radially or obliquely,

and scattered;

The sterraster-armour

of dense masses of sterrasters.

Where the

of the cortex

surface has not been

otherwise injured numerous minute amphioxes and some minute

off or

dermal styles and minute dermal anaclades, implanted

in the distal part of the

sterraster-armour, and an outer covering of small strongylosphaerasters are

Large spicules situated radially and broken oE distally also occur

observed.

These are probably rhabdomes of mesoclades and

occasionally in this region.

perhaps also of large anatriaenes similar to the ones found intact in the subcortical layer.

The

Isirge

dermal

The

styles,

Sollas or

spicule-fur

is

composed

of anatriaenes

and mesoproclades.

slender amphioxes, the large styles, the mesoproclades, the minute

and the minute dermal anaclades are not mentioned

The

by Thiele.

latter also failed to find

any

on the other hand, observed sphaeres, which were not found
examined by

some

and by myself.

Sollas

large styles

either

by

large oxysphaerasters but,
in the specimens

In the tj-pe of Sollas reexamined by me,

and a good many minute dermal rhabds with one end very
Mesoproclades and

blunt and more or less style in character were met with.

minute dermal anaclades appear, however, to be absent.

The

amphioxes (Plate

large stout

37, figs.

18-21, 22a) are generally simple,

They

are 2.4-3.2

straight or shghtly curved,

and rather abruptly pointed.

long and 30-51

According to Sollas they measure 2.7

fi

thick.

according to Thiele 2

by

mm. and over by 35-40

/(.

mm. by

mm.
32

fi,

In the type of Sollas reexamined

me these amphioxes were 2.4-3.3, mostly 2.8-3.2 mm.

long and 32-50

//

thick.
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It is

that sometimes the aniphioxcs of tetraxonid sponges are bifur-

known

Such forms

cate at one end.

are,

however, very rare and usually considered

pathologic.

remarkably frequent.

amphioxes, bifurcate at one end, are

than

six in

The two branches

one spicule-preparation.

oxes are equal or unequal and 10-80
the largest observed

small;

me

In the specimen of Geodia japonica examined by

was

/i

12°.

I

large stout

found no

of these bifurcate

less

amphi-

long.

The angle they

When

very short the two branches are

enclose

is

always

nearly parallel to each other and appear as terminal spines.

The
40-43

the rounded end measures 10-31

maximum

the

tioned either

The

mm.

rare large styles are 2.1-2.8

fi;

Sollas or Thiele.

I

mm.

37,

/t

Their

thick.

Though not mentioned by

(Plate 39,

Sollas

more

or

less,

manner (Plate
thick.

fi

39, figs.

rare

fig.

9)

arc 195-280

long and, in the middle,

ji

Thiele

Neither Sollas nor Thiele mentions the remarkable

/«.

many

these spicules are 190-270

The

They

1-8).

In Sollas's specimen they were small and fusiform.

irregular curvature of so

somewhat

are straight (Plate 39,

sometimes very considerably curved, usually in an irregular

gives their length as 300

less anisoactine,

somewhat

1-9) are usually

figs.

They

anisoactine and rather abruptly pointed.

3.5-7

tyiDe.

22d) are strongly and very

fig.

Thiele, I found such spicules in Sollas's tj^je.

The minute dermal amphioxes

or

is

Such spicules are not men-

long and, in the middle, 12-22

ends are exceedingly slender, thread-like.

by

thickness

found them, however, in Sollas's

amphioxes (Plate

large slender

maximum

about one third to two thirds of

thickness in transverse diameter.

by

irregularly curved, 1-2.2

or

their

long;
ft,

of

them.

In the

long and 3 6

fi

fi

t}'])e

of Sollas

thick.

Most

of

me

reexamined by

them

are

more

or

and some strongly and irregularly curved.

mimde dermal

shorter,

and

styles are

in the

maximum

3.5 n, about half the

not so strongly curved as the amphioxes,

middle 5.5-6.5

ji

thick.

The rounded end

2.4-

is

thickness of the spicule in transverse diameter.

These spicules can be considered as derivates of the minute dermal amphioxes
in

which the anisoactinity has been carried to the extent of the rounding

the proximal end.

I

found such spicules

in Solhis's

off of

type though they are not

mentioned by him or by Thiele.

The
Plate 38,

orthotriaenes
figs.

dadome, 04-85

/i

thick.

here measures 65-89

ome

is,

and

plagioiriaenes (Plate 37, figs. 15-17, 22b,

1-7) have a straight conic rhabdome, 2.3-3.2

/«

A

little

below

it is

in transverse diameter.

on an average, about 6

%

usually

mm.

long

c,

23-28;

antl, at

the

somewhat thickened and

This thickest part of the rhabd-

thicker than

its

cladomal end.

The

acla-
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usually blunt pointed, rarely rounded and slightly thickened.

when normally developed,

clades are,

stout, conic, usually blunt pointed,

and 180-350 n long. Their basal part is sHghtly curved, concave to the rhabdome, their distal part straight. Their chords enclose angles of 90-102°, on an

The orthotriaene forms (with

average 96.4°, with the axis of the rhabdome.

clade-angles 90-100°) greatly predominate, the plagiotriaene forms (with clade-

same cladome

unequal in length.
clades

15%

forming only about

angles over 100°)
of the

are, in the

The

these spicules.

of

clades

normally developed triaenes, usually rather

In the normal cladome (Plate

measured 250, 300, and 340

/«.

37,

fig.

Sometimes one, two, or

are considerably reduced in length, cylindrical

17),

the three

three clades

all

and rounded terminally.

Ac-

mm. by 78 n and
rhabdome 2.5 mm. by 50-60

cording to Sollas these spicules have a rhabdome 2.4-2.6
clades 230-380
clades 200-300
spicules

ji

fi

long;
long,

according to Thiele a

and clade-angles

/t,

In Sollas's type

of 92°.

had a rhabdome 2.3-2.9 mm. by 50-70

n, clades

found these

I

200-300

,«

long,

and

clade-angles of 93-100°, on an average 95.5°.

The

mesoproclades (Plate

and 11-21

fx

38, figs.

9-17) have a rhabdome 2.8-4.3 nrni. long

At the acladomal end the rhabdome

thick at the cladomal end.

thins out to a slender, irregularly curved thread.

The cladomes

are variable,

irregular forms with partly reduced clades predominating over the regular

mesoprotriaenes.

The epirhabd

is

usually straight, conical, sharp pointed, and

40-105 n long.
38, fig. 16) it is shortened, rounded at the end,
mere
knob on the apex of the cladome. The
and curved, rarely reduced to a

Sometimes (Plate

when properly

clades are,

basal part

is

developed, conical, pointed and 65-125

/i

Their

long.

curved, concave to the epirhabd, their distal part straight (Plate

38,

figs.

9, 11, 17) or curved in the opposite direction (outwards) (Plate 38,

figs. 12,

15).

An abmpt angular bend often intervenes between these two parts.

In the

majority of these spicules one or two clades are more or
cylindrical,

and terminally rounded (Plate

reduction has gone so far that one, two, or
(Plate 38,

figs.

11,

38, figs.

all

13, 16) or are altogether

less

reduced in length,

Sometimes

15, 17).

this

three clades appear as mere knobs

absent (Plate

38, fig. 12).

The

chords of the clades enclose angles of 22-48°, on an average 34°, with the axis
of the epirhabd.

In young mesoproclades (Plate

38, fig.

14) not only are the

much

epirhabd and the clades shorter but also the clade-epirhabd angles

Mesoproclades or proclades are not mentioned as occurring

by

Sollas or

The

by Thiele, neither could

I find

any

in this

greater.

sponge either

in the type of the former.

large anatriaenes (Plate 37, figs. 29, 30;

Plate

38, figs.

18-29) have a
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more or

less

At

thick.

mm.

curved rhabdome, 3.3-4.3

acladomal end

its

ably and irregularly curved thread (Plate

rhabdome

is

18,

fig.

fi

Exceptionally the

38, figs. 29, 30).

somewhat shortened and thickened

to a tyle at the acladomal

as the one with clades only 20

young anatriaenes, such
Plate 38,

and at the cladome, 8-16

In very

clades arise at an angle of about 80° from the rhabdome.

The

end.

long,

usually attenuated to a fine, often consider-

it is

/t

long represented in

the clades arc uniformly curved, concave to the rhabdome

This curvature not being great, however, the

throughout their entire length.

chords of the clades of such young anatriaenes enclose angles of over 50° with

During the further development the direction of

the axis of the rhabdome.

growth undergoes a change, the
clade in such

manner that

its tip

cone, strongly inclined to the

The

about 20°.
tlion clades

may

being thenceforth apposed to the growing

becomes a

straight, slender,

rhabdome and enclosing with

further growth of the clade

with straight distal

may

go on

parts arc formed (Plate

and sharp-pointed

it

an angle of only

in the

same

tlirection:

19-22); or there

38, figs.

be a continuous change in a direction ojjposite to that of the curvature

of the proximal part

(Plate 38,
figs.

silica

figs.

then clades with distal ends curved outward are formed

:

This cui-vature gives, when well i)ronounccd (Plate

23-29).

28, 29), a sigmoid appearance to the clades.

sigmoid clades are very characteristic of this sponge.
of the full-grown anatriaenes are

80-130

/£

The chords

to Thiele the anatriacne-clades arc 70

ture of the ends of the clades of
figure but

of Sollas

is

many of

/«,

the anatriaenes

is

indicated in Thiele's

not mentioned in the text either by him or by Sollas.

examined by

me

clades 70-110

/i

The

The minute dermal anaclades
At the cladome the rhabdome

The proportion
acladomal end

(Plate 39,

fx,

is

/i

The

figs.

13c, 14-17, 38, 39)

mm. by

have a more

1-2

/i,

in its thickest part,

which usually

and at the rounded, acladomal end 1.3-3

17.

I

have observed

lies

thick.

triaene, diaene,

clades are always curved, concave to the

their length is very variable.

/i

cladomal end to the thickest part to the

on an average, 10:28:

and monaene forms.

have a rhabdome 2.4-5

long and rounded at the acladomal end.

of the thickness of the
is,

latter

long and clade-angles of 32-45° on an average 36.7°.

or less curved rhabdome, 235-310

below the middle, 2.8-5

In the type

a few anamonaencs of similar dimensions besides the

regular anatriaenes were found.

11-23

According

long.

/i

The remarkable outward curva-

long.

/t

The anatriaenes have,

and clades 100

thick

/«

of the clades

long and enclose angles of 23-41°,

on an average 32.2°, with the axis of the rliabdome.
according to Sollas, a rhabdome 18

38,

The anatriaenes with such

The chords

of the clades are

3-10

rhabdome;
fi

long and
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enclose angles of 30-54°, on an average 39°, with the axis of the rhabdome.

Such spicules are not mentioned either by SoUas or by Thiele neither could
on examination find any in the type of SoUas.

The

I

large oxyasters (Plate 39, figs. 13a, 18-26, 27a) usually

thickening,

have no central
and from three to seven equal, concentric, regularly distributed

The

rays are straight, conic, blunt, and everjTvhere, except quite at the

rays.

base, thickly covered with spines.

the end of the ray;

The

spines appear to increase in size towards

those large enough to be clearly

recurved, claw shaped.

The

inverse proportion to the

number

size of

made

out, are

of the latter.

NUMBER OF RAYS AND DIMENSIONS OF OXYASTERS.
Number

of rays

somewhat

the whole aster and of the rays

is

in
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often they are so small that they can hardly be

The

asters the rays seem to be quite smooth.

asters

17-22

is

As stated above

ft.

20

their diameter as

/x.

in

some

of these

oxysphaer-

forms connect these oxy-

transitional

Sollas also

sphaerasters with the oxyasters.

made out and

total diameter of the

mentions these

He

asters.

gives

Thiele did not find any such asters in the specimens

examined by him and expresses the opinion that the ones described by Sollas
In the type of Sollas I found these astere fairly abunsterrasters.

were j'oung

dant; they have a centrum about 5

/t

from sixteen to twenty

in diameter,

conical, sharp-pointed rays, at the base 1.4-2

/x

thick,

and measure 15-21

/t

in

total diameter.

Most

of the small strongylosphaerasteis (Plate 39, figs. 10-12, 13b, 27b, 3G,

The

37) are regular, but irregular forms also occur in small numbere.

forms have a spherical centinim, 1.2-5

and regularly arranged

centric,

centnun) 0.6-2

/i

The

which often form a

fx

thick,

basal part of the ray

verticil just

The rays

radial rays arise.

long, at the base 0.5-1.2

truncate or rounded.

below the

tip.

is

and

a

The

The

is

In the few-ra3'ed forms

and more slender than

rays.

irregxdar small strongylosphaerasters

from which from

The end

total diameter of the reguft.

rule, relatively longer

many-rayed forms with 15-22

in the

ter,

are, as

are (without the

cylindrical.

smooth, the end bears spines,

lar small strong}'losphaerasters is 4-6, usually 5-5.5

with 12-13 rays the rays

regular

usually about one to two thirds of the

from which from twelve to twenty-one equal, con-

aster, in diameter,

whole

fi,

have a centrum 1.5-3.6

six to nineteen rays arise.

/z

in

diame-

These are irregularly arranged,

unequal in length, not always concentric, and usually entirely covered with

The

spines.

0.6-1.3

pL

5.8-7.3

fi.

rays are (without the centrum) 1.6-3

The

thick.

The diameters
are 5

fi

asters

and 4

ji

The
long,

fi

in

/.i

and measure 4-5.5 n

broad, and 55-61

breadth to thickness

is

by

Sollas

diameter, from sixteen to

me

these

twenty rays

in total diameter.

28-32, 34, 35) are flattened ellipsoids 80-89

/.t

100: 83: 58.

is

and Thiele

In the type of Sollas reexamined by

sterrasters (Plate 39, figs.

65-78

long and, at the base,

of the small strongj-losphaerasters given

respectively.

have a centrum 1.5-2.2

0.6-0.8 n thick,

/i

total diameter of the irregular strongj'losphaerasters

thick.

The

/i

Tlie average proportion of length to
freely protruding rays

which surround

the umbilicus have transverse sections elongated in a direction radial to the
centre of the umbihcus, mostly measuring 2.5
spines.

The

X4

fi,

and bear

five or six lateral

spines directed towards the umbilicus are larger than the others.
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away from

protnidiiig rays,

mm.

transverse sections, about 2.5

The measurements

spines.

by 77.5 by 58

77.5 or 90

me

examined by

/i,

79

the umbiHcus, have

by

of the sterrasters given

and 75 by 65

less circidar

five

and Thiele are

Sollas

In the ij])e of Sollas

respectively.

fi

the sterrasters measure 84-92

more or

and generally bear four or

in diameter,

by 70-80 by 61

[i.

This sponge was labeled Ace. No. 31982, Cydonium japonicum, Japan, and,
as seen from the above description, although very similar to the sponges described

by

Sollas as

Cydonium japunicum and by Thiele

respects, appears to differ

many

as Geodia japonica in

from them very considerably

The most

in others.

important of these apparent differences are the presence of large
slender amphioxes, minute dermal styles, mesoproclades,

styles, large,

and minute dermal

anaclades in the "Albatross" specimen and the absence of any reference to

them

in the descriptions of Sollas

and

Thiele.

If these differences

should not consider these sponges the same species.

were real I

Since, however, I

have

found large slender amphioxes and styles and also minute dermal styles

in the

due to these spicules not being mentioned

in the

tv-pe of Sollas, the differences

descriptions of Sollas

and Thiele

are, in

exist.

It is different,

Since, however, these spicules protrude

to find in SoUas's type.

and

do not

and the minute dermal anaclades, which

ever, with the mesoproclades

face

in reality

much worn

specimens, broken

off

and

lost,

how-

I failed

beyond the

and

since,

sur-

judging

from the descriptions given by Sollas and Thiele and from the type examined

by me the specimens

at their disposal

their presence in the

"Albatross" specimen and their absence

had been much worn,

japonicum Sollas and Geodia japonica Thiele

For

and on account

this reason

other respect,

I

consider

them

I

do not think
in

Cydonium

sufficient for sj^stematic distinction.

of the great similarity of these sponges in every
as belonging to the

all

Geodia ataxastra,

sp.

same

species.

nov.

angustana, var. nov.
Plate 43,

figs.

9-25. 2S-38; Plate 44,

figs.

1-12. 14-19.

latana, var. nov.

Plate 43,

I

27;

Plate 44,

fig.

13.

establish this species for eight specimens in spirit from Perico Island,

Panama.
specific

It is characterized

name

refers.

anatriaene-cladomes

what

figs. 26,

different

var. latana.

:

Seven

by the possession
of

of ataxasters,

and to

this the

the specimens are similar and have narrow

for these I establish the var. angusiana.

and has broad anatriaene-cladomes:

One

is

some-

for this I establish the

new
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The seven specimens

of var. ang^istana (Plate 44,

The

stone and partly joined.

fig.

25) are attached to a

smallest are quite regularly spherical, the larger

The

ones more irregular, elongated, divided into lobes, or tuberous.

which

tuberous, measures 44

is

largest,

Two, which are elongated, have

X41 X29 nmi.

mm. The othei-s are spherical or tuberous and 17-37 mm.
maximum diameter. The branch-hke lobes of the lobate specimens are 8-11
mm. broad. Except in the sheltered places adjacent to the base of attachment,
a length of 46 and 50
in

where remnants of a spicule-fur can be detected, the surface
smaller specimens

it is

place on the surface of the largest specimen (Plate 44,
is

a row of five low warts.

fig.

The dermal membrane

shrinkage,

more or

less

25, right above) there

in

maximum

is,

diameter, which

is

in the larger

mortem

In a restricted area,

specimens .situated in a

everwhere
by

consider the small pores, which occupy

I

occupied by pore-

depressed over the radial cortical canals and their distal

concavity, the dermal pores are rather large,
small.

is

probably in consequence of post

branches, so that the surface appears more or less pitted.

6-10 nun.

At one

Apart from these warts and the most prominent

convexities of the larger specimens the whole of the surface
sieves.

In the

bare.

is

almost continuous, in the larger undulating.

else

they are quite

far the greater part of the

surface, as the afferents, the large ones, confined to the restricted areas mentioned,

as the efferents.

The
disc

specimen of var. latana

single

and measures

23x19x9 mm.
The natural

tached to a stone.

and occupied throughout by

The

is

Its

surface

is

fragmentary.

contour

The

lilac

was

at-

is,

in

spirit,

The specimen

nearly white

of var. latana

is

tinge throughout.

superficial part of the

body forms a

cortex,

fig.

25a; Plate 44,

fig.

26a), for the

thin, inconspicuous inner fibrous laj'er.

body appears formerly

to

which consists of a

tliin,

in

Canal-system.

More or

is

only 150-250

less stellate

250-500

jj.

in diameter

and quite

,«

thick;

p.

43, fig. 25a,

thick.

groups of afferent pores (Plate

26) occupy the largest part of the surface.

600 n apart.

most part 400-700

In one place, where a foreign

have been attached to the surface (Plate

to the left), the sterraster-armour

fig.

it

places hardly perceptible, outer dermal laj-er; a middle sterrastcr-armour

layer (Plate 43,

and a

has the shape of a

small, apjjarently afferent pores.

colour of the specimens of var. angustana

gray with a

It

pear shaped, and

destitute of a spicule-fur, quite smooth,

throughout; one has a slight hlac-gray tinge.

many

is

close together, their centres being only

The pores themselves

43,

These sieve-like pore-groups are

are oval or circular, 10-50

/i

300-

wide, and
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separated by rather broad strands of dermal tissue.

The pores

of each

group

lead into a system of lacunose, subdermal canals, which converge and unite

below the centre of the pore-group to form an afferent radial canal (Plate
fig.

The subdermal

26b).

afferent canals are wide, separated only

by

thin walls, vertical to the surface of the sponge, which radiate from a

common

These walls attach the pore-sieves to the sterraster-armour and give to

centre.

them, when viewed en face, the stellate appearance referred to above (Plate
fig.

The

26).

radial cortical afferent canals are 120-230

transverse (paratangential) section.

an average about 100

/«

radial cortical canals

in radial diameter, are

open out into these

somal afferents take their
spherical

large canals,

The

some

1

The

rise.

and measure 15-20

fi

mm. and more

flagellate

mostly 600

/z-1

mm.

44, fig. 26).

and from them the choano-

chambers (Plate

24) are

44, fig.

In the interior of the choanosome

wide, are obsei-ved (Plate

section.

apart.

measuring on

cavities,

which are confined to the

have a circular transverse

to above, also
their centres

43,

wide and circular in

met with (Plate

cavities,

in diameter.

efferent cortical canals,

ju

Their centres are 300-600 n apart.

Below the sterraster-armour layer numerous small

The

44,

relatively

They

43, fig. 25).

efferent areas referred

are 200-300

[i

wide and

In places, particularly towards the

The outer

margins of the areas occupied by them, they are more distant.

openings of these canals are covered by nets of dermal strands, only 10-20 n
broad.
to 400

i-L

one sees

The meshes

of these nets are oval or polygonal,

long (Plate

43, fig. 28).

onlj^

70-200

Thus, when the efferent area

/x

broad, and up

is

viewed en face

a few strands or a loose net work of strands spread out over the

entrances of the efferent cortical canals.
Skeleton.

Strands of rhabds, extending obliquely or paratangentially,

The rhabds composing them

traverse the deeper parts of the choanosome.
chiefly

amphioxes, but amphistrongyles,

styles,

and angularly bent or

branched amphiox-derivates also occur in them
latana, the amphistrongyles

and

stj-les

are

in small

relatively

are

irregularly

numbers.

In var.

much more numerous

In the distal part of the choanosome similar rhabds

than in var. angiistana.

and the rhabdomes of orthoplagiotriaenes, anatriaenes, and mesoproclades,
chiefly mesoprotriaenes,

form radial bundles.

The rhabdomes

of

some

orthoplagiotriaenes are reduced in length and rounded at the end.
plagiotriaenes with such

rhabdomes have been

cliiefly

of the

Ortho-

observed below the thin

The

part of the cortex of a specimen of var. angustana, mentioned above.

cladomes of nearly
anatriaenes

lie

all

the orthoplagiotriaenes and of a large

number

in the level of the lower limit of the sterraster-armour.

of the

A

few
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anatriaene- and mesoproclade-cladomes were found further dowTi in the choanoof the niesoproclades seen protruded

Most

some.
surface.

The

800

nun. beyond the

/(-I

small remnants of spicule-fur observed consisted nearly entirely

of the distal parts of such spicules (Plate 44,

fig.

27b).

In the interior no minute rhabds are observed; in the distal part of the

choanosome and

in the inner

on the other hand, such

and middle (sterraster-armour) layers

Where

considerable numbers.

most part situated

spicules, for the

the dermal layer

is

of the cortex,

radially, occur in

better preserved, particularly

over the entrances to the radial cortical canals, large numbers of minute rhabds
are observed.

They

beyond the

little

are here situated radially, their distal ends protruding a

These minute dermal rhabds are arranged in groups,

surface.

those of the same group being either parallel or diverging distally tuft-fashion.

Most

amphiox, a few amphistrongyle or

of these spicules are

*amphistrongyles and styles are relatively

than

in var. aiujusUina.

much more numerous

Minute

style.

in var. latana

In var. angustana a few minute dermal anaclades are

intermingled with these minute dermal rhabds.

In the interior of the choanosome a few sterrasters and large, few-rayed
oxyasters occur.
of the

The

latter are situated in the canal-walls.

choanosome and the inner layer

tylasters,

small

strongylosphaerasters,

middle layer ui the cortex

In the distal part

of the cortex oxysphaerasters, acanth-

The

and ataxasters are met with.

occupied by dense masses of sterrasters.

is

It also

contains the parts of the rhabdomes of the fur-spicules wlrich traverse

it,

the

minute rhabds mentioned above, and small strongylosphaerasters and ataxasters.
In the dermal
sphaerastei"s

membrane

a thin but dense layer, composed of small strongylo-

and ataxasters

more numerous than the

is

observed.

The strongylosphaerasters

The large choanosmnal amphioxes

(Plate 43,

figs.

much

23d, 27d) are usually slightly

curved, fairly isoactine, and gradually attenuated to sharp points,
rarely blunt at one or at both ends.

more frequent

are

ataxasters.

in var. latana

three amphioxes, two isoactine

than

The last-named forms
in var. angustana.

and one

much more
much

are relatively

The measurements

of

anisoactine, given in the subjoined table,

indicate the degree of attenuation towards the ends.
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Although somewhat

main culmination, broad

more frequent than any
culminations are

may

both curves have one very well-pronounced

and narrow

in the var. latana curve,

in the var. angus-

These main culminations show that one amphiox-length

tana curve.

These

irregular,

l.-l

other.

to 1.5

mm.

in var. latana

and

1.8

mm.

fact that the

much

in var. angustana.

That the "normal"

be considered as the normal amphiox-lengths.

amphiox-length

is

The most frequent lengths represented by these

greater in var. angusUina than in var. latana accords with the

is

specimen of var. angustmia selected for this examination

is

much

larger than the specimen of var. latana.

The

var. latana curve has one, the var. angustana curve two,

The

nating points besides the main one.
appeal's to correspond to the single

left

minor culmi-

one (at 1.3 mm.) of the latter

one (at 0.9 mm.) of the former.

Since the

majority of amphioxes shorter than those of "normal" length (1.4-1.5 nma. in
var. latana

and

spicules, the

mm.

1.8

in var. angustana) are

probably young,

minor culmination which precedes the main one

indicates that the rate of longitudinal

growth of these spicules

still

growing

in

both curves

is

not uniform,

a stage of cessation or retardation of growth at 0.9 imn. in var. latana and at
1.3

mm.

angustana intervening between the earlier and the later periods

in var.

of rapid growth.

The

rare

large

have similar

ampliistrongyles

dimensions

to the

lai'ge

amphioxes.

The
ness

is

rare large styles are 0.5-1.6

by no means proportional

The

rare angularly bent

mm.

long and 11-30

and

derivates the

Most

bend

of the

is

thick.

Their thick-

irregularly branched ampluox-derii'ates

similar dimensions as the regular amphioxes.

90°.

/(

to their length.

always near one end.

have

In the angularly bent amphiox-

The

angle

may

be over or under

branched forms are amphiclade in character and consist of a

shaft with a short branch-ray near each end.

situated near one end of the shaft,

simple, straight, conical,

secondary branchlets.

is

In some only one branch-ray,
Generally the branch-rays are

observed.

and pointed, rarely

irregularly curved or divided into

The simple branch-rays
from the

vertically or obliquely

shaft.

are 20-100

The oblique ones

/«

long and rise

are inclined outward,

proclade-fashion.

The minute rhabds
dermal groups (Plate
fairl}'

straight,

of the distal part of the

44, figs. 31a, 32,

choanosome, the cortex, and the

33a, 40a) are, in var. angustana, mostly

rather abi'ui)tly pointed amphioxes.

dermal rhabds rounded at one end or at both occur

In var. latana minute

in fair

numbers besides the
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ordinary amphiox forms with both ends sharp pointed.
these spicules are 120-200, mostly 160-200
latana

somewhat

larger,

145-215

/i

p.

long and 4-7

/z

on the whole thicker than the longer ones.
thickness of the minute rhabds less than 160

ones more than 160

The

/t

in length 3.9

In var. angustana

long and 3-5

1.6-2.3,

In var. angustana the average
p.

in length

is

4.6

figs.

that of the

9-22, 24a, 27a) have a straight,

The ordinary pointed rhabdomes

mm.

fi,

/(.

orthoplagiotriaenes (Plate 43,

mostly 1.9-2.2

in var.

shorter ones are

usually conical and sharp-pointed, rarely shortened, cylindrical,

rounded rhabdome.

thick;

/(

The

thick.

and terminally

are, in var.

angustana,

long and, at the cladome, 29-70, mostly 40-60

thick, in var. latana they are considerably smaller, 1.3-1.7, mostly 1.5-1.6

long and 30-45, mostly 30-40

fi

thick.

The

rhabdomes are as thick as the conical ones

mm.

cylindrical, terminally

at the

jx

mm.

rounded

cladome but only 330

/x-1.4

long.
I

have studied the frequency of the different lengths of the ordinary pointed

orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes in a similar manner to the amphiox-lengths.

The curves representing the frequency
here reproduced (Fig. B).
Per cents of

rhabdomes
measured.

So

all

of the difTerent lengths

measured are
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shows that the "normal" lengths of the orthoplagio-

var. amiuslami, wliifh

triaenc-rhabclomes are 1.5-1.6

Also in

and

and 2

in var. latana

mm.

in var. angustana.

these curves a minor culmination, preceding the main one,

think there can be

I

mm.

little

is

observed,

doubt that this indicates, as in the case of the

amphiox-lengths, a temporary cessation or a retardation of longitudinal growth
of the orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes, in this case

hitana

var.

and when they

are 1.6

mm.

when they

are 1.3

curves, as in the ones pertaining to the amphioxes, the part

culmination descends very rapidly at

seems to

show that most

first

averaRe

iiiiKiesof

and

less

long in

In these

beyond the main

rapidly later on.

This

amphioxes and orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes

of the

becoming longer than the normal grow beyond
°,

mm.

long in var. angustana.

this

very rapidly.

of

clades

of that lengtli.

Hs-

HO

^ lo
>.>.-«V
vo

Fig. C.

Corrcliition

^v,

"o
>•

<»
V

/i

clade-length.

between the lengths and angles of the clades of the orthoplagiotriaenes of Geodia

ataxastra var. angustana.

The cladomes
clades of the

The

of

most

of

the orthoplagiotriaenes are regular, the three

same cladome being nearly equal

in length, position,

and curved, concave

to the

rhabdome, rather strongly

in their

central parts but only slightly or not at all in their distal part.

stana they are 170-290, mostly 230-270

220
axis

and curvature.

clades of these regular orthoplagiotriaene-cladomes are conical, pointed,

/i

is

long.

/«

proximal and
In var. angu-

long, in var. latana shorter, only 130-

The angle enclosed between the clade-chords and the rhabdome-

in var.

angustana 85-116°, on an average 100.3°, in var. latana 95-111°,

on an average 101°.

Considering, as I do, teloclades with a clade-angle between

80° and 100° as orthoclades and teloclades with a clade-angle of 100-120° as
plagiocladcs, I

name

For the purpose

these spicules orthoplagiotriaenes.
of ascertaining the correlation

between the clade-length on
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the one hand and the clade-angle and the rhabdome-thickness (at the chidome)

on the other

random.

I

measured these dimensions

I

arranged these measurements

divided up the series at intervals of 10

155 as about 150

//,

all

/i,

in eighty-(jne

cladomes talcen at

in the order of the clade-length,

considering

from 155 to 165 as about 160

ji

and

clade-lengths from 145 to

all

and so

on.

All the

meas-

urements of clade-angles and rhabdome-thickness pertaining to clades of similar
length (150, 160, and so on) were combined and their averages taken.

These

averages were then plotted on the ordinates erected in the points of the horizontal axis representing the clade-length (150, 160

/i,

and so

on).

The curves

connecting the points thus plotted in are here reproduced.
Averages

of

/(,

thickness of rliabdof orthoplagiotriaenes
with
ciades
of
that

^

ome

lengtii.

4s

ss-

*
Fig. D.

In

^

'^

5

<»N

c»

S

*.\

-»
(O

>»*

V»
p^

v«

»V.

«J

«*•

H

clade-length.

Correlation l:)etween the clade-'.ength and rhabdome-thickness of the orthoplagiotriaenes of

Geodia ataxastra var. angustana.

These curves are very

irregular,

but they show nevertheless that the clade-

angle on the whole decreases with increasing clade-length, while the rhabdomethickness increases with

the clade-angle

is

it.

That

is

to say, that, roughly speaking, the width of

in inverse, the thickness of the cladomal

in true proportion to the clade-length.

and the thickness

end

of the

rhabdome

According to the curves the clade-angle

of the cladomal ends of the

rhabdomes do not seem

to be

On the
correlated with each other any more closely than with the clade-length.
correa
exists
undoubtedly
there
whole it may therefore be said, that, although
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lation

between the three cladome dimensions, they are subject to considerable,

apparently independent variations.
Besides the orthoplagiotriaenes with regular cladomes, above described,

fig.

10).

are

met

and unequally curved (Plate

in wliich the clades are irregularly

a few occur

Very rarely monaene and amphiclade derivates
with.

A

monaene form observed had a

43,

of orthoplagiotriaenes

bifurcate clade.

An amphi-

clade possessed, besides the ordinary three terminal clades, a fourth clade, which

arose

some distance down the rhabdome.

The mesoprodades

have a straight or

12, 14)

down

Farther
middle,

is

the

it is

it

thickens,

and at

its

is

rhabdome

is

9-20

fig.

2-l:b;

1.6-3.4,

a.s

at the

is

pointed, and 40-50
are observed.

fi

long.

latter

At the acladomal

long, slightly

fi

tetraene mesoprodades (Plate 44,

The

is

Their chords

straight, conical,

Besides these regular forms ^'arious irregular ones

In some of these a fourth clade

added to the three normal

is

The

ones, so that the spicule appears as a mesoprotetraene.

position.

clades of these

somewhat unequal

1) are

fig.

longest clade of the cladome

is

50-75

/n

long.

more

and 35-58

/(

The

clades being abniptly (angularly) bent

fig. 14).

These spicules are also very

to one or

two

outward

in the

More frequently

rare.

all

latter is

middle (Plate
irregularities

of the clades being reduced in length, c>'lindrical,
44, figs.

44,

due

and terminally

Rarely one clade

11, 14).

absent

is

altogether, so that the spicule appears as a mesoprodiaene (Plate 44,

Taking

of the

Other derivates are ])roduced by one or

long.

rounded, are obser\'ed (Plate

and

in length

The chords

clades enclose angles of 36-62° with the axis of the epirhabd.
conical, pointed,

mm.

thick.

Generally the cladome

clades are usually conical, about 70

The

p.

1-

situated near the

curved, concave to the epirhabd basally and straight distally.
enclose angles of 40-50° with the epirhabd.

figs.

mostly 2.1-2.8

cladomal end.

usually attenuated to a fine point.

The

Plate 44,

most frequently 10-15

n,

thickest point, which

usually half again as thick

regularly triaene.

rhabdome

slightly curved

At the cladome the rhabdome

long.

*nd

of var. angustana (Plate 43,

fig.

12).

the mesoprodades together, but leaving out of account the excep-

tionally large, quite

abnormal angles

as mentioned above, measured

the cladome

is

44-80

/x

up

of

some

of the tetraene clades, which,

we

find that the longest clade of

to 62°,

and the epirhabd 40-60

/z

long, the angle

between the

clade-chords and the epirhabd axis being 33-48°, on an average 41.3°.

In var. lalana the mesoprodades (Plate

mm.

long and, at the cladome, 7-13

/(

44, fig. 13)

thick.

As

have a rhabdome 2-2.4

in the

angustana the rhabdome thickens towards the middle.

mesoprodades

of var.

Regular mesoprutriacnes.
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like those

even

predominant

in var. ungustana, are rare in var. latana, one, two, or

three clades (Plates 44,

all

rounded

most

in

89

fig.

13) being reduced in length

and terminally

of the mesoproclades observed in this variety.

Most

of the

pointed, fully developed clades are angularly bent outward in the middle like

some

of the clades of the mesoproclades of var. angustana (Plate 44,

The dimensions

of the cladomes of the mesoproclades of var. latana are

of longest clade of the

60

mostly 34-47

n,

an average

The

cladome 25-58

14).

length

length of epirhabd 28-

{x;

angle between clade-chord and epirhabd axis 25-58°, on

fi;

43.6°.

have

large anatriaenes (Plate 44, figs. 15-23, 40d, 41)

a rhabdome

2.1-3.1

mm.

long and, at the cladome, 3-10

the anatriaene-rhabdome

mm.

mostly 32-50

fi,

fig.
:

in length

and 7-12

somewhat shorter and

is

in var.

thick.

thicker,

The cladomes

in thickness.

fx

/i

angustana

In var. latana

measuring 2.-2.8

are generally regular,

irregular anatriaene-cladomes with one clade shorter than the others (Plate 44,

Exceptionally

17, 41) being rare.

figs.

in length, so that the

all

three clades are greatly reduced

whole cladome appears as a three-lobed tyle (Plate

In the anatriaenes of var. angustana the cladome

23).

The

protuberance.

apical

is

44, fig.

usually destitute of an

clades of these anatriaenes are regularly conical,

taper uniformly to a sharp point, are strongly curved, concave to the rhabdome
basally, straight or just perceptibly bent

30-65

fi

long.

axis of the rhabdome.

The cladomes
Most

are different in appearance.

and

slightly

distally,

and 17-68

/£,

at the base,

of

mostly

of the large anatriaenes of var. latana

them have a

distinct apical protuberance

and not very strongly curved, concave

their clades are very thick

rhabdome

outward

Their chords enclose angles of 20 42°, on an average 34°, with the

and abruptly attenuated

outwardly curved, sharp-pointed

tips.

to the

to very slender, straight or

They

are 30-55

fi

long, their

chords enclose angles of 41-55°, on an average 47°, with the axis of the

rhabdome.

The mimite dermal

anaclades (Plate 44,

figs.

28d, 42, 46-49), which have

been observed only in var. angustana, have a slightly curved rhabdome 190-340

At the cladomal end

long.

it

towards the middle to 1.4-3.5
not quite twice as thick as

ome
end.

is

its

rounded and usually

Most

of these

is

/i,

0.5-2

p.

thick,

and

it

/j.

increases in thickness

the central part of the rhabdome being usually

cladomal end.

The acladomal end

of the rhabd-

slightly thicker, rarely thinner, than the cladomal

minute anaclades are regularly

triaene.

The

basal parts

of their clades are generally quite strongly curved, concave to the rhabdome,

while their central and distal parts are straight.

The chords

of the clades are
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2-6 n long and enclose angles of 33-57°, on an average 47.6°, with the axis of the
rhabdome.
Geodia ataxadra

is

can be distinguished.

Large oxyasters with few rays.

with numerous slender, spiny rays.

smooth

rays.

asters.

3.

Small strongylosphaerasters.

4.

Ox}'sphaerasters

2.

Oxysphaerasters with numerous stout,

Irregular sterraster-derivates.

7.

Eight different kinds of asters

very rich in asterforms.
1.

5.

6.

Acanthtyl-

sterrasters.

Three and

Ataxasters.

Regular

8.

seven are very rare and have been observed only in centrifugal spicule-prepara-

Six

tions of var. latana.

frequent.

The

five

more numerous
four,

five,

and

both

in

varieties, is

by no means

kinds, particularly fovr, are abundant, fire being

other

in var. latana

six are

which occurs

also,

than

One and

in var. angiistana.

connected by some

belong to the series of forms represented by

transitional forms;
tlie

two,

-seven

and

also

may

also

same time

three latter, and at the

exhibits great affinities to eight.

The

Plate 44,

large oxxjasteis (Plate 43, figs. 35, 36, 37a, 38;

Those

30c, 33-35c, 39, 40c) occur in both varieties.

usually destitute of a
central thickening.

figs.

28c, 29c,

of var. angustana are

centmm, only the two-rayed forms possessing a

They have from two

tributed, straight or slightly curved, usually simple rays.

slight

and regularly

to ten concentric

dis-

In some oxyasters,

however, one or more of the rays are bifurcate, the terminal branches being
nearly equally long and strongly divergent.

The simple rays

been observed.

and always spiny.

When

Very rarely

trifurcate rays

abruptly pointed and distally covered with very

numerous spines they have a somewhat strongyle appearance.
the whole ray

The

is

have

are conical, gradually or abruptly pointed,

As a

rule nearly

covered with spines, only a narrow belt at the base being smooth.

spines increase in size towards the end, just below which they occasionally

form a conspicuous

verticil.

The

spines of the proximal half of the ray are

often so minute as merely to render the appearance of this part of

When

large

enough

to be clearly

made

from the ray and to bend down at the end

in a claw-shaped

is

in inverse

asters are

40-50

proportion to the

fi,

15-28

fi

of the

whole aster

In regard

The

size of the

is

rays being often

number of its

rays.

The two-rayed

(diactine)

the three- to seven-rayed 21-40 n, and the eight- to ten-rayed

in diameter.

basal thickness

rough.

manner.

to their spines the branched rays agree with the simple ones.
aster

it

out, the spines are seen to arise vertically

The

rays are half or a

little

more than

in length, and, at the base, 0.6-2.6

by no means

much

/x,

half of the diameter

usually 1-2

jj.

thick.

The

in proportion to the length of the ray, shorter

thicker than longer ones.

As, however, the relatively

GEODIA ATAXASTRA.
thick-rayed oxyasters (Plate

thin-rayed ones (Plate

continuous

The

series, it

37a) are connected with the relatively

43, figs. 36,

by numerous

38)

43, figs. 35,
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transitions,

large oxyasters of var. lalana are on the whole similar to those of

var. angustana,

Diactine oxyasters and asters with

but considerably smaller.

branched rays were not observed in

The

this variety.

spines towards the end of the ray

is

increase in the size of the

not so marked in the oxyasters of this

The

variety as in those of var. angustana.

eleven-rayed 15-21.5

The

is

numbers

that

29-32; Plate

44,

of var. angustana

about a third, of the whole

is

pt

size,

some

some distance below the

situated

the centrum, 3.5-5

/x,

figs.

Those

varieties.

are straight, conical, and sharp pointed.

bear spines of considerable

verticil,

of the aster

both

centrum 2.6-5.5

The rays

rays arise radially.
distal parts

in

from which eighteen to twenty-eight regularly distributed

aster, in diameter,

a

the eight- to

basal thickness of the rays

oxysphaerasters ivith slender spiny rays (Plate 43,

consist of a spherical

in

ji,

[i.

29e, 34e) occur in fair

fig.

The

in total diameter.

/i

have

large oxyasters of var. latana

from three to eleven rays, the three- to seven-rayed are 17-28

0.7-1.8

which form a

does not appear advisable to separate them.

The rays

tip.

long and at the base 0.7-1.3

being 8-13

/i

are,

without

thick, the total diameter

The spined oxysphaerasters

/z.

Their

which are often arranged

of

have

of var. latana

eighteen to twenty-one rays and resemble those of var. angustana very closely

but are somewhat larger and have relatively smaller centra.
are:

centrum 2.4-3.5

/i,

a fifth to a third of the

without the centrum, 4-5.5
10-14.4

fi

Their dimensions

aster, in diameter; rays,

whole

long and at the base 1.2

fi

thick; total diameter

fi.

In both varieties a few asters transitional between
sphaerasters above

described, in regard to

ray-number,

the oxyasters

size,

and oxy-

and development

of

the centrum, have been met with.

The

rare oxysphaerasters with stout smooth rays, which have been observed

only in var. latana, have a centrum 4.5

whole

aster, in diameter,

smooth, conical, and rather blunt
long and at the base 2

The small

fx

/(,

that

is

a httle over a third of the

and about eighteen, regularly

thick.

raj-s,

The

which

are,

distributed, straight,

without the centrum, 4.5

total diameter of the aster

strongylosphaerasters (Plate 43,

figs.

33, 34, 37b;

is

about 13
Plate 44,

30b, 31b, 33-35b, 40b) are exceedingly abundant in both varieties.
var. angustana

ceptionally as

have a more or

much

as 3

fi,

less regularly spherical

a sixth to a half of the whole

figs.

Those

centrum, 0.6-2.3

/x,

/x

/i.

of

ex-

aster, in diameter.
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frimi

which from seven to twenty, very rarely as

tlistributcd rays arise radially.

many

as thirty, fairly regularly

and

are straight or slightly curved,

The rays

rounded and often somewhat thickened at the end.
Indications of the presence of exceedingly small spines have frequently been
observed. The rays are, without the centrum, 0.7-2.6 jx long and 0.2-0.8 jx tliick.
ajipear as short cylinders,

The

diameter of the aster

total

is

2.6-6, usually 3-4.5

tliird of

a

fifth to

much

as 2.5

fi

long,

3-6.4, usually 3.4-4.3

The

strongylofi,

a

the whole aster, in diameter, and from eleven to nineteen,

The rays

rarely as few as nine, rays.

as

The small

fi.

They have a centrum 1-3

sphaerasters of var. laiana are very similar.

and 0.3-0.8

/t

are,

without the centrum, 0.6-1.5

thick.

The

n,

rarely

total diameter of the aster

is

[i.

ataxasters are

more abundant

in var. latuna

than

in var. angiistana.

Those of var. angnstana consist of a spherical or irregularly tuberous centrum,
1.4-3.5

in diameter,

ft

conical or,

They

rays are

are rough or distinctly sjiined, without the centrum,

long and 0.4-1.2

/i

The

arise.

more frequently, cylindrical and always rounded, sometimes thick-

ened at the end.
0.3-2.8

from which from one to eight rays

/£

thick.

siderably in

When

size.

This distribution

Those

they arise radially or obliquely.

same

of the

is

most

and

irregular,

aster often differ very con-

only a few, two to four, rays are developed, they

usually stand close together and form a bunch arising from one point of the
surface of the centrum, the rest of the latter being often rough or spiny,

When more

but free from rays.

rays are present they are usually

scattered, but in this case also a large part, generally

surface of the c(>ntrum

The

is

free

from

The whole

rays.

more than a

aster

is

4-7

ataxasters of var. latann have from two to fourteen rays.

similar to those of var. amjustana, but

somewhat

larger spines.

Among

centmni 2-4.5

eter;

rays, without

diameter 5.3-8.3

fi,

the

in diameter.

/(

They

are very

on the whole larger and covered with

the ataxasters of this variety a few with

branched (bifurcate) rays have been observed.
are:

somewhat

half, of

Their dimensions in

tliis

variety

a third to three quarters, of the whole aster, in diam-

the centrum, 0.3-2.5

/i

long and 0.7-1.5

fi

thick;

total

/i.

Strongylosphaerasters w'ith a less pronounced irregularity in the distribution of the rays connect these ataxasters with the small strongylosphaerasters

described above.

The

acanlhtylasters occur in

and particularly scarce
ten to fifteen rays

both

varieties,

in var. angustana.

and measure 8-16

fi

in

but they are

Those of

far

from numerous,

var. angustana

have from

diameter; those of var. latana have
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from four to nine rays and measure 10-14.5

have no central thickening.
cylindrical, 1-2

thick,

/i

distinctly thickened,

is

/n
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The

in diameter.

acanthtylasters

Their rays are usually distributed fairly regularly,

The

and rounded at the end.

end, which usually appears

densely covered with large spines, which are for the most

The

part directed outward.

and proximal parts

central

of the rays are quite

In the asters of this kind which I have found in var. angustana the

smooth.

rays were always simple, while in several of the acanthtylasters of var. latana

some

were terminally divided into two

of the rays

three short branches,

or, rarely,

each provided with a special acanthtyle.

The

rare irregular sterraster-derivates, which have been obsen'ed only in var.

latana, consist of a central

The

mass

central

mass from which

either simple

is

and

tufts of large, slender spines arise.

from

tufts of spines, lying nearly opposite each other, rise

which case the

number

distal

convex face of each lobe

of the lobes of the lobate

form

by rather deep

lobes are separated

the whole spicule measuring 21-50

and position

in the shape, size,

abnormal spicules of

it;

or

lobate, in

it is

covered with spines.

is

from two to

The

spines

4-8

are

/li

Abnormal

long,

young

of the spines these spicules agree with

this kind.

The

Sometimes the

five.

In their dimension and

in diameter.

and they make, on the whole, the impression

sterrasters,

of

is

recesses.
//

which case two

spherical, or oval, in

of being early stages

sterrasters,

which might be con-

sidered as their adult forms, have, however, not been observed.

The
They

sterrasters (Plate 44, figs. 36-38,

•broad,

and 47-57

ness being 100

and

Those

are flattened ellipsoids.

:

/<

89

43^5)

are

abundant

in

of var. angustana are 65-98

both
/i

:

74.

The

fx

long,

50-60

/i

broad, and 47-50

In the centre of the sterraster a cluster, about 4
observed.

The

/i

:

90

fi

:

thick,
79.

in diameter, of small

Outside the umbilical area the rays protruding beyond

the surface are about 2.3
section.

fi

sterrasters of var. latana are similar but smaller

They are 55-65

the average proportion of length to breadth to thickness being 100

is

58-67

thick, the average proportion of length to breadth to thick-

relatively thicker.

granules

varieties.

long,

/j.

thick and have a circular or broad-oval transverse

transverse section of the rays surrounding the umbilicus

is

greatly

elongated in a direction radial to the centre of the latter and measures about
2.4

by

a

The terminal

7 fL

composed

much

of

from

larger

number

counted as

many

under

in length.

1

/x

sjjine verticils are, in

the rays

away from the umbilicus,

six to ten, in those of the rays surrounding the umbilicus of
of lateral .spines.

as sixteen.

The

On some

of the periumbilical rays I

spines are broad, conical,

The terminal

and small, mostly

faces of the periumbilical rays are very
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oblique, strongly inclined inwards (Plate 44,

about 10

The

/(

The umbilicus

43-45).

figs.

deep.

two

eight specimens of the

were collected on

varieties of this species

Panama.

October 26, 1904, on the shore of Pcrico Island,

Although these specimens belong without doubt to the same

Seven

are not quite identical.

same

structure, one

is

large anatriaenes

tively),

of

by

none of

its

of

gray and

larger, bj' its megascleres
its

is

and

them

species,

from the

differs

rest

by

sterrasters being smaller,

its

they

and have the

are quite or nearly wliite

ataxasters being

by the

clade-angles of

being considerably wider (averages 34° and 47° respec-

mesoproclade-cladomes being different in shape, by the rays

its large

asters with thick,

oxyasters being branched, by possessing a few oxysphaer-

smooth rays and

irregular sterraster-derivates,

Restitute of minute dermal anaclades.

Some

and by being

of these differences, particularly

those of the asters and the ana- and mesoproclades, seem to

me

to be germinal

in character.

The

spiculation

show that

and the

tion of Geodia agassizii I

species of

and

cribriporal nature of the afTerents

these sponges belong to Geodia.

For the reasons given

efferents

in the descrip-

have compared them not only with the described

Geodia but also with those of Sidonops.

The

species

most nearly

alUed to them are Geodia tuber (tuberosa) 0. Schmidt, G. distinda Lindgren, G.
hilgendorfi Tliiele, G. midleri (mullert) Fleming, that described

G. ramodigitata Carter and here described as G. mesotriaenella.
distincta,

G. midlei'i, G. ramodigitata (Dendy),

tinguished from G. ataxastra

much

by being

by possessing small

sphaerasters.

and G. mesotriaenella are

destitute of ataxasters

larger dermal strongylosphaerasters.

ataxastra

by Dendy

Geodia

of

dis-

and by having

hilgendorfi, differs

oxysphaerasters instead

as

Geodia tuber, G.

the

from G.

strongylo-
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TWO VARIETIES OF

DIMENSIONS AND CHARACTERS OF THE SPICULES OF THE
GEODIA ATAXASTRA.
var. angustana.

Spicules.

Large choanosomal
rhabds

amphiox,

chiefly

and

Minute tlermal rhabds

amphiox,

all

200
Orthoplagiotriaenes

/(

long,

styles exceed-

and 3-5

160-

mostly

120-200,

ingly rare;

1.6-2.3, mostly
long, and at eladome 29-70,
mostly 40-60 .« thick; clades 170290, mostly 230-270 n long; cladeangle 85-116°, average 100.3°.

rhabdome

1.9-2.2

mm.

Mesoproelades
all

(nearly

rhabdome

mm.

are triaene)

dermal

1.2-1.6

thick.

amphiox, but also a fair num145-215 /i long, and

chiefly

ber of styles;
thick.

/I

rhabdome

mm.

1.3-1.7,

mostly

1..5-1.6

long, and, at eladome,

mostly 30-40
220 ,« long;
average 101°.

/i

thick;

clade-angle

rhabdome 2-2.4 mm.

30-45,

clades

1.30-

95-111°,

long, and, at

eladome, 7-13

epirhabd 33-73, mostly 40-60

epirhabd 28-50, mostly 34—47 n long.

44-80

/i

/i

long;

long.

rhabdome

ana-

mostly

and 12-37 ,u

clade-epirhabd angles 33-48°, average

(longest) clades

41.3°;

mm.

2.1-3.1

at

long;

rhabdome 2-2.8 mm.

average 47°.

rhabdome 190-340

not observed.

/(

/i

long;

at elad-

thick; clades 2-6

/i

long, and, at

eladome 7-12 ,» thick; (longest) clades
30-55 ft long; clade-angles 41-55°,

eladome, 3-10 /i thick; (longest) clades
17-68, mostly 30-65 /( long; cladeangles 20-42°, average 34°.

ome, 0.5-2

clades

2.1-2.8

0.6-1.9,

long,

,« thick; longest clades
25-58, mostly 32-50 /i long; cladeepirhabd angle 25-58°, average 43.6°;

1'

Minute

mostly

1.6-3.4,

long, and, at eladome, 9-20

thick;

Large anatriaenes

frequent;

4-7

u thick.

amphiox, but amphistronand styles relatively much more

chiefly

gyles

mm.

thick.

//

nearly

1.2-2.8,

rare;

mm.

1.6-1.8

amphistrongyles

mostly
long and 17-43, mostly

styles

22-38

var. latana.

long;

clade-angles 33-57°, average 47.6°.

two-rayed 40-50, three- to .sevenrayed 21-40, eight- to ten-rayed 15-

Large oxyasters

28 /I
Oxysphaerasters

with

in

8-13

three- to seven-rayed

17-28, eight-

to eleven-rayed 15-21.5/1 in diameter.

diameter.

in

/(

10-14.4

diameter.

/(

in

diameter.

slender, spined rays

Oxysphaerasters
stout,

with

not observed.

13 u in diameter, rare.

2.6-6

3-6.4

smooth rays

Small strongylosphaer-

/t

in diameter.

fi

in diameter.

asters

Ataxasters

4-7 n

Acanthtylasters

with ten to fourteen rays, 8-16
diameter, very rare.

Irregular asters (sterr-

5.3-8.3

in diameter.

/<

in

/I

in diameter.

with four to nine rays, 10-14.5 n in
diameter.

not observed.

21-50

65-78
58-67
47-57

55-65 /I long,
50-60 n broad,
47-50 /£ thick.

,«

in diameter.

aster-derivates)

Sterrasters

/(

long,

II

broad,

/<

thick.
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Geodia mesotriaena,

sp. nov.

pachana, var. nov.
Plate 21,

fig.

1;

Plate 23.

Plate 24,

figs. 3, 5, 6. 8, 9;

figs. 3, 5, 9.

microana, var. nov.
Plate 23,

figs.

Plate 24,

1-2,

megana,
Plate 21.

2-G;

figs.

Plate 22,

figs.

Plate 23,

1-10;

I establish this species for
l)letc spirit

var. nov.
figs.

4,

22-32; Plate 25,

18. 20.

10-13, 16, 19. 21.

figs. 2, 0, 7,

Plate 24.

10-25;

7,

figs.

#

and

Their spicule-fur

to this the specific

name

is

composed

it

of large

and conspicuous mesotriaenes

each possesses peculiar characters

species,

varieties.

The most conspicuous

between them are those of their anatriaenes.

In the specimen from

seems advisable to separate them as

differences

These

spirit.

the coast of southern

off

Although these three specimens are similar

refers.

enough to be considered as the same
so that

4. 8, 14, 15, 17,

1.

three sponges, a complete thy specimen, a com-

specimen, and some fragments, also preserved in

specimens were collected at Stations 2909, 2942, 2958,
California.

figs.

1-11.

Station 2909, var. pachana, the anatriaene-cladomes are small and stout; in
that from Station 2942, var. microana, the anatriaene-cladomes are small and

and

slender;

in

that from Station 2958, var. megana, the anatriaene-cladomes are

large.

The

s])ecimen of var. microana

is

cake shaped and appears as a low and broad

mm.

inverted cone with bulging sides, 72
zontal diametei-s of 116

base of the cone,

is

mm.

and 104

quite

flat,

much

pachana (Plate

as 200

mm.

in

was

maximum

21, fig. 1) is relatively

and smallest hori-

The upper

the lower side, forming

ing from the fragments of var. megana this

probably as

high, with largest

respectively.

its

side,

forming the

Judg-

apex, rounded.

similar (Plate 21,

fig.

2) but larger,

The specimen

diameter.

of var.

broader than the other two and somewhat

230

similar to a plane-convex lens with vertical axis

and

flat ujijier face.

mm.

The

basal part, the apex of the

in horizontal

diameter and 120

mm.

high.

lower convex side wherewith the sponge was attached, has been torn

complete state, with this apex,

The
of var.

its

colour of var. microana

is

height

may have

been 140

yellow, that of var.

pachana dirty olive-brown on the surface and a

in the interior.

On

The

first

two are

in spirit.

The

of

them

in its

megana brown and that

brown

last is dr}\

the upper face and on the sides depressions are

any trace

—

mm.

lighter, yellowish

met

specimens (var. miavana and var. megana) these are few
of the surface being without

off

It is

(Plate 21,

with.

in

In the smaller

number, large parts

fig. 2).

In the larger
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specimen of var. pachana they are more numerous and
(Plate 21,

fig.

the latter low elevations, 18-27

gyrus-shaped ridges
of

them

bottom

mm.

mm.

mm.
mm.

on an average 30

they are wider,
fig.

wide

sides of

deep, separating the gyri.
in diameter,

At the

which lead into irregular

These tubes must not be confounded with true

canals; they are, as will be shown, praeoscular cavities.

var.

and the

wide, traversing the interior of the sponge and occasionally

anastomosing, are observed.

megana and

mm.

15-30

broad, arranged in curved rows and forming

of these furrows apertures, 5-8

tubes, 4-13

face

Some of the depressions are isolated and shallow, most

arise.

form furrows, 6-12

join to

larger,

Between the depressions on the upper

1).

mm.

Masses of sponge-tissue,

from each other.

thick, separate these tubes

microana tubes of this kind are also met with.

in var.

megana 20

mm.

and

in diameter,

less

In var.

Here, however,

numerous (Plate

21,

2b).

In

all

the specimens portions of the outer surface (Plate 21,

chiefly the sheltered parts in the depressions, are covered

which form a

ules

megana and

fur.

5 (var. microana) to 10 (var.

is

mm.

walls of the praeoscular tubes are

high.

The

also hirsute, but here the protruding spicules are less

extend nearly so far beyond the surface.

I

it is

now

wanting,

it

has been

numerous and do not

do not doubt that the

duced by partial ejection of radial spicules on

or post mortem.

2a),

1,

This spicule-fur

var. pachana)

that, wherever

figs.

with protruding spic-

all

lost bj^ friction, either

As stated above, the protruding

fur is pro-

parts of the surface, and

during

life

spicules forming this fur are

mostly mesotriaenes.

Where the
(var.

large protruding spicules

mm.

megana) to 2

have been

lost, slight

depressions 1.3

(var. microana) apart are observed on the surface.

Apart from these the surface appears, to the unaided eye, quite smooth.

The

superficial parts, abutting

on the outer surface and the praeoscular

tubes, are differentiated to form a cortex free from flagellate chambers.

This cortex (Plate
Plate 25,

fig.

1)

is

21, fig. 2;

composed

Plate 22,

figs.

of three layers:

dermal amphioxes and various euasters but no
systems of mostly oblique canals (Plate

middle layer

filled

1-7, 10;

sterrasters,

23, figs. 24, 25,

figs.

24, 25;

and traversed by

Plate

26, fig.

1);

a

with dense masses of sterrasters and traversed by the distal

parts of the narrow, radial, chonal canals (Plate 22,

24b, 25b; Plate 26,

Plate 23,

an outer layer, containing small

fig.

le);

and an inner

layer,

figs.

poor

3-5, 7a; Plate 23,

figs.

in microscleres, traversed

by the proximal parts

of the chonal canals (Plate 22, figs. 5, to the right, 6, 7b;

Plate

All three layers are penetrated

23, figs. 24, 25).

by the rliabdomos

of the
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protniding niesotriaenes, the inner layer also by the distal parts of the rhabd-

omes

The outer layer

outer linut.

composed
a strong

layer

and anatriaenes the cladomes

of those orthotriaenes

is

300-500

by connective

mm.

laj-er

appears as

fibres,

extends along some

The tissue

21, fig. 2).

of the large, radial,

choanosomal

canals a consitlerable distance into the interior; between these canals

usually 300-600

As

/(

its

thick, in the walls of the praeoscular

tubes thinner, in var. mcgana hardly half as thick (Plate

composing the inner

near

lie

layer, being chiefly

Below the outer part of the surface this

armour (sterraster-armour).

in all the three varieties 1-1.5

is

The middle

tliick.

/(

of sterrasters, firmly held together

which

of

it

is

thick.

stated above the outer surface

covered with slight depressions 1.3-2

is

These are situated between the points where the radial spicule-

mm. apart.
^undles abut on

the surface (Plate 23,

depressions had been produced

fig.

24), so that

by a subsidence

not supported by the radial spicule-bundles.

The

homologous to the depressed parts of the surface

of

the conuli, while the elevated parts, supported

correspond to the conuli.

Not only the outer

it

appears as

of this limiting surface are

these

depressions are obviously

horny sponges lying between

by the

radial spicule-bundles,

surface but also the surface form-

ing the limit between the outer and middle layers of the cortex
radii of the spicule-bundles, so that this also

if

of the parts of the surface (cortex)

is

raised in the

appears conulated; the "conuli"

even higher than those of the outer surface.

surface forming the lower limit of the middle cortical layer

is

The

the radii of the spicule-bundles and nearly continuous.

The

not thus raised in
thickness of the

outer and middle layers of the cortex are consequently far from uniform; in the
depressions the outer layer

is

thicker and the middle layer (sterraster-armour)

The small

thinner than in the radii of the spicule-bundles (under the conuli).

amphioxes

in the outer layer of the cortex

form radial

tufts.

protrude some distance beyond the surface (Plate

23, fig. 25i;

on the outer surface of var. megana usually 50-80

/i,

this variety
is

200-300

Where the

/i.

drawn up tent-fashion (Plate

might say secondary, conuli are formed

Plate

it,

the dermal

Thus a great number
rising,

25, fig. lb);

in the praeoscular tubes of

spicules penetrate

25, fig. 1).

Their outer ends

membrane

of small,

one

everywhere from the surface

between the large (primary) conuli.

The canal-system

proper.

of pores, penetrating the

with.

On

circular

In the depressions between the conuli, groups

dermal membrane and rendering

it

sieve-like, are

the outer, exposed surface of var. megana these pores are

and 40-60

//

in diameter.

They

lead into canals (Plate 22,

more or
figs,

met
less

lb, 2b;

GEODIA ]\IESOTRIAENA.
Plate 23,

Plate

24c, 25c;

figs.

25,

fig.

120-300

Ic)

/(

wide.

same group converge

originating from the pores of the
its

99
the canals

.411

to a point below

centre and there join to form a cavity of considerable extent, which

membrane

the outer layer of the cortex below the dermal

From

this

Plate

23, figs. 24,

(Plate 23,

subdermal cavity a narrow tube, the chonal canal (Plate

figs.

lies in

24, 25).

3-7c;

22, figs.

25k) extends radially downwards, penetrating the middle and

inner layers of the cortex.

This chonal canal, particularly

which passes through the inner layer

of the cortex,

contractile tissue, the chone (Plate 22,

Plate

6;

fig.

is

its

proximal part,

surrounded by a ring of
24d, 25d), accord-

23, figs.

ing to the degree of the contraction of which the width of the chonal canal
In most of the sections

varies.

about 200

it is

/(

wide above, where

the middle cortical layer, and narrows centripetally to about 50

end (Plate

22, figs.

3-6; Plate 23,

At the lower limit

fig.

25).

terior.

These radial choanosomal canals (Plate

300-600

n,

sometimes as much as

1

mm.

row

of

Some

chambers.

fi,

of these ratlial canals are short

in

23, figs. 24f, 25f),

Some

21, fig. 2).

the chones are surrounded

free

from

flagellate

which appear as centripetal continuations

The chamber-bearing

the flagellate chambers are numerous and close together.
less spherical

and have a diameter

of

{cydoniuni)}

I

is

have been able to examine

large depressions on the surface

think there can be
R.

V.

Within

Lenrleiifelil.

little

fig.

and the

doubt that

24g)

this tissue

They appear

to be

/.«.

in the character

very similar to the Mediterranean Geodia

growth and thus to ascertain the true nature

'

20-30

down from

chambers (Plate

of the tissue form-

be seen by the above that in general structure and

of its canal-system this sponge

1.38, ff.

wide, which

tissue (Plate 23,

occupies the interstices between the canals (canal-mantles).

I

mm.

of the radial canals leading

by thick mantles

ing the lower cortical layer.

It will

split

a paratangential or oblique direction into the deeper parts of the

choanosome (Plate

more or

and soon

to the superficial flagellate

chambers, others are long and open into larger canals, 3-5

extend

the in-

25e) are usuall}^

partially divide the canal-lumen

numerous narrow branch-canals which lead

into

down towards

23, figs. 24,

Transverse membranes, protrad-

wide.

ing from their walls at intervals of 150-250

up

enters

it

at its proximal

of the inner layer of the cortex, the chonal canal opens out

into a wide choanosomal canal, likewise radial,' extending

into a

/(

niulleri

this species in various stages of

of the tubes leading

down from

the

different parts of the canal-system proper.

in G. mesotriaena, as in G. mtlUeri,

Die Tetractinelliden der Atlria.

both the

Denk. Akad. wissensch. Wien, 1S94,

61, p.
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afferent anil efferent oanals proper are cribriporal,

some

of the pore-groups being

the beghuiings of the afferent, the others the termini of the efferent system.

Some

choanosomal canals, as stated above, are surrounded by thick

of the radial

mantles of tissue free from flagellate chambers, others are not so surrounded.
I

think that the former are efferent, the latter afferent canals.

mcsutriaena the walls of the tubes leading
the outer surface have, as in G.

yniilleri,

down from

a cortex, continuous and virtually iden-

with the cortex of the outer, exposed parts,

tical

Since in G.

the large depressions on

I

do not doubt that the tubes

produced by a plicature and local

themselves are in the former, as in the

latter,

fusion of the growing sponge in such a

manner

that their lumina are in reality

outside the sponge and the tubes themselves not to be consiflered as canals

As the

I^rojier.

afferent pores

seem to predominate on the

outer, exposed sur-

^face, and as efferent pores only seem to occur in the walls of the tubes, I consider the lumina of the latter as

annexes of the efferent canal-system, that

is,

as praeoscular cavities.

The specimen

of var.

There

peculiarities.

is

The dermal membrane
elements,

megana, the best preserved of the three,

on the whole similar to G.

histological stntciure

drawn out

no accumulation of stainable
is

at each

end to a

fine thread.

the surface.

by slender spindle-shaped

The

in thickness.

fi

in its

is,

but also exhibits some

cells (nuclei) at

traversed paratangentially

ures 1.5-2 n, each terminal thread 0.3
of a

viiilleri,

central swelling meas-

These elements consist

somewhat granular substance, the granulation being coarser and more

distinct in the spindle-shaped thickening

than elsewhere.

Lower down

in the

outer layer of the cortex similar fibres, not situated paratangentially but ar-

ranged irregularly, occur.

The

fibres joining the sterrasters stain only

very

but deeply with iron-haematoxylin.

In the proximal part

of the cortex paratangential threads are often observed.

These are not homol-

slightly with azure

ogous to the threads in the distal part of the outer cortical layer but appear
as the connecting fibres, stretched out

usually

much

farther apart than those above, the fibres connecting

often of considerable length.
ring,
is

between the most proximal of the

sterr-

Since these sterrasters at the proximal limit of the sterraster-layer are

asters.

300-400

brown

//

them

are

differentiated contractile tissue, forming a

broad, round the proximal part of the chonal canal, the chone,

in colour.

contracted.

The

The

I

assume that

all

the chones observed are considerably

greater, outer part of the

of circular fibres (Plate 22,

fig.

chone consists of a tissue composed

10c) and scattered euasters.

This tissue does not

extend right down to the chonal canal, a layer of massive or radially elongated

GEODIA MESOTRIAEXA.
and a coating

cells

and

circular fibres

of densely

composed

canals, are

packed euasters intervening between the layer of

lumen.

its

The transverse membranes,

crossing the radial

an upper and a lower

superficial granular

of three laj-ers,

and a central transparent, and more highly

layer,

layer about 10

//
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refractive, apparently fibrous

thick.

In the tissue free from flagellate chambers which as stated above, envelops

some
and

of the radial canals, large elongate cells are here

These

in groups.

membrane;
Most

their

cells

protoplasm

(Plate 22,
is

coarsely granular; their nucleus oval or spherical.

of these cells are thick spindles

rounded

They

some

9a);

22, fig.

off at

of

and a breadth

In some of

them

stainable granules close to the nucleus.
less

at each

end to a point (Plate

the other, so that they appear pear shaped (Plate

in diameter.

/t

drawn out

them, however, are thus drawn out at one end only and

attain a length of 30-50

ures 4

and there met with singly

9a, b) appear to be destitute of a

fig.

stained than the other parts, are

I

of

about 12

fi.

22, fig. 9b).

The nucleus meas-

have observed small masses of

easily

In others, areas, more transparent and

met with

These

in the protoplasm.

cells

seem to be ova.
In the innermost parts of the choanosome, that

Skeleton.

is,

those farthest

from the outer surface and the praeoscular tubes, masses of large amphioxes

and a few

large styles

are found.

scattered; the majority join to
parts.

Bundles of spicules

Some

of

these

are spicules irregularly

form loose strands extending towards the elevated

arise

radially towards the surface.

from these central masses (strands) and extend

In the smaller and more solid specimens of var.

microana and var. megana most of these bundles are straight or only slightly

curved and abut vertically on the surface (Plate

men of var.

pachana, the stnicturc of which

is

21, fig. 2).

In the larger speci-

more complicated, only the bundles

extending towards the sunmiits of the elevations (gjTi) are straight and in their

attempting

distal parts vertical to the surface, while the others curve strongly,

as

it

were, to reach the flanks of the

succeed

in,

gj-ri vertically,

which, however, they do not

so that their distal ends abut obliquely on the surface.

Like the

central spicule-masses (strands), the proximal parts of these radial bundles are

composed

entirely of large rhabds

(numerous amphioxes and few

styles).

In

the distal parts of the radial bundles also rhabdomes of telo- and meso-clades
occur.

The

teloclades are mostly anatriaenes

mesoclades mesoprotriaenes.

two clades or only one occasionally occur.
extend to the

distal part of the

and ortho- or

plagio-triaenes, the

Besides these normal forms triaene-derivates with

The rhabds (amphioxes and

styles)

choanosome, but usually do not reach the cortex.
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Most

of the chuloiiics of the anatriaencs

in a zone, aliout

lie

below the lower limit of the sterraster-armour.

mm.

1

The eladomes

of

tliick, just

most

of the

adult ortlx)- and plagio-triaenes are situated at the lower limit of the sterraster-

armour, appearing as

if

supported this

thej-

laj-er of

These are remarkably

In the middle and outer layers of the cortex no teloclade- or

few in number.

The rhabdomes

mesoclade-dadomes occur.

penetrate the whole cortex; their eladomes
free,

Lower down

the cortex.

only young ortho- and plagio-triaene-cladomes are found.

of the jirotruding mesotriaenes

lie

The

high above the surface.

distal parts of these mesoprotriaenes compose the fur of the sponge.

Besides these large spicules nmnerous small sjmcuIcs, small rhabds, various
euaster forms, sterrasters, and, occasionally, sterroids are

The small rhabds

^and

form tuft-like groups

Plate 26,

fig.

Those

lb).

met

with.

are irregularly scattered in the interior of the

in the

proximal part of the choanosome are on the

whole similar to but smaller than those in the superficial

It is therefore

tufts.

to be supposed that these spicules are formed in the depth of the

and then pushed up to the surface.

The

spicules occur in the distal part of the

layers of the cortex,

whether

this supposition

thinner,

more pointed end

outward.

The

fact,

choanosome

however, that hardly any such

choanosome and the lower and middle

which they would have to pass through on their way from the

choanosome to the

interior of the

choanosome

in the outer layer of the cortex (Plate 23, fig. 25i;

superficial tufts,

correct.

is

makes

it

somewhat doubtful

These small rhabds are anisoactine, the

of those forming the superficial tufts being directed

tufts of these spicules in the outer cortical layer

appear as coni-

cal groups, the apices of

which are situated at the limit between the outer and

middle cortical layers.

From

these apices the spicules of each group (tuft)

radiate outwardly, penetrate the whole of the outer layer of the cortex,

tend, as stated above,

some distance beyond

freely over the surface.

These spicule-tufts

it,

lie

and ex-

so that their distal ends protrude

quite close together, the neigh-

bouring ones coming distally nearly or quite in contact with each other.

The

sterrasters,

between which occasionally a few sterroids occur, form a

rather dense mass in the middle layer of the cortex (Plate 22,

Plate 23,

figs.

young stages

24b, 25b;

Plate

25, fig. le).

of these spicules are

part of the choanosome.
sterrasters are, however,

In

all

is

in

3-5, 7

distal

the three specimens examined such young

remarkably

very rich

figs.

sterrasters occur;

found in the lower cortical layer and the

capture, these spicules were in none of

The sponge

Here only adult

rare,

which shows that, at the time of

them being produced

euasterforms.

On

at

all

rapidly.

the surface, both the outer

GEODIA RIESOTRIAENA.
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and that surrounding the j^raeoscular tubes, numerous small strongylosphaerforming a thin superficial layer, are met with (Plate

asters,

Similar

22, fig. 8).

strongylosphaerasters occur in the lower parts of the outer layer of ,the cortex

and

in the

choanosome.

Occasionally I have observed

sphaerasters apparently transitional to the sterroids.
asters with small centra, or with

many

Since in

and

larger strongylo-

parts of the sponge
all,

are found.

In

fairly pointed, in others thicker

however, the rays taper more or

all,

all

no central thickening at

of these the rays are quite slender

and blunt.

much

In

less

towards their distal

end and innumerable transition-forms connect the blunt-rayed with the pointedrayed ones,

think that

I

all

these euasters, the blunt-rayed ones as well as the

Of these oxyasters two

pointed-rayed ones, should be considered as oxyasters.
kinds, a larger

and a

to the choanosome.
distal part of the

canal-walls.

smaller, can be distinguished.

The smaller kind

is

met with

80-100

fi

larger kind

is

restricted

chiefly in the cortex

Most of these asters

choanosome.

lie

and the

superficially in the

In the proximal part of the cortex and in the choanosome, chiefly

in its distal part, large oxysphaerasters with

The

The

large choanosomal

thick.

Those

of var.

the other two varieties.

mm.

long and 50-105

/(,

usually

microana are considerably thinner than those of

They

are straight or slightly curved

sharply and rather abruptly pointed.
slightly dissimilar (anisoactine).

both ends, are met with.

numerous rays occur.

amphioxes are 4.3-8.2

The two ends

Very rarely

and generally

are similar (isoactine) or

spicules of this kind, blunt at

In one or two this bluntness

is

such that these spicules

might be termed amphistrongyles.

DIMENSIONS OF LARGE CHOANOSOMAL AMPHIOXES OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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aiul in var.

mia-oana (Plate

24, figs. 2a,

6a) most of these rhabds arc quite or

nearly isoactine amphioxes, usually nearly cylindrical in the middle, and abruptly

A

attenuated towards the blunt ends.

rounded

at

(Plate 24,

figs.

3a, 5a) these spicules are

more gradually towards the ends.
tine

few are distinctly anisoactine and

the thicker end so that they appear as styles.

In var. pachana

more spindle shaped and usually taper

It is also to

be noted that strongly anisoac-

amphioxes and true styles are much more numerous among these spicules

in var.

pachana than

in the other

two

varieties.

DIMENSIONS OF SMALL DERMAL RHABDS OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.

GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
is

in the other

two on an average 99.4° and 104.2°

105
respectively.

Thus these

spicules are mostly orthotriaenes in var. megana, but partly (var. pachana

or mostly (var. microana) plagiotriaenes in the other two.

By

the complete

suppression of one or two of the clades ortho- and plagio-diaenes and monaenes

produced.

are

among

These

end, and a clade 530
axis,

are,

however,

rare.

A

plagiomonaene which

the spicules of var. megana had a rhabdome 100
fx

long, the chord of

fj.

I

found

thick at the cladomal

which enclosed, with the rhabdome-

an angle of 102°.

DIMENSIONS OF ORTHO- AND PLAGIO-TRIAENES OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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are caused
all

by retardation

three clades.

The

of

first

growth or irregular bending of one, two,

the last to other irregularities of the cladome.
the epirhabd of the mesotriaenes
the one, represented in Plate 23,
clades are, however, rare.

or, rarely,

leads to irregularities in the length of the clades,

The

may become
fig.

Not only the

clades but also

rudimentary, whereby forms like

15, are reproduced.

clades are 90-310

angles of 29-5-1°, on an average 42.4° with

//

long;

Such

irregular telo-

their chords

the epirhabd-axis.

protriaenes of var. mcgann have longer clades than those of the other
A-;irieties.

In the mesoprotriaenes of var. pachana the epirhabd

in those of

the two others.

DIMENSIONS OF MESOPROTRIAENES OF

C.EODI.\

is

form

The mesotwo

shorter than

MESOTRIAENA.

GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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dimensions these spicules agree with the regular anatriaenes described above.

The epirhahd

of the

mesanatriaene of var. megana, Plate

23, fig. 13, is

DIMENSIONS OF ANATRIAENES OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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/«

long.
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from sixteen to twenty.
than

in the other

two

The oxyasters

attain a larger size in var. fuegana

varieties.

DIMENSIONS OF EUASTERS OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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teen to twenty-five straight, conical, sharp-pointed, and uniformly distributed
rays arise radially.

The diameter

of the

third of the diameter of the whole aster.
in their distal part,

The

7-12

/i

and 1-3

long,

//

centrum

is

The rays

are very spiny, particularly

from one seventh to one

thick at the base.

small stro7igylosphaerasters (Plate 24,

5-6c, 7d, 10-14b, 16-18, 20,

figs.

21b, 32) have from six to twenty concentric rays, usually equal in

quite regularly distributed.
these there are three or

rudimentary ones.
off terminally,

0.5-2.5

fi

size,

and

Rarely such asters with unequal rays occur.

In

more long

The

rays,

and a number

of

more or

less

rays are cylindrical or cylindroconical, usually rounded

covered with small spines, without the centium 2-7

The centrum

thick.

shortened,

2-6

is

The small strongylosphaerasters

and the whole aster 6-14.5

/«,

/x

ft

long,

and

in diameter.

pachana have more numerous and more

of var.

slender rays than the strongylosphaerasters of the other two varieties.

The

rare large strongylosphaerasters (Plate 24,

figs.

between the small strongylosphaerasters and the

7b, 9a, 21a), transitional

sterroids,

usually cylindroconical rays densely covered with large spines.
is

from one third to a half

is

16-33

whole aster

in diameter.

Their

centmm

Their total diameter

fi.

The
megana

of the

have numerous,

rare steiroids (Plate 24,

only,

in diameter,

fig.

8a), wliich

have been observed

in var.

have a very large centrum, two thirds or more of the whole aster
from which very numerous, short and stout, cylindrical rays

These are 5-8

/x

long and 4-6

fi

thick.

arise.

Their sides are smooth, their convex

terminal faces covered with numerous spines.

These asters measure 39-58

in total diameter.

DIMENSIONS OF STERRASTERS OF GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
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their average breadth, however,

varieties;

pachana than

sterrasters of all three varieties 100

on the other hand,

greater in var.

is

The proportion

microanu.

in var.

70-71

:

var.

in the

is

the proportion of length to breadth,

;

pachana and var. megana 100

in var.

mcgana and

of length to thickness

90-91, in var. microana

:

100:79.

The

unibilieus

is

G) or less (Plate 26,

maximum

a round (Plate

fig.

On

diameter.

26, figs. 2, 3,

7) elongated,

more (Plate

9-11), or

cup-shaped depression or

pit,

25, fig.

10-18

fi

in

the walls of the umbilical pit low irregular elevations,

covered with numerous minute spines, often forming protruding tufts, are met
with (Plate

These elevations appear as

26, figs. 9, 10).

the rays which surround the umbilical pit

down towards

patches, the transverse diameter of wliich

* lowest

part, bottom, of the umbilical pit

The whole

tuberances.

by

part occupied

conical

usually quite free from spined pro-

is

covered with protruding, cylindrical rays,

is

From

The axes

of

(Plate 25,

figs.

6-8, 11).

Away

these spines

as eleven (Plate 25,

bilical rays,

are, at the base,

about

curved, and blunt.

Those

fig. 6).

thick.

number

The

From
The

crowned with a greater number of

between the regular

The specimen

of var.

mud;

vertical

rays surrounding

sometimes with as

many

the ends of
verticil,

of these perium-

but also more or fewer

are conical, straight, or

of the rays

more or

/«

less

on the whole larger and

on other parts of the

less,

sterraster.

the rays are larger and distally

These abnormal sterrasters appear

spines.

sterrasters

and the

sterroids.

pachana was trawled at Station 2909 on Januarj'^

1889, in 34° 22' N., 120° 8' 30" W., depth 375

was trawled

less

spines attain a length of about 1.3

They

In a few sterrasters, one in a hundred or

as transitions

of spines,

of the periumbilical rays are

more strongly curved than those

green

more or

are

from the umbilicus the rays are mostly crowned

figs. 6, 7).

1 /i

which terminate

round the summits of the rays

not only the lateral spines forming the

upright spines arise (Plate 25,

and

thick,

verticils of five or six spines (Plate 25, fig. 8).

the umbilicus are provided with a greater

many

//

the margin of the latter stout and blunt,

to the ray-axis, so that they appear as verticils

by regular

The

similar to that of the rays.

is

and usually about 3

flat apical face.

spines arise.

its

extending from

bottom, or as isolated

of the sterraster-surface, with the exception of the

the umbilicus,

circular in transverse section,

with a rather

ridges,

m. (205

f.);

it

grew on a bottom

8,

of

the bottom temperature was 7.3° (45.2° F.); that of var. microana
at Station

W., depth 37 m. (20
the specimen of var.

2942 on Febraary

f.);

it

5,

1889, in 33° 38' 45" N., 118° 13' 45"

grew on a bottom of gray sand and broken

megana was caught with the tangles

shells;

at Station 2958

on

GEODIA MESOTRIAENA.
February

9,

1889, in 34° 4' N., 120° 19' 30"

HI

W, depth

47 m. (26

bottom of gray sand; the bottom temperature was 12.7°
These three varieties
2909, var. pachana,

differ in

The rhabdomes

are nearly solid.

many

meandric and rich

is

of

f.)

;

it

grew on a

(54.9° F.).

The specimen from

details.

Station

in praeoscular cavities, the other

two

the three kinds of teloclades, the large

all

choanosomal amphioxes, and the small dermal rhabds, are considerably thinner
microana than

in var.

are frecjuent

rhabdome angle

in the

the

of

Among

other two.

pachana but rare

in var.

the small dermal rhabds styles

The average

in the other two.

orthoplagiotriaenes

in

is

pachana, 99.4°, and in var. microana 104.2°.

var.

megana

clade-

91.9°, in var.

The mesoprotriaene-epirhabds

are shorter in var. pachana, the mesoprotriaene-clades longer in var. megana,

and the clade-epirhabd angles smaller

The

microana than in the others.

in var.

anatriaene-clades are considerably longer and less divergent in var. megana

than

the other two, which latter differ from each other by the anatriaene-

in

clades being stout in var. pachana and slender in var. microana.

The

oxj'asters

and, to a smaller extent, also the oxysphaerasters are larger in var. megana

than

in the

than

in the other two.

other two.

The

sterrastei-s are relatively

Since these specimens are

all

large

narrower

and apparently

Some

ences cannot be ascribed to differences in age.

full

of

in var.

microana

grown, these

them might

differ-

of course

be mere individual adaptations or due to differences of germ-separation or mixture before or during fertilization; others, however, particularly the differences

clade-rhabdome angles of the orthoplagiotriaenes, the shape of the dermal

in the

rhabds, and the relative breadth of the sterrasters, seem to be germinal in nature

and

sufficient for varietal distinction.

On

(See table on p. 112.)

account of their cribriporal afferents and efferents and their spiculation

these sponges belong to Geodia.
tion, either of

this

The only other

genus or of Sidonops, which

species with similar spiculaI

have

compared with

also

Geodia mesotriaena, are G. arabica Carter, G. agassizii, G. mesotriaenella, G.
breviana,

and G.

ovis.

According to the description and figures given by Carter

'

and Topsent

^

the choanosomal euasters of G. arabica are different from tho.se of G. mesotriaena; the megascleres of the former are

much

and G. arabica has hitherto been found only

smaller than those of the latter,

in the

Red

triaena appears to be confined to the coast of Cahfornia.
'

H

.

J

.

Carter.

A

descriptive account of four subspheious sponges.

Sea, while G. meso-

G. agassizii has no
.\m\.

mag.

ser. 4, 4. p. 4, pi. 1, figs. 13, 1.3a.
^

E. Topserd.

Eponges de

la

Mer Rouge.

Mem.

.Soc. zool.

France, 1892,

5, p. 23.

nat. hist., 1869,
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tion,

and

at first I thought that

by

not,

113

differs

it

from the

more

careful

hitter not only

by the

which, in view of the small size of

its spicules,

A

was a young G. mesotriaena.

it

examination showed, however, that
smaller size of

AGASSIZII.

body, would

its

be of any systematic importance, but also by the shape of

itself,

its

The mesotriaene-epirhabds

mesotriaenes, orthotriaenes, and oxysphaerasters.

are in G. mesotriaena as long as or longer than the clades in G. mesotriaendla, as a

The

they are very considerably shorter.

rule,

G. mesotriaenella concave towards the

ortho- or plagio-triaene-clades

somewhat turned upward

are in G. mesotriaena nearly straight or

rhabdome

up

right

at the end, in

to the tip.

The oxy-

sphaerasters of G. mesotriaenella have stouter and less spiny rays than those of

Geodia mesotriaena differs from G.

G. mesotriaena.

praeoscular cavities in the interior

developed; by having

much

by

;

its

ovis,

by the possession

of

spicule-fur being not nearly so highly

smaller dermal strongylosphaerasters, and by the

absence of the minute anatriaenes and the oxyasters with very stout, regularly

which characterize G.

conical, sharp-pointed rays,

Geodia
Plate 20,

figs.

1-21;

17;

Plate 31,

Cifdonium

miilleri L.

Plate 27.

1-10;

figs.

1-19;

figs.

Plate 32,

on the west coast

tion 2887,

figs.

figs.

1-46;

nov.

sp.

1-28;

Plate 29,

Plate 33,

M. Lambe (non Fleming), Trans. Roy.

I establish this species for

stations

agassizii,

Plate 28,

ovis.

figs.

soc.

figs.

1-14;

1-17;

Plate 30,

Plate 34,

Canada, 1893,

figs.

figs.

1-

1-17.

11, p. 36, pi. 4,

fig. 2.

twenty-two specimens obtained at nine different

North America; eight at Station 2886, one at Sta-

of

two at Station 2978, one at Station 3088, one at Station 3168, two

at Station 4193, four at Station 4199,

two at Station 4228, and one at Station

4551.

The reexamination
Cydonium

miilleri

of the sponge determined

Fleming

and which was kindly placed

at

my

immature form

the sponges here described.

specific

name

Lambe

M. Lambe

tyjiical

(loc. cit.)

A new

as

Survey of Canada,

Geodia (Cydonium) miilleri and

from the

miilleri

L.

disposal for examination, shows that

differs specifically

of

by

in the collection of the Geological

is

it

an

species with another

must therefore be established for these sponges and Cydonium
1893.

Although much has been written on the variabihty
edge concerning this subject
of the differences

is still

very vague.

The

of sponges, our

results of the

between these sponges, given below, throw some

so that greater general interest attaches to this species

others here described.

For

this reason I

have selected

for

knowl-

examination
light

upon

it

than to most of the
it

the

name

agassizii.

GEODIA
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One
Lambc,

two specimens from Station 4228

of the

specimen was obtained at the same station, these are

less,

although of

In the case where more than one adult

various sizes, are apparently adult.

The adult

one described by

like the

is,

in character; all the others,

some respects immature

in

AGASSIZII.

fairly identical in structure.

sjjecimens from different stations, on the other hand, differ

but although these differences are not inconsiderable,

given below, united

in

all

one species and have

I

more or

have, for the reasons

refrainetl

from further sub-

dividing this into subspecies, varieties, or forms.

Shape and

All the specimens

size.

and are massive and destitute

number

by a small base and are

are attached

Plate 34,

(Plate 26,

figs.

somewhat

irregular (Plate 26,

16, 19, 20;

attached by an extended base.

form one (Plate
105

mm.

26, fig. 17),

broad, and 100

specimens, 20-55
4551.

The

mm.

fig.

fig.

is

ones, measuring 68

X

Some

The

are

mm.

high.

Smaller,

X

35

greater

more or

is

a stout ovi-

It is 130

mm.

long,

less regularly spherical

were obtained at Stations 2886, 4228, and
at the

is

same time the smallest

mm. and

46

Two

referred to.

X 20 X

20

mm.
X

of all

elongated

were

respectively,

X

32

30 mm., at

The specimens from Stations 2978, 3088, 3168, and 4199

broad-based, more or less cushion shaped, and not so regular in outline.
largest of these

46

mm.

is

24-46

in

was obtained at Station 4199.

breadth, and 34

mm.

mm.

in height.

It

concave, inner side of tubular hexactinellid skeletons.

In

all

is

of

and

nearly smooth.

in length,

others

them quite

fills

present.

The

is still

smaller than any of these.

It

mm.

the specimens by far the greater part of the surface

jecting spicules

are

The

predilection for the

One

such a tube, three quarters of the circumference of which

immature specimen described by Lambe

mm.

measures 50

The maximum diameter of the

The specimens from Station 4199 show a

measures only 12 by 10

or

26, figs. 17, 18),

which

trawled at Station 2886, and another elongated one, 47
Station 2887.

The

more cushion shaped and

largest specimen,

immature specimen above
35

continuous surface

either quite regularly spherical

was obtained at Station 4193.

in diameter,

the

less

oviform (Plate

17),

21).

smallest one of these, which

the twenty-two,

have a more or

of vestibular or praeoscular cavities.

finely granular, or, as in the

is

free

from pro-

specimens from Station 4228,

In some remnants of a spicule-fur have been observed.

In

the large si)ecimen from Station 4193 there are a few areas with projecting spicules

up

to 16

mm.

long and lying very obliquely to the surface.

In the cushion-

shaped specimens from Stations 2978 and 4199 a well-developed spicule-fur,
9

mm.

in height,

is

uj:)

to

observed in sheltered places near the base of the sponge.

GEODIA
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Also in the immature specimen from Station 4228 spicules protruding up to 5

mm. beyond
and that

From

the surface occur.

spicules are protruded
this

and a

these observations I infer that large

spicule-fur

has been wholly or partly

is

lost

thus formed by

during

life

Larger apertures (oscules) are absent, but minute holes

armour are observed

in large

The

be distinguished.

and through which the

The

of the surface.

which the afferent

numbers.

larger,

Minute holes of two

which are clearly

these sponges,

all

or after capture.
in the sterraster-

different sizes can

unaided eye,

visible to the

efferent cortical canals pass, are restricted to certain areas

smaller, which are not visible to the

cortical canals pass,

naked eye and through

occupy the remainder

of the surface.

In one of the specimens from Station 4199 the area perforated by the large
efferent holes

is

roughly circular in outline, 18

concave, thus forming a shallow depression.

in diameter,

efferent areas, one a horseshoe-shaped zone 20

in total diameter, the other

mm.

circular efferent areas

8-24

slightly
effer-

mm.

in diameter.

The

mm.

broad and 64

an irregularly circular patch 15

mm.

the smaller specimens there are one or two, rarely three, generally

armour

and

In the large specimen from Station 4139 there are

ent areas are not depressed.

two

mm.

In the other specimens the

wide.

more

In

or less

holes piercing the sterraster-

in these efferent areas (Plate 26, fig. 13) are circular

and measure 300-

700 n in diameter, their centres being 1-1.5 mm. apart.
Concerning the mode of attachment it is to be noted that the young specimen

from Station 4228 has grown quite over part of the hexactinellid skeleton-net

which forms

its

support, the siliceous bars of the latter partly penetrating the

sterraster-armour of the Geodia and entering

them

as

if

Most

its

choanosome which surrounds

they formed a portion of the true internal skeleton of the Geodia.
of the specimens are light

brown

in colour.

The

larger one of the

two

from Station 4193 has a few extensive darker, rust-brown patches on the surface.

Of the eight specimens from Station 2886 some
the others are dark blue.
lighter in colour

when preserved

The specimens from

than the others, nearly white.
in spirit,

is

probably

light

also are light

brown, while

Stations 4228 and 4551 are

The

true colour of these sponges,

brown or white; the rust-brown and

dark blue pigmentations of some of the specimens

may

possibly have been pro-

duced after capture.

The sponge has
and composed

a cortex, which

is in

the adult specimens about

1

mm.

thick

of three layers, the dermal layer outside, the sterraster-armour

layer in the middle,

and a fibrous layer within.

specimen from Station 4228 (Plate

The dermal layer is

32, figs. 8, 11, 12)

and

in the

young

in several of the adult

GEODIA

IIG
ones (Plate

mens

27, fig. 1)

(Plate 27,

posed of loose

no

merely a thin dermal membrane.

2a)

fig.

it is

Plate 32,
fi,

tissue,

8a, 11a, 12a)

figs.

150-200

/i,

The sterraster-armour
is

from sterrasters and quite

layer

is

layer

and the sterraster-armour layer

the latter and the inner, fibrous layer

The

Canal-system.

armour

In other adult speci-

as 230

membrane

thick and com-

layer (Plate 27,

somewhat

The

thick.

between

inner, fibrous

indistinct.

this layer

in

the sterraster-

covered by a dermal

These lead into

pores.

afferent

of canals traversing the dermal layer

in the level of the limit

lb, 2b;

between the dermal

limit

areas of the large efferent holes

by numerous small

perforated

figs,

very clearly defined, the limit between

is

is

fi

The

thin.

are, in all sufficiently well-preserved specimens,

9 systems

/«,

young specimen from Station 4228 350-

in the

specimens usually about 800

in the adult
free

much

rarely as

containing small amphioxes and strongylosphaerasters, but

sterrasters or oxyasters.

400
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and converging

to points lying

and the sterraster-armour

layer.

Here the canals of each system join to form a radial tube, surrounded by a
chonal

which occupies one of the small afferent holes

sphincter,

The

sterraster-annour.

afferent

amined very narrow, or quite

cortical

canals are in

2c)

fig.

than broad and often attain a radial dimension (height) of
sphincters do not protrude into these cavities.
subcortical cavities narrow afferent canals lead

Some

canals (Plate 27,

the

mm.

or

them

more

Id, 2d) 1-2

flagellate

and measure 27-35
ing from

From
down to

of the subcortical cavities join

figs.

more distant

ft,

mm.

The
/t,

which are higher

mm.

The chonal

the majority of these

the adjacent flagellate

below to form large afferent

flagellate

chambers are spherical

The

in diameter.

form large tubes (Plate

in diameter,

1

wide, which, repeatedly ramifying, supply

chambers.

usually about 30

join to

the

Below the sterraster-armour layer these

closed.

canals open out into subcortical cavities (Plate 27,

chambers.

in

the sections ex-

all

27, fig. le;

efferent canals aris-

Plate 32,

fig.

5a), 1

which extend towards the areas of the large efferent

holes in the sterraster-armour layer.

The

afferent canals are not separated

from the chamber-bearing choanosomal tissue by special mantles and have

smooth

surfaces.

The

elTerent canal-stems

in their wider distal parts (Plate 27,

sheaths, about 500

/«

thick, free

from

stricted

at very frequent intervals

truding

far

into

into

their

interior.

fig.

on the other hand

are, particularly

Plate 32,

5a), enclosed in

le;

flagellate

fig.

chambers, and greatly con-

by transverse sphincter-membranes, pro-

Distally

these

branches which lead up to the cortex.

branches arise radial cortical canals (Plate

efferent

From

26, figs.

canal-stems divide

the summits of these

13, 14a, 15a),

surrounded

GEODIA
by chonal

Many

sphincters,

generally

the specimens nearly

of

all

of these efferents are covered

the
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found open and usually 120-500

of these efferent chonal canals are destitute of dermal sieves

out freely on the surface (Plate

120
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are thus naked;

by dermal

in most, however,

composed

sieves,

left, figs.

Thus, at

14b, 15b).

appears as

first sight, it

some

of nets of threads,

broad, with round meshes of very variable size (Plate

fj.

wide.

In some of

those to the right).

26, fig. 13,

them

ii

and open

if

26, fig. 13,

50-

those to

there were, in this

sponge, two different kinds of efferents, cribriporal and uniporal ones.

A

closer

examination, however, reveals remnants of dermal sieves in most of the apertures appearing at

that

first

sight uniporal.

I

think

it

therefore highly probable

the efferents are, like the afferents, provided with sieve-membranes

all

(cribriporal) in the living sponge,

have been

The

lost post

and

where they are now missing, they

that,

mortem.

skeleton consists chiefly of large

choanosomal and small dermal amphi-

oxes, orthoplagiotriaenes, mesoprotriaenes, anatriaenes, large oxyasters, large

oxysphaerasters, small strongylosphaerasters, and sterrasters.

which occur

in all the specimens, a

cylindrical or thick

and club-shaped

and other

irregular forms

young specimen from Station 4228, small hexactinellid
and scopules are

spicules are

also

by no means

found imbedded

in the

spicules, hexac-

large

These foreign

choanosome.

restricted to the base of the sponge which

to the dictyonine network of the hexactinellid, but are found in

The

may

In the specimens attached to hexactinellid skeletons, particularly

be added.

tines,

these spicules,

mesoclade or amphiclade ortho-

styles,

plagiotriaene-derivates, anadiaenes, sterroids,

in the

To

few large ampliistrongyles, slender and

all

is

attached

parts.

choanosomal amphioxes are arranged radially and form

loose,

conical bundles extending from the centre or base to the surface of the sponge.

Some

of the outermost of these spicules protrude

take part in the formation of the fur (Plate
strongyles,

which

I

have observed only

beyond the surface and thus

27, figs. 1, 2).

in the

The

rare amphi-

young specimen from Station

4228, are scattered in small numbers between them.

The

rare, large styles,

both the thinner cylindrical and the thicker club-shaped ones, are arranged
radially like the large

amphioxes among which they occur,

being situated distally, their pointed end proximally.

numerous

in the distal

ones in

all

rounded end

than in the proximal parts of the bundles and often pro-

trude their rounded end beyond the surface.
styles only in the

their

These spicules are more

I

have found the thick club-shaped

specimens from Stations 3168 and 4193, the thin cylindrical

the specimens with the exception of those from Stations 2887, 2978,

GEODIA
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The small dermal amphioxes form

4228, anil 4551.

radial, tuft-like groups,

and expand

whicli arise from the sterraster-armour, traverse the dermal layer

above (Plate

ends protiiiding more or

27, fig. 2), their distal

surface.

In some specimens, as in the one from Station 3168, a section of

which

representeil in

is

othei-s, as in

Plate 27,

2,

fig.

this

seems that these differences

It

dermal amphioxes
preservation

in

partly at

are,

and degree

well-preserved and not

to

those

limit

very slight;

in

much

due to differences

least,

much shrunken specimens
preserved,

is

it

forming the tufts in

The cladomes

tliis

level,

beyond the

/j

in

the state of

Some

dermal

and

protrusion

their

great.

the

their

the

in

is

slight,

small

ampluoxcs,

are

occasionally

layer,

in the distal part of

the orthoplagiotriaenes generally

of

between the cortex and the choanosome;

tangentially in

as 200-280

degree of protrusion of the small

in the

obser\'ed in the pro.ximal layer of the cortex

choanosome.

is

shrinkage of the tender dermal layer;

of

specimens not so well

similar

protrusion

a specimen from Station 4193 and in the young specimen from

Station 4228, the small amphioxes protrude as
surface.

^

beyond the

less

the

at the

lie

their clades extend para-

rhabdomes are directed

radially

inwards.

Sometimes, particularly in the young specimen from Station 4228, the orthoplagiotriaene-cladomes are situated a
layer (Plate

32,

figs.

8, 11, 12).

little

The

beyond the surface and take no part

higher, within the sterraster-armour

orthoplagiotriaenes do not protrude

The

in the formation of the fur.

rare

mesoclade and amphiclade orthoplagiotriaene-derivates and the quite irregular
forms belonging to this category of spicules have been found only in spiculepreparations, so that I
I

am unable to say what position they occupy in the sponge.

have found mesorthotriaenes

in the spicule-preparations of the

specimens

from Stations 2978 and 4199, amphiclade orthoplagiotriaene-derivates

in such

preparations of the specimens from Stations 3168 and 4199 and the young speci-

men from

Station 4228.

The mesoprotriaenes, the

various derivates are also radially arranged.

anatriaenes,

The cladomes

and

their

them

lie

a short distance beneath the surface, most of them protrude freely beyond

it.

These spicules form the principal part of the spicule-fur.
protriaenes are generally

much more numerous than

of a few of

In this fur the meso-

the anatriaenes.

Ana-

diaenes and other, irregular anatriaene-derivates have been observed only in the

specimens from Stations 3168 and 4228.

The small
of the dermal

strongj-losphaerasters form a single but dense layer on the surface

membrane

large oxysphaerasters,

(Plate 26,

fig.

15)

and

also occur in the interior.

which appear to be much more numerous

in the

The

specimens

GEODIA
from Stations 2886 and 3168 than

met with
and
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in those

in the walls of the cortical

from the other

stations, are chiefly

and subcortical canals (Plate

The

in the inner layer of the cortex.

119

26, fig. 14)

large oxyasters are scattered through-

out the choanosome, where they chiefly occupy the canal-walls.

occupy the middle layer

asters

2b; Plate

32, figs. 8a, 11a,

of the cortex in dense

The

masses (Plate

sterr-

27, figs, lb,

In some specimens, particularly the adult

12a).

specimen from Station 3168 and the young specimen from Station 4228, a good

many

young

sterrasters, chiefly

A

8, 11, 12).

figs.

small

choanosome (Plate

ones, also occur in the

number

32,

of sterroids are usually associated with the

sterrasters.

The

large

numerous

amphioxes (Plate

28, figs. 15, 16a, 17a;

They

in all the specimens.

Plate 32,

figs. 9,

10) are

are cylindrical in their central part and

rather abruptly and not very sharply pointed, sometimes blunt at the ends.

They

are usuallj^ isoactine or slightly anisoactine, a few are strongly anisoactine.

In the adult specimens they are 2.3-4.8
general average

maximum

'

mm.

long and 60-112

dimensions being 3.9 nmi.

X

86.3

/i

thick, their

In the speci-

/i.

mens from Station 2886 and the adult specimen from Station 4228 they
smaller, both shorter

and thinner, than

in those

from any of the others.

the specimens from Station 4193 they are very slender, longer than in

thinner than in most of the others.
are of

medium

length, but very

much

ju

thick, their average

mm. by

33-47

The rare

pt.

than

tliicker

large

maximum

In the immature specimen described by
3.4

In

any and

In the specimens from Station 2978 they

young specimen from Station 4228 the
and 20-66

are

in

any

of the others.

In the

mm. long
mm. X 57

amphioxes are 2.1-3.4

dimensions being 3.1

Lambe

fi.

these amphioxes measure 1.8-

(See table p. 120.)

large amphistrongyles,

which have been observed in the young

specimen from Station 4228 are somewhat shorter than the large amphioxes,

about 55

fi

thick in the middle, and attenuated to about 40

somewhat tnincate

The
in small

large, slender, cylindrical styles (Plate 28, fig.

numbers

fi

at the rounded,

ends.

in all the specimens,

17b) which have been found

with the exception of those from Stations

2887, 2978, 4228, and 4551, are 1.5-3.4

mm.

long and 60-110

curved, and only slightly thickened, or not thickened at

—

all,

fi

thick, gently

at the

rounded end.

first the averages of the dimenobtained as follows:
from each of the nine stations were taken.
From these special maximum averages (of three), which are given in the subjoined table, the averages
were again taken. These latter averages (means) which appear in the subjoined table in the column

'In

all

cases these average

sions of the three largest

headed "from

all

maxima were

amphioxes

of the (adult) specimens

stations" are the "general

maximum

averages."
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The

orihoplagiotriaenes (Plate 26,

Plate 34,

AGASSIZII.
3-12; Plate

figs.

1-12, 14, 15) occur in large

figs.

121

in all specimens.

rhabdomes are straight or slightly curved and usually regularly

more

The

cylindrical.

5-12; Plate

The more

conical

34, figs. 1-7),

cylindrical

rarely blunt (Plate 26,

rhabdomes are more or
figs.

less

cylindrical, shortened

rhabdomes are exceedingly rare

115.44

conical orthoplagio-

mm.

long and 65-150 n

is

remarkably stout, shorter and at the same time thicker than

ordinary orthoplagiotriaenes of any of the others.

is

very slender,

its

In the ordinary ortho-

mean and

length being above the

any

in the orthoplagiotriaenes of

The

of the othere.

its

hand the rhabd-

thickness less than

conical

rhabdomes

orthoplagiotriaenes of the young specimen from Station 4228 are 2-3.5

and

at the

3.3

mm. X

cladome 50-100
90

/«.

thick, their average

fi

34, figs. 8,

is

being not attenuated at

thickening

is

of

all

and regularly

usually fairly spherical.

the thickness of the part of the

more

in length

cylindrical,

A

rhabdome

just

15-25

above

are observed above the terminal

young specimen from Station 4228 these more
rhabdomes are 760

/x

long and 155

/z

thick at the

/x-2.35

mm.

p.

long,

and

at the

long and 95 and 105

/i

is

cladome 60-105

represented on Plate

thick respectively.

In the

/t.

cylindrical orthoplagiotriaene/«

thick.

roughly speaking, in inverse proportion to their length.

shortest observed, one of which

760

than

Sometimes one

it.

cyUndrical, terminally thickened orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdome

an adult specimen from Station 2978 was 900

is,

and

The

% greater

cladomal end, the thickness of the thickened acladomal end being 170

thickness

and

The terminal

cylindrical.

Its diameter is

rhabdome lying

slight thickenings of the

thickening.

long

dimensions being

proportional to the length, very short ones (Plate

34, fig. 15)

more

10-12, 14, 15) are

of the

mm.

attenuated towards the distal end than the ordinary ones.

less

degree of this attenuation

or

maximum

The orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes reduced

terminally thickened (Plate

much

mm. X

dimensions being 3.39

plagiotriaenes of the specimens from Station 4193 on the other

ome

The

but quite numerous in

The ordinary

maximum

10-12, 14, 15).

In the ordinary orthoplagiotriaenes of the specimen from Station

/ii.

4551 the rhabdome
in the

fig. 8,

and terminally thickened

triaene-rhabdomes of the adult specimens are 1.5-4.2
thick at the cladome, their average

26, figs. 3,
34, fig. 9).

the specimens.

all

in the adult specimens,

young specimen from Station 4228.

the

Plate

4;

shortened and thickened to

12b; Plate 34,

Orthoplagiotriaenes with conical rhabdomes occur in

more

fig.

Their

conic, occasionally

rhabdomes are generally pointed (Plate

more

tyles at the acladomal end (Plate 32,

orthoplagiotriaenes with

8-12, 14-17;

29, figs. 1-6,

numbers

34, fig. 15,

Their

The two

were 950 and
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In young (irthoplagiotriaenes the entire clade, in the fully developed ones
its

basal i)art only,

is

directed oliliquely upward.

distal parts lie

more or

less in

In their further course the

bend downwards, so that

clades of the fully developed orthoplagiotriaencs

their

The chords

a plane vertical to the rhabdome.

of

the clades of the orthoplagiotriaencs of the adult specimens enclose angles of 73117°,

on an average

98.2°,

with the axis of the rhabdome.

In the adult speci-

mens from Stations 3168 and 4228 the clade-rhabdome angles do not exceed
100°, so that here

all

these triaenes appear as

In the adult

orthotriaenes.

specimens from the seven other stations a smaller or a greater number of such
triaenes with clade-chord angles exceeding 100°
in conseciuence, are observed.

The

and appearing as

The

only in the specimens from Stations 2886, 2887, and 4193.

^

the

three clatles of

same cladome

jilagiotriaenes

average clade-angle, however, exceeds 100°

are usually nearly equal.

It is

angles of the

very rarely that

they become so different as to give the cladome a position oblique to the rhabd-

Such orthotriaenes with oblique cladomes are represented on Plate

ome.
fig. 3,

and Plate

The

size

and the shape

of the clades are far

clades of different orthoplagiotriaenes of the
of one

and the same triaene often being very

little

from constant, not only the

same specimen but even the
dissimilar.

age dimensions are, however, about the same in
the clades are a

all

Their

maximum
tion 4551

fi

clades

maximum

the specimens.

aver-

At the base

thinner than the cladomal end of the rhabdome, the ratio

between these two dimensions varjang between 7 to 10 and 9 to
are 240-560

26,

29, fig. 4.

long, their

average

maximum

The

10.

length being 490.89

clades

fi.

The

average of those of the orthoplagiotriaenes of the specimen from Stathe smallest, of those of the orthoplagiotriaenes of the specimens

is

from Station 4199 the

largest.

The

being 490

fi.

young

speci-

maximum

length

orthoplagiotriaenes of the

men from Station 4228 have clades 300-500 /tlong,

their average

Their chords enclose angles of 88-108°, on an average 97° with

the axis of the rhabdome.

In

all

specimens orthoplagiotriaenes with

simple clades, gradually de-

creasing in thickness and curvature towards the usually not very sharp-pointed

end (Plate

26, figs. 3, 4, 6,

mens from

six of the stations all the orthoplagiotriaenes, or at least a

Plate 29,

figs.

1-5, 8, 11), are

met with.

majority of them, have regular clades of this description.

In the speci-

very great

In the specimens

from Stations 3168, 4193, and 4199 on the other hand the orthoplagiotriaenes
with such simple and regular clades are not so numerous as orthoplagiotriaenes

with one or more clades rendered irregular by being either abruptly bent down

GEODIA
near the end, or branched.
sented on Phite
clades (Plate 26,

8-12; Plate

figs.

are so variable, that

down

Plate 34,

figs. 6, 15,

at the end are repre-

to find

two

They hardly ever
ally

lie

in the plane of the

fig.

15)

Their branches either

alike.

frequently

less

numerous, a terminal bunch.

if

cladome and therefore

The

from dichotriaene-end clades.

ramified

Plate 34,

extend in a longitudinal plane passing through the rhabdome, or
they diverge in different cHrections forming,

The

figs. 5, 8.

29, figs. 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17;

is difficult

it

123

Clades abruiitly bent

Plate 29,

26, fig. 8,

AGASSIZII.

differ

fundament-

simplest and most frequent forms of

these branched clades are those in which one straight, conical, thorn-like branch
arises

from the lower (rhabdomal)

branch

is

either directed vertically

quently, obliquely
Its size

9, 10).

clade;

when

when
it

is

fig.

near the end of the clade

clades of this kind

branchlets (Plate 29,

away from

the branch
fig.

it,

is

it

is

it

is

larger (Plate 29,

of the

29, fig.

9).

fre-

29, figs.

16)

In some

terminally divided into small secondary

Sometimes the clades bear two simple or second-

17).

branches (Plate

more

fig.

This

more

from the end

small (Plate

29, fig. 10).

The most complicated forms

those in which the clade terminally divides into a greater
simple, or

12), or,

9-12; Plate

26, figs.

in proportion to the distance of its origin

arises farther

arily ramified

(Plate 29,

downwards and outwards (Plate

arises

it

side of the distal part of the clade.

downward

number

are

of divergent

often, secondarily ramified branches (Plate 29, figs. 14, 16).

In the immature specimen, described by Lambe, orthoplagiotriaenes and dichotriaenes occur.

According to Lambe

(loc. cit., p.

numerous than the former, "few examples
found.

I,

if

not more

2.1-3 nam. by 70-90

The

91-103°.
clades

/i,

so.

The

is

dichotriaenes have a

rhabdome.

350-700

n,

the

orthoplagiotriaenes have a rhabd-

and clades 300-450

/z

long; the clade-angles are

rhabdome 1-2.2 mm. by 50-75

150-300, and end clades 30-130

cladome

much more

on the contrary, found the orthoplagiotriaenes quite as numerous

as the dichotriaenes

ome

37), the latter are

of the simple orthotriaenes" being

long;

the

n
main clades enclose angles

ix,

main

breadth of the whole
of

109-112° with the
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Station

GEODIA
the rounded part

the

is

is

have their concave side turned towards

since the clades

and

rounded part

Since, however, the

latter the epirhabd.

part;

125

favor of the view that the former

in

is
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orthoplagiotriaenes, in which the concave side of the clades

towards the rhabdome,

it

and thicker

this shorter

doubt that these spicules are derivates

since there can be little

seems that the

short, thick,

rhabdome and the

shaft should be considered as the

rhabdome and the

the thicker of the two,

of the

invariably turned

is

and rounded part

of the

and pointed part

long, thin,

as the epirhabd.

The amphiclade
fig.

13; Plate 34,

orthoplagiolriaene-derivates

(Plate 26,

fig.

Plate 29,

2;

They have been found only

13) are also very rare.

fig.

in the

adult specimens from Stations 3168 and 4199 and in the young specimen from

They

Station 4228.

by

clade about 100-150
or

differ

from the orthoplagiotriaenes described above only

cladome proper, a short, rounded or pointed

possessing, besides the terminal

some other part

long,

/(

of

it

which

more or

acladomal end of the rhabdome

arises at the

remote from the true cladome.

less

Besides these orthoplagiotriaene-derivates a few quite irregular spicules

have been observed, which, to judge from their general character, appear to be
derivates either of the orthoplagiotriaenes or of the large choanosomal amphi-

On

oxes.

Plate 28 photographs of

a triaene with a shaft 35

fig. 8, is

conical clades, 130

/x

of these spicules are reproduced.

long, approximately extending in a plane

through the rhabdome.

and pointed,

some

One,

clade-like branch-rays, 165

long, arising 250

/i

below one of the ends

/i

and extending very obliquely downward towards the centre
has the appearance of a large amphiox, one end

of

of the

which

One,

fig. 9,

by a

centrally attached, obliquely situated, style-like rhabd, 430

fig.

11, is a large

amphiox, from

which, at a distance of 260

ends, a straight, conical, clade-like branch, 240

Of other
1

mm.

ray 80

which passes

a stout, large amphiox with two straight

10, is

fig.

One,

thick at the cladomal end, and three straight,

/x

irregular spicules observed I

fi

fi

//

amphiox.

is

replaced

long.

One,

from one of the

long, arises vertically.

mention an amphistrongyle, about

long and thicker at one end than the other, with a straight, conical, branch/«

long, arising obliquely 70

/«

below the thinner end and directed towards

the thicker end.

The mesoprotriaenes
all

specimens.

end,

is

(Plate 28,

straight or only slightly curved,

and at the cladome 7-40

mm. X

25.11

1-7, 16d; Plate 32, figs. 40, 41) occur in

figs.

Their rhabdome, which

ju.

fi

is

and

thicker in the middle than at either
in the adult

thick, the average

The rhabdomes

specimens 2-6

maximum

mm.

long

dimensions being 5.1

of the mesoprotriaenes of the

young specimen

C.EODIA AGASSIZII.
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arc, at the

from Station 4228

dimension bcinp; 12

this

cladome, 9-13

The

/«.

same

straight (Plate 28,

(Plate 28,

fig.

epirhabd arc

in

figs.

2,

The

1).

direction (Plate 28,

Plate 32,

figs. 3, 5, 6),

average of

alwa^'s curved,

or nearly or quite

40, 41), rarely abruptly bent

figs.

angles between the

chords of the

and the

clades

the mcsoprotriaenes of the adult specimens 22-55°, on an average

The mcsoprotriaenes of

38°.

7;

4,

and

In their distal jmrt they are

conca\-e towards the ej)irhabd, in their basal part.
either curved in the

maximum

thick, tlic

/(

clades are conical, pointed,

the specimens from Station 4193 have exceptionally

large, those of the specimens from Station 2886 exceptionally small, clade-

As a

epirhabd angles.

rule the three clades of the

same cladome

Sometimes

^lore than

their inequality

is

so great that the longest cladc of a cladome

Sometimes one clade

twice as long as the shortest.

A

mere knob, and the spicule appears as a promesodiaene.
diaenes
4228.

much

The rhabdomes

of these spicules are

much

is

reduced to a

few such promeso-

foreign to the sponge.

The chords
n

and

stouter

smaller than those of the mesoprotriaenes and

The

is

found in the spicule-preparations of the young specimen from Station

1

adult specimens are 60-250
[I.

are fairly equal

mcsoprotriaenes with unequal clades are, however, by no means rare.

in size;

their clade-angles

possible that they are

it is

of the clades of the mesoprotriaenes of the

long, their average

maximum

length being 161.78

longest clades are observed in the mesoprotriaenes of the specimens

from Station 2978, the shortest in those of the specimens from Station 4193.

The chords

of the clades of the mesoprotriaenes of the

Station 4228 are 95-125

/t

long

(maximum

average 120

/<)

young specimen from
and enclose angles

of

about 42° with the axis of the epirhabd.

The epirhabd
mesoprotriaenes
figs.

40, 41).

is

it is

straight, conical,

In not a few, however,

siderably longer (Plate 28,
its

average

maximum

and pointed.

In the majority of the

about as long as the clades (Plate

fig. 7).

it

It

is
is

in the adult

length being here 140.33

the length of the mesoprotriaene-epirhabd

28, figs.

Plate

1-6;

32,

either considerably shorter or con-

/«.

is

Of

specimens 25-320
all

/i

long,

the spicule-dimensions

the most inconstant, the differ-

ences of the adult specimens from the nine stations in this respect being very
great indeed.

The

longest epirhabds are

met with

in the mesoprotriaenes of

the specimens from Station 4199, the shortest in those of the specimens from
Station 4193.

In the young specimen from Station 4228 the epirhabds of the

mesoprotriaenes are 85-100

[x

long, their average

In the immature specimen described by
clades are 60-90

70

II

long.

fi

Lambe

maximum

length being 95

the rhabdome

long, the clade-angles are 30-47°,

is

20

;t

//.

thick, the

and the epirhabd

is

about

GEODIA
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either end (Plate 28,
point,

The acladomal end usually

16e).

fig.

thins out to a fine

of the anatriaenes of the

The rhabdomes

rarely blunt.

is

it

AGASSIZII.

young

speci-

men from Station 4228 are at the cladome 18-27 ji (average maximum 25 fi)
Among them a few with rhabdomes shortened and terminally thickened,
thick.
rhabdomes

like the

of

some

have been observed.

of the orthoplagiotriaenes,

basal parts of the clades are curved, concave to the rhabdome, the

The

distal parts straight.

Where

part, a slight, abrupt, angular

the basal cur\ed part passes into the distal straight

bend

is

sometimes discernible (Plate

28, figs. 19, 20,

In most of the anatriaenes the distal straight part of the clade

25).

long as the proximal curved part (Plate

former

considerably longer than the latter (Plate

is

43, 45, 4G).

rhabdome angles

of 32-65°,

32, figs.

The

larger than in those of the others.

usually about equal in length (Plate 28,

unequal (Plate

from Station 3168 and

specimens en-

on an average

the anatriaenes of the specimens from Station 2886 this angle

is

Plate

28, figs. 23, 26;

of the clades of the anatriaenes of adult

close with the axis of the

length

some the

Anatriaenes of this kind occur in the specimens from Stations 4199

The chords

and 4228.

about as

is

18-21, 24, 25); in

28, figs.

28, figs. 18,

three clades of the

figs.

19-26).

27; Plate 32,

fig.

is

In

45.8°.

considerably

same cladome

are

Sometimes, however, their
45).

In the adult specimen

young specimen from Station 4228 anatriaenes

in the

with clades of unequal length are relatively more numerous than in the speci-

mens from the other

The chords

stations.

the adult specimens are 40-155
118.11

[i

considerably shorter than any of the others.

clades of the anatriaenes of the
/i

maximum

length being

In the specimens from Station 2886 the clades of the anatriaenes

ji.

are very

110

of the clades of the anatriaenes of

long, their average

(average

38°) with

maximum

95

//)

The chords

/«

long,

and dade-angles

the

long and enclose angles of 31-45° (average

the axis of the rhabdome.

In the immature specimen described

by Lambe the anatriaenes have a rhabdome 3.3-4.7 mm. by 22-28
45-100

of

young specimen from Station 4228 are 60-

/(,

clades

of 41-52°.

In the centrifugal spicule-preparations of this specimen also a few minute

dermal anadades were observed.
fi

at the cladome

are 4-6

/j.

and 3-5

fi

These have a rhabdome about 290

at the thickest point

long; the clade-angles are 38-62°.

fi

by 1-1.5

below the middle; their clades

These spicules

may

be foreign.
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three times as great as the basal tliickness of
radial

and quite regularly distributed only

tlie

The rays

rays.

few-rayed oxyastei-s of the adult specimen from Station 4228

The rays

tribution of the rays observed.

thick and conical.

roundc-d, or rarely, truncate.

The

rays, in others they are confined to the distal
I

chiefly in the si:)ecimens

have found

restricted to verticils lying just

spines arranged in this

maximum

diameter being 24.22

irregularly distributed rays

Station 4228.

Among

largest, those

these asters

is

[i.

/<

those with ten or

dis-

two

thirds,

always more or

and
a few — such as
— they are more or
in

less

tips of the rays.

The oxyasters with
The

acanthtylaster-like.
in diameter, their

[i

/<

pointed, blunt,

average

Oxyasters more than 26 n in diameter with
in the adult specimen from

have been met with only

the others the specimens from Stations 3168 and 4551

from Station 4199 the smallest oxyasters.

in inverse jDi'oportion to

oxyasters over 20
all

below the

an irregular

nearly to the base of the

from Station 4199

manner appear somewhat

of the adult

have the

down

specimens measure 9-31

oxy;xsters

is

distal parts of the rays are

In some oxyasters the spines extend

less spiny.

is

are straight, at the base 0.8-3.2
to the end, which

They taper uniformly

are usually

rare, exceptionally large,

in the

in

the

number

diameter observed by

more rays being

less

of their rays.

me had more

The

size of

None

of the

than nine rays,

than 20 n in diameter.

The

large

choanosomal oxyasters of the young specimen from Station 4228 are similar to
those described above, usually have from nine to fourteen rays 0.8-1.7
at the base,

men

and measure 13-25

described

fx

in total diameter.

by Lambe the oxyasters have from seven

thick and a central thickening; their total diameter

is

ji

to nine rays 1.3-2.3 n

13-20

/«.

TOTAL DIAMETERS OF THE LARGE OXYASTERS OF GEODIA AGASSIZII.
28S6

thick

In the immature speci-

GEODTA
1-2

ji

thick at the base,

10-21

verticillate
ju

131

and sharp or blunt pointed.

the rays a few quite large spines arise.

what

AGASSIZII.

manner near the

tip of the ray.

in total diameter, the average

From

the distal parts of

These are often arranged

maximum

in a

some-

These oxysphaerasters are
being 18.2

/«.

In the young

specimen from Station 4228 the large oxysphaerasters have from eighteen to
perhaps thirty rays and measure 12.5-18 a in total diameter, the diameter of
the centrum being rather less than in the oxysphaerasters of the adult specimens

and rarely exceeding 4

/i.

In the immature specimen described by

the oxysphaerasters have from ten to twenty rays, 0.9-2
2.7-7

p.,

/£

Lambe

thick, the centre

is

the whole aster 8-21 ^, in diameter.

TOTAL DIAMETER AKD DIAMETER OF THE CENTRUM OF THE LARGE OXYSPHAERASTERS OF GEODIA AGASSIZII.
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The

composing the sterraster protrude a short distance.
distal parts of these raj^s are usually circular or

1.3-4

seven-sided, in transverse section,

hardly

1

/z

apart.

face a verticil of

They

/t

thick,

protruding
four- to

regularly distributed, and

and from the margin

are truncate,

freelj^

somewhat polygonal,

from four to seven, most frequently

six,

of their terminal

spines arises.

These

spines extend either transversely, vertical to the axis of the ray, or, less fre-

quently, obliquely outward and a

from the umbilical

little

at the base (Plate 31,

figs.

1,

2,

6,

spines of the rays surrounding the

umbilicus, are often larger, as
irregular, their

much

The

upward.

pit are stout, straight cones,
7;

about

Plate 33,

spines of the rays remote
1.7

figs.

/z

long and 1.3

12, 13).

Those

/i

thick

of the

umbilical pit, which extend towards the
as 2.5

ju

long,

and not regularly

conical but

ends being broad and sometimes covered with small, secondary

spinelets.

DIMENSIONS OF STERRASTERS OF GEODIA AGASSIZII.
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In one kind of storroid (Plate 31,
Plate 33,

fig.

Plate 32,

figs. 3, 4;

figs.

33, 34, 36-39;

10) the free distal parts of the rays are considerably thicker, 4-

13 /tin transverse diameter, and farther apart than in the normal sterrasters.

Some

bear, besides a terminal verticil of

normal

larger than those of the

from their terminal

In these sterrasters the thick rays

from eight to fourteen

sterrasters, several others

lateral spines, rather

which

In another form of sterroid (Plate

much

but very

8-10; Plate

figs.

31,

The part of the surface

rays

from two to eight mostly
ji

long,

up to 3

//

and appears

lateral,

but

somewhat

up to 15

of recurved,

the rays are
of the solid
figs.

all fairly

down

When

9,

14)

thicker,

at the

of small

Each ray bears
which are

end and covered

viewed from above, the

similar to serrated leaves.

the forms above described.

numbers

munbers

in part also terminal, spines,

broad, slightly curved

In a third kind of sterroid (Plate
rays are thicker,

large

irregularly granular.

with numerous small secondary spinelets.
spines are

by

much

centrum lying between

of the solid

in these sterroids covered

is

projecti(jns of various shape,

33, figs.

and provided with

farther apart than in the normal sterrasters,

very different spines.

0the protruding

arise obliquely

face.

the freely protruding distal parts of the rays are not very

2.5-5

have

of them, chiefly those surrounding the umbilicus, but also others,

an irregularly elongated transverse section.

/i

32,

figs.

25-28; Plate

in transverse diameter,

They

somewhat

and

and covered with

are terminally rounded

claw-like spines.

11) the

33, fig.

farther apart than in
large

In most of these sterrasters

equally developed, their free distal parts covering the whole

centrum of the spicule and protruding equally

far

beyond

it

(Plate 32,

In some, however, there are only a few groups of protniding rays,

25, 26).

the greater part of the surface of the centrum being destitute of such (Plate 32,
figs.

27, 28)

but covered with groups of spines similar to the spines on the pro-

truding rays.

In the specimens from Station 4228, both the young and the adult, I have

found a few oxysphaerasters, about as large as the sterrasters, three in the
former and one in the
straight, conical

rays.

25-27

These spicules have from thirteen to

radial

They measure 90-100 /« in
/«;

the base.
I

latter.

and smooth,

and concentric, rather

total diameter; the diameter of the centiiim is

the rays are (without the centrum) 35-40
I

found these asters in

fi

long and 10-17

I

considered

them

/«

thick at

situ in sections in the subcortical layer

do not think that they are foreign to the sponge.

below,

fifteen

irregularly distributed

as sterroid-derivates.

and

For the reasons given
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In the choanosome of several of the specimens of Gcodia agassizii, particu-

one from Station 3099, and the young one from Station 4228,

larly the adult

numerous young sterrasters
In the adult specimens

in various stages of

these

all

form of spheres composed

of

young

development have been observed.

sterrasters exhibit the well-known

very numerous, regularly distributed, slender,

In the young specimen from Station 4228 young sterrasters of this

radial rays.

kind are also abundant, but here besides these ordinary forms numerous other

A

close

examination showed the latter to be the young forms of the sterroids.

By

dimension, but very difTerent in appearance occur.

asters, similar in

comparing a large number of these and the ordinary young sterrasters with
each other and with the fully-developed ones

ment both

On
two

normal sterrasters and the

of the

Plate 30,

11-17, Plate 32,

figs.

I

was able

to trace the develop-

sterroids.

figs.

29-31, and Plate 33,

1-8,

figs.

developmental stages of the normal thin-rayed sterrasters, the

series of

first

from an adult specimen from Station 3188, the second from the young specimen

One

from Station 4228, are represented.
33, figs. 1, 2, is

a sphere 17

/t

of the youngest stages observed, Plate

in diameter.

This young sterraster consists of

about 460 straight and exceedingly slender, thread-like, concentric rays, which
are equal in length, regularly distributed,

enclose angles of about 10°.
ness, their

figs. 3,

sterrasters 50

base already 2

/t

first

and

this process of thickening then

4) the basal parts of the rays protruding

trum thus formed show a
young

/j.

Adjacent rays

basal thickening parts of the rays coalesce, as they

with each other, to form a solid centrum.

in contact

(Plate 33,

The

and jointed proximally.

spicule grows these rays increase in thick-

proximal parts thickening

extending distally.

come

As the

slight

in

In the next stage

from the

diameter (Plate

figs.

33,

5-7) the rays are at the

thick, their distal ends, however, being

still

drawn out

As development progresses the thickening

extends farther and farther towards their distal ends (Plate

whole sterraster and
points of the rays

its solid

in the ascending thickening
30, fig. 14;
first

still

Plate 33,

fairly

centrum increase

become shorter and

figs. 7,

8) the

30, figs.

11-13), the

shorter, until they are entirely enveloped

young normal

In this stage (Plate

sterrasters

appear as

spherical, central masses from which cylindrical

Without changing much

to

of the rays

and the fine terminal

and thus altogether disappear.

stand close together and are about 4
protrude.

in size,

In this

quite thin.

stage each ray appears as a cone, widened below like a bulb, and

a fine thread above.

solid cen-

bulbous thickening which increases so that in

/i

solid, at

rays,

which

thick and simply rounded at the end,

in appearance, these

young

sterrasters in-
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crease in size

and begin

assume the flattened

to

full-grown ones (Plate 32,

AGASSIZII.

figs.

ellipsoidal

Then the

29-31).

appearance of the

basal parts of the

protmding

rays coalesce farther and spines begin to grow out from the margin of their
terminal face (Plate 30, figs. 15, 16). These spines at first appear as small

Later (Plate

rounded knobs.

and the spines grow
and do not attain

The

in length.

17) the

They

are in such

their full thickness for

earl}- stages of

described above

the

number

some

young

sterrasters very slender

time.

the sterroids differ from those of the normal sterrasters

by the rays composing them being not nearly

usually also not so regularly arranged.

young forms

rays are thickened terminally

30, fig.

of the rays the angles

normal

of the

so niuncrous

between them are much larger than

sterrasters.

and

In accordance with the smallness of
in the

The thickening and concrescence

of

the basal parts of the rays, which in the latter lead to the early formation of

a solid centrum, here therefore does not have this effect until a very
stage.

Young

eter (Plate 32,

stages of the thickfigs.

aster represented

and few-rayed

sterrasters

60-70

much
/(

in

later

diam-

13-20), which correspond to the stages of the normal sterr-

on Plate

accordingly have a

32, figs. 29, 30,

much

smaller

centrum and much longer cylindroeonical, terminally rounded protruding rays.

As stated above these rays are often

them

distances between

irregularly distributed

are very unequal.

Rays

standing particularly close together coalesce as early as
sterrasters do,

whereby the

greatly enhanced (Plate 32,

and the angular

such young sterrasters

of

all

rays of the normal

irregularity in the appearance of these spicules
15, 16, 19, 20).

figs.

The

is

distal parts of the rays

cover themselves with numerous small spines, which later grow in

Sub-

size.

sequently, through the continued thickening and concrescence of the ba.sal
parts of the rays, the centrum increases in size (Plate 32,
sterroids are formed, the centra of
sterrasters, the surface of which,

rays covered with a

much

21-26).

number

of the

Finally

normal

much

fewer and usually thicker

of spines.

While the rays of the

however, bears

larger

figs.

which are as large as the centra

normal sterrasters are nearly always equal in length, the rays of the sterroids
are occasionally unequal.

crescence

may

totally enveloped

by the mass

in the full-grown sterroid

face of the

In such sterroids with rays unequally long the con-

reach up to or even beyond the shorter rays, which are then

centnim

free

of the centrum, their positions being indicated

only by the groups of spines on the parts of the sur-

from protmding rays.

In this

thick-rayed sterroids like the one represented on Plate

The
full

sterroids differ

grown but

also,

way

irregular few-

32, figs.

from the normal sterrasters accordingly not

and even to a greater degree, when young.

and

27-28 are formed.
onl}'

when
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The
ferred to,

some

large oxysphaerasters of the specimens

which

of the

ules, in
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from Station 4228 above

re-

in their dimensions equal the sterrasters, are rather similar to

young stages

of the sterroids.

which the development has, as

it

They may

therefore be such spic-

were, gone wrong, the thickening of

the rays, which normally leads to the formation of a large soUd centrum, and
the formation of the spines on the rays having been suppressed.

LOCALITIES
o

11
z

AND NATURE OF ENVIRONMENT.
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Thoy

Lanibe.

are
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much more numerous

in

Fully ileveloped sterroids occur sparingly in

the former than in the latter.
all

adult specimens.

In other

These

Get)didae, where I have found them, they also occur in small numbers.
facts lead

of

me

mammals,

sterroids

to consider the sterroids as spicules produced, like the milk-teeth
in the

immature

state only.

If this

assumption

is

correct, the

might be similar to the ancestral form of the normal sterrasters, and

represent a link connecting the latter with the sphaerastei-s from which

I

should

be inclined to derive them.

To

simplify the references to these sponges,

of their relative systematic position, designate:
Thosi' from

I will, in

—

the following discussion

GEODIA
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branched are more numerous than the orthoplagiotriaenes with simple and
In the others

regular clades.

and regular
of E, F,

all,

or nearly

all,

orthoplagiotriaenes have simple

clades, orthoplagiotriaenes with clades like those of the majority

G being very rare or absent altogether. In the clades of the anaG and H the straight distal part is considerably longer than in those

and

triaenes of

of the others.

E and H

In

have been met with.

anatriaenes with clades unequal in length or position

In some of the anaclades of

gether, these spicules appearing as anadiaenes.

E

one clade

with irregularly arranged rays have been found only in H.

C and F have on an

sphaerasters of
others.

In

A

E

and

is

Oxyasters over 26

absent alto-

fi

in diameter

The small

strongylo-

average smaller centra than those of the

the large oxysphaerasters are

much more numerous than

in the others.

In dimension the spicules of the lots from the different stations
or

less.

To obtain a base

ments of the

differ

for studying these differences the sets of

fifteen spicule-dimensions obtainable

more

measure-

with the greatest accuracy

of each of the nine lots of adult specimens from the nine stations, were selected

These dimensions are:

for further study.

the length and breadth of the sterrasters

;

— the

diameter of the oxyasters;

the length and thickness of the large

choanosomal amphioxes, the small dermal amphioxes, and the rhabdomes of the
the thickness of the rhabdomes of the anatriaenes and

orthoplagiotriaenes;

mesoprotriaenes; the length of the clades of the orthoplagiotriaenes, anatriaenes,

and mesoprotriaenes; and the length
Of each

of these (15

of the epirhabds of the mesoprotriaenes.

135 sets of measurements the largest alone were taken

Of three, the length and thickness of the small dermal amphioxes

into account.

and the diameter
lot

X 9 =)

was taken by

of the large oxyasters, the largest dimension observed in each
itself.

largest dimensions

Of the twelve other dimensions averages of the three

measured were taken.

These single maxima and

maximum

averages of three of the fifteen spicule-dimensions taken into account in the nine
lots are

given in

IV

of the subjoined table.

From

(maxima) the general averages (means) were taken.
averages (means) are given in II of the table.

maximum (maximum)
(IV) from the
ascertained

mean

these

maximum averages
maximum

These general

The deviation

of the average

of each of the fifteen dimensions of each of the nine lots

(general

by subtraction.

maximum

average, II) of the

same dimension was

These (135) deviations are given

in

V of

the table.

Referring as they do to spicule-dimensions of very different size the numbers
giving these deviations are not commensurate and directly comparable with

each other.

To

obtain numbers expressing these deviations from the general

GEODTA
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maximum
in

averages (per cent) in a commensurate manner, the number, different

each case, with which the general

make

the product 100

maximum

AGASSIZII.

mm. was

maximum

ascertained

average nmst be multipHed to

by dividing 100 mm. by the general

average of the dimension in question

which are given

in III, the deviation of

then multiplied.

(II).

With

these numbers,

each dimension from the means (V) was

The product thus obtained

is

the percentage (commensurate)

deviation given in Vl.

To

bring out more clearly the significance of the commensurate numbers

given in VI,

I

I

have represented the variations of the spicule-dimensions ex-

GEODIA
pressed

by these numbers

by erecting

AGASSIZII.

also graphically.

order of the
left

maximum

mm.

by the corresponding numbers

The

m.

This

V

under
in the

variations of the dimensions they represent, the one to

The mean

general averages

in III of course all

gave products

points graphically representing these numbers, plotted on

the fifteen coordinates 100
tal line

These ordinates are arranged

representing the most constant dimension.

(II) multiplied

of 100

This graph, Figure F, was obtained

fifteen ordinates, representing the fifteen spicule-dimensions

discussion, at equal intervals on a baseline.

the

141

mm. from

the axis,

all lie in

line graphically represents the ideal

the straight horizon-

mean

of

all

the sponges

GEODIA
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examined

of this group

From the

cussion.

AGASSIZIT.

in respect to the fifteen spicaile-dimensions

fifteen points

forming this

fine of

mean

under

dis-

general averages,

the numljors in VI, giving the deviations from the means in a commensurate

manner were plotted on
if

negative

— above positive and below
— standing the from

their respective ordinates,

— and designated with the

the nine different stations.

The

letters

A

if

for

I

same

points with the

representing the different dimensions of the spicules of the

connected by

lines.

The nine

lines (curves)

lots

commensurately

letter,

same

thus obtained are

were then

lot,

maximum

spic-

ule-dimension curves and graphically represent the peculiarities of each of the
nine lots in respect to the fifteen spicule-dimensions selected.
stations where these sponges were collected are situated on the

The nine

Pacific coast of

^

sponges

may

to south:

be said to come from

1.

Behm

(4193, 4199, F. G.);
4.

They

North America, between 33° and 56° N.

distributed but form five groups separated

by wide

five distinct regions.

Canal Station (4228, H);

2.

are not uniformly

intervals,

These

and thus these
are,

from north

Vancouver Island Stations

South Oregon Stations (2886, 2887, 3088, A. B. D.);

3.

Middle California Stations (3168, 4551, E.

I.);

and

South California

5.

Station (2978 C).

The

spicule-curves. Figure F, pertaining to the lots from these five different

regions are differently

Charlotte

of southern

Behm

as follows:

of

Canal (H, 4228)

I,

3108,

4551)

—

Georgia (F, G, 4193, 4199)

Oregon (A, B, D, 2886, 2887, 3088)

California (E,
(C, 2978)

drawn

Sound and Gulf

;

and coast

;

of

;

-;

coast

coast of middle

southern

California

GEODIA

Fig. E.

Pacific coast of

2886.

A. Station
of Geodia agassizii.
D. Station 3088. E. Station 3168. F.
H. Station 4228. I. Station 4551. (See page 144.)

North America, showing Stations

B. Station 2887.

Station 4193.

AGASSIZII.

C. Station 2978.

G. Station 4199.
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The graph shows that only very few
of the

same dimensions

other,

and that not a

maximum and

of spicules

of the
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maximum

from different

single one coincides with the

average deviations from the

mean

averages (maxima)

lots are identical witli

mean.

The extent

are tabulated below.

each

of their

GEODIA
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generally speaking, different, and
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we may

therefore expect to find certain dif-

The question therefore

ferences in the spicules.

arises

whether

all

the differences

observed are entirely due to the differences of the external forces which acted

on the growing sponges, or whether they are

germinal (liereditary)

part

in

in character.

of the differences in the shape

None
seems to

me

relative frequency of the spicules

The average and maximum

(non-hereditary) variation.

germinal

and

to exceed the limits allowable for such somatic (individual)

of the iliincnsions of the oxyasters, sterrasters, large

j)lagiotnaenes from the

mean

amphioxes, and ortho-

are only 4.46-13.91 and 6.1-28.6

and also fairly within these limits.

non-

deviations

% respectively,

The average and maximum deviations

of the

dimensions of the small dermal amphioxes, anatriaenes, and mesoprotriaenes,

^ which range

from 9.41 to 29.93 and from 20.1 to 91

siderable that at

The

first

sight

it

% respectively, are so con-

seems necessary to consider them as germinal.

greatest deviations are observed in the length of the clatles of the anatriaenes

and the clades and epirhabds of the mesoprotriaenes, the

mum

deviation of the latter exceeding 130

The

position of the

amphioxes
triaenes.

is

different

The former

lie

and are protruded more or

oxyasters, sterrasters, orthoplagiotriaenes, and large

within the sponge and are thus to a certain extent

less

These external forces are different

the external forces act

more

the latter

lie

superficially

beyond the sponge and thus more exposed to the

therefore only to be expected, that the last

first

maxi-

from that of the small amphioxes, anatriaenes, and pro-

sheltered from the influence of the external forces;

external forces.

total range of

%.

in the nine stations.

named, exposed,

directly, should

be

much

named, sheltered ones, on which they act more

less

spicules

It

is

on which

constant than the

indirectly.

These facts and considerations clearly show that the peculiarities of the
internal spicules
liarities of

must be systematically much more important than the pecu-

the protruding ones.

what systematic

result

I therefore

an examination

thought

it

desirable to ascertain

of the internal spicules

leaving the external ones out of account

— would lead

to.

by themselves

To do

—

this I selected

the most accurately determinable dimensions of the internal spicules, namely

the length of the sterrasters and orthoplagiotriaene-clades and the length and
thickness of the large choanosomal amphioxes and orthotriaene-rhabdomes.

These six dimensions of each

lot I

compared with the

sions of each of the other eight lots.

six corresponding

dimen-

In each of the thirty-six possible pairs

(combinations of nine in the second class without repetition)

I

added up the

GEODIA
differences of the
of the

AGASSIZII.

commensurate proportional amounts
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of the

maximum

homologous dimensions and then divided the sums by

six.

averages

In this

way

the average percentage differences of the nine lots in respect to the dimensions
of these internal spicules, least subject to the influence of external forces,

obtained.

were

In the following table, where the thirty-six pairs are arranged in the

order of their similarity in respect to these dimensions, the numbers thus arrived
at are given.
Average percentage

Pairs of
lots.

differ-

ences in the length of the
sterrasters, the orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes. orthoplagiotriaene - clades,

and

large amphioxes.

and

the thickness of the orthoplagiotriaene - rhabdomes

and large amphioxes.

AH

GEODIA

14S

want

are concerned this

of correlation

AGASSIZII.
is

most

clearly brought out in the grajjh:

no two of the spicule-dimension curves are near to each other and parallel
throughout, lots similar in some respects being invariably different in others.

This want of correlation of the peculiarities and the results obtained by the

comparison of thirty-six pairs given above, force us either to consider
nine lots of sponges as representatives of the
lish

same systematic

these

a distinct group (species, subspecies, variety, or form) for each one.

Before entering upon the discussion of this question
tain whether there

is

any

As

ascertain

what

localities

come from

stated, these sponges

and the degree

it will

be well to ascer-

correlation between the degree of the difference be-

tween the pairs and the distance of the

To

all

unit, or to estab-

correlation there

is

between the distances of their

between them

of difference

where they were obtained.

five different regions of the Pacific coast.

in

localities

regard to the six spicule-dimensions

here under discussion, I arranged the thirtj'-six pairs of specimens from the
different localities in five groups

region;

specimens from
of specimens
5, pail's of
lie.

1

:

,

pairs of specimens from localities in the

2, pairs of specimens from localities in

between which one other region

localities in regions

from

localities in regions

specimens from

same

3, pairs of

lies

;

between which two other regions

localities in regions

Then the ranges and averages

adjacent regions;

4, pairs
lie;

and

between which three other regions

of the differences of these groups of pairs

were

ascertained for each group.

To

the

AD, BD,

first

group

EI, and

FG

from

(pail's

localities in the

same region) the

belong; the differences of these

paii-s

pairs

AB,

range from 8.1 to

13.3, their average being 10.6.

To

the second group

(paii-s

from

localities in

AE, AF, AG, AI, BE, BF, BG, BI, CE,

CI,

adjacent regions) the pairs

DE, DF, DG, DI, FH, and

GH

belong; the differences of these pairs range from 6.5 to 16.8, their average being
11.7.

To

the third group (pairs from localities in regions with one other region

between) the pairs AC,
the differences of these

To

AH, BC, BH, DC, DH, EF, EG,
])airs

FI, and

GI

belong;

range from 6.1 to 22.5, their average being 14.9.

the fourth group (pairs from localities in regions with two other regions

between) the pairs CF, CG,

EH, and HI

belong; the differences of these pairs

range from 18.4 to 21.1, their average being 19.4.

The only

pair of the fifth group (pairs of localities in regions with three other

regions between)

is

CH;

the difference of this pair

is 26.8.

This shows that the variation of the specimens from different localities in

GEODIA
the

same region
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inconsiderable (never over 13.3) and that the averages of the

is

between the specimens from locahties

differences
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in different regions are pro-

portional to the distance between the regions.

As

in the case of the

we

pail's

morphological aspect of the differences between the

when examining them from

also find,

this distributional point of view,

forms intermediate

that these differences are regularly graduated:

growing

ture,

forms

in places intermediate geographically, connect the

H

C and

in struc-

very different

occupying the two extremities of the stretch of coast

off

which

these sponges grow.

This morphological and distributional continuity of the whole series of

forms renders
j^rotruding

whole

it,

my

in

spicules

due to mere individual adaptation, and to place the

one species not divided into minor systematic units.

series in

Although

opinion, advisable to consider the great differences of the

as

I refrain

ing in the different

from systematically separating the different forms growthink that they might well be considered as

regions, I

"incipient" varieties or subspecies, which, adapting themselves more and more
to the different peculiarities of their surroundings,
coui'se of time,

become systematically

distinct

may, and very

— particularly

if,

likely will, in

through some

cause or other, they should disapj^ear from the central stretch of coast they

now

inhabit.

Of course there can be no doubt, that these sponges belong to the Geodidae,
but

it is

not so easy to decide the genus to which they should be assigned.

some

of their efferents are not covered

place

them

efferents

in Sidonops.

made

A

by

pore-sieves I

was

at

first

As

inclined to

careful investigation of the apparently uniporal

highly probable, however, that these had, like the ones over

it

which sieve-membranes extend, been covered by such when the sponge was
alive

and had been

Geodia.

It

is,

lost post

some

in

mortem.

For

cases, particularly

this reason I place these sponges in

when the specimens

are not

well

preserved, difficult to decide whether a geodid sponge with apparently uniporal
efferent apertures should

some

jn-obable that

be considered as a Sidonops or as a Geodia, and

of the species placed

sidered as species of Geodia.

by me

In studying the

^

in

it is

Sidonops ought to be con-

affinities of

Geodia agassizii with

other previously described species, I have, for these reasons, compared

it

not

only with the sponges described as species of Geodia but also with those
described as species of Sidonops.

The

species of
'

Geodia which have orthoplagiotriaenes, subcortical

R. von Lendenfeki.

Tetraxonia.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 100-101.

teloclades,
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sterrasters,

and euasters more or
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less similar to

those of Gcodia agassizii are

G. spherastrella Topsent and the sponges hero described as G. (Cydonium) ja-

ponka
is

Sollas, G. mesotriaena , G. mesotriaenella,

distinguished from G. agassizii

by

amphioxcs

the large

from G. agassizii by being incrusting and having

as

is

very

Whether there

likely, I

mesotriaena
it

#

is

less

is

distinguished

larger dermal strongylo-

are also differences in the size of the megascleres,

cannot say, since Topsent

more or

much

in size,

of this species are less

Geodia spherastrella

than half as thick as those of G. agassizii.

sphaerasters.

Gcodia japonica

being cup shaped, having rountled, lobate

and possessing, ahhough very large

protul)orances on the outer surface,

considerably smaller megasclercs;

and G. breviana.

'

gives no measurements.

Geodia

meandric and provided with praeoscular canals; and

has choanosomal amphioxes and orthotriaene-cladomes twice as long, and also

larger euasters.

Geodia mesotriaenella has more slender and differently shaped

anatriaene-clades, no

sesses

and

mesoprotriaenes with epirhabd exceeding the clades in

and somewhat

length,

its

Geodia breviana pos-

different strongylosphacrasters.

minute dermal anaclades,

its

large anatriaenes

have much thicker clades

strongylosphaerasters are larger.

The only

described

by Dendy ^

by the absence
larly thinner

Sidonops which has orthoplagiotriaenes, subcortical

species of

tcloclades, sterrasters,

and euasters similar to those

of mesoprotriaenes,

of G. agassizii

This sponge

as G. areolata Carter.

differs

is

the sponge

from G. agassizii

by having somewhat smaller spicules,

particu-

choanosomal amphioxes and orthoplagiotriaene-rhabdomes, and

by the

reticulate structure of its surface.

spicules

and the absence

have perhaps been

The

differences in the size of its

of mesoprotriaenes, which,

lost post mortem,

The

may

if

present only in the fur,

not be sufficient for distinguishing

it

specifically

from G.

areolata

caused by the presence of a superficial network, which consists,

is

agassizii.

according to Carter (Ann. mag. nat.
of

rows

of

subdermal pigment-cells.

of small protruding

reticulate appearance of the surface of G.

hist.,

1880, ser. 5,

6, p.

133, pi. 6,

dermal amphioxes, according to Dendy

37),

In none of the specimens of G. agassizii could

detect the slightest trace of a network of either of these kinds

am not

fig.

(loc. cit.),

on the

surface.

I

I

prepared to express an opinion on the systematic value of the presence

or absence of this network.
since there

is

specific distinction;

'

'

Since, however,

it

may be systematically important

a difference in the spicules, although by

and

since the localities

itself

perhaps too slight for

where these sponges occur. Pacific

E. Topsent. Spongiaires des Azores. Result. Monaco, 1904, 25, p. 70.
A. Dendy. Report on the sponges. Rept. pearl oyster fisheries, 1905, pt.

,3,

p. 87.
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coast of North America
I

think

and coast

of Ceylon (Gulf of Manaar), are so far apart,

them systematically

advisable to keep

it
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distinct.

Geodia (Cydonium) mulleri Fleming, to which species
assigned the specimen of G. agassizii examined

much

having

in

larger

and more elongated

figs.

but

triaena,

much
and

The sponge

size.

largest

name

chiefly near the base.

colour, in spirit,

The

superficial part of the

a dermal (outer)

armour

layer,

120-220

fi

is

is

laj'er free

fig.

320-380

/l

19)

mm.

spicule-fur

28-35.

off the coast of

still

thick

;

sterrasters,

and an

is

nearly spherical;

The

respectively.

spicules

its

small-

surface

is

intact in several places,

fairl)^

cortex

30-60

/t

composed

of three layers:

thick; a mitldle sterraster-

inner, fibrous layer, free

Apart from a few patches on the upper

roughly circular and 8

themselves are oval, 20-80

them narrower the
only 200-500

wide (Plate

p.

mm.

from

sterrasters,

strips,

in diameter,

met

34, fig. 20),

side,

the largest of

whole of the surface

in diameter, the

larger the pores are.

about 700

usually 15-50

pt

and the strands

fi

in

broad.

is

maximum
The pores

of tissue separating

In the efferent areas smaller groups,

a smaller number of larger pores, 40-160 /x

with.

Radial bundles of megascleres traverse the choanosome and

penetrate the cortex
spicule-fur.

choanosome

fi

in diameter, containing

34, fig. 25), are

Skeleton.

are

;

their distal parts protrude freely

The proximal

composed

beyond the surface and

parts of these bundles in the interior of the

entirely

of

amphioxes.

Distally

mesoprotriaenes, and anatriaenes are added to the amphioxes.

orthotriaene-cladomes he

in the inner layer of the cortex.

are found in considerable numbei-s, both at this
is

its

oscules.

body forms a

from

diameter and separated by poreless

fur

southern

Geodia meso-

dirty white, rather darker above than below.

occupied by groups of afferent pores (Plate

form the

nov.

figs.

thick.

Canal-system.

which

(Plate 34,

There are no larger

The

cit.)

refers.

diameters are 15 and 19

and covered by a

quite smooth

(loc.

this species

regard to the size of the body and the dimensions of

in

smaller and to this the

Shape and
est

from

It is similar to the species described as

California at Station 4417.

is

sp.

18-26; Plate 35,

a specimen captured

I establish this species for

Lambe

differs

sterrasters.

Geodia mesotriaenella,
Plate 34,

by him,

composed

orthotriaenes,

Most of the

Anatriaene-cladomes

and at a lower level.

The spicule-

of the distal parts of amphioxes, mesoprotriaenes, and anatriaenes.

GF.oDiA :mesotriaenella.
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Intact mcsoprotriacne-cladomes are very numerous in the proximal portion of

the

a short distance above the surface.

fur,

(superficial) portion of the fur are

The

mostly broken

spicules forming the distal

So

off.

far as I could see,

of these terminally broken spicules are anatriaene-rhabdomes.

layer small,

more or

less radially

towards both ends, occur.

arranged rhabds, mostly styles attenuated

Their proximally situated rounded ends are im-

planted in the sterraster-armour;

their pointed distal ends protrude a short

Small strongj-losphaerasters form a thin but

distance beyond the surface.

rather dense and continuous layer on the outer surface (Plate 34,

and also occur in the lower parts of the dermal
are

imbedded

in the walls of the cortical

scattered in large

^ in

and subcortical

young forms,

larly

also occur scattered in the

that the sterrasters are not nearly so

and the

distal part of the

The

large

choanosome

amphioxes (Plate

numerous

it,

Everwhcre, except

the middle layer of the

Many

mm.

chicflj'

/i

31c) are sHghtly curved, gradually atten-

rhabds
less

of

them

are 196-260

//

this attenuation is so great that the

is

2.1-2.4

thickest point

is

The

/x

mm.

thick.

The

greater

In some of these

proximal "rounded" end

is

fig.

hardly

31a) have a fairly straight, conical rhabd-

verj' rarely

long and, at

The

rounded at the acladomal end.

its

thickest point, 75-120

/<

This

tliick.

situated either at the cladome or a short distance below

in the latter case,

striction.

are 2-2.6

These spicules appear as anisoactine amphioxes.

orthotriaenes (Plate 36,

ome, usually sharp pointed,

rhabdomc

long and 4-5

are styles with attenuated rounded ends.

pointed than the distal.

The

Anisoactine forms

The ampliioxes

thick.

The minute dermal rhabds
number

be noted

as in the proximal part of the latter.

35, fig.

found among the stouter amphioxes.

long and 20-50

It is to

lower layer of the cortex

uated towards the pointed ends, and isoactine or anisoactine.

were

stcrrasters, particu-

choanosome.
in the

Ox5'asters are

canals.

numbers throughout the choanosome.

occupied by dense masses of sterrasters.

is

20, 25)

figs.

Large oxj'sphaerasters

laj^er.

the vicinity of the radial canals, which traverse

cortex

most

In the dermal

it,

and,

separated from the cladome by a slight neck-shaped con-

clades are always conical

in their entire length

;

and curved, concave to the rhabdome

the degree of curvature and the size of the clades are,

however, variable, the clades of the same cladome often differing from each other
considerably in these respects.

The

clades are sharp pointed or,

more

rounded at the ends, and generally simple, but cladomes with one or two
cate clades have also been observed occasionally.

The

rarely
bifur-

clades are 350-600

fi

long and their chords enclose angles of 90-96°, on an average 93°, with the axis
of the

rhabdome.

GEODIA MESOTRIAENELLA.
Some
of
is

rhabdomes

intact

were 2.8-3.4

mm.

of the mesojyrotriaenes (Plate 35,

28-30, 31b)

figs.

long, but several of the fragments observed appeared to be parts

rhabdomes longer than

The

that.

The rhabdomes which

9-19 fi.
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thickness of the

rhabdome

at the cladome

are thick at the cladome are in their cladomal

half nearly cylindrical, hardly perceptibly thickened towards the middle;

rhabdomes thin at the cladome, on the other hand, are very considerably

The epirhabd

ened towards the middle of their length.

and 70-165, usually 90-120

pointed,

The

long.

/ll

and curved, concave to the epirhabd.

straight, conical,

is

clades are slender, conical,

Their chords are 100-220

long and

/i

enclose angles of 30-47°, on an average 36° with the axis of the epirhabd.

same cladome

clades of the

(Plate 36,

figs.

28-30)

all of

;

are equal or,

them

or, if

more

they

of the

100

:

considerably in length, two,

The proportion

of the length

epirhabd to the length of the longest clade of the same cladome being

130 to 100

The

:

233.

anatriaenes

measured was

3.7

(Plate 35,

mm.

18-30, usually 20-22

figs.

The thickness

longer.
/i.

32-35).

The

fi

longest intact

rhabdome

of the

rhabdome

cladome

at the

clades are conical, pointed, uniformly and not

strongly curved, concave to the rhabdome.

110-130

The

Fragments indicate that many anatriaenes have

long.

rhabdomes considerably
is

The

frequently, unequal in length

differ

or at least one, are longer than the epirhabd.

the

thick-

Their chords are 87-140, usually

long and enclose angles of 41-57°, on an average 48°, with the axis of

the rhabdome.

Besides these normal anatriaenes with simple clades I have

observed a few, similar to them in

other respects, with one of the clades

all

bifurcate.

The

large oxyasters (Plate 34, figs. 18a, 21, 22, 24)

diameter of which
this

centrum from

is

have a small centrum the

five to eleven fairly regularly distributed rays arise radially.

The rays

are straight, conical, usually quite blunt, 9-14

1.5-2.8

thick.

/t

The basal parts

with spines (Plate

number

is,

From

usually about double the basal thickness of the rays.

of the rays are

34, figs. 21, 22).

The

/<

long, and, at the base,

smooth, the distal parts covered

size of these spines is variable

roughly speaking, in inverse proportion to their

spines measured were 0.7

/£

long.

The

size.

and

The

their

largest

spines arise vertically from the ray.

Those large enough to be properly seen are usually sharp pointed, but occasionally I

have

also obsci-ved stout

The whole oxyaster

is

and

cylindrical, terminally

generally 17-26

p.

in

spicule-preparations also large ones, up to 40
served.

As, however,

I

diameter.
p.

rounded spines.

In the centrifugal

in diameter,

have been ob-

never found such large asters in situ in the sections

GEODIA MESOTRIAENELLA.
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means sure that they
ray-number and the

The

fifteen to

The whole

arising spines.

The diameter
26)

1.6-4.5

is

From

aster.

is

aster

20-21

is

/x

34, fig.

attenuated towards the end.

0.5-1

is

7.2

/z

1 fi

and truncate.

In the strongylosphaerasters

much

longer than thick and

In the strong3'losphaerasters with large centrum

long and 2

fi

thick;

which are larger

The ray

in the one-

the rays of the three-rayed forms are

is

6-11

fi

long and

The ray-number

fi.

is

proportion to the size of the spicule as the one- and three/i,

the forms with more rays 6-10

/i

in total diameter.

sterrasters (Plate 34, fig. 23) are flattened ellipsoids, usually

much

and

of the one-rayed strongylo-

many-rayed forms are 2-4.5

total diameter of the aster

rayed forms are 8.4-11

thick.

three),

The ray^

have been observed.

26a) the rays are

thick; those of the

The

in so far in inverse

rarely as

in diameter.

Tlie rays are covered with spines,

thick.

The

thick at

26b) the rays are only twice as long as thick or even shorter, and

fig.

long and
fi

fx

or two, vertically

from ten to seventeen regularly distributed

three-rayed than in the many-rayed forms.

fi

long and 2-2.5

sinall strongylosphaerasters (Plate 34,

to twentj'-five) rays

are cj'lindrical or cylindroconical

4-5

fi

Very rarely strongylosphaerasters with fewer (one or

with small centioim (Plate

sphaeraster

in diameter,

usually from a quarter to a half of the diameter of the whole

/t,

^or with more numerous (up

(Plate 34,

/i

twenty-three regularly distributed rays arise radially.

this centioim generally

Tays arise radially.

cj'lindrical.

no

not clearly discernible.

have a spherical centrum, 6-9

centrum of the

of the

am by

correlation between the

Each ray bears a small number, sometimes only one

the base.

fig.

size of the spicule

are straight, conical, sharp pointed, 6-7

The rays

A

arc proper to the sponge.

large oxysphaerasters

from which from

spicule-preparations, I

in the

and as they are exceedinglj^ scarce

as 107

/(

The proportion

long,

77-86

/t,

rarely as

much

as

92

fi

of length to breadth to thickness

87-97

//,

broad, and 58-69 n
is,

on an average,

100:89:71.
This sponge was caught with the tangles at Station 4417 on April 12, 1904,
near Santa Barbara Islands,
11.7

km.

of fine yellow

The

S.

(6.3 miles), drift S. 73°

W.

rock Santa Barbara Island, N. 8° W.,

W.; depth 53 m. (29

f.);

it

grew on a bottom

sand and coralline rock.

cribriporal character of the afferent

ellipsoidal sterrasters

show that

this

closely allied to the sponges described

and

efferent apertures

sponge belongs to Geodia.

by Dendy (1905)

It

and the
is

most

as Geodia ramodigitata

Carter and G. areohla Carter, and to those described here as Gcodin alaxastra,
G. breviana, G. agassizii, and G. mesotrmenu.

In Dendy's Geodia ramodigitata

GEODIA BREVIANA.
Carter the oxyasters are

much

larger

and

In Dendy's Geodia

destitute of spines.

much more

areolata (Carter) the orthotriaene-rhabdomes are

slender, the ana-

and the surface marked with

triaene-clades shorter, the mesoprotriaenes absent,

a reticulate tracing.
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In Geodia ataxastra the mesoproclades and anatriaenes

have differently shaped cladomes, the dermal strongylosphaerasters are much

and ataxasters are met with;

smaller,

in G. breviana minute,

are present, the clades of the large anatriaenes are

losphaerasters larger;

some

in G. ayassizii

much

dermal anaclades

stouter

and the strongy-

of the spicule-dimensions are con-

siderably greater, the anatriaene-clades stouter and more angularly bent, the
orthotriaene-clades often provided with one or

much

the mesotriaene-epirhabds

more

spine-like branches,

some

of

longer than the clades of the

same cladome,

most

of the spicule-

and smaller oxyasters abundant; and

in G. mesotriaena

dimensions are from two to three times as great, the anatriaene-clades stouter

and curved

in

a different manner, the mesotriaene-epirhabds usually longer than

the clades of the
slender,

same cladome, the rays

of the strongylosphaerasters

and the oxysphaerasters much more spiny and provided with

more

relatively

smaller central thickenings.

Geodia agassizii and G. mesotriaena appear to be more closely allied to G.
mesotriaenella than the other four.

It is true that

many of the spicule-dimensions
much greater; in view of the

of these sponges, particularly of G. mesotriaena, are
fact,

however, that the specimen of G. mesotriaenella

therefore probably

much

is

very

much

smaller,

and

younger, than the specimens of G. agassizii and G.

mesotriaena examined, this might be of no systematic importance.

The

differ-

ences between these species and G. mesotriaenella in regard to the shape of the
spicules

may,

of course, also be

due to differences

deem

development

Since, however, this seems very doubtful,

form of one or the other of them.
I

in the degree of

which case G. mesotriaenella would have to be considered as a young

(age), in

better, in order to avoid confusion, to describe this

it

sponge as a

dis-

tinct species.
Geodia breviana,
Plate 35,

Cydonium muUeri

1893.
fig.

L.

Plate 36,

figs.

1-12.
soc.

Canada, 1893, 10,

p. 72, pi. 4,

pi. 6, fig. 1, la-i.

1;

California.

mined

1-27;

M. Lambe (non Fleming), Trans. Roy.

I establish this species for

clades,

figs.

sp. nov.

and
in

a specimen dredged at Station 2894,

off

southern

The large anatriaenes have unusually stout and relatively short
to this the specific

1893 by

Lambe

name

(loc. cit.)

as

refers.

The study

of the sponge deter-

Cydonium mulleri Fleming which

is in

the

GEODIA BREVIANA.
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Survey of Canada and which was kindly placed at

collection of the Geological

my

shown that

disposal for examination, has

(Cydonium) mulleri and

Shape and

and 10

mm.

is

identical with the

The specimen

size.

/i

mm.

smooth, but

mm.

long, 21

the living

broad,

sponge was

There are three small groups of circular

probably covered with a spicule-fur.
or oval pores 300-800

fairly

from the type of Geodia

differs

fragmentary, 32

is

now

Its surface is

thick.

it

specimen referred to above.

The

wide, most of which open freely on the surface.

a thick-walled cup, 6 cm. high, with a rather

specimen described by

Lambe

small cavity, occupied

by a high

is

spicule-fur,

which consists

of long anaclades

and meso]5roclades.
dirty white on the surface, darker in the interior.

The

colour, in spirit,

The

superficial part of the body forms a cortex, composed of a very thin

is

^uter, dermal layer, a middle; sterraster-armour layer 700-900
inner

The

which latter

filjrous layer,

tliinness of the

is,

dermal layer

like the

may

/<

thick,

and an

dermal layer, destitute of sterrasters.

be due to a post mortem collapse in con-

sequence of indifferent preservation.
Canal-system.

A

closer investigation of the

wide apertures 300-800

diameter, mentioned above, revealed remnants of pore-sieves in

From
that,

this I conclude that, in

life, all

of

them were covered by

where the sieves are now missing, they have been

lost post

many

/i

pore-sieves

mortem.

in

them.

of

and

Radial

canals of equal width and only very slightly constricted below, at the lower
limit of the sterraster-armour layer, lead

choanosome.

tures (cortical canals) no open canals

observed.

I

these apertures to the

the groups of these wide aper-

and only few

pores,

about 50

wide, were

/l

life, tlie

sieves with the efferent pores

were spread out.

Radial bundles of megasclercs traverse the choanosome, and

penetrate the cortex.
to

liy

take the latter for the afTerents and the large apertures in the groups

for the places where, in

Skeleton.

down from

Outside the regions occupied

have formed a

Their distal parts ajipear to have protruded freely and

spicule-fur.

Their proximal

distally orthotriaenes, anatriaenes,

to the amphioxes in the bundles.

partly at, partly a

little

i)arts are

and probably

The cladomes

above, and partly a

composed

of

amphioxes;

also mesoprotriaenes are atlded

little

of the orthoplagiotriaenes

lie

below, the lower limit of the

sterraster-armour layer, the most distal ones being partly enveloped in sterrasters.

layer.

none in

Anatriaene-cladomes are quite numerous below the sterraster-armour
In the spicule-preparations a few mesoprotriaenes were found, but
situ in the sections.

I

saw

Minute amphioxes and anaclades are implanted

in the distal part of the sterraster-armour.

These spicules are situated radially

GEODIA BREVIANA.
They

or obliquely.
its

composed

traverse the thin dermal layer and protrude freely

The

outer surface.
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have consisted

spicule-fur appears to

of the distal parts of the large

beyond

of a high portion,

amphioxes, anatriaenes, and perhaps

and a low

also mesoprotriaenes protruding several millimeters;

portion, forming

a sort of undergrowth, composed of the distal parts of the minute dermal amphioxes and anaclades, protruding only 100-200

The

microscleres are thick-rayed

/i.

and perhaps

also thin-rayed oxyasters,

oxysphaer asters, small strongylosphaerasters, and sterrasters.

large

rayed oxyasters are numerous throughout the choanosome.

The

thick-

The thin-rayed

oxyasters are rare and were found only in the centrifugal spicule-preparations

may

they

The

be foreign.

The

the subcortical canal.

large oxysphaerasters occur chiefly in the walls of

strongylosphaerasters form a single layer on the

The

outer surface and also occur scattered in the lower parts of the cortex.
sterrasters

The

occupy the sterraster-armour layer
amphioxes (Plate

large

36, figs.

and gradually attenuated towards

mm.

in

length and 30-88

/t

dense masses.

1-4) are slightly curved and uniformly

They measure

their pointed ends.

Their thickness

in thickness.

is

mm. by

choanosomal amphioxes are 3-5

50-70

1.8-3.7

by no means always

In the specimen described by

proportional to their length.

by 80

in

Lambe

the ordinary

(Lambe, 1893, 2.77-3.81
f^

mm.

li).

In this specimen

have

I

the amphioxes and up to 90

also
ju

found some large

The minute dermal amphioxes (Plate
(Plate 36,

fig.

abruptly pointed ends.

figs. 11,

somewhat drawn out

The angular bend

ceedingly sharp terminal spines.

and gradually attenu-

12)

Examination with high powers

of these spicules are usually

shows that both ends

by Lambe.

10-12) are simply curved

figs.

36,

10) or angularly bent (Plate 36,

ated towards the

these are shorter than

styles;

thick; they are not mentioned

is,

when

to ex-

present, generally

not in the middle of the spicule, but considerably nearer to one end than to the
It

other.

amounts

spicule enclose

450

[x

is

to about 25°, so that the angle which the

long and 4.5-8.5

[i

thick.

The

more numerous than the longer

by 13

/«,

The

shorter ones, 280-365

ones, 366-450

by Lambe these amphioxes

described

according to his figure 8.5
ortho-

and

rhabdome, 1.8-3.2

rhabdome

is

conical

ji

are 340-440

^t

;«

of the

are 280-

in length, are

in length.

much

In the specimen

by 2-5 n (Lambe, 1893, 288

/<)•

plagio-triaenes (Plate 35, figs. 15-17)

mm.

two parts

The minute dermal amphioxes

usually about 165°.

long and 90-130

/(

have a

thick at the cladome.

and sharp pointed, rarely rounded

fairly straight

Usually the

at the acladomal end.

GEODIA BREVIANA.
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One

of these rhabdonies jwssessed several irregular thickenings near the

rcamded

end, under which the axial thread passed smoothly without any thickening or

The

other modification.

clades are conical, pointed,

usually

as in the

is,

two

and uniformly curved

The degree

their entire length, concave to the rhabdome.

triaenes represented on Plate 36,

siderable, rarely so slight as in the long (left)

dade

in

of the curvature

figs. 15, 16,

quite con-

of the triaene (Fig.

17).

much more strongly than those represented
The clades are nearly always simple;
in Figs. 15 and 16 have been observed.
very rarely one of them is bifurcate. The clades of the same cladome are usually
Occasionally triaenes with clades bent

similar, irregular
5CMJ

/(

dadomes being

The chords

exceptional.

of the clades are

280-

long and enclose angles of 94-108°, on an average 101.6°, with the axis of

Of the seventeen triaenes the clade-angles

the rhabdome.

of wliich

were meas-

ured, four were orthotriaenes with clade-angles less than 100°, the other thirteen
])lagiotriaenes, with clade-angles 100° or

more.

In the specimen described by

Lambe the plagio-orthotriaenes have rhabdomes 2.2-4.1 mm. (Lambe, 1893,
2.4 mm.) by 60-105 [i, clades 340-680 /t (Lambe, 1893, 700 /O long, and cladeangles of 97-113°.

The mesoprotriaenes (Plate

36, fig. 14)

have a rhabdome about 15

/«

thick at

the cladome, an epirhabd 105 « long and clades, curved concave to the epirhabd,
the chords of which are 115-130

the epirhabd-axis.

have rhabdomes 7-11

(Lambe, 1893, 95
120-310

The

/£

long and enclose angles of about 38° with

mm. (Lambe,

1893, 7.84

Lambe the mesoprotriaenes
mm.) by 15-32 ji, clades 65-250 /i

long, clade-angles of 20-44°, usually 32-44°,

and an epirhabd

long.

anatrmenes (Plate

large

ome, 25-40

/I

spicules; the

The

/i)

[i

In the specimen described by

thick in

its

35, figs.

cladomal part.

5-7) have a nearly cylindrical rhabdI

found no intact rhabdomes of these

fragments observed indicate that they attain a considerable length.

clades are slightly

and uniformly curved or somewhat angularh' bent near

the end, concave to the rhabdome.

They

are remarkably thick at the base,

and usually simple and quite sharply pointed, but anatriaenes with one clade
bifurcate have also been observed occasionally.

such clades are nearly parallel and
are 60-115

/j.

axis of the

triaenes

The two terminal branches

close together.

The chords

of

of the clades

long and enclose angles of 50-65°, on an average 57.3°, with the

rhabdome.

In the specimen described by

have a rhabdome 9-11

clades 47-82

lie

fi

(Lambe, 1893, 60

mm. (Lambe,
/i)

In the specimen described by

long,

Lambe

1893, 7.5 nam.)

and clade-angles

Lambe a few

the large ana-

by 25-37

/i,

stout

of 52-63°.

anadiaenes similar to the ana-

GEODIA BREVIANA.
triaenes but with longer clades (up to 110

jn
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long) and smaller clade-angles (about

45°) were also observed.

The minute dermal
The

monaene.

ahaclades (Plate 36,

1-9) are triaene, diaene, or

figs.

more numerous than the other two.

triaene forms are

rhabdomes are usually quite strongly and somewhat

about two thirds of their length from the cladome,

36, figs. 2, 4, 6, 8), thickest

They

and rounded at the acladomal end.
2.5-4.5

fi

At

thick.

is

clades are conical

rhabdome.
are 7-9

/z

3.4-7

fi

long and at the cladome

about twice as thick as at

in transverse diameter.

fi

In the triaene forms (Plate 36,

1-5) the chords of the clades

figs.

long and enclose angles of 48-58° with the axis of the rhabdome; in the

like the left

are larger.

36, figs.

6-9) the chords of the clades are 11-

one of the two represented

In the specimen described by

in Plate 36,

Lambe

fig. 1,

350-610 by 1-3.5

fi

the middle; the clades are 2-12

minute anaclades
epirhabd, 5-8

fi

of

and 5-7

at the cladome,
/(

//

Their rhabdome

at the thickest point

below

Some

of the

long, the clade-angles 42-60°.

specimen have a straight, conic, apical ray, an

this

and therefore appear as mesanaclades.

long,

thick-rayed oxyasters (Plate 35,

figs.

18a, 19a, 22a, 24, 27)

twelve rays and a small centrum, the diameter of which

The

times as great as the basal thickness of the rays.
radial,

and regularly distributed.

either to

is

five to

rays are usually simple,

Occasionally irregularities are observed due

of the bifurcate rays are nearly parallel

are straight

and

conical, pointed, or blunt.

and

very numerous and

rise vertically

curved backward towards

from the rays.

The

fi

long and 1-2.2

total diameter of the oxyaster being 16-26.5
size

and the ray-number

is

fi.

A

/i

Lambe

manner.

The

thick at the base, the

correlation (inverse propor-

observed in so far as the oxyasters

with the most numerous (twelve) rays do not exceed 18.5
In the specimen described by

is

spines are not

Their ends appear to be

the centre of the aster in a claw-shaped

rays are (without the centrum) 7.5- 11

between the

lie

rays.

close together.

Their proximal part

smooth, their distal part covered with rather large spines.

tion)

have

from two to three

an irregular position or to a bifurcation of one or more of the

The two branches
The rays

In young

the clade-angles

the minute dermal anaclades

(not mentioned by Lambe, 1893) are exceedingly abundant.

The

The

and usually pointed and uniformly curved, concave to the

long and enclose angles of 42-46° with the axis of the rhabdome.

fi

forms

is

The rounded

than the cladomal end.

thick, slightly thicker

/<

diaene and monaene forms (Plate
12

are 480-560

their thickest point they are

the clailome and here measure 5-8.6

acladomal end

Their

irregularly curved (Plate

/x

in total diameter.

these asters have from five to nine rays 1.4-

GKODIA BREVIANA.
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2.3
11

and are 19-25

tliick,

[1

-15

/«)

The

(Lambe, 1893, 3-13, according to

/(

figures

his

in total diameter.

thin, only 0.25-0.7

ft

The rays

They

thick at the base.

may

above stated,

rare thin-rayed oxyasters which, as

from nine to fourteen rays and no centrum.

be foreign, have

are 3-11

/(

and very

long,

much attenuated

are not very

towards the end and bear spines which sometimes form terminal verticillate
dustei-s, in

which case these
7-23

ter of these astei-s is

astei-s

If

/x.

The

appear as acanthtj-lasters.

they are not foreign, they

may

diame-

total

be young forms

of the thick-rayed oxyasters described above.

The

in

/(

These rays are (without the centrum) G-8

They

21c, 25, 26)

figs.

have a spherical cen-

diameter, from which from twent,y-three to twenty-seven straight,

and sharp-jwinted, usually regularly distributed rays

conical,

_

oxysphaerasters (Plate 35,

lai-ge

trum, 7-9

long and

fL

number

are covered with a greater or smaller

1

-2.7

//

This indicates that there

thick.

fx

between the ray-number and the ray-thickness.
In the specimen described by

in diameter.

thirty rays 1-1.7

They

jiL

in

fi

thick, the centre

are not mentioned

The small
3-5.5

basally

raj^s are

those of the oxysphaerasters with twenty-three or twenty-four rays

basally 2.5-2.7

ter.

is

3-5.5

by Lambe

/«,

an inverse proportion

is

The whole

Lambe

aster

is

14-21.5 ^

up

these asters have

the whole aster 12-18

fi,

figs.

8-13, 18-22b) have a centrum

diameter and usually from thirteen to twenty-one, very rarely only

The rays

rare few-rayed forms

ones, produced

and regularly

are generally radial

Such an

rarely arranged irregularly.

irregularity

which are evidently derivates

by the suppression

is

chief!}'

distributed,

observed in the

of the ordinary many-raj^ed

of a smaller or greater

number

parts are smooth, their distal parts covered with a

The rays

7-12

fi

are 1.8-5

in diameter.

pronounced.

A

/z

long and 0.6-1.7

Lambe

n, in

The

diameter.

They

is

spicule-size

is

by Lambe

fj.

on an average 100

thick.
:

91

:

The proportion
74.

is

not

2-4

//,

the whole aster

(1893).

sterrasters (Plate 35, fig. 23) are flattened ellipsoids,

80-98 fx broad, and 70-77
ness

are not mentioned

of good-sized

these asters have from four-

teen to twenty-five rays, 0.5-1.2 ^ thick, the centre

6-9

number

Their

thick; the whole aster measures

ray-number and

correlation between

In the specimen described by

/(

The

of rays.

rays are cylindrical or cylindroconical and truncate or terminally rounded.
ba.sal

to'

diame-

in

(1893).

strongylosphaerasters (Plate 35,

seven or three rays.

spines.

The

of good-sized spines.

rays of the oxysphaerasters with twenty-six or twenty-seven
onl}- 1-2.2 n,

arise radially.

thick at the base.

87-105

ft

long,

of length to breadth to thick-

In the specimen described by

Lambe

the

GEODIA

OVIS.

sterrasters

measure 84-97 by 75-85 by 55-70

centre of a

young

1

fi

in diameter,

measuring 37

sterraster

and several quite small

This sponge was dredged
ary

5,

Comox, Vancouver
Since

many

this

is

In the

/z).

ones.

;

f.)

;

it

grew on a bottom

The

obtained in the Strait of Georgia near

m. (4

f.).

provided with sterrasters and regular triaenes and

of its cortical canals

provided with pore-sieves,

(Lambe, 1893, 92

W. depth 97 m. (53

Lambe was

Island, depth 7

sponge

//

observed one large granule, about

the bottom temperature was 13.7° (55.6° F.).

shells;

specimen described by

1

southern California at Station 2894 on Janu-

off

1889, in 34° 7' N. 120° 33' 30"

sand and Ijroken

of

//
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it

open out

on the surface while others are

freely

might be supposed to belong to Sidonops.

Since,

however, as stated above, a closer examination reveals remnants of pore-

mouths

sieves at the

appearance

of the apparently freely opening canals, its sidonoptic

probably deceptive.

is

Believing that, in

life,

cribriporal afferents, but also cribriporal efferents, I place

species of

Dendy

From

agassizii.
its

these

all

and

large anatriaenes

Geodia (Cydonium)

it

as Geodia ramodigitata

Carter and G. areolata

by the stoutness

to which

Lambe

species

by

described by him in 1893, G. breviana differs

and the clades
inclined to the

of its large anatriaenes being

figs.

1-30;

Plate 41,

its sterrasters

much

somewhat woolly

The specimen

figs.

1-20;

It

surface

20

mm.

is

fig.

and

less

figs.

1-40; Plate

28)

is

4.3, figs.

1-8.

specimen from the coast of southern Cali-

has an exceedingly dense and high spicule- fur which

in character,
is

Plate 42.

and to

this the specific

name

refers.

a part of a larger sponge which appeai-s to have been

horizontally extended, cake shaped, and about 4 cm. thick.
(Plate 40,

being larger

shorter, stouter,

ovis, sp. nov.

I eistablish this species for a spirit

fornia (Station 2975).
is

From

assigned the specimen

rhabdome.
Geodia

Plate 40,

of the clades of

possession of minute dermal anaclades.

tlie

miilleri,

and G.

mesotriaenella, G. mesotriaena,

distinguished

is

The

Geodia brevmna are the

and those here described as G.

Carter,

had not only

in Geodia.

allied to

Geodia and Sidonops most nearly

sponges described by

it

it

127

mm.

long, 50

mm.

broad, and 27

The specimen

mm.

somewhat undulating and covered with a woolly

high (Plate 40,

high.

itself

Its natural

spicule-fur

up

to

figs. 5, 28).

The

colour, in spirit,

The

superficial part of the

is

light

brown.

body

is

differentiated to

form a

cortex (Plate 40,

GEODIA
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5b, 2S: Plate 42.

figs.

:

composed

la, b, 2a, Sa, b, 9a, b)

figs,

outer dermal layer, 100 200
thick

OVIS.

/<

an

of three laj-ers:

thick; a middle sterraster-armour layer, 150-300

ji

from the

layer, not sharply defined

and an inconspicuous, inner fibrous

choanosome.

The parts

Canal-system.

which have

of the surface

lost their spicule-fur,

and which are consequently exposed to view, are occupied by pore-sieves (Plate

The pores

40, fig. 25).

measure 30-45

fi

in

in these sieves are oval or,

maximum

ing the pores are narrow, usually only 10-20
ties

From

excavated in the dermal layer.

more

The strands

diameter.

fx

rarely, circular,

The pores

broad.

lead into cavi-

the latter radial canals, penetrating

the middle and inner layers of the cortex, arise.

These radial canals are sur-

rounded by chonal sphincters which protrude inwards 300-400

The

0sterraster-armour layer.
42,

150-200

Id, 8) usually are

figs.

wide.

Some

Many

frecjuent intervals.

is

traversed

them

of

The

ft

in

and usually open and up to 50

by canals the widest

are provided with

which are 2

of

membranous

To

find these

it

unique and valuable specimen.

am

mm.

From

in

I

would have been

necessary to remove the spicule-fur, and this I did not want to do as

sjjonge I

fi

sphincters at ver}^

pore-sieves described above I take to be afferent.

did not observe any that looked hke efferents.

injiu'cd the

The chonal

transverse diameter.

cylindrical

open out below with funnel-shaped extensions.

of these canals

The choaonosome
diameter.

is

beyond the

ft

formed (Plate

cylindrical chonal stmctures thus

canal in the axis of these chones

and

of dermal tissue separat-

would have

it

the general appearance of the

inclined to conclude that the efferents are, like the afTerents, cribri-

poral.

The

skeleton of the internal j^art of the

choanosome

consists of irregularly

disposed large amphioxes, a few styles (tylostyles), not very numerous

astci-s,

mostly large thin-rayed oxyasters, some minute rhabds, and a few sterrasters.

The

distal ixirt of the

choanosome

is

traver-sed

sderes which abut vertically on the cortex.

by

radial l)undles of large

These bundles consist

large amphioxes, a few styles (t}-lostyles) with the

and the rhabdomes

of

the

The cladomes

of

most

sterraster-armour

laj-er.

dades (proclades),

A

chiefly

few cladomes of these

young forms,

distally,

few proclades,

of the orthotriaenes

anaclades are situated in the level of

tlie

sjjiculcs

mega-

numerous

rounded end situated

of orthotriaenes, anatriaenes, mesoproclades, a

and very few anamonaenes.

some

of

and

lower limit of

and

of the

also occur at lower levels.

of

the

promeso-

Between

these spicule-lxmdles minute rhabds, large masses of asters, chiefly large thinra3-ed oxyastei-s,

numerous

and a few

in tliis region

sterrastei-s are

than

met

with.

in the interior of the

The

asters are

choanosome.

much more

GEODIA
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In the inner layer of the cortex, below the sterraster-armour, large thick-

rayed oxyasters and also smaller euasters occur.
is

The sterraster-armour

occupied by sterrasters lying rather loosely and on an average four

by

traversed

It is

large megascleres the proximal parts of which take part in the

formation of the radial spicule-bundles above referred
of

layer

deejj.

which proti-ude

freely

beyond the

and the

to,

The proximal

surface.

distal parts

parts of the minute

rhabds forming the dermal tufts are implanted in the sterraster-armour laj^r.

Many

of these spicules traverse nearly the entire thickness of this layer

extend down to within a short distance of
that level, and some even protrude beyond

by

tuft-like

groups of more or

diverge above (Plate 42,
are, as stated

fig.

The dermal

it.

less radially

layer

is

traversed

disposed minute rhabds which

The proximal

9).

much

as

400

parts of these spicule-groups

beyond the surface

^,

and form a

and

others quite reach

above, firmly implanted in the sterraster-armour layer;

distal parts protrude freely

occasionally as

lower Umit;

its

sort of

for a distance of

their

100-300

[i,

undergrowth at the base of the

In the lower parts of the dermal layer large tliick-rayed oxyasters,

spicule-fur.

similar to the subcortical ones, are

dermal membrane,

met

Its superficial part, that

with.

is,

the

occupied by dense masses of small asters, for the greater

is

part strongjdosphaerasters.

The

spicule-fur (Plate 40,

in places attains

5a; Plate 42,

fig.

a height of 20 mm.,

is

mesoproclades, and anaclades.

Tylostyles,

and orthotriaenes also occur in

Most

it.

for the

of the spicule-fur (Plate 42,

most part arranged

derivates are
l^ut all of

radial

the

more

proclade mesoproclade-derivates,

fig.

in

it

quite freely.

The mesoproclades and

The

of

magnitude and mostly arranged

anaclades, which are nearly

hand, exhibit an extraordinary diversity in
ones,

lie

size.

all

in

their proclade-

of these small spicules are

much and

irregularly curved

to the surface of the sponge in their basal part,

out their whole length.

a

fairly regular

Besides large, radially disposed
in the

of the spicule-fur, particularly on the lower surface of the sponge.

fig.

large

anatriaenes, on the other

numerous smaller and smallest anaclades are observed

(Plate 42,

The

2b) are fairly uniform in size and

variable, particularly in regard to the shape of the cladome,

same order

manner.

radially.

which, as stated above,

chiefly of large amphioxes,

of these spicules are implanted in the

sponge with their proximal end, some appear to

amphioxes

fig. 2),

composed

proximal part

The rhalidomes

and although

vertical

do not extend radially through-

In places, particularly on the lower side, orthotriaenes

2d) similar to the subcortical ones take part in the formation of

the proximal part of the spicule-fur.

A
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the distally thickened (widened) half of the axial thread (canal).
to consider the

young, not fully developed ones.

If this

assumption

is

correct

but at one end.

centre

inclined

would follow

it

that in these minute rhabds the centre of growth (silicification)
in the

am

I

minute rhabds witlr such anisoactine axial threads (canals) as

is

not situated

This seems to indicate that these spicules,

although usually diactine (amphiox)

in shape,

are

in

reality

monactinc

in

character.

The

orthotriaenes

rhabdome 5 8 mm.
it

(and plagiotriaenes) (Plate

At the dadome

long.

generally thickens to 77-110

distance below the cladomc, the

rhabdome

The

terminally pointed thread.

thick, farther

fi

this its thickest point,

At the acladomal end

the cladomal end.
fine,

At

fi.

3-15

usuallj'

is

which

%

more

21) or,

40, fig.

this distal decrease of curvature

frequently, less

one of the clades

in clades

is

much reduced

bent down abruptly.

fig.

Occasionally the

22).

This, however,

may

or,

more

be short or long.

rarely,

very unequal.

long, the shortest often

much

The

is

observed only

Usually the clades are conical and blunt

in length.

Such cyhndrical

pointed, less frequently cylindrical and rounded at the end.
clades

figs. 19, 20).

so great that the end of the clade

is

appeal's as a nearly straight cone or rod (Plate 40,
of

to a

clades are curved, concave to the rhabd-

ome, either uniformly throughout (Plate

end

down,
a short

thicker than at

strongly towards the end of the clade than at the base (Plate 40,

Sometimes

lies

most cases attenuated

in

it is

have a

1-4, 19-23)

40, figs.

74-100

it is

clades of the

The

same cladome

are fairly equal

longest clade of the cladome

shorter than 310

The

/i.

is

310-640

fx

chords of the clades

enclose angles of 86-101°, on an average 94°, with the axis of the rhabdome.

Nearly

all

the adult spicules of this kind observed were true orthotriaenes,

plagiotriaene forms with clade-angles

exceeding 100° being very rare

among

Small, young forms have clade-angles of 109° and more, and appear

them.

a.s

plagiotriaenes.
I

One

off at

Both are partly broken.

have observed two quite ahnm-mal megascleres.

(Plate 40,

fig.

one end.

at a right angle.

26) consists of a shaft, in the middle 80

From

the other end, which

This

is

only 70

/t

spicule

is

off,

55

fi

fi

thick,

all

directions.

the one intact measures 70

a hexactine with rays 40-55

fi

thick,

X 15

two

/«.

of

All but one of these

The other abnormal
which are broken

The

Of the other four three are rounded and one pointed at the end.
of these rays

is

900

/i,

and broken

thick, one stout clade arises

long and divides at the end into a bunch of

small truncate axial threads radiating in

branches are broken

is

the shortest only 75 n long.

This spicule

is

off.

longest

particularly

GEODIA
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interesting as hexactinc
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abnormal megascleres are exceedingly rare

in

tetraxonid

sponges.

The mesoprocladcs and

their

rhabdome 6-17 mm. long and,
point,

which

of the

lies

a

little

p.

thick.

At

above (nearer the cladome than) the middle

rhabdome, the rhabdome

The cladomes

cladome.

43, figs. 1-S)

prodade derivates (Plate

at the cladome, 20-41

is

have a

thickest

of the length

from two to three times as thick as at the

of these spicules are

very variable.

Triaene forms

In the most regular mesoprotriaenes (Plate

greatly predominate.

its

43, figs. 3, 4)

the clades are fairly equal, conic, blunt pointed, slightly curs^ed, concave to the

Their chords enclose angles of a

epirhabd, and 140-170 p long.

The epirhabd

long,

and pointed

by the

at the end.

latter again

may be

may

be very

equal (Plate

fairly

much

figs. 6,

8) are very abundant.

longer than the other two, which

43, fig. 6) or

very unequal (Plate

In these irregular mesoprotriaenes the clades are 40-260
is

over 45°

straight, conic,

is

clades being of unequal length (Plate 43,

In these spicules one clade

little

about 110 p
Mesoprotriaenes with cladomes rendered irregular

with the axis of the epirhabd.

/(

43, fig. 8).

and the epirhabd

70-100 p long.
In some of the mesoprocladcs one or two clades are completely suppressed;

these appear as mesoprodiaenes (Plate 43,

fig.

1)

The

and mesopromonaenes.

dimensions of the clades and epirhabds of these spicules are similar to those
of the triaene forms.

The

other but occupy the

same

ome

clades of the mesoprodiaenes are not opposite each

—
— as

positions

and enclosing an angle of 120°

in planes passing

they would

if

through the rhabd-

the third clade were

present.

Some

of the teloclades observed I

am inclined

to consider as mesoprotriaene-

derivates in which the epirhabd has been suppressed.

rhabdome

as long

and thick as or

slightly thicker

These spicules have a

than the mesoproclades, and

three more or less ascending clades, convex to the rhabdome, the chords of

which are 100-3G0 p long and enclose angles of 31-76° with the continuation of
the rhabdome-axis.

The

large-angled forms of these spicules (Plate 43,

appear as plagioclades, the small-angled ones (Plate

The

anaclades (Plate 42,

anatriaenes.

The anaclades

figs. 2c,

fig.

2)

43, fig. 7) as procladcs.

3b, 10, 11, 23b, 24b, 25-40) are nearly

all

have observed only one or two anamonaenes among them.

I

are remarkable for the great differences in their size.

The small

ones observed cannot be considered as the young of the large ones, because they
are found in abundance,
fur,

more or

less

extruded from the sponge, in the spicule-

where they can hardly be expected to continue to grow.

GEODIA
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cladomes of anacladcs of

sponge and arranged

this

these measurements in a series according to the thickness of the cladomal end

rhabdome.

of the
is

Apart from a gap between thicknesses

the search were continued long enough,

it

of these dimensions are not nearly so

numerous as

so that small

7-16

of

(i

this series

Although the gap between 7-16 n could probably be

fairly continuous.

filled if

nevertheless indicates that anaclades

and smaller ones,

larger

and large anaclades can, to a certain extent, be distinguished.

This distinction

is,

however, not nearly so clearly marked as in the other Pacific

geodine sponges which possess small as well as large anaclades.

The

small anatriaenes (PXviie 42,

rhabdome 670

/«-2.5

mm.

these spicules (Plate 42,
at the acladomal

3b, 10, 11, 23b, 24b, 25-27) have a

figs.

long and, at the cladome, 2-7

fig.

3b) the rhabdome

In others (Plate

end.

/t

In some of

thick.

nearly cylindrical and rounded

is

25)

42, fig.

it

distinctly spindle

is

shaped, thickest in the middle, and attenuated towards both the cladomal and
the acladomal ends, the former being less than half as thick as the thickest,
central part of the rhabtlome,

and the

3b, 10, 23b, 25-27) or a

case a

more (Plate

little

42, fig.

latter pointed.

They

curved, concave to the rhabdome.

[i

clades are slightly

below the end of the rhabdome.

11) or less (Plate 42,

fig. 2-4b)

In the latter

clearly

The chords

protuberance arises from the apex of the cladome.
these spicules are 6-43

The

arise either terminally (Plate 42, figs.

pronounced

of the clades of

long and enclose angles of 41-65° with the axis of the

rhabdome.

The

large anatriacnes (Plate 42, figs. 28-40)

which

long,

They

size.

is,

at the cladome, 17-45

arise nearly terminally,

the apex of the cladome.

The

/i

and there

is

clades are usually equal in

only a slight protuberance on

clades are conic, pointed or

curved, concave to the rhabdome.

mm.

have a rhabdome up to 23

The

thick.

somewhat

blunt,

and

This curvature decreases distally, the ends

of the clades usually being nearly straight.

An abmpt bend

is

sometimes ob-

served at the point where the more strongly curved basal part passes into the
nearly straight distal part (Plate

70-205
of the

pL

much

of the clades are

different kinds of ciiasters are connected

and with
five

by

transitional forms

greater extent than in most of the other geodine sponges, three kinds

can be fairly well distinguished.

than

The chords

rhabdome.

Although the
to a

42, figs. 31, 39).

long and enclose angles of 36-55°, on an average 42.5°, with the axis

These are:

slender, conic, pointed rays, in

1.

Large asters without centrum

which the length of the rays

times as great as their basal thickness.

is

more

These asters are here described

168
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as large thin-rayed oxyasters.

2.

Large

OVIS.
asters, here described as large thick-

rayed oxyastei-s, with very stout, conic, pointed rays, in which the length of
the

raj-s is less

than

times as great as their basal thickness.

five

asters, here described as small thick-rayed asters,

Smaller

3.

with stout, truncate, blunt or

pointed rays.
large thin-rayed oxyasters (Plate 41, figs. 3, 9b, 12, 15, 19;

Plate 42,

13b, 14b, 17b, 21b, 22b) are destitute of a central thickening

and have

The
figs.

from three to ten usually quite concentric and simple, straight, conical, sharp-

The proximal

or blunt-pointed rays.
thirds are covered

by

spines which are usually large

roughened appearance (Plate

•

41, fig. 3).

The rays

is

smooth, the distal two

and conspicuous (Plate

are 11-18

fi

Plate 42,

41,

part a slightly

its distal

long and, at the

/i

thick, the total diameter of the aster being 20-34.5

The many-rayed

18, 20;

the rays

more rarely so small as merely to give to

figs. 15, 19),

base, 1-3.2

tliird of

fi.

large thick-rayed oxyasters (Plate 41, figs. 10b, lib, 16-

figs.

12-15a, 20a, 21a) appear, in consequence of the con-

crescence of the basal parts of the exceedingly thick rays, as sphaerasters

;

in

those with few rays, however, no trace of a central thickening can be detected.

The rays

of the

(Plate 41,

fig.

many-rayed forms are

16; Plate 42,

figs.

fairly concentric

forms are sometimes eccentric and, as a
41, figs. 10b, lib).

Most

of

them

The

and regularly distributed

12-15a, 20a, 21a), while those of the few-rayed
i-ule,

not regularly distributed (Plate

rays are straight, conic, and usually very sharp pointed.

are simple but in a good

the rays are bifurcate (Plate 41,

many

of these asters one or

The extreme

10b, lib).

figs.

tip

even two of

and the basal

portion of the rays are usually quite smooth, their remaining part covered with

In some of these

large, vertically arising, terminally recurved, claw-like spines.

asters the spines are quite
verticillate belt situated

numerous,

in others rather scarce

some distance below the end.

four to nineteen rays, 14-24

ji

and

restricted to a

These asters have from

long and, at the base, 3-6.3

I-L

thick.

In some of

the many-rayed forms the central thickening attains a diameter of 12
total diameter of the aster

The small
14;

up

Plate 42,
to 6

/u

28-45

16c, 21c) are

They have from
The

with large spines which are not, as
restricted to

The

figs.

1,

2,

4-8, 9a, 10a, 11a, 13,

without centrum or have a central thickening
six

to fifteen concentric, regularly

and usually equal, more rarely unequal (Plate

truncate, blunt or pointed rays.

/x.

jl

thick-rayed asters (Plate 41,
figs.

in diameter.

distributed,

is

is

41,

figs.

13-14),

distal parts of the rays are densely covered

the case in the large thick-rayed oxyasters,

an intermediate zone but extend right up to the

tip of the raj^s.
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spines arising from the terminal parts of the rays are directed obliquely out-

The rays

ward and upward.

long and, at the base, 1-3.2

The normal
82-92

long,

/£

The

present) 5-12

total diameter of the aster

,u

broad, and 54-61

length to breadth to thickness
surface are 3.5-4.5

is

100

:

87

/i

:

The average proportion

thick.

66.

The

raj's

8-15

40,

17-18, the rays

figs.

The umbilicus

deep.

/x

Besides these normal sterrasters a few sterroid forms (Plate
similar dimensions, but with protruding raj's 7-8

much

larger

of

thick and have a terminal verticil of usually five to seven

jx

In the sterraster represented in Plate

broad and about 10

/£

ji

/i.

protniding beyond the

surrounding the umbilicus are hardly larger than the others.
is

11-24

is

sterrasters (Plate 40, figs. 14-18, 24) are flattened ellipsoids,

70-83

lateral spines.

when

are (without the centrum,
thick.

/x

number

of lateral spines, are

met

/i

40, fig.

29) of

broad, and provided with a

with.

I

have

also observed a

larger sterraster with exceedingly thin protruding raj's in one of the spicule-

preparations, but this I believe to be a foreign spicule.

This sponge was trawled
ary 12, 1889, in 34°

1'

bottom

of gravel

A

marked "506

label

As the
skeleton
Its

is

and broken

afferents

off

shells;

allies

f.);

it

it.

efferents are, with little doubt, cribriporal,

are

I

grew on a

the bottom temperature was 13.9° (57° F.).

Tetractinelliila" via» also attached to

and

geodine in character

nearest

southern California, at Station 2975 on Febru-

30" N., 119° 29' W.; depth 66 m. (36

and as the

place this sponge in Geodia.

Geodia kiikenthali Thiele, G. {Cydonhun) mulleri

Fleming, and the sponge here described as G. mesotriaena.
Geodia kiikenthali
size of its megascleres,

is

distinguished from G. ovis

by the absence

by the very much smaller

of small anatriaenes

well-developed spicule-fur, by the smaller sterrasters, and
largest of

which have

and a particularly

b)^

the euasters, the

in G. kiikenthali blunt rays while the apparently corre-

sponding largest asters of G. ovis have markedly sharp-pointed rays.
G. mulleri has,

when

adult, extensive praeoscular

and vestibular

cavities,

absent in G. ovis, and no such highly developed spicule-fur as the latter.
megascleres are, although the largest specimens of G. mulleri
considerably larger than the specimen of G. ovis, very
of the latter,

and

also its sterrasters

somewhat

much

smaller.

G. mulleri are strongjdasters with cylindrical rays

and many

of

them have more

or less conical rays.

shorter than those

The dermal

asters of

and measure 4-10 n

diameter, while the superficial asters of G. ovis are 11-24

fi

Its

examined were

in total

in total diameter

The remarkably

large oxy-

asters with stout, conic, sharp-pointed rays of G. ovis have not been observed
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much

being taken by strongyl asters

in G. miilkri, their place here

smaller in

size.

Apart from the minute anatriaencs the megascleres of G. mcsotriaena are
in

shape and

size

very similar to those of G.

tinguished from the latter
spicule-fur,

The former

ovis.

by the possession

however,

is,

dis-

of praeoscular cavities, the lower

and the absence of minute anatriaenes.

Its sterrasters are larger,

dermal asters much smaller, and the large oxyasters with stout, regularly

its

and sharp-pointed

conical,

rays, so

abundant

in G. ovi^, are

wanting

in G. meso-

iriaena.
Geodia micropora,
Plato 30.

I

13-3G;

figs.

establish this species for a specimen

The

nov.

sp.

Plate 37,

1-14.

figs.

from Duncan Island, Galapagos.

and the

radial cortical canals, both the afferents

are very

efferents

narrow and their entrances, although covered with pore-sieves, appear to the

To

naked eye as very small, simple, open pores.
Shape and

The specimen

size.

larger lobose mass, measures 63

to souk; black pebbles
its

(Plate 36,

mm.

and pieces of

in

maximum
The

coral.

name

this the specific

fig.

refere.

32) appears as a jmrt of a

diameter, and

surface

is

fairly

protected parts remnants of a spicule-fur are observed.

attached

is

On

smooth.

^Yith the excep-

tion of a belt about 1.5 nmi. broad, which extends for a considerable distance

and

in

which there are only few minute pores, the whole

of

the surface

occupied by the small cribriporal entrances to the radial cortical canals.

one side of the belt the entrances to the cortical canals are 50 -200
their centres

on an average 350

/<

apart;

tlie

one side of the belt

I

wide and

on the other side they are 200-500

wide and their centres on an average 600

on

/(

/<

consider as

apart.

The

is

On

/«

small canal-entrances

afferents, the

wider ones on the

other side as efferents.

The
than

colour, in spirit, is

brownish white, somewhat lighter on the surface

in the interior.

The
450-600

superficial part of the

thick.

/£

This

is

body forms a

cortex (Plate 37, figs, la, 2a, 3)

comjjosed of three layers, an outer dermal layer (Plate

37, fig. 3a)

60-101 n thick, a middle sterraster-armour layer (Plate

300-420

thick,

f^

and an inner fibrous layer 45-100

occupied by paratangential fibres and by
toxylin.

Most

of these cells are elongated

Canal-system.

The

cells

/i

thick.

37, fig.

The

strongly staining with

and extend

afferent area of the surface

is

3c)

latter

is

haema-

jiaratangentially.

covered with pore-sieves
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The pores
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which are on an average 350

in diameter, the centres of

in these sieves (Plate 37, figs. 8, 12) are

and separated from each other by thin and narrow bands

Each

apart.

jx

very unequal, 30-130 /twide,

dermal

of

tissue.

pore-sieve forms the roof of a cavity from which a radial afferent cortical

and 50-200

canal, circular in transverse section

[i

These

wide, arises.

affer-

ent canals penetrate the sterraster-armour layer and open out into a sub-

From

cortical cavity (Plate 37, figs. 1, 2, 3d).

the latter the narrow afferent

choanosomal canals originate.

The

flagellate

chambers (Plate

pressed in the direction of the oral axis,

The choanosomal

14) appear to be sphaeroidal, de-

37, fig.

efferents join to

20-26

fi

broad, and 12-17

ju

high.

form wide canal-stems (Plate

37, fig.

Some

which extend radially towards the efferent area of the surface.

below the cortex these canal-stems divide into branches leading up to the

The

ent radial cortical canals.
(Plate 37,

figs. 9, 13),

afferent pores,

The

/x

skeleton consists of large

jx

wide.

choanosomal amphioxes, small dermal rhabds,

mesoproclades,

large

oxyasters,

large

oxysphaerasters,

In the

found chelotrops, which, however, are probably foreign to the sponge.

choanosome the

which abut vertically on the cortex (Plate

cladomes of the orthoplagiotriaenes
sterraster-armour layer.
radially, their

lie

of the mesoproclades

The rhabdomes

The cladomal

of the spicule-fur.

amphioxes, however, are also found in
obliquely, occur in considerable

A

parts of these

fig.

3c).

From

which

in the sterraster-armour layer.

poreless tissue intervening

final position.

The

api:iears

here they wander rapidly

are found en route in the middle layer of the cortex

trude freely beyond the surface.

are situated

few large, slender, radial

in the subcortical layer,

dermal layer, in which they take up their
implanted

The

hmit of the

Small dermal rhabds, mostly situated

it.

numbers

to be their place of origin (Plate 37,

— few only

its

in the sterraster-armour layer, their

cladomes protrude freely beyond the surface.

form the bulk

37, figs. 1, 2).

in the level of the inner

acladomal ends are implanted

spicules appear to

In

amphioxes are irregularly scattered.

with the rhabdomes of the orthoplagiotriaenes, form

distal part they, together

radial bundles

large

I also

In the spicule-preparations

small strongylosphaerasters, and sterrasters.

interior of the

effer-

wide and covered by sieves

the pores of which are larger and more equal than the

and usually 80-200

orthoplagiotriaenes,

200-500

latter are

2b)

distance

— up

to the

Here they form tufts

distal parts of these tufts pro-

These spicule-tufts occupy the tracts of

between the pore-sieves.

The

tufts next the pore-

sieves are inclined towards their centre so as partly to shelter them.

Most

of
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the pore-sieves are surrounded

by a

ring of five or six regularly distributed

between these tufts are equal.

spicule-tufts; the intervals

Hardly any euasters are observ^ed
large oxyasters are

met with

in small

in

the interior of the choanosome; distally

numbers.

In the subcortical layer and in

the walls of the radial cortical canals large oxysphaerasters occur.

membrane

The dermal

These are more mmier-

occupied by small strongj'losphaerasters.

is

ous between the pore-sieves than in the narrow bands separating the individual

A

pores from each other.

large

number

occur in the interior of the choanosome.
In the proximal

sterrasters.

are quite far apart; in

a dense mass (Plato

Some

]3art of

its distal

of sterrasters, chiefly

In

young forms,

part there are only few

its distal

the sterraster-armour layer the sterrasters

part they are closely packed together and form

37, fig. 3).

of the large

amphioxcs are simple, others centrotyle.

Forms with

a hardly perceptible central tliickening connect the centrotyle forms with the
simple ones.

First I thought tliat the centrotyle

amphioxes were young stages

of the others; since, however, centrotyles arc found

among

the thickest of these

amphioxes and simple, non centrotyle ones among the thinnest,
that this can be

20-28

/I

thick,

so.

The

large

and usually

amphioxes are 1.2-1.6

slightly curved.

thickest, central part of the spicule.

central tyle

is,

as the following

The

p.

in transverse

diameter.

Thickness of aniijhiox close to the

is

I

hardly think

long, in the middle

always situated in the

of the i)roperly

measurements show, 12

thickness of the adjacent parts of the spicule.

measured 31

tyle

The diameter

mm.

to 30

The

%

developed

greater tlian the

thickest tyle observed

GEODIA MICROPORA.
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7) are observed.

clades are rather blunt, sometimes nearly truncate, and

curved towards the rhabdome.

very considerable;
slightly curved or

distally

in

greater

number

The

104.5°, with the axis of the rhabd-

these spicules appear as plagiotriaenes (with

% of them as orthotriaenes (with clade-angles

The chords

of the clades are 175-240

fi

The cladomal end

of the axial thread of the

rhal)dome

some

of the

is

of the clades are only

clades rise at rather large angles

on an average

of

clade-angles over 100°), about 20

90-100°).

in

and the ends

consequence of their strong curvature, their chords

enclose angles of only 97-112°,

The

In the basal part of the clade this curvature
decreases,

it

even quite straight.

from the rhabdome, but,

ome.

173

young orthoplagiotriaenes a

long.
is

often varicose and

slight thickening of the

rhabdome

surrounds this part of the axial thread.
In the spicule-preparations

These have
195-260

found several chelotrops (Plate

I

conical, pointed, usually straight,

long and, at the base, 21-27

fi

The mesoproclades

think

I

thick.

it

(Plate 36,

%

is

of these

in their dimensions with

13-17) have a rhabdome about 1.7
In

thicker than at the cladome.

The epirhabd

variable.

have not found any

probable that they are foreign to the sponge.
figs.

long and, at the cladome, 4-9 n thick.

about 20

I

37, figs. 10, 11).

rarely angularly bent rays,

Although they coincide

spicules in situ in the sections.

the orthoplagiotriaenes,

pt

more

its

central part the

The shape

cladome

of the

mm.

rhabdome
is

is

very

usually well developed, straight, conical, pointed, and

25-43 n long. Sometimes it is quite short, reduced to a mere knob. Of clades
there may be three (Plate 36, fig. 13), two (Plate 36, fig. 16), or one (Plate
In the monaene forms knob-shaped mdiments of one or two

17).

36, fig.

other clades, usually situated at different levels, are often present (Plate 36,
fig.

The

14).

pointed or blunt, and curved, concave to the

clades are conic

Their chords are 10-30

epirhabd.

/i

long and enclose angles of 32 64°, on an

average 51°, with the epirhabd.

The large oxyasters (Plate 36,
and have from
rays.

six to nine,

The rays

only 0.4-0.9

/jl,

figs.

24-26d, 34b) are without central thickening

most frequently seven, concentric, regularly distributed

are straight, conic, 8-12

usually 0.6-0.7

bear small spines.

/x

thick.

ju

long,

and very

Towards the end the ray proper becomes exceedingly

the spines, however, which are here particularly dense,

appear thicker and
is

14-20

The

/i,

slender, at the base,

Everj-where, except at the base, they

its

end somewhat blunt.

usually 16-17

The

make

its

thin

;

terminal part

total diameter of the oxyasters

fi.

large oxysphaerasters (Plate 36, figs. 18b, 19b, 26c, 33b)

have a spherical
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aster, in diameter,

from

which from sixteen to twenty-two concentric, regularly distributed rays

arise

centrum, 4-6

}i

what

are straight, conical, sharp pointed, without the

larger spines

form a

verticillate belt

The

Often some-

some distance below the end
14-20

centrum

spines.

sometimes so minute as to be hardly discernible as such.

of the ray.

total

diameter of the oxysphaerastere

The

snuill strongylospJiaerasters (Plate 36, figs. 18a, 19a, 20, 24b, 26b, 28,

33a, 34a) have a

centrum 2-3

from which from eight to

The rays

n-

large spines,

The

are 2-3

They

some

of

concentric,

total

which often form a

verticil

These are

arise.

and equal, rarely

radial,

irregular.

and often jirovided with a

long, at the base 0.6-1.3

/<

aster, in diameter,

most frequently twelve, rays

are cylindrical or cylindroconical, truncate,

J,crminal spine.

the ray.

is

a third to a half of the whole

fi,

fifteen,

generally regularly arranged,

6-8

The rays bear small

long and, at the base, 1-1.6 n thick.

latter are

The

about a quarter to a third of the whole

The rays

rail! ally.

6-7.5

[i,

/<

and bear rather

thick,

some distance below the end

diameter of the small strongylosphaerastei-s

is

6-9.2

fi,

of

usually

/i.

Besides these

down

to 3.4

have observed similar but smaller strongj'losphaerasters,

I

in total diameter, wliich I

/(

take to be 3'oung forms of the ones

described above.

The

21-23, 30, 31, 35, 36) are broad, flattened

stcrrasters (Plate 36, figs.

much

soids 72-70 n, rarely as

as 82

long, 65-74

/i

/i

broad, and 55-62

average proportion of length to breadth to thickness
cluster, 2.5-5

a

centre of the sterraster there

is

The umbilicus

11-15

is

a conic

pit,

appear somewhat concave.

fi

deep.

entrance

Its

is

100

:

95

:

ellip-

thick.
85.

The

In the

in diameter, of small granules.

Seen in

profile the sides of this pit

usually irregular in shape, often

considerably elongated, and measures 11-18
freely protruding rays

/t

is

/x

fi

in

maximum

diameter.

The

which surround the umbilicus have a transverse section

elongated in a direction radial to the centre of the umbilicus, which measures
2-2.5

fi

sjiines.

X

4:

fi.

many

These rays bear as

The other protruding

circular transverse sections,

rays,

the spines are slender (Plate 36,
figs.

figs.

was labeled F.

The

C.

/i

in

diameter.

more or

less

These rays

In sterrasters not quite fully developed
35, 36), in the fully developed ones they

30, 31).

This sponge was collected on
It

and several terminal

the lunbihcus, have

which are 2.5-3.4

usually bear from 5-7 lateral sj^nes.

are stout (Plate 36,

as 8-12 lateral

away from

xVpril 13,

1888, at

Duncan

Island, Galapagos.

1354 and 539 Tetractinellida.

sti-ucture of the skeleton

and the

cribriporal character of the afferents

GEODIA AMPHISTROXGYLA.
show that

antl efferents

to be Geodia paupera

sponge belongs to Geodia.

this

locality of Geodia

inconspicua,

"South Seas"

have smaller

species

The choanosomal

Sollas.

paupera

is

unknown and

is

I

the locality given of G.

hardly definite enough to be of value.

sterrasters,

Both these

no mesoproclades, and no centrotyle amphioxes.

and not oxyasters

asters of G. paupera are strongj'lasters

G. micropora, and the megascleres of G. inconspicua
G. micropora.

appear

Its nearest alhes

Bowerbank, G. (Pachymatisma) inconspicua Bowerbank,

and G. (Cydonium) cooksoni

The

175

much

as in

larger than those of

do not doubt, therefore, that these sponges are distinct from

Geodia micropora.
I

found

species

many

is

much more

it

respects resembles

Island).

The

it

and which

by

description given

panied by illustrations.
British

decide the question whether or not this

difficult to

(Cydonium) cooksoni

specifically identical with Geodia

Museum

to send

Sollas

a part of the

my

tj'pe

nation and he had the kindness to accede to
asters of G. cooksoni have nearly the

in

friend Mr. Ivirkpatrick of the

specimen of this species for exami-

my

request.

I find

that the sterr-

but are relatively thinner, than

size,

micropora, and that the dimensions of the other spicules are

those of G.
larger.

same

which

exceedingly meagre and unaccom-

is

asked

I therefore

me

'

Sollas,

comes from the Galapagos (Charles

also

This difference in size

the largest of

which are

particularly

is

marked

in the

choanosomal

asters,

Geodia {Cydonium) cooksoni fully twice

in the tj'pe of

as large as the largest of G. minopora.

It is for these reasons

and

also because

the mesoproclades have smaller clade-angles (average in G. micropora 51°, in G.
cooksoni 44°) and the large euasters relatively

much

larger centra in Geodia

I describe the latter as

(Cydonium) cooksoni than in G. micropora that

a

new

species.
Geodia amphistrongyla,
Plate 20,

I establish this species for

parts of the

same specimen.

in geodine sponges, chiefly

being absent altogether.

figs.

sp.

nov.

1-41.

two fragments from Easter Island which
Its

choanosomal rhabds are not, as

is

may

be

the rule

amphioxes, but chiefly amphistrongyles, amphioxes

To

this

remarkable peculiarity the name selected for

the species refers.

Shape and

mass (Plate

The

.size.

20, fig. 31) 31

larger fragment

mm.

long, 18

other, considerably smaller fragment
'

is

is

mm.

an irregular, somewhat flattened
broad, and 12

similar in shape.

Kept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25,

p. 255, 256.

mm.

The

The

thick.

surface

is

un-
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To

dulating and not jierforated by larger openings visible to the unaided eye.
parts

of it shells,

sand, and other foreign bodies are attached.

covered throughout with shallow

There

apart.

broken

is

It

appears to be

the centres of which are about

pits,

mm.

1

hardly a trace of a spicule-fur, but the numerous slender spicules

the surface, seen in sections, indicate that protruding spicules were

off at

present in the living sponge.

The

colour, in spirit, is light

brown on the surface and quite dark brown

in

the interior.

The

superficial part of the

body forms a

dermal membrane, thickened in the
layer (Plate 20,

33a, 39a) about

figs.

excavated by subcortical cavities.
parts of the surface.

Whether

1

A

Below the centre

Canal-system.

is

mm.

cortex

I

of a thin outer

and an inner fibrous

thick;

thin cuticular

it,

composed

a stout central sterraster-armour
layer,

membrane was observed on

this belongs to the

formed by some symbiont growing on

ing the sterraster-armour,

pits;

sponge or whether

it

was

cannot state with certainty.

of each pit a radial cortical canal, penetrat-

situated.

Above, these canals widen out to form

subdermal cavities which are covered by pore-sieves, the pores of wliich are
circular or broad-oval, 17-45

ft

wide, and separated

by

broad strands of

cjuite

tissue.

Below, the cortical canals are restricted by chonal sphincters (Plate

20, fig.

33b) which protrude proximally beyond the lower limit of the sterraster-

armour

layer.

The chonal

canals passing through the sphincters, which in

my

pn'parations are strongl)' contracted and often quite closed, open out into the
subcortical cavities (Plate 20,

fig.

From

33c).

the latter the choanosomal

canals arise.
Skeleton.

Numerous slender strands

of amphistrongyles

traverse the interior in a rather irregular manner.

and a few

styles

Towards the surface these

strands assume a radial tlirectiou and become consolidated to form bundles,

which ijenetrate the cortex and abut vertically on the surface.

clades are found in the bundles besides the amphistrongyles
telo-

Here, in the

part of the choanosome and in the cortex, rhabdomes of telo-and meso-

tlistal

and

These

styles.

and mesoclades are plagiotriaenes, anatriaenes, mesotriaenes, and a few

diaene, monaene,

and other derivates

of these spicules.

chiefly young, forms of these spicules are
levels.

The cladomes

The cladomes

in small

of nearly all the adult ])lagiotriaenes

monaene derivates

lie

membrane.

also the

Here

found

numbers
and

of

some,

at various

their diaene

above the sterraster-armour, just below or

in the

and

dermal

cladomes of a few, apparently adult mesoproclades,

anatriaenes, and anatriaene-derivates are found.

The

slender spicules travers-
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ing the cortex radially and broken off at the surface; are probably the proximal
parts of

rhabdomes

and mesoclades, which composed the

of these anatriaenes

spicule-fur in the Uving sponge.

The
asters,

microscleres are oxyasters, oxysphaerasters, small

and

The oxyasters

sterrasters.

not numerous;

strongylosphaer-

are confined to the choanosome

and are

the oxysphaerasters occur chiefly in the walls of the cortical

canals

and

asters

form a dense layer on the outer surface.

in the roofs of the subcortical cavities.

The small strongylosphaerThe

sterrasters

occupy the

sterraster-armour layer of the cortex in dense masses and are scattered also in
large

numbers throughout the whole

The choanosomal
The

thick.

jtt

choanosome (Plate

20, figs. 33, 39).

young forms.

large amphistrongyles (Plate 20, figs. 1-3, 17-19) are slightly or con-

siderably (Plate 20,

18-32

of the

sterrasters are mostly

figs.

2, 3)

mm.

curved, 0.5-2.3

Their thickness

by no means

is

long, and, in the middle,

in proportion to their length,

the shortest amphistrongyles being quite as thick as or thicker than the longest.

The long amphistrongyles (Plate

1-3) usually taper from the centre

20, figs.

towards both the rounded ends, the thickness of the latter being 40-75

amphistrongyles appear as isoactines; or
strongyles appear as anisoactines.
is

The

thick.

1.05

is

Still

mm.

long,

is

it

fig.

18, in

if

and 20

pL

shorter amphistrongyles are,

represented on Plate 20,

be unequal

— then
— then the amphi-

shorter the spicules are, the less

at the ends 17

slightly thickened at the ends, or,

if

/x,

which

may

marked
fig.

19,

only in the middle 22 n

isoactine, regularly cylindrical or

anisoactine, club shaped, like the spicule

which the thickest part

is

situated at one

Slender amphistrongyles with knob-shaped thickenings (Plate

end.

% of the

be equal at both ends

The spicule represented on Plate 20,

the attenuation towards their ends.

which

may
may

This attenuation

thickness of the former.

be young forms, have been observed occasionally.

20, fig. 17),

It

is

certain

that the short, stout amphistrongyles do not develop into the long, slender ones.

That the former are

cylindrical

and often more or

less

thickened at the ends,

while the latter are never thicker and usually more slender and attenuated

towards the ends, leads

me

to suppose that the silicoblasts, which build

up the

ends of these spicules, wander, while they perform their allotted task, either
slowly or rapidly in a distal direction.

In the

first

case short, thick,

and more

cylindrical, in the second case long and relatively slender amphistrongyles,

attenuated towards the ends, are produced.

The

rare large styles (Plate 20, figs. 20, 21)

amphistrongyles above described and

may

have similar dimensions as the

be considered as derivates of aniso-
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actino fonxis of such, in whicli

tlie

thinner end has become attenuated to a fine

point.

The

plagiotriaenes (Plate 20,

mm.

rhabdonies, 1.8-2.2

acladomal end

have conical, usually

22, 25)

usually simply rounded

is

The

thickened.

figs.

long and 22-32

rjuite straight

off

and 3-10

/x

thick, rarely slightly

clades are slightly curved, concave to the rhabdome, conical,

usually regularly arranged, with angles of 120° between them, and, in the
cladonie, of equal

and

size

clades are 155-190

/«

This sword-like

Among
a.s

same

In one plagiotriaene-cladome of this kind one

was nearly

sjiicule

ujn-iglit,

resemljjing in

The monaene forms

normal monaene of

shown

Very rarely the rhabdome

in Plate 20, fig. 23.
cii.se

and

cylindrical

tliese spicules (Plate 20, fig.

of a

This spicule

is

any other description

fig.

are,

None

of

16-22

40-60

fi
pL

pt

/i

long,

One

and a

them had an

I

found but few

presumablj^ form the greater part of

intact rhabdome, so that I cannot give

its

length.

were triaene, but monaene forms (Plate

The rhabdomes

20,

of these spicules are, at the

the epirhabds are straight, conical, sharp pointed, and

long; the clades are concave to the epirhabd, usually rather blunt,
long.

of

single,

Dichoclade forms of this or

whole of the spicule-fur

20, figs. 7, 8), wliich

thick;

is

reduced in length and

however, exceedingly rare.

have also been met with.

cladome, 3-5

more

more than 90° from the rhabd-

orthodichomonaene.

of the mesoproclades observed

7)

are

this kind

slightly thickened at the aclatlomal end.

to the loss of nearly the

mesoproclades (Plate

Most

an

is

24) has a rhabdome, only 285

bifurcate clade, arising at an angle of hardly

this fur.

an ejjirhabd.

these plagiotriaenes similar forms with reduced cladomes, which

plagiodiaenes or plagiomonaenes occur.

Owing

its jjosition

might be termed a mesorthodiaene.

The cladome

ome.

The

Rarely the clade-rhabdome angles of the same

frequent than the diaene.

in that

same

position to the rhalxlome.

long and enclose angles of 103-120°, most frecjuently about

vcrj' dissimilar.

of the three clades

ap])ear

nearly the

in

with the rhabtlome.

109°,

rliabdome are

The

thick at the cladomal end.

//

The dade-epirhabd

angles

of

the intact cladomes

and

observed

were 36-41°, but some broken mesoprotriaene cladomes seen indicate that
occasionally this angle

The

is

considerably larger.

anatriaenes (Plate 20,

scarce in the preparations,

figs. 5,

6, 10,

and probably

11) are, like the mesoproclades,

for the

same

reason.

Anatriaenes

with intact rhabdomes were not observed.

Their rhabdomes are 1.5-4

at the cladomal end, the clades are conical

and sharp pointed, more (Plate

figs. 5,

10) or less (Plate 20,

figs. 6,

11) curved, concave to the

rhabdome

[x

thick
20,

in their
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Their chords are 26-50 n

long and enclose angles of 25-41° with the rhabdome.
I

found one remarkable anatriaene-derivate (Plate

20, fig. 4)

which possesses,

and the rhabdome, a

besides the three recurved anatriaene-clades

fifth

ray,

This spicule appears as a mesanatriaene with

directed obliquely u{)wards.

oblique epirhabd.

The choanosomal

oxyasfers (Plate 20,

12-16, 26-30a) have no central

figs.

thickening or a hardly perceptible one, and usually straight and simple, equally
distributed rays.

Very rarely one or more rays are either curved (Plate

13) or l)ifurcate.

The

In the tliin-rayed, probably young, oxyasters the spines are so

distal part.

small as merely to give to the rays,
slightly

when examined with

spines are usuallj- large, sometimes nearly

from the rays, and are

out,

Sometimes (Plate
tip of the ray,

20, figs. 13,

its distal

two

The ends

])articularly large, terminal spine.

and measure 20-30

long and at the ba.se 0.8-2.1

The

of the raj's

upwards,

enough to be

/«,

/t

in total

dis-

and the dimensions
figs.

These oxyasters have from

The rays

A

thick.

/<

they are

left)

of stout rays are often

diameter.

usually 1.5-1.8

oxysphaerasters (Plate 20,

middle,

20, figs. 14, 15, 16

thirds.

crowned by one

number

arise vertically or

16 right upper corner) the spines are massed at the

more frequently (Plate

five to nine rays

the

They

long.

/li

Recurved, claw-like spines were not met with.

were straight.

sparsely scattered over

1

in the latter case directed

All the spines whicli were large

towards the tip of the ray.

made

the highest powers, a

In the thick-rayed, presumably adult, forms the

rough appearance.

slightly obliciuely

tinctly

20, figs.

rays are conical, smooth at the base, and spined in their

of the aster

is

are 10-15

/t

between

correlation

not noticeable.

26b, 27b, 30b) have a spherical centrum

0-7 n in diameter, from which from fourteen to eighteen stout, straight, conical,
and sharp-pointed, equally distributed rays arise radially. The rays are 6-11
/£

long and, at the base, 2-2.8

usually quite large, arise.

/«

thick.

The base

From

their distal part spines,

of the ray

is

always

rather regular verticil of paiticulai'ly large spines, situated
the end of the ray,
is

19-28

A

/I.

sions of the aster

The small
a

si:)herical

or

is

sometimes observed.

correlation between the
is

The

which are

from spines.

A

some distance below

total cUameter of these spicules

number

of their rays

and the dimen-

not discernible.

strongylosphaerasters (Plate 20,

somewhat

figs.

irregular centrum, 2.2-3

eter,

from which from seven to twelve rays

and

in the

same

free

aster equal in size, or,

arise.

more

//,

28c, 29c, 34-36) consist of

rarely as

much

as 4

/z

in

diam-

These are regularly distributed
rarely,

unequal in position and
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dimensions.
flat

The rays

or conv(>x terminal face from which a bunch of stout spines

forming this

The spines

arises.

bunch are sometimes nearly parallel to each other and to the axis

sometimes they diverge, occasionally so much so that the outermost

of the ray,

ones become nearly vertical to the axis of the ray.

Sometimes, however,

rays are quite smooth.

The rays

them.

and have a

are cylindrical or slightly thickened distally

are 1-2

/<

long and 0.8-1.8

diameter of the strongylosj^haerasters

is

/i,

Generally the sides of the

have observed small spines on

I

usually about

4.8-8

The

thick.

1 /i

usually 5-6.5

/t,

The

/x.

total

strongylo-

sphaerasters with numerous rays are on the whole smaller than those with few

Thus those with ten

rays.

from seven to nine rays 6-8

or
fi,

more rays measured were 4.8-6.5

/£,

those with

in diameter.

Besides these normal strongylosphaerasters I found a few sj^haerasters

much more numerous (from

similar in size, with

seem very probable

The

74.

:

— young forms of the oxysphaerasters.

and measure 100-110

in thickness.
:

in length,

fx

The average proportion

87-94

fi

in breadth,

of length to breadth

The young forms, which

are very

are enclosed in endothelial capsules (Plate 20,

fig.

abundant
9)

in the

The

to the umbilicus, 3-3.5

fi

figs.

thick

over the surface of

and provided with terminal
jx

verticils of

from

long and at the

The rays surrounding the umbilicus have a transverse

thick.

of

mass (Plate

37, 38, 40, 41) are everywhere, except close

three to five stout, conical, and straight lateral spines, 1.5-2
//

choanosome,

and composed, as usual,

distal parts of the rays projecting freely

the adult sterrasters (Plate 20,

base 1.5

/(

is

In the centre of this a few irregularly distributed granules

20, figs. 9, 2Sd, 30d).

are observed.

and 72-78

and to thickness

slender rays the proximal parts of which coalesce to form a solid

tion,

more

— which, however, does not

sterrasiers (Plate 20, figs. 9, 28d, 30d, 32, 37, 38, 40, 41) are flattened

ellipsoids

100 87

fourteen to nineteen) and

Perhaps these were foreign, or

slender, conical rays.

sec-

elongated in a direction radial to the centre of the umbilicus, which meas-

ures 3-3.5 n in breadth and 4-4.5

greater number,

some with

as

in length.

fi

many

These rays are provided with a

as nine, terminal, lateral spines.

The

spines of these rays pointing inwards, towards the umbilicus, are larger than the
others,

up to 2.5

ji

long,

and more or

less

curved.

This sponge was collected on the shore at Easter Island on December
20, 1904.

On

account of

placed in Geodia.
Sidonops.

its

I

The only

cribriform pores and

have compared

it

its

spiculation this sponge

must be

with the known species of Geodia and of

species of these genera with similar sterrasters, in which
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the choanosomal rhabds are not, as usual, for the most part amphioxes, but, as
in Geodia amphistrongyla for the

flemingii (Bowerbank).'

most part amphistrongj'les,

Sidonops (Geodia)

is

This species resembles Geodia amphistrongyla not

only in respect to the rhabds and sterrasters, but also in respect to the euasters.
Since, however, in Geodia amphistrongyla the plagioclades (orthoclades) are simple

and the anatriaene-cladomes very small, while

triaenes

in

Sidonops (Geodia)

flemingii the former are dichotriaenes and the latter quite large; since there

appears to be a difference in the efferent pores which necessitates the placing
of the

two

two

in

of Australia

and since the one comes from the south coast

distinct genera;

and the other from Easter

Island, there can, I think, be

no doubt

that they should be kept specifically distinct.

Geodia lophotriaena,
Plate 47,

I

from

9-36;

nov.

sp.

Plate 48,

figs.

1-34.

came probably

establish this species for seven spirit specimens which

New

They

Zealand.

lophotriaenes with
clades

figs.

and to

possess, besides ordinary dichotriaenes, a

more than two end clades on one or two or

this the

name

The seven specimens

all

good many
three

main

refers.

are

all

cushion shaped and cut

off

from the surface

on which they grew and to which they appear to have been attached by broad
Their upper surface

bases.

is

convex, their contour irregularly circular,

The

rounded polygonal, or elongated.
broad, and 2.5

smallest of

mm. liigh; the largest,
mm. long, 11 mm. broad, and
which

is

47, fig. 22), 15.5

destitute

entirely

shagreened.

It

is

of

a spicule-fur

The

superficial part of the
in

'

mm.

is

J. S. Bowerba7ik.

The

high.

is

on the surface than

differentiated to

47, fig.

and 30-65

/x

thick,

form a

47,

surface

is

lens,

fig.

in the interior.

cortex (Plate 47,

23a),

and an inner

free

from

sterraster-

23b) 60-125 n thick, can be distinguished.

penetrated by numerous radial canals which are 150-250

Those observed were strongly contracted, only 5-15

London, 1873,
p. 252.

3

which an outer dermal layer (Plate

armour layer (Plate

apart.

body

rich in sphaera-sters,

The cortex

mm.

it.

The

sterra-stei-s,

7 nmi. long, 6

and appears, when viewed with a

colour, in spirit, is brownish, lighter

24a),

is

quite continuous, neither depressions nor apertures, visible

with the unaided eye, occur in

fig.

them

penetrated in the middle (Plate

;t

wide.

,«

These

Proc. Zool. soc.
IV.
Contributions to a general history of the Spongiadae.
W. J. SoUa.'s. Tetractinellida. Kept. voy. "Challenger ", 1888, 25,

p. 3, pi. 1, figs. 1-8.
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canals are surrounded by mantles of tissue, about 20-30

from

tliick, wliicli

/(

are free

sterrastcrs.

Skeleton.

ehoanosome

In the internal (basal) part of the

These mostly extend more or

strands of aniphioxes occur.

loose, irregular

less paratangentially.

In this region also large, smooth oxyasters and smaller, spined sphaerasters,

The

mostly strongylosphaerasters, are met with.
the choanosome

is

distal, sulx-ortical part

of

traversed by radial buniUes composed of amphioxes and the

rhabdomes of plagiotriaenes, dichotriaenes, other lophotriaenes, anatriaenes,
Asters, similar to those of the interior,

and mesoprotriaenes.

radially arranged, mostly amphiox-rhal)ds

sterraster-armour

is

three to five deep.

also

occur in

this

and minute,

occupied by not very closely packed sterrasters lying from
In the dermal layer large masses of sphaerasters, which are

particularh- densely packed just below the surface, in the dermal

met

are

with.

More or

less radially

most part amphioxes, are implanted
travei-se the

of the

A

The

region.

whole of

it,

choanosome and

membrane,

arranged minute dermal rhabds, for the

Many

of these spicules

imbedded

in the distal part

in the cortex.

their proximal ends being

their distal ends protiiiding freely

few minute dermal anatriaenes also occur

beyond the

surface.

The cladomes

in tliis region.

the plagiotriaenes, the dichotriaenes, and the other lojihotriaenes

of

just

below

good

many

anatriaene-cladomes and a few mesoprotriaene-cladomes are met with.

The

the sterraster-armour (Plate 47,

fig.

relative frequency of the plagiotriaenes
is

At a

23).

lie

slightly lower level a

and the dichotriaenes (lophotriaenes)

In some the simple plagiotriaenes, in others

different in different specimens.

the dichotriaenes (lophotriaenes), appear to form the majority.

Most
1.2-1.8

25

fi

of the large choanosomal amphioxes (Plate 48, figs. 3-6) are quite stout,

mm.

long and 25-42

fi

arc shorter than 1.2 nma.

Occasionally, however, long

tliick.

The

of the stout amphioxes.

and very thin amphioxes (Plate

with, which can hardly be considered as
of these slender spicules

great majority of those thinner than

and appear as young forms

young stages

was 2 mm. long and only 10

Most of the minute dermal rhabds (Plate

p.

48, fig. 7) are

of the stout ones.

met

One

thick.

48, figs. 8, 9, 10a) are rather

blunt

pointed, fairly isoactine amphioxes, but anisoactine forms, with one end

more

slender

and more

sharjDly pointed

than the other, also occur.

spicules (Plate 48,

fig.

the thicker end.

The minute dermal rhabds

3-6

fi

10a) the axial thread (canal)

is

In some of these

greatly widened towards

are 110-200

fi

long and usually

thick.

The

plagiotriaenes (Plate 47, figs. 17, 21) usually

have a conical rhabdome
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pointed at the cladomal end (Plate 47,

cladome, 25-35
cylindrical,

length,

A

and terminally rounded.

has a rhabdome only 0.2

mm.

and 140-195

long.

/t

The

mm.

long and, at the

greatly reduced in length,
21)

fig.

clades are usually fairly equal,

rhabdome throughout

Rarely one clade

The cladome has a breadth

nally rounded.

is

spicule of this kind (Plate 47,

in length.

pointed, curved, concave to the

conical,

17), 0.6-1.2

fig.

In some the rhabdome

thick.

/t
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is

of

their entire

reduced in length and termi-

240-370

The chords

/jl.

of the

clades enclose angles of 102-114°, on an average 107.4°, with the axis of the

rhabdome.

The

and the

dichotriaenes

other lopholriaenes (Plate 47, figs. 9-16, 18-20,

25-33) usually have a simple, fairly straight rhabdome the cladomal half of

which

nearly cylindrical, the acladomal half conical and sharp pointed.

is

below the cladome the rhabdome

downwardly directed branch-ray
(Plate 47,

fig.

The

three

main clades

and 70-140

straight, cylindrical,

is

/(

from the central part

When,

pointed.

as

main

each other (Plate

two (Plate

The end

true dichotriaenes are

three (Plate 47,

fig.

as

is

/Li,

clade, one

more or

30, 33),

concave towards

end clade, or rarely

and appear as continuations
less,

of the

main

clade,

concave towards these (Plate

same cladome

much more numerous than
figs.

le.ss,

the case in the other lophotriaenes,

two (Plate

47, fig. 31), or,
five,

more

47,

The

are usually unequal.

the other lophotriaenes.

In

rarely, all

instead of only two,

all

of

rhabdome or are directed obliquely upwards (Plate
In other dichotriaenes and in

13, 18).

not

downward

rhabdome,

clades are conical and blunt

The end

32) main clades bear from three to

nearly vertical to the
figs. 9, 10,

are usually equal,

enclose, with the

In the most regular dichotriaenes the end clades extend in a plane

end clades.

70-180

When,

clades of the

the latter one (Plate 47,

triaenes

They

end clades are curved more or

47, figs. 25-29).

47, fig. 31) are straight

30-33).

rhabdome

the case in the dichotriaenes, there are only two end

is

clade, the

the other end clades being curved
figs.

same cladome

of the

long.

more than two end clades on one main

there are

of the

0.8-1.2 nmi. long and, at the cladome,

angles of 105-130°, on an average 120.8°.

clades on one

Just

Very rarely a

often slightly constricted.

arises

The rhabdome

20).

35-59 n thick.

is

most

47,

of the other lopho-

the end clades are in this position, some being directed

(Plate 47,

figs. 11, 12, 14, 19, 20).

The length

the breadth of the whole cladome 300-500

/jl.

of the

The

end clades

is

axial threads of

the end clades of the dichotriaenes arise nearly at right angles from the end of
the axial thread of the
tion of the

end clade.

main clade and then bend outward

to

assume the

direc-
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The
about

incsoprotriaenes (Plate 47,

mm.

1.3

the niidtUc of

fig.

its

length,

it

/t

in its thickest part, near

thick;

/t

The

in transverse diameter.

measures 7-11 a

clades

and curved, concave to the epirhabd.

are fairly equal, slender, conical, pointed,

Their chords are 44-80

fairly straight rhalxlome,

have a

3-4)

long and, at the cladomc, 4-9

long and enclose angles of 32-41°, on an average 35°,

The epirhabd

with the axis of the epirhabd.

is

straight, conical,

and 38-60

p.

long.

The

large anatnaenes (Plate 47, figs. 35, 36).

with the rliabdome intact, so that

dome
ance.

rhabdome

the

The

proximal

The cladome

8-13 n thick.

on an average

have a

At the cladome the rhabdome
/j

is

/z

distal

long and enclose angles

/t

rhabdome, 170-210

p, at its thickest point,

The

pointed.

is

p.

near the

fairly equal clades

are conical, blunt, antl not very strongly curved, concave to the

Their chords are 4-9

Their

rhabdome, their

tlie

fairly straight

1-3

The acladomal end

thick.

cla-

tlie

without apical protuber-

with the axis of the rhabdome.

Tlie minute dermal anatriaenes

middle, 2-4

At

length.

its

and sharp pointed.

60-85

of the clades are

44.5°,

no large anatriaenes

fcnuid

is

quite strongly curved, concave to

The chords

parts straight.

long.

I

unable to give

clades are fairly equal, slender, conical,

])arts are

of 41-50°,

is

am

I

rhabdome.

long and enclose angles of 49-67°, on an average 56°,

with the axis of the rhabdome.

The

large oxyasters (Plate 48, figs.

1, 2,

11, 12b, 16-18, 21,

without a central thickening or have a small centrum up to 4
to one tenth of the whole aster in diameter.

p,

32b) are either

that

is,

one eighth

There are from four to eleven,

rather regularly distributed and usually equal, straight, conical, sharp pointed

The rays

rays.

are perfectly smooth, 8-22

Very rarely one or two

The

total

diameter of the aster

l^etween ray-number

and

fi,

The

long and, at the base, 1-2.2

total diameter
/i,

/i.

is

A

/x

thick.

and terminally rounded.

correlation (inverse proportion)

indicated, the oxyasters with from

those with from eight to eleven rays only

in diameter.

sphaerasters (Plate 48,

centrum 2-8

From

15-41

is

four to seven rays being 23-41

15-30

/i

of the rays are reduced in length

this

/z,

figs.

10b, 12a, 13-15, 19, 20, 22-20, 32a)

from one sixth to nearly one half of the whole

from seven to twenty-two, rarely as

regularly distributed rays arise radially.

and attenuated more (Plate
towards their ends, the end
terminal spine;

much more

48, figs.

itself

many

The rays

23-26) or

have a

aster, in diameter.

as twenty-eight, quite

are usually cylindroconical,

less (Plate 48, figs. 20, 22,

being truncate or rounded and crowned

rarely the rays are conical

23)

by a

and pointed (Plate

48,
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are as a rule covered with spines which increase in size

towards the end of the ray, the largest often forming a

smooth rays (Plate

end;

its

without the centrum, 3-8
eter of the

whole aster

long, and, at the base, 0.8-2.4

/i

is

verticil at or just

7-22

The few-rayed

/i.

n

are,

The diam-

thick.

of these asters are larger,

have smaller centra, and more slender rays than the many-rayed.
trifugal spicule-preparations I

below

The rays

19) are exceedingly rare.

48, fig.

In the cen-

have found a few smaller strongylosphaerasters,

the total diameter of which was only 4.5

i-i.

These rare asters

may

be young

forms of the ones described above, or foreign.

The

sterrasters (Plate 47, fig. 23;

Plate 48,

or relatively very broad flattened ellipsoids.
length, 30-44

in breadth,

/x

and 27-35

when viewed from above (with
outline,
is

/.i

99

usually measure 30-45

fi

in

Often the sterraster has,

in thickness.

is

oval the differences between the two axes

The average proportion
100

27-31, 33, 34) are sphaeroids

the umbilicus in the centre), a regularly circular

but even when this outline

quite insignificant.

figs.

They

of length to breadth to thickness

In the spicule-preparations

I

found, besides

these sterrasters, a few larger ones, similar in shape, but 57-58

/x

long (Plate 48,

of the sterrasters

The umbilicus
are about 2

;

6-9

87.

likely,

/t

be foreign spicules.

broad and about 6

pL

The rays away from

deep.

the rays surrounding the umbilicus are 3-5

transverse sections
(Plate 48,

is

:

more or

30, 31).

figs.

From one

less

/«

thick

The ends

The seven specimens

of the rays bear

from seven to eleven small

and form a

of this

verticil

round

its

end.

sponge are labeled 6312.

In the

list

specimens sent, 6312 does not occur, nor, except 6311, any number near
therefore

some probability that 6312 should be 6311, the

New Zealand,
Although

so that
I

New

Zealand

may be

geodine in character,

is

the habitat of these sponges.

For
I

this reason

little

and because the skeleton

place these sponges in Geodia.

as Cydoniuin sphaeroides,

by Lindgren

^

doubt that

is

distinctly

The sponges described
as Geodia arripiens,

Zool. anz., 1896, 19, p. 529.
Silicispongiae von Ternate.
N. G. Lindgren. Beitrag zur kenntniss der spongienfauna des Malayischen Archipels.
jahrb. Syst, 1898, 11, p. 346, plate 18, figs. 10, 18, plate 20, fig. 5.
'

'

There

which

have not been able to make out quite clearly the nature of the

both are cribriporal.

'

of the

it.

locality of

entrances and exits of the canal-system, I think there can be

by Kieschnick

and have

elongated in a direction radial to the umbilicus

to three of these arise from the terminal face, the others are

vertical to the axis of the ray

is

it

thick and have circular or polygonal transverse sections (Plate

/i

48, figs. 33, 34)

spines.

:

These may, very

28).

fig.

is

and

O. Kieschnick.

Zool.
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by Thicle

'

:is

G. sphaeroidcs

seem

to bo allied to them.

These sponges

I

consider

one species, Gcodia sphaewides.

The
below.

chief characters of Gcudia sphaeroidcs

and G. luphotridcna are tabulated
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This table shows that these two species, although very similar in

The

respects, differ considerably in others.

many

difference in the shape of the body,

the thickness of the cortex, and the length of

some

of the megascleres

might be

considered as due to differences of age or to differences in individual adaptation.

That plagiotriaenes are present

in G. lophotriaena

and not mentioned as occurring

in G. sphaeroidcs would, in itself, also hardly be sufficient for systematic distinction,

because their relative abundance varies in the different specimens of G.

lophotriaena

because according to Topsent

antl

only ortho- plagio-triaenes

'

or only dichotriaenes or both these kinds of spicules
species of Geodia, G. conchilega.

may

be present in another

That Thiele and Lindgren describe the pro-

clades of G. sphaeroides (G. arripiens) as protriaenes, while they are mesoprotriaenes in G. lophotriaena,

is

also of but little importance, since

mesoprotriaenes have often been described as protriaenes.

with more than two end clades occur

the latter.

am not, that such

tlic

in length

in

is,

in the

and irregular

my opinion,

differences are those of the sterrasters

and

but regularly developed to their

more important than these

Still

large euasters.

The

G. sphaeroides twice as large as in G. lophotriaena, while there
difference in the size of the other spicules

and the whole body.

are in G. sphaeroides oxysphaerasters, 36-50

and

p.

in diameter,

stout, spined rays; in G. lophotriaena oxyasters, 15-41

very small
rays.

centmm

These

to be attached to

mesoprotriaenes (protriaenes), often partly

in G. sphaeroides,

length and slender in G. lophotriaena.

full

one could only

clades of the mesoprotriaenes (protriaenes) and anatriaenes,

which are very stout and,
reduced

if

lophotriaenes are really altogether absent in

Greater importance than to this

the differences in

ordinary

two end clades have been ob-

served in G. sphaeroides, might be a more important difference,
I

known that

lojjhotriaenes

in G. lophotriaena, besides the

dichotriaenes, while only tiTje dichotriaenes with

be convinced, as

it is

That

or no central thickening at

differences, particularly the last

in nature and, particularly

when taken

all,

and

is

sterrasters are in

no corresponding

The

large euasters

with a large centrum

p

in

diameter, with a

perfectl}'

smooth, slender

named, appear to be germinal

together with the others, in themselves

unimportant, quite sufficient for specific distinction.
'

E. Topsent.

2, p. 326.

Etude mongraphique des spongiaires de France

I.

Arch. zool. exper., 1894, ser.

3,
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Geodia acanthtylastra,
Plate 45,

1-39; Plate 46,

figs.

figs.

I establish this species for five spirit

and

name

to this the

1-8.

asters are chiefly acanthtylasters

refers.

Apart from differences

in

age which find their expression in differences of

the five specimens are identical in structure.

size,

fi?s.

specimens from the coast of Lower

The choanosomal

CaUfornia (Station 2829).

nov.

sp.

1-21; Plate 47,

They

are (Plate 46,

The

than the larger.
13

mm.

by 8 mm., the

largest 20

The

of a spicule-fur are observed.

surface

is

under 0.5

mm.

fig.

by a

colour, in spirit, is

The

superficial part of the

Plate 46,
fig.

thin crust of a

The

16).

This
fig.

is

composed

is

mm.

Larger apertures,

apart.

One

of the specimens

monaxonid sponge.

brownish white.

body

is

differentiated to

of three layers:

form a

cortex (Plate 46,

a dermal layer (Plate

fig.

20c) 150-350

n

thick;

and a fibrous inner

very thin and quite inconspicuous.

In

many

39a;

inner layer cannot be

made out

at

pits

some places 10-40 fi,

46,

This

in these the

all.

The dermal membrane

Canal-system.

These pore-groups occupy the

layer.

places the chamber-

bearing choanosome extends right up to the sterraster-armour;

are oval, in

46, fig.

20b) 40-160 n thick; a middle sterraster-armour layer (Plate

39b; Plate 46,

inner layer

1

unaided eye, do not occur on the surface.

partly overgrown

little

In other specimens the pits are larger and more distant,

apart.

one or two restricted areas on an average

visible to the
is

The

minutely pitted.

which mark the positions of the entrances to the radial cortical canals,

appear in some specimens to be uniformly distributed and everywhere a

in

by

In sheltered places, chiefly in the vicinity of the base of attachment,

remnants
pits,

smallest specimen measures 10

figs. 16,

more regular

29) irregularly spherical, oval, or tuberous, the smaller ones being

is

perforated by groups of pores.

mentioned above.

in others (Plate 46,

fig.

The pores themselves
21) 20-70

/t

wide.

The

smaller appear to be the afferent, the wider the efferent pores.

The pores
45, fig.

of

each group lead into a system of wide, lacunose canals (Plate

39d) excavated in the dermal layer, which converge and join to form a

radial cortical canal.

The

radial cortical canals observed were

all

either strongly

contracted or quite closed.

The
a

flagellate

maximum

chambers (Plate

diameter of 20-25

choanosome (Plate

45, fig. 16).

fi.

46, fig.

28b) appear oval in sections and have

Numerous

rather wide canals traverse the
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In the inner proximal jmrt of the choanosome rather irregularly

Skeleton.

disposed amphioxes, sterrasters, and acanthtylasters occur.
of the

choanosome and the inner layer

rhabdomes

of plagio-,

The cladomes

Most

and

many

of

beyond the surface (Plate

cortex, their cladomes protruding freely

and large oxysphaerasters are

in the

is

below

just

46, fig. 20d).

radially, small strongylosphaerasters,

The

interior.

proximal part of

The sterraster-armour layer

lie

also found in this region besides acanthtylasters

and sterrasters similar to those of the

abundant here as

of the anatriaenes

of the mesoprotriaenes observed penetrate the

Minute dermal rhabds, mostly disposed

so

amphioxes and the

mesopro- and ana-triaenes form loose radial bundles.

of the plagiotriaenes

the sterraster-armour.

In the distal part

of the cortex similar

sterrasters are not nearly

the choanosome (Plate

46, fig. 20).

occupied by sterrasters not very closely packed,

a few small strongylosphaerasters, radial minute dermal rhabds, and the parts
of the

rhabdomes

of the mesoprotriaenes

walls of the radial cortical canals,
ters are

met

The dermal

with.

layer

is

In the

which penetrate the cortex.

which traverse

this layer, large oxysphaeras-

occupied

by groups

radially disposed, minute dermal rhabds, which are nearly

all

of

more or

less

The

amphiox.

proximal ends of these spicules are deeply implanted in the sterraster-armour;
their distal ends protrude freely
fig.

The

20a).

membrane,

is

beyond the surface (Plate

superficial part of the

dermal layer, that

46, fig. 39c;
is

Plate 46,

to say, the dermal

occupied by a thin but dense layer of small strongylosphaerasters.

Similar spicules are also found in small numbers in the walls of the dermal canals.

The

spicules to

which the following descriptions

refer

were taken from the

largest specimen.

The choanosomal amphioxes

(Plate 45,

simple or irregular manner, 0.7-2.2

and a larger kind

of

mm. by

17-19a) are slightly curved in a

and 14-40

23 40

The smaller ones measure

/x

thick.

A

smaller

0.7-1.4

transi-

by 14-25

ji,

the

ji.

The minute dermal rhabds
oxes.

figs.

long,

amphiox, which are connected by relatively few

tions can be distinguished.

larger 1.5-2.2

mm.

(Plate 46,

Styles have also been observed

figs.

20-22, 39c) are nearly

among them, but they

all

amphi-

are exceedingly

rare.
The minute dermal amphioxes are 150-300 n long and 3-15 /x, usually
8-13 n thick. The thickness is usually proportional to the length. Those over
265 fi long are 12-15 fi thick, while those less than 200 ju long are less than 7.5 /<
thick.
Among those intermediate in length both thick and thin ones were

observed.

among
thick.

Styles,

although,

as mentioned,

the thick and the thin rhabds.

They

very rare, were observed both
are about 250

/(

long and 4-10

/<
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In the centrifugal spicule-p reparations I found some very minute ampJiioxes

41-53

/(

long and 1-1.2

ft

These

thick.

may belong

to the sponge, but

it is

more

probable that they are foreign.

The

plagioiriaenes (Plate 46, figs. 18b, 19b, 30-35, 38)

rhalxlome.

Its

cladomal half

conic and pointed (Plate 46,

is

have a

usually nearly cylindrical,

figs.

19b, 31-33).

18b,

its

fairly straight

acladomal half

Rarely the rhabdome

nearly cylindrical throughout and rounded at the acladomal end (Plate 45,

The rhabdome

38).

about

mm.

2.1

1.2-2.5

is

mm.,

is

fig.

in fully developed plagiotriaenes usually

long and, at the cladome, 40-77

fi

thick.

The cladome

is

usually

simple and composed of three fairly equal stout, conic, and blunt -pointed clades,
curved, concave to the
tal part of

^6,

figs.

the clades

rhabdome quite strongly in
slightly

is

The

18b, 19b, 30-32, 34, 35, 38).

are 160-260

fi

their proximal part.

dis-

clades of these regular plagiotriaenes

long, their chords enclosing angles of 100-116°,

106°, with the axis of the

The

curved in the same direction, or straight (Plate

on an average

Besides these spicules, which form the

rhabdome.

great majority, similar ones with irregular cladomes have been observed in

small numbers.

46, fig. 33) or

is

added to the three ordinary terminal ones, or one (Plate

more clades

upward-directed branch.
triaenes (Plate 46,

figs.

are bifurcate or provided with a short, irregular,

In the spicule-preparations also some true dicho-

36, 37), with shorter

rhabdomes and smaller clade-angles

than those of the regular plagiotriaenes were seen.
regular dichotriacnes in the sections the}'

The

mesoprotriaenes (Plate 46,

farther tlown, at
a.s

its

As, however,

I failed

to find

may very likelj' not belong to the sponge.

figs.

or slightly curved rhabdome, 2.3-3.3

half again

some distance

In these spicules either a fourth clade, situated

below the cladome,

1-7; Plate 46,

mm.

l(jng.

fig.

20d) have a straight

At the cladome

it

is

13-22

p.,

thickest point near the middle, 21-31 p, usually not quite

thick as at the cladomal end.

This thickening towards the middle

exemplified by the following measurements of five mesoprotriane-rhabdomes:

THICKNESS OF THE RH.\BDOME.

At the cladome

is

—
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and

clades are conic, pointed or blunt,

They

cpirhabd.
(Plate 45,

figs. 2,

The chords

are fairly equal (Plate 45,

The

6) in length.

is

mm.

is

The

pt

unequal

55-130

is

on an average

and 30-85

long.

[i

with the

39°,

long.

/t

Its

of the longest clade.

8-15, 19c) have a

long and, at the cladome, 18-28

an apical protuberance.

3) or considerably

straight, conic,

from a third to a half of the length

The anatriaenes (Plate 45, figs.
about 4.7

1,

longest clade of the cladome

The epirhabd

axis of the epirhabd.

concave to the

slightly curved,

figs.

of the clades enclose angles of 31-53°,

length usually

191

rhabdome 3-5.4 mm., mostly

thick.

The cladome

is

without

clades are stout, fairly equal, conic, considerably

curved, concave to the rhabdome, in their proximal part, and slightly curved in
the

same

Their chords are 50-110

direction or straight in their distal part.

fi

long and enclose angles of 38-56°, on an average 45.3°, with the axis of the rhabd-

In the small, probably young, anatriaenes, in which the rhabdome

ome.

at the cladome, only 5-13

angles are

much

larger,

/x

thick and the clades only 30-46

52-58° wide (Plate

45, fig. 9).

Besides the microscleres mentioned al)ove which have been observed
in the sections, oxj^asters

and a

may

These, particularly the large strongylosphaer-

be foreign to the sponge,

them

to describe

in situ

large strongylosphaeraster were found in the

centrifugal spicule-preparations.
aster,

is,

long, the clade-

/<

l)ut since this is

here, together with the asters,

doubtful

I

think

it

better

which undoubtedly form part of

the skeleton proper.

The
asters,

oxyasters are of

which

two kinds, smaller and

numerous than the larger
straight, conic rays,

two thirds
is

22-29

much more

12-15

centrum and have from

ones, are without
/t

long and, at the base, 0.7-3

of the rays are covered with spines.

/«.

The smaller oxy-

larger ones.

are, in the centrifugal sj)icule-preparations, relatively

The

The

/«

five to ten

The

thick.

distal

total diameter of these asters

larger oxyasters are similar to the small ones, have six or

seven rays, about 20

/x

long and 3

/(

thick at the base,

and measure 36-38

/i

in

total diameter.

The

large oxysphaerasters (Plate 46, figs.

small strongylosphaerasters

by

10-13) are connected with the

transitional forms.

Some might

also be consid-

ered as transitions between the oxysphaerasters and the oxyasters described

above.

Before dealing with these transitional forms

oxysphaerasters (Plate 46,

5

/(,

figs.

10-13).

I will

describe the true

These have a spherical centrum, 3.5-

from a quarter to a third of the whole

aster, in diameter.

From

this

from

twelve to twenty-six, rather regularly distributed concentric rays arise radially.

The rays

are straight, conic, sharp j^iointed, without centrum, 3.7-7

/(

long, and.

]
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at the base, 1-2.2

fi

The

thick.

the oxysphaerasters

12-16.5

is

between

and ray-

size

consider as transitions to the small strongylo-

I

sphaera.stci"s are similar to the true
five rays, anil

correlation

total diameter

detected.

oxj'sphaerasters which

The

A

/(.

others,

verticil,

The

more proximally, are not infrequently observed.

number could not be

few rather large,

Besides the spines forming this

or less pronounced verticil.
situated
of

distal parts of the ra\-s bear a

which usually form, some distance below the end, a more

A-ertieally arising spines,

measure 6-9.5

ones described above, have from ten to twenty-

The

a third of the whole aster, in diameter.

without the centrum, 1.5-3

fi

Their centrum

in total diameter.

/«

conic, spined,

long and, at the base, 0.6-1.3

The oxysphaerasters which might be considered
asters arc also similar to the true ones,

is

2-3

and pointed
/x

fi,

about

raj'S are,

thick.

as transitions to the oxy-

have from sixteen to twenty rays, measure

about 28 n in total diameter and have a centrum 5-6

fi,

from a sixth to a

fifth of

the whole aster, in diameter.

The

which are the

acanthtylasters

23-27a;

figs.

Plate 47,

figs.

regularly distributed rays

The rays

H

cliief

choanosomal microscleres (Plate

4-6, 7b, 8) have from four to

2, 3b,

and usually a central thickening 1.7-3

//

45,

twelve

in diameter.

are straight, cylindroconical, attenuated distally, and, at the base, 0.5-1 .3

Rays over

thick.

The rays

asters.

1,

thick are found only in the larger, few-rayed acanthtyl-

1 //

are truncate; often a small

from their terminal

and slender terminal spine

The rays bear a terminal

face.

which together form a conspicuous tyle 0.9-1.6

/x

arises

verticil of protuberances,

in transverse diameter.

individual protuberances forming this tyle, are so minute that

The

it is difficult

to

make out

their shape.

manner.

Sometimes they appear as rounded knobs, sometimes as stout-pointed

spines

They

are always

more or

less

recurved in a claw-shaped

and sometimes as more slender and longer branches, strongly curved

backward

like the clades of anatriaenes.

A

few protuberances (spines) similar

to those forming the terminal verticil (acanthtyl) are often observed farther

The

on the rays.

total

diameter of the acanthtylasters

inverse proportion to the

number

of the rays.

and ten- to twelve-rayed 10.5-15

fi,

The
figs.

1-7;

{i

figs.

3a, 7a)

much

as 3.4

fi,

of the

whole

aster, in diameter.

fx,

down

It is in

eight- to nine-rayed 11.5-

figs.

24b, 25b, 27b;

have a spherical centrum 1.5-2.7

from about one third to two

From

ju.

in diameter.

small strongylosphaerasters (Plate 45,

Plate 47,

11-22

Four- to five-rayed acanthtyl-

asters are 15-22//, six- to seven-rayed 13.5-20.5

18

is

this

fifths,

fi,

Plate 46,
rarely as

seldom as much as one half

from fourteen to twenty-two quite

GEODIA ACANTHTYL ASTRA.
The rays

regularly distriljuted rays arise radially.
rarely, conical, truncate,

0.8
all

Their distal part

thick.

n

without the centrum 1-2
is
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/j

more

are cylindrical or,

and

long,

0.3-0.6, rarely

covered with minute spines.

may

These

up to

either

be so small as merely to render the ray rough in appearance, or some of them,

which usually form a

and

verticil at or just

Such

thickened.

be larger

iSometimes the ray appears terminally

have a somewhat acanthtyl appearance and

vatiy, if

be considered as transitional to the acanthtylasters described above.

large,

The

asters

may

below the end of the ray,

clearly distinguishable as spines.

diameter of the small strongylosphaerasters

total

The
which

is

base 5

/«

4.3-6.1

is

ix,

usually 5-6

{i.

found in a centrifugal spicule-preparation,

lanje strongylosphaerasfer

probably a foreign spicule, has seventeen conic, tioincate rays, at the

The centram

thick.

vex terminal faces

is

13

//,

the whole aster 23

The con-

in diameter.

fi

of the rays are densely covered with small spines.

All the

other i^arts of the aster are smooth.

The

sterrasters (Plate 45, figs. 28a,

flattened ellipsoids, 65-76

long,

/i

55-68

/t

39b;

breadth to thickness

pro]:)ortion of length to

Plate 46,

broad, and 42-46
is

100

:

85

:

figs.
/t

8,

9,

14-19) are

The average

thick.

64.

In young sterrasters of a certain developmental stage, in which the rays are
terminally rounded, from two to five small

still

close together, arise

away from

protruding rays

the umbilicus are 2.5-3

verticils of usually five or six lateral spines,

remarkably stout.

mdiments

from the summit of each ray.

The transverse sections

of spines, standing

In the adult sterrasters the
/t

thick and bear terminal

which are about

1.5

fi.

long and

and measure

are only slightly elongated in a direction radial to the umbilicus,

about 3 by 4.5

/t

of the rays surrounding the umjjilicus

These rays usually bear from

six to eight spines.

The

spines

directed towards the umbilicus are considerably larger than the others.

The

surface of the umbilical pit

conspicuous protuberances (Plate

The
2829 on

m.

(31

five

May

f.);

(74.1° F.).

is

uneven and often covered with numerous

46, fig. 19).

specimens of this species were caught with the tangles at Station
1,

1888, off

Lower

California, in 22° 52' N., 109° 55'

They were

labeled F. C. 1342.

The

cribriporal nature of the afferents

skeleton

show that these sponges belong

from

all

W.; depth 56

they grew on a rocky bottom; the bottom temperature was 23.4°

the other species of this

such an extent that a

new

species

and

efferents

to Geodia.

and the character of the

The

spiculation differs

genus as well as from those

had

to be established for

it.

of

Sidonops to
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Geodia media Bowerbank.
Plate 16,
Proc. Zool. soe. London, 1ST3, p. 13,

Si/no/w

Plate 17,

1-21;

figs.

pi. 2, figs.

1-22.

fig.s.

24-29.

meiHn SoLUs, Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. 266.
media {Bowerbank) Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 103.

(?)

Siiloiiojis

There

Panama,
hank

in

;ire

the "All)atross" collection eight specimens in spirit from

the British

in

comparison with a part of the type of Geodia nmlia Bower-

wliich, as a

Museum, kindly placed

my

at

disposal for examination

by

Mr. Kirkpatrick, shows, belong to this species.

One

"Albatross" specimens

of the eiglit

is

digitate, the others are, like

The former

B()werl)ank's type, irregularly massive.

differs slightly in

to the tlimensions of its spicules antl the character of its canal-system

As

latter.

be seen from the description given below, these difTerences are

will

not sufficient, however, for the establishment of subspecies or varieties
sider

them

as

two

Shape and

different forms of

one

Of the seven specimens

size.

complete massive specimen (Plate

mm.

broad, and 29

mm.

high.

of the

more or

16, fig. 16) is

It

I

con-

species.

largest, is fairly complete, the other six are

41

regard

from the

massive form one, the
less

fragmentary.

The

mm.

long,

an irregular mass 85

attached at several points.

is

these points of attachment the lower surface

is

Between

considerably raised, and thus forms

On the upper
mm. in diameter,

the roof of rather high tunnels which undermine the sponge.
side flat-bottomed depressions, irregular in outline

are observed.

and 9-21

These are surrounded by conspicuous elevated borders, which

The

here and there rise to form higher, rounded protuberances.
depressions are occupied
1

mm.

apart.

These

form a network.

small, shallow pits, the centres of

pits are separated

The convex

of the lower side are

smooth.

the surface, but there
ings, oscula or

by

is

up

nowhere a trace

lar

to

along one side.
is

are

quite

similar

diameter.

mm.

long,

6-12

mm.

Its transverse section is

thick,

Larger open-

The

smaller,

to the large one.

One has depressed

specimen of the digitate form (Plate

cylinder, 65

surface

of a true spicule-fur.

openings of uniporal cortical canals, are absent.

mm. in maximum
35 mm. long.

single

and the unattached parts

Here and there a few spicules protrude beyond

measure 26-38

The

from each other by minute ridges which

parts of the upper side

fragmentary massive specimens

areas,

surfaces of the

which are about

16, fig. 17) is

They

pit-bearing

a curved irregu-

and attached at several points

throughout more or

less circular.

smooth, slightly undulating, and destitute of a spicule-fur.

The
There
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no clearly circumscribed pit-bearing areas as

similar to those of the latter, are found singly
larly over the

concave parts of the surface.

in the

and

massive form, but pits

in groups, scattered irregu-

Oscules or uniporal openings of

cortical canals are absent.

The

form

colour of the massive

is,

digitate

form

is

brownish white.

Bowerbank's

surface of the elevations and the lower

than the depressed pit-bearing areas and the

side are lighter in colour

The

in spirit,

The

dry specimen was pale buff-yellow.

chrty white, a

little

interior.

darker in the interior.

Various space-symbionts, some specimens of Donatia, a desmacidonid

sponge with exotyle spicules, Serpulae, and small composite ascidians, are attached to the specimens of the massive form.

The

17, figs.

21c, 22c),

layer

free

is

from

able thickness

Everywhere

17, fig. 21a), a

and an inner

and here

else

is

it

it

inner fibrous layer

is

different

is

thick.

On

it is

of three layers

fig.

22e).

whole cortex,

of the

0.5-1

The dermal

The sterraster-armour

la^^er,

with sterrasters.

The

is filled

The

thickness of the cortex

mm., on the convex parts
it is

much

of these 2.3

of cortical tissue.

mm.

thiimer.

In the digitate form the cortex

mm.

is

very

of the

upper side about

1.5

It attains the greatest tliick-

thick, a great part of the

cave parts of the surface), 1.2

It con-

In the pit-bearing depressions of

ness in the elevated borders surrounding the pit-bearing depressions,

some parts

an

attains a consider-

it

thin and consists chiefly of paratangential fibres.

the lower side

:

(Plate

la.yer

excavated by extensive dermal lacunose canals.

but a thin membrane.

under different parts of the surface.

the massive form

composed

fibrous layer (Plate 17,

only a few scattered sterrasters.

tains

cortex

middle sterraster-armour

In the pits above described

sterrasters.

which forms the largest part

mm.

body forms a

superficial part of the

outer dermal layer (Plate

is

and

is

in

whole border consisting

0.5

mm.

(under the con-

(under the convex parts of the surface)

thick.

Canal-system.
of the massive

digitate

The

pits congregated in the depressed areas of the surface

form and scattered over the concave parts of the surface of the

form are covered by pore-sieves, which appear as nets

with broad oval meshes (pores).
of a

In

many

of slender strands

places these pore-sieves (nets) consist

primary network of stouter, pigmented strands,

in the

meshes

secondary network of more slender, mostly unpigmented strands

The meshes

of the

is

of

which a

spread out.

primary network are 80-100 fi, those of the secondary network,

the pores proper, 15-30

fi

wide.

Where primary and secondary

distinguished the pores are also 15-30

fi

wide.

nets cannot be

In the depressed areas of the
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massive form the pits are so close together and the pore-sieves covering them so

come

extensive that the latter often

in direct contact

these depressions appear covered throughout

with each other, so that

by a nearly continuous

pore-sieve.

The

In the digitate form such a junction of pore-sieves has not been observed.
pores of these sieves lead into cavities up to 100
tissue

occupying the

canal about 250

ju

The

pits.

wide, excavated in the dermal

cavities of each pit join to

form a radial

cortical

wide, which penetrates the sterraster-armour and opens out

These ca\aties are mostly 300-500

below into a subcortical cavity.

The proximal opening

diameter.

jx

of each cortical canal

is

restricted

ji

in radial

by a

ring-

shaped chonal sphincter, composed of an annular strand of contractile tissue
about 90 n

tliick,

which protrudes into the subcortical cavity.
these chonal sphincters were

studied nearly

all

some being

much

as

as 140

//

The

wide.

more or

cortical canals leading

As one

scattered pits of the digitate form are similar.

belongs to each
1

mm.,

pit,

the lumen of

down from

the

radial cortical canal

these canals are in the depressions of the massive form about

in the digitate

The

In the sections

less dilated,

fomi farther apart.

elevated borders surrounding the dejjressions of the massive form, and

parts of the convex portions of the surface of the digitate form appeal' to be
entirely destitute of pores.

On

other convex portions of the surface both of the

massive and the digitate form, pores, arranged
sieves, are

met

in

These pore-sieves are much

with.

groups and forming pore-

less

extensive than the ones

covering the pits, never composed of a primary and secondary network, and
l^ierced

TO n

by much

in tliameter.

larger holes.

The pores

form a canal 200-300

/z

The

latter are circular or oval

(holes) of each

is

constricted

In some places these radial cortical canals are

quite close together, their centres being only

much

and measure SO-

cavities, joining to

wide, which traverses the cortex radially and

below by a chonal sphincter.

are

group lead into

1

mm.

apart, in other places they

farther apart.

In the basal part of the ma.ssive form very large canals, some as
(i

mm.

wide, are observed just below the cortex.

met with any wide canals

of this kind.

In the digitate form

I

much

as

have not

In the choanosomal canals leading up

to the ])it-bearing parts of the surface transverse sphincter-membranes are spread

out at frequent intervals.

The chonal

sphincters of the cortical canals leading

down from

the pits

being wide open, the choanosomal canals leading up to them being traversed by

sphincter-membranes, and the pits themselves being situated on conca\-e (depressed) parts of the surface, one

would suppose that the

j)ores in the sieves

GEODIA MEDIA.
The

covering the pits are the efferents.

I97

fact that the pores in these sieves are

smaller than those on the smooth convex parts of the surface

hand

is

on the other

favour of the view that they are the afferents.

in

The

skeleton of the interior consists chiefly of

(oxyasters and a few strongj-lasters).

amphioxes and

large asters

Besides these spicules also styles, various

angularly bent or branched aniphiox- and style-derivates, and sterrasters occur

The amphioxes,

in small numbei-s.

styles,

amphiox- and style-derivates are

arranged rather irregularly in the interior, but assume a regular radial arrange-

ment towards the
added

Here, just below the cortex, plagiotriaenes, meso-

surface.

clades (mesomonaenes),

and a few

slender, amphiox-like mesoclade-derivates are

The

to these megascleres.

cladcs of

tlie

plagiotriaenes

lie

at the limit

between the middle and inner layers of the cortex, the sterraster-armour
as

were, on the plagiotriaenc-cladomcs.

it

asters,

which are very numercjus

large asters of the interior,
styles occur.
17, fig.

22d).

The latter are situated
The whole

some

in

and here

places, to a great extent replace the

also scattered sterrasters

and small dermal

radially, obliquely, or paratangentially (Plate

of the cortex, with the exception of the

These are scattered

contains sterrasters.

resting,

Just below the cortex small oxysphaer-

in small

numbers

dermal layer,

in the thin, inner-

most, fibrous layer, and form a dense mass in the thick middle (sterraster-armour)

Between the

layer.

sterrasters a few small sphaerasters,

trutling spicules occur.

on the outer surface

of the

greatly thickened (Plate 17,
surface but are very

dermal
fig.

numerous

dermal styles are met with on

numerous
fig.

lie

layer.

They

Over the

styles,

also for
all

where the

pits,

21), these sphaerasters are

and pro-

latter

is

not confined to the

some distance below

parts of the surface.

in the thickened parts of the

21b) than elsewhere.

ends

dermal

Small sphaerasters form a dense and continuous layer

Tufts of small

it.

These styles are more

dermal membrane

in the pits (Plate 17,

are situated radially or obliquely; their rounded

proximally and are deeply imbedded in the sponge, their pointed ends

abut on the surface or protrude more or
fact that these styles are

less

beyond

it

(Plate 17,

abundant on the surface and rather

fig.

21).

The

plentiful also in

the subcortical layer, but comparatively rare in the sterraster-armour layer,
indicates that they

move up from

they are formed, to the surface, at
then,

when they reach the

the distal parts of the choanosome, where
first, till

they reach the cortex, slowly, and

sterraster-armour, rapidly, traversing the latter at

such a rate that at any time only a few are found in the act of passing

through

it.

Besides the spicules above described several other forms, not met with in
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these, an anatriacne,

Among

choanosomal amphioxes, two forms, a slender and a stout

one, can be distinguished.

the latter arc not at

most

all

of the stout ones,

latter, I

am

of

in all probability, proper to the sponge.

its,

large

tlie

One

in the spicule-preparations.

have been observed

silu in the scftioiis,

These

are,

true,

it is

numerous and

connected by transitions, but as

amphioxes are longer than

as the slender

and therefore cannot be considered as j^oung forms

inclined to consider the slender

and the stout amphioxes as

of the

distinct

forms.

The

choanosomal amphioxes (Plate

slender,

form but rare

fairly isoactine,

not very sharp pointed, 1.3-1.5

The

stout

in the

mm.

choanosomal amphioxes (Plate

They

very numerous in both forms.

16, figs.

3-5a) are quite frequent

They

massive form.

in the digitate

long,

16, figs.

they are 1.2-1.55

mm.

thick.

[i

mm. by

The

18-50

llz) are

long and 33-51 n thick, in the massive form 1.3-1.7

I

more frequent

These styles are 0.9-1.3

mm.

than

in the massive

long and 30-50 p

mm.

found choanosomal ampliioxes

Sollas gives their dimensions as 1.51

p..

and

In the digitate form

mm.

large choanosomal styles (Plate 16, figs, llf, 13f) are

Thej' are relatively

thick.

z,

are slightly curved, fairly isoactine,

In Bowerbank's type, reexamined by me,
1-1.0

/i

l-5b, 6z, 8b,

gradually attenuated to the not very sharp-pointed ends.

long and 35-51

are slightly curved,

and 23-30

32

p.

in the digitate form.

Some

tliick.

b}^

not numerous.

are for the greater

part of their length cylindrical, and simply rounded off at one end, othere some-

what attenuated towards, others again

slightly tliickened at, the

In four styles of the massive form the thickness was:
In the centre 36

n.

40 "

at the
"
"

"

"

"

43

"

"

"

50 " "

rounded end 24
'

"

Bowerbank's

Both the

"

"

These spicules are not mentioned by Sollas;
in

"

"

'

I

rounded end.

—
/(

43 "

50 "
40 "

found a good many, however,

tji^e.

digitate

and the massive forms are exceedingly

rich in irregular,

angularly bent or branched derivates of the amphioxes and styles described above.
In their dimensions these spicules agree with the regular forms from which they
are deri\-ed.

The simplest form

of amphiox-derivate

angularly bent near one end.

This bend

curvature of the spicule (Plate

16, fig. ly),

16, fig. 9y).

is

is

an amjjhiox very slightly

be in the same direction as the

or in a direction opposite to

In other amphiox-derivates of this kind the angular bend

more pronounced, the angle between
spicule

may

represented on Plate

its

16, fig. 9c.

two limbs being

smaller.

it

is

(Plate

much

Such a
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Derivates of styles, angularly bent in such a manner, are also met with
(Plate

13g).

fig.

16,

Occasionally amphioxes angularly bent at

have been observed (Plate

16, fig.

amphiox- and style-derivates a small straight branch
end of the

This branch

spicule.

is

two places

In the simplest forms of the branched

9w).

is

observed arising near one

generally directed upwards and encloses,

with the epirhabd-like continuation of the shaft of the spicule, a smaller (Plate
lOd, 13h) or a larger (Plate 16,

figs.

wards (backwards) (Plate

lOx) angle.

fig.

Rarely

Generally there

16, fig. llh).

it is

16,

down-

directed

only one branch,

is

but spicules with a cluster of two or more branches have also been observed
(Plate 16,
bent.

fig.

Some

13i).

both branched and angularly

of these derivates are

Such forms have been found among the style-derivates (Plate

as well as

among

the amphiox-derivates (Plate 16,

16, fig.

Occasionally

fig. 2j).

I

13k)

have

observed spicules thickened and rounded at both ends which can be considered
as amphityle derivates of

amphioxes or

mentioned by Bowerbank and

Sollas,

styles.

and

These spicules have not been

in the former's tyjje

they are indeed

very scarce.

The

small dermal styles (Plate 17,

figs.

21b, 22d) are straight or slightly

curved and taper towards the distal pointed, and also towards the proximal

rounded end.

The

transverse diameter of the rounded end

is

a

more than

little

half the transverse diameter of the thickest central part, the average ratio be-

tween these two dimensions being about 10
styles are

140-190

;i,

usually 180-190

are very

abundant

Among the

/i

either

among

a stout one, can be distinguished.

In the digitate form these
fi,

usually about 4

150-265

by Bowerbank

/t

long and 3-6

or

by

thick.

/£

thick.

/(

but they

Sollas,

and there measure 150-200 by 2-4

in the former's type,

plagiotriaenes, as

6.

long and 2-5

In the massive form they are slightly larger,

These spicules are not mentioned

:

fi.

the amphioxes, two forms, a slender and

As the intermechate forms connecting these

are not numerous and as the slender plagiotriaenes have longer clades than

most

of the stout ones,

latter, I consider

them

showing that the former cannot be young forms
as

two

distinct kinds of spicules.

of the

Both these types

of

plagiotriaenes have been found also in Bowerbank's type.

The
in

met with

slender plagiotriaenes (Plate 16, figs. Iq, 5r, 12q, 14q), are

both forms but are not very numerous

or slightly curved, conic, pointed, 1-1.6

cladomal end.

The

in either.

mm.

Their rhabdome

is

straight

long and 17-30 n thick at the

clades are generally considerably curved, concave to the

rhabdome, particularly

in their distal part,

of the clades enclose angles of

and 160-260

fi

long.

The chords

107-114° with the axis of the rhabdome.

slender triaenes were also found

by me

in

Bowerbank's type.

Similar
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sto^d plagiotriacnes (Plato 16, figs. l-6s, lis, 12s)

The

Their rhabdome

bei-s in liotli forms.

usually

jxiiiited,

occur in large

I

and

It is either regularly

rarely rounded at the acladomal end.

The rhabd-

conical throughout or slightly constricted just below the cladome.

form thus constricted, which

of five of the plagiotriaenes of the massive

omes

num-

straight or very slightly curved,

is

measured, were:
n

(iO

thick at the clailonial end and 62

/(

the thickest point a

tliick at

farther down.

little

04 '

(50

"

"

"

"

67 "

65 "

"

"

"

"

"

"

68

67 '

"

"

'•

"

"

"

70 "

'

60

'

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

In observing a thin transverse splinter of a plagiotriaene-rhabdome with a
iiigh i)()wer I

found

its

axial rod to be triangular in transverse section.

In the digitate form the rhabdomes of the stout ])lagiotriaenes are 0.8-1.4

mm.

long and 30-65

usuallj'

/(,

50-60

/t

The

thick at the clatlomal end.

clades

are only slightly curved, concave to the rhabdome, conical, not sharp pointed,

Their chords enclose angles of 107-118° with the axis of the

and 110-260

/(

rhabdome.

The stout

long.

j)lagiotriaenes of the

domal end 30-80

/(,

massive form are similar

Their rhabdomes are 0.9-1.7

but considerably larger.

usually 50-70

^t

thick.

mm.

in

shape

long and at the cla-

Their clades are 160-310

/<

long and

the chords of their clades enclose angles of 105-120° with the axis of the rhabd-

The length

ome.

of the

rhabdome and the

clades

is

not

in.

proi)orti()n to their

by no means particularly long rhabdomes

thickness, the very thick ones having

or clades.

In Bowerbank's type, examined by me, the dimensions of the stout
triaenes are:

rhabdome 0.8-1.2 mm. by 40-60

angles 105-120°.

mm. by

Sollas gives their

450 (printers error for 45)

clades 200-260

/(,

measurements as
clades 254

/x,

ft

follows:

ji

jjlagio-

long, clade-

rhalxlomc 1.12

long, clade-angles (according

to the relation of the clade-length to the transverse diameter of the cladome,

320

fi,

given by him) large.

Besides the regular plagiotriaenes described above a few irregular derivates
of

them

occur.

In some of these the clades are reduced in length and rounded

at the end; in others
fig.

two

of the clades are single

12t); in others again the clades are curved

16, fig. 3u). I

have

which the rhabdome

yond the cladome

also observed a
is

The viesomonaenes

at the end,

and continued be-

shape of a long conical epirhabd (Plate
(Plate 16,

16,

few mesoclade plagiotriaene-derivates in

much shortened, rounded

in the

and one bifurcate (Plate

convex to the rhabdome (Plate

fig.

7m,

n, o, p;

Plate

16, fig. Iv).

17, figs.

8-12), which
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occur in both forms but are numerous in neither, have more or

omes 1.7-2.5 mm. long and 4-10
is

40-75

ji

fi

long, while the clade attains a length of 17-50

an angle of 32-89° with the epirhabd.
as mcsopromonaenes, those in which

Those
it is

more

The epirhabd

The

rarely pointed.

in

which

The

//.

curved rhabd-

this angle

latter encloses
is

small appear

large as mesorthomonaenes, while the

intermediate forms are mesoplagiomonaenes.
off terminally,

less

thick at the cladomal end.

The

clades are generally rounded

rhabdome and

axial thread of the

epirhabd bears at the point of origin of the clade, besides the axial thread of the
clade

itself,

a number of small, rudimentary branchlets, resembling the struc-

of the clade

is

me

by

tures observed

in the anaclades of

rounded

off at

the end

and

I

axial thread

Neither Bowerbank nor Sollas mentions

up terminally into small branches.
these spicules.

The

Thenea valdiviae}

often shows indications of being split

found several, however,

in the former's

type similar in every

respect, to those described above.
I

have found a few long and slender amphioxes

of dimensions similar to

In some of

those of the rhabdomes (and epirhabds) of the mesomonaenes.
these spicules (Plate 17,

7) a slight thickening near one end, enclosing a few

fig.

rudimentary branchlets of the axial thread, indicates clearly that they are
viesoclade-derivates

while in a few others hardly

,

or no thickening at
true amphioxes I
spicules are not

all,

am

inclined to consider

thick,

any

trace of such a thickening,

Although these spicules appear as

them

as mesoclade-derivates.

mentioned either by Bowerbank or by

however, in the former's

The

can be detected.

Sollas.

I

Such

found several,

tjqje.

scarce anatriaenes have a long rhabdome, at the cladome about 12/i

and clades about 23

/«

long and curved concave towards the rhabdome

throughout their whole length.

The

clade-angle

is

about

Bowerbank

44°.

says that there are "very slight indications of the presence of recurvo-s])icula,"
Sollas,

however, does not mention anatriaenes.

Bowerbank's type,
10-15

p.

observ^ed

I

thick, clades

25-35

ji

a good

long,

many

In the spicule-preparations of

also a mesanatriaene with similar clades,

of 50-52°.

an epirhabd 165

ened, terminally thickened, club-shaped rhabdome, 0.8

thickened, acladomal end, 27

The

large oxyasters

and

/z

'

R.

V.

Lemlen/eld.
ff.

fi

long,

mm.

I

found in

it

and a short-

long and, at the

thick.

strongylasters (Plate 17, figs. 4-6b, 15b, 18b, 19b, 20)

are destitute of a central thickening

1907, 11, p. 200

with rhabdomes

anatriaenes

and clade-angles

Die Tetraxonia.

and have from four

to eleven,

most

fre-

Wissensch. ergebn. deutscheu Tiefsee-Expedition, 1.S9S-1899,
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quoiitly six rays.

and

many-rayed forms concentric

are straight, and in the

The rays

fairly regularly distributed.

In the few-rayed forms the rays are frequently

many

not uniformly distributeil and sometimes not quite concentric;
spicules

and blunt, or

and

fairly pointed, or cylindroconical

The

asters with rays of the latter kind

however
Ajxirt

The rays

have a somewhat metastrose character accordingly.

together.

and truncate.

which appear as true strongylasters, are

Quite at the base the rays are, for a short distance, smooth.

rare.

from

cylindrical

of these

are conic

this

they are wholly covered with spines stantling rather close

In size the spines are subject to considerable variation, but they are

In some asters with particularly large spines

never very minute.

I

noticed

that the spines are directed backwards, towards the centre of the spicule.

these asters are 21-41

/i,

in the

basal thickness of the rays

is

massive form 21-45

in the former 1-2.5

/i,

in the latter 1-3.5

and ray-number

inverse proportion between the size

diameter.

in total

ji,

The

In the digitate form

blunt, cylindroconic rays usually bear a terminal spine.

is

[i.

The

An

clearly expressed in

regard to the thickness of the rays but not so well marked in regard to the

In Bowerbank's type, these asters have from

total diameter of the spicule.

four to seven rays, 1.2-2.3

/(

thick,

Sollas gives their diameter as 26

The

/«

in total

diameter.

subcortical oxysphaerasters have a spherical centnun 3-4.5 /tin diameter,

from which from
tributed, 4-9

A

base.

and measure 20-37

/j.

/£

fifteen to

twenty rays

arise radially.

long, straight, conic, sharp pointed,

verticil of

large vertically arising spines

below the end of each ray.

These are regularly

and 0.8-1.7
is

fi

observed some distance

Besides these large verticil-spines smaller ones,

distributed irregularly over the distal part of the ray, are often present.
total

diameter of these oxysphaerasters

Bowerbank's

in

mentioned by

tj^ie,

Sollas.

dis-

thick at the

is

9-18

I

fi.

The

have found similar spicules

and he appears to have observed them, but they are not
In the centrifugal spicule-preparations

I

have met with a

few spineless oxysphaerasters with only six rays, about the size of the largest
spined oxysphaerasters.

It

seems to

me

doubtful whether these spineless oxy-

sphaerasters, which I have not observed in situ in the sections are proper to the

sponge.

The

small dermal sphaerasters (Plate

19a) have a spherical centrum 1.7-5
eighteen rays arise radially.
3.5
is

/(

long and 0.8-1.6

/i

4.6-8, usually 5.5-6.5

[i

17, figs. 1-3,

in diameter,

These rays are quite regularly distributed 1.3-

thick at the base.
/i.

4-6a, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18a,

from which from seven to

The shape

The

total diameter of these asters

of the rays

and the

relative size of the
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In the dermal sphacrasters most

centrum are subject to great variations.

frequent in the digitate form the cUamcter of the centrum
half

and usually

less

is

always more than

than two thirds of the diameter of the whole

The

aster.

rays of these asters are cylindrical or cylindroconical, truncate or rounded off at

The

the end, and covered with spines, chiefly in their distal portions.
spines

proportional to the thickness of the rays.

is

most frequent

in the

massive form the centrum

diameter in not a few being

The rays

less

is

relatively a little smaller, its

than one third of the total diameter of the spicule.

rounded

of these asters are conical or cylindroconical,

rarely, pointed at the

end (Plate

17, figs. 1-3, 13, 14, 16, 17),

strongylastrose kinds of dermal sphaerasters occur in both forms.
lies in

the fact that the strongylastrose forms are

six to eighteen rays,

much more

The

dif-

prevalent in

In Bowerbank's type, these spicules

the digitate than in the massive form.

have from

more

off or,

and covered with

Of course both the oxyastrose and the

spines, chiefly in their distal parts.

ference

size of the

In the dermal sphaerasters

which seem, on the whole, somewhat stouter

than those of the small strongylosphaerasters of the "Albatross" specimens.

The

total diameter of the aster

gives their diameter as 6

is

5.5-8

p.,

that of the centrum 2-3.5

Sollas

ji.

/-(.

Besides these a few other forms of asters, which
sphaeraster-derivates, are found in

may

the dermal membrane.

be considered as

One

of these aster-

forms has a very large centrum and exceedingly short and thick rays, the latter

appearing as rounded knobs on the surface of the relatively overgrown centrum.

In another form the centrum

is

very

much reduced and

six cylindrical rays thickened at the end.

The

there are only five or

basal and central, cylindrical

parts of the rays of these asters are smooth, their terminal thickening covered

with numerous spines.
concentric.

Finally, there are sphaerasters the rays of

which are not

These appear as metasters or ataxasters.

The normal

sterrasters (Plate 16, figs. 15, 18, 19; Plate 17, figs. 21c, 22c) are

flattened ellipsoids, broad oval, sometimes nearly circular,

in outline.

The

form are 84-98 n long, 73-86 fi broad, and 60-65 /i
thick; those of the massive form larger, 89-105 /x long, 83-90 /i broad, and

sterrasters of the digitate

about 62
is

in

fi

thick.

The proportion

of the length to the breadth to the thickness

both on an average about 10: 9: 7.

With the exception

of those surround-

ing the umbilicus, the rays protruding over the surface of the sterrasters are

2.5-3 n thick and about 2

ft

apart.

four to six stout lateral spines,

ing the umbilicus (Plate

They bear terminal

many

16, fig.

of

verticils of usually

which are curved.

15) have a

from

The rays surround-

somewhat oval transverse

section
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2.5-3 n broad and 4-5

some terminal

spines.

110 by S2-94 by 70-74

Abnormal
are

long, the longer diameter being situated radially to the

These periumbilical rays bear from seven to ten

umbilicus.
also

/t

IMEDIA.

lateral

Sollas gives their dimensions as 110

/£.

and usually

In Bowerbank's type the sterrasters measure 100-

sterrasters, steiroids,

met with quite frequently.

by 80

/f.

with fewer and more distant protruding rays

In these spicules (Plate

figs. 20,

16,

21) the

parts of the surface destitute of rays bear spines similar to those forming the

on the rays

verticils

the

of

normal

sterrasters.

Some

of the sterroids attain a thickness of

12-15

sides are quite smooth; the rounded end

is

/«

and a length

All the eight specimens of this species were collected

Panama, on the shore

Steamship Company or of the Taboga Islands.

specimen came from "Mexico."

must be meant, when the
in

1903

in

t]i(>

1

gave the Gulf as

Gulf of Panama,

came from the

it

of the

now

in

Bowerlxank states

Thinking that the

(7h// of

Mexico

marine organism was given as Mexico,

its locality.

Now

that this species has been found

seems much more probable that Bowerbank's type

Mexico and not from the Gulf

two kinds

of that

name.

of dermal apertures are the afferents

the efferents, there can be no doubt, that both are cril)riporal.
I

Their

/(.

locality of a

Pacific coast of

Whichever

10-12

on October 26, 1904,

Pacific

l\Iail

of

of the islands of the Station

Panama,

that his

are

densely spined.

the Gulf of

off

these spines

of

The protruding rays

scattered singly, others arranged in rosette-like groujis.

For

and which
this reason

place these sponges in Geodia and not in Sidonops as, following Sollas's

suggestion, I formerly (1903) did.
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GEODINELLA Lendenfeld.

Without regular

The tetraxon megascleres

triaenes.

teloclades with reduced clades,

sponge but also in the

There are

and occur not only

are

monaene

or diaene

in the superficial part of the

interior.

the "Albatross" collection four specimens of Geodinella.

in

These belong to one new

species,

which

divided into three varieties.

is

Geodinella robusta, sp.

iiov.

megasterra. var. nov.
Plate

1-4, 16, 18-24; Plate 2,

1, figs.

figs.

1,

3;

Plate

Plate

3, figs. 3, 4, 7, 9;

4-7, 13, 21, 22.

figs. 1,

4,

carolae, var. nov.

Plate

5-12, 17;

1, figs.

Plat«

2,

figs.

4-7, 9-11;

Plate

3,

fig.

Plate

1;

4, figs. 2, 3,

8-12, 14-20.

megaclada, var. nov.
Plate

13-15;

figs.

1,

Plate

2,

figs.

2, S;

Plate

3,

figs.

2,

5,

6,

8;

Plate

4,

figs.

23-25.

specimens, three fairly complete, one

I establish this species for four spirit

fragmentary, collected at Stations 2946, 4199, tmd 4228 on the Pacific slope of

North America.

known

On

account of their having larger spicules than the only other

species of this genus I

sponges are similar enough

have named the species

Although these

robusta.

same

to be considered as representati^^es of the

species, only two are really systematically identical, while the other two differ

to

some extent from these two and

also

from each other.

It therefore

advisable to consider these four sponges as three separate varieties.

seems

The most

conspicuous differences between them are found in the shape and size of their
sterrasters

and the clades

in Charlotte

In two specimens, one taken

of their teloclades.

Sound, Vancouver Island, the other in Naha Bay,

Behm Canal,

Alaska (Stations 4199, 4228), the teloclades have short clades and the

and nearly always regularly

asters are smaller

ellipsoidal.

S.

E.

sterr-

In the other two

specimens the sterrasters are larger and more diversified in shape, three-lobed
ones not infrequently occurring besides the ellipsoidal ones.
establish for the specimens from Stations 4199

small sterrasters,

I

name

var. carolae after the locality.

where one of them was found.
sterrasters are not so large

then in the other;
Station 4228
sterrasters of

I

name

The

variety I

and 4228 with short clades and

Queen Charlotte Sound,

In one of the two remaining specimens the

and the clades

of the teloclades considerably longer

the variety with longer clades which was also found at
var. megaclada.

The

which are larger than those

those of any sponge in the collection, I

tliird variety,

from Station 2946, the

of the other two, larger in fact

name

var. viegasterra.

than
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of var. carolae (Plate

The specimens

cushion shaped and nearly of the same

and 15

Bay

mm.

(Plate

mm. thick

long and 7

uneven, covered

One

12) several processes arise.

1, fig.

low rounded elevations.

elevations a circular aperture,

The appearance

sphincter.

and

The

On

the

up

to

of

some

fig.

1,

long.

16)

It

is

somewhat

is

broad,

mm.

slightly

some

of

Naha

23

of the

in diameter, is ob-

The

mm.

The specimen

tain a larger size, the widest

s])ecimen of var.
(tlic ti])) of

megadada

same character

measuring as much as
13

mm.

on

its

and 43

tapers to a

as that of the specimens

on the elevations at-

mm.

in diameter.

/i

The specimens

wide.

I
is

it

of var.

The
mega-

from Naha Bay are partly covered by thin crusts of

In both these varieties examination of the surface with a

shows here and there indications of hirsute
however,

The

diameter and appears to be a fragment

in

surface are 300

of var. carolae

a monaxonid sponge.

the cortex,

1.5

it

a finger-shaped sponge like the specimen of var. megasteira.

largest apertures

and

is

of var. megasterra

thick; towards its upper end

surface has the

with an

an aperture which has,

of var. carolae, the only difference being that the apertures

since,

/i

is

irregularly finger shaped, slightly bent,

at the base 16

diameter of 10 nun.

lens

surface

of the elevations, not thus provided

however, been quite closed by contraction.

sterra

mm.

digitate,

summit

700

that these also possessed such

apical vent indicates

mm.

long, 30

This leads into a rather wide cavity, constricted below by a chonal

served.

(Plate

large

is

at the base; the others are small.

witli

more pronounced

mm.

about 45

the margin of the base of the specimen from

From

high.

both incrusting

12, 17) are

figs.

1,

size,

have been unable to find

spicules,

in the sections

any

broken

off short;

spicules penetrating

doubtful whether these broken, apparently hirsute, spicules

are proper to the sponge.

The

colour

is

white or white with a brownish tinge on the surface and dirty

white or brownish in the interior.

Bay

is

The

partially covered with a darker

surface of the

two specimens from Naha

brown coating which may be

foreign to

the sponge.

A

hard

cortical layer,

armour (Plate
This cortex

is

l,

1-2

figs.

mm.

than in the other two
Canal-system.

composed

21a, 24a;

of dense

Plate

thick in var.

2,

fig.

masses of sterrasters, a sterraster6a), surrounds the

choanosome.

megadada on the whole somewhat thicker

varieties.

The sterraster-armour

oval holes 300 /i-1.5

mm.

situated centrally.

This canal

wide.

(cortex)

Each perforation

may be wide and

surrounding the perforation through which

it

is

is

perforated

traversed

by round

by a

or

radial canal

extend nearly to the sterrasters

passes, or

it

may

be contracted,
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narrow, or altogether closed, and separated from the nearest sterrasters by a

The

thick intervening layer of soft tissue.

canals passing through the large

perforations of the sterraster-armour are usually dilated and open out on the
surface of the sponge with a wide aperture.

These apertures are the vents,

which as stated above, crown the summits of some of the elevations.

The

canals passing through the smaller perforations are usually contracted.

On

account of the hardness of the cortex and also because

I

wished to preserve such

valuable matei'ial, I have not been able to ascertain exactly
radial canals

So far as

open out on the surface.

I

could

distally into several oblique nearly paratangential canals,

how

these narrow

make out they

divide

which lead to small

groups of round pores, 50-80 n wide, above the perforation of the armour through
which the radial canal passes. Below, these radial canals are provided with

chones composed of brownish
protrude to a distance of 400

The choanosome
soft

(Plate

These chones are about 200

tissue.

/<

into the

1,

21b, 24b; Plate

figs.

/<

broad and

choanosome.

and traversed by numerous wide canals up to

2,

1.5

fig.

mm.

6b)

is

remarkably

in diameter.

The

widest of these canals usually extend paratangentially just below the surface
(Plate

1,

figs.

From

21, 24).

the canal-walls numerous low transverse ridges

protrude into the interior, partially dividing the canal-lumina into rows of

chambers.

The

Such ridges occur not only in the wide, but

flagellate

chambers (Plate

the length of the

main

2, figs.

axis, passing

also in the

narrow canals.

4b, lla) are longitudinally compressed,

through the chamber-mouth, usually being

only from two thirds to three fourths of the length of the transveree diameter.
In the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sound, which

than the others, the

flagellate

chambers are 20-35

ft

is

better preserved

long and 30-45 n broad.

In the characters of their canal-system these sponges appear on the whole
to ai)proach rather closely the species of Sidonops.

Histological structure.
cells altogether, in

(Plate

2, figs. 4,

having dropped

the flagellate chambers have lost their collar-

others collar-cells are present, but they are never numerous

11).
off

Many of

Whether

this sparseness of the collar-cells is

post mortem, or whether

sponge, I cannot say.

"Sollas's

The dermal membrane

The
is

cal

tissue,

fibres

ji

distant from the

nuclei of the collar-cells are about

thin

shaped elements, extending paratangentially.

due to some

a natural condition of the living

membranes" about 9

chamber-walls are frequently observed.
2 n in diameter.

it is

and composed

of stout, spindle-

The proximal part

of the corti-

just below the sterraster-armour, contains coarse paratangential

and granular oval or spherical

cells,

15-30

/£

in diameter.

In the walls
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of the canals stout

ments, 3-5

/£

met

lated, spindle-shaped elements, attaining

10

[X,

finely granular ele-

bands of longitudinal, spindle-shaped,

thick in the centre, are

are seen in the sections.

Occasionally more or less iso-

with.

maximum

a

transverse diameter of

have often noticed that the substance composing

I

by being

these elements differs from the surrounding tissue, not only
able,

but also by having a higher refractive index, so that

resembles the spongin of the fibres of horny sponges.

some

of var. carolae I

30

long and 12-17

fi

an alveolar
fig.

7b),

cells as

and

free

from

less stain-

to a certain extent

In sections of the choano-

have observed groups of highly stainable, oval
/«

broad (Plate

composed

tissue,

it

of

flagellate

2, fig.

These

7a).

cells

20-

imbedded

cells are

a mesh-work of elongated elements (Plate

chambers.

I

am

in
2,

inclined to consider these large

young ova.

Skeletal}.

The sterraster-armour and the

microscleres generally are well

developed, the mcgascleres somewhat rudimentary;

not the mcgascleres of

the choanosomc, but the hard sterraster-armour of the cortex, forms the

main

support of the sjwngo.

The mcgascleres
antl

are i'hal)ds, simple teloclades,

mesocladc derivates of the

The rhabds

latter.

and a few multicladomal

are for the

most part blunt,

These pass on the one hand into pointed

spindle-shaped, isoactine amphioxes.

amphioxes, on the other into cylindrical amphistrongyles or even amphityles.
Anisoactine
styles are

l)luiit

met with

or pointed diactines
likewise.

of small protuberances.

and occasionally

Some rhabds

Most

also styles

and

by the presence

monaenes.

Besides these

of the teloclades are

nionacnes some diaenes occur in var. carolae.

These are more numerous

specimen from Charlotte Soimd than in the specimen from Naha Bay.

spicules are plagioclade,

\'ar.

megasterra, are

choanosome.

merous than

In

its

Most

much

of these

antl

rhabds are met with

in all parts

central parts tlie teloclades are relatively less nu-

in its superficial parts.

In the axial part of the choanosome of the

finger-sliaj)ed var. megasterra these spicules

column or strand (Plate

with.

some orthoclade.

These teloclades (teloclade-derivates)
of the

met

in the

In var.

vuKjaclada and var. megasterra monaenes only, the clades of which are

longer in var. megudada than in

tylo-

are rendered irregular

1, fig.

21),

bundles extend towards the surface.

form a rather loose longitudinal

from which single spicules and small spicule-

These are arranged

in

a somewhat plumose

manner, abut obliquely on the sterraster-armour, and extend distally to the
linut

between the cortex and

tlie

choanosome, or a

little

beyond

case they penetrate the proximal part of the sterraster-armour

within

it.

it,

in

which

and terminate
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have seen a few fragments which appeared to

thinner and hjnger than the rhabds and the rhabdomes

been stated above that on the surface indi-

It has

of the ordinary teloclades.

cations of hirsute spicules, broken off short, are observed.

It is possible that

these slender spicule-fragments are parts of those hj^jothetical hirsute spicules.
If

hirsute spicules are really present they are probably teloclades with long
Since, however, I

and slender cladomes.
cladome

such a spicule

of

have not been able to find a

numerous preparations made,

in all the

whether the sponge possesses any teloclades

I

single

doubt

kind and rather incline to

of this

the view that these fragments are parts of foreign spicules.

The

microscleres are larger oxyasters passing into smaller oxysphaerasters,

The strongylosphaerasters are very

small strongylosphaerasters, and sterrasters.

numerous on the outer surface and

also occur in small

quite numerous in the

are

also occur in the cortex.

armour and
some.

choanosome,

The

are, in radial sections, frequently also

have been brought to

the

chiefly in

sterrasters are densely

Whether they naturally occur

numbers

in

the walls of

The oxyasters (and oxysphaerasters)

the cortical and choanosomal canals.

there, or

this position in cutting, I

a

canal-walls;

packed

few

in the sterraster-

found scattered

in the

choano-

whether those observed there
cannot say.

Among

the ordi-

nary sterrasters a few sterrasters with abnormal (hypertrophic) rays, sterroids

These appear to be irregularly scattered among the others.

occur.

The isoadine rhabds

(Plate

1, figs.

22, 23;

the ends;

more

and

rarely shortened

shaped ones are usually blunt,
cylindrical ones simply

rounded

less

Plate

4, figs. 8, 9, 11, 12, 16,

24)

and spindle shaped, tapering towards

are usually straight or slightly curved

The ends

cylindrical.

of the spindle-

frequently sharp pointed; the ends of the

off or slightly

thickened.

All these forms, the

spindle-shaped, sharp-pointed, and blunt amphioxes, and the shortened cylindri-

simple amphistrongyles, and terminally thickened amphityles are connected

cal,

by

transitional forms to such

them
this

together.

These

an extent that

spicules attain a

limit their longitudinal dimension

of var. carolae

are very

0.37 2.5

appears advisable to describe
length of 2.8

much
mm. usually

1 .6

2.2

mm.

mm.

Within

variable, particularly so in the specimen

from Charlotte Sound, where a good many
reduced in length.

,

is

it

maximum

of the isoactine

rhabds

In this specimen the isoactine rhabds are
long and 40-65 n thick.

the measurements tabulated below the thickness
length, the shortest spicules being nearly,

if

is

As

will

be seen from

not in proportion to the

not quite, as thick as the longest.
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former had a diameter of 50 n and the part of the spicule from which it arose
The latter had a diameter of 43 /( and the part of the spicule
fi thick.

was 42

from which

arose

it

was 40

//

Occasionally, but very rarely, rhabds with

thick.

a clade-shaped protuberance, resembling anamonaenes (Plate

In the rhabds with undulating surface the irregularity
])y

4,

is

The monaene-

some inequality in the action of the silicol)lasts during growth.

The

forms just referred to are altogether abnormal, proliably pathological.

like

rhabds with

tlie

rounded and annular protuberances

The
Plate

teloclades

4, figs.

reduction

is

and

different in degree

carolae the teloclades

in

lost

three the cladome

kind in the three varieties.

This

In var.

one or two of the triaene-clades

rhabdome.

is

monaenes,

many

of

is

Thus

which have a rather long clade,

Besides

tliese

The monaenes

than the diaenes (Figs.
is

In

all

ordinary teloclades, teloclade-derivates with
arising

met

some distance from the end
with.

diaenes and monaenes of var. carolae (Plate

The rhabdome

often

usually simple and situated at or near the cladomal end

or reduced to insignificant protuberances, are

same dimensions.

the

in

;

monaenes, which always have a short clade.

more cladomes than one, and with clades

it is

13-15, 18-20;

1-11,

always reduced.

some diaenes besides the monaenes, both with short

var. megasterra only

The

is

In var. mcgadada the single remaining clade

clades, var. megaclada only

of the

inclined to consider

In the two other varieties the clades are always very short.

var. carolae possesses

and

am

figs.

1,

of the telcjclades

and

have entirely

two others invariably two.
quite long.

(Plate

teloclade-derivates

The cladome

23, 25).

I

between regular rhabds and teloclades.

as spicules transitional

5, 7, 8),

1.1-1.7

mm.

1,

figs.

5-11) have the

much more numerous
specimen from Naha Bay.

(Figs. 6, 9-11) are

particularly in the

long and at the clatlomal enil 26-40

thick;

/i

generally straight or slightly curved, rarely (Fig. 6) angularly bent, and

usually attenuated towards the acladomal, blunt or,

Sometimes

(Fig. 5) this attenuation

nearly cylindrical.

cladome

is

In such spicules

is

more

rarely, pointetl end.

so slight that the

it is

simply roumled

rhabdome appears

off at

rhabdome

(Fig. 10).

The

clades are 30-70

/(,

more

rarely, cylindrical

may

and rounded terminally

(Fig. 11).

be associated with a rounded one (Fig.

enclose angles of 93-130° with the rhabdome, so that

some

little

usually 40-55

generally quite straight, irregularly conical, and pointed (Figs.

a pointed clade

The

the end.

generally quite terminal (Figs. 5-9, 11), rarely situated a

the end of the

or,

10) occur.

fig;.

probably caused

5,

6,

below
/<

long,

8-10),

In the diaenes
7).

The

clades

of these spicules ap-

pear as orthodiaenes or orthomonaenes (Fig. 10), others as plagio- or pro-diaenes

(JEODIXELLA ROBUSTA.
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latter are

much more numerous

of var. mcgasterra (Figs. 1-4, 18-20) are in

everjf respect similar to those of var. carolae, the only difference being that their

mm.

rhal)domes, which measure 1.4-2.1

The monaenes

longer.

have rhabdomes similar to those

of the

sometimes attaining a thickness of 42

more

fig.

14), or,

fig.

13; Plate

lient

4, fig.

23),

is

among

It encloses

tcloclade-derivates (Plate

derivates with

1,

clade which

1,

is

/(

long,

is

and straight or

Plate

15;

rare.

4, fig.

I

teloclade-

seem to have more than one secondary
is

mo-

similar to that of ordinary

a considerable distance below the

situated

They

The

25).

have observed them only

cladomal end and smaller than the primary clade (Plate
mesoclades are likewise rare.

slightly

an angle of 87-135° with the rhabdome.

(terminal) clade

naenes, the secondary clade

23)

4, fig.

but thicker,
1,

more than one cladome are

The primary

of var. megastcrra

terminal (Plate

fig.

the monaenes, and they never

cladome.

The

Plate

13, 14;

below the end of the rhabdome (Plate

conic, pointed, 80-105

upwards at the end.

The

1, figs.

monaenes

^t.

rareh', situated a little

on an average sHghtly

in length, are

of var. mcgaclada (Plate

are always

1,

The

15).

fig.

monoclade and appear as rhabds,

attenuated towards both ends or towards one end only with a short and stout
25).

The

mere rounded protuberances

pass,

clade arising a considerable distance from either end (Plate
telocladcs with terminal clades reduced to

by further cladome-reduction, into tylostyles and

stjdes.

transitional forms connecting the teloclades with the rhabds.
tlerivate tylostyles the tj-le

ome becomes tortuous on

is

4,

fig.

They appear

as

In the teloclade-

often irregular and the axial thread of the rhabd-

entering the tyle.

In one of these spicules

I

noticed

that the short, tortuous part of the axial thread lying in the tyle was not con-

nected with the axial thread of the rhabdome.

Mesoclade and multicladomal

teloclade-derivates with clades further reduced are rare.

They pass

into the

rhabds with one or more protuberances or annular thickenings (Plate
6, 7).

These resemble the rhabds proper so

better to describe

The shape,

closely, that I

them above together with the

size,

and arrangement

the closeness of their connection
that the rhabds are

more

by

4,

figs.

have thought

it

regular rhabds.

of the megascleres of these s])onges

and

transitional forms lead to the conclusion

closely related to the teloclades than

is

generally

assumed.

The fragments

of long

and slender

spicides, which, as stated above, are

with occasionally in the spicule-preparations, are 8-12

one observed was over 2

mm.

in length.

Most

of

them

p.

thick.

The

met

longest

are broken off at both
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In a few one end

incline

me

was

most

that, in spite of the

belonging to tliem,

rhabdomes
have

careful search, I

but the fact

of teloclades,

any cladomes

failed to find

As stated above, these

against this view.

is

Their slenderness would

and pointed.

intact

to believe that they arc parts of

spicules

may

be foreign to the sponge.

The
figs.

4,

large oxyasters

advisable to describe
in

and small oxysphaeraMers (Plate

1-5, 21, 22) are so closely connected

them

by

ing 2-8 n in diameter

The

is

3a, 10a, b;

Plate
it

In var. carolae these spicules are 11-36

together.

diameter and have from six to eighteen rays.

centrum.

2, figs.

transitional forms that

In

many

is
fi

a central thicken-

clearly distinguishable, others are without such a

rays are straight, conic, 1-3.5

the central thickening) 3-17

They

long.

n

/x

thick at the base, and (without

are usually simple, but occasion-

ally

such asters are observed in which one. or more of the rays are bifurcate,

the

two branches extending

together.
4,

fig.

The rays

Their distal part

2).

nearly parallel direction and lying close

in a

are pointed (Plate
is

3) or, rarely,

In some (Plate

arrangement of which are variable.
so small that even with the 280

4, fig.

somewhat blunt (Plate

covered with spines, the

nn

no

light

distinct

4,

image

number, and

size,

fig.

2) the spines are

of

them can be pro-

cured; as a rule, however, they are large enough to be clearly shadowed on the

photographic plate by these

and the development

u. v. rays (Plate 4, fig. 3).

proportion to the size of the spicule.
in diameter

whole spicule.

have only from

Oxyasters (oxysphaerasters) under 20

is

from one

fifth to

and

either

more than a quarter

is

of the

whole spicule

are few in
little

spines are numerous, they are very small,

the larger they become.

number and

When,

as

is

and have from

/x

diameter usually
all,

and number

discernible;

is

and the smaller

most frequently the

or only a

Also in the

in size.

their

num-

case, the spines

large in size, some, generally the longest, form a verticil a

aster in character (Plate

5

in

below the end of the ray, so that the spicule becomes somewhat acanthtyl4, fig. 3).

The oxyasters and oxysphaerasters

megasterra are similar to those of var. carolae.

long,

/i

no central thickening at

spines a certain (inverse) proportion between size

ber

/(

nearly one half of the diameter

Oxyasters (oxysphaerasters) over 20

six to nine rays,

small one, never

when the

of rays

have from ten to eighteen rays and a well-developed central thick-

ening, the diameter of which
of the

The number

of the central thickening are, roughly speaking, in inverse

and 0.6-4

in diameter.

They measure 9-38 /£

of var.

in diameter

six to seventeen rays (without the central tliickening) 2.5-21
fi

thick at the base.

In

many

The

central thickening

of these spicules (Plate

4, fig.

is

/<

small, never over

4) the spines of the rays
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and very regularly arranged

These large

in verticils.

and often appear to be bent down at the

spines arise vertically from the ray

end so that they become claw shaped.

Also in the oxyasters and oxysphaer-

between the number of rays and the

asters of this variety an inverse relation

the asters under 20 n in diameter having from

size of the spicule is discernible;

nine to seventeen, the asters over 20

in diameter,

n

from

six to eleven rays.

The oxyasters and oxysphaerasters of var. megaclada are smaller than those of
var. megasterra, only 11-30

the small ones (under 20

ft

jj.

and have on an average more

in diameter,

in diameter)

up

rays,

to twenty, the large ones (over 20

fi

in diameter) eleven to fifteen.

The

strongylosphaerasters (Plate

2, figs.

Plate

3b, 8, 9, 10c;

to twenty-seven radial rays arise.

The whole

diameter of the central thickening

is

aster

arise

They

are 2-3

long, 1-1.7

n

verticil (Plate 4, fig. 19).

of

/i

The

in diameter.

The rays

/i.

are cylindrical

from the central thickening with trumpet-shaped basal extensions.

n

of rays

is

A

distal parts

which often form a conspicuous terminal

correlation between the size of the spicule

In var. megaclada the

not discernible.

these spicules

The

and terminally rounded.

thick,

of the rays are covered with small spines

number

18-20) of

usually from one half to two thirds of the

diameter of the whole spicule and measures 3.5-7

and

7-12

is

4, figs.

which from eleven

var. carolae consist of a spherical, central thickening, from

are similar,

but the

minimum

and the

maximum dimensions
The

dimensions greater.

strongylosphaeraster of this variety measured were 10-12 a in diameter, and
central thickening 5-7

had from nineteen to twenty-five rays and a
diameter.

many

in

larly well

Among

the strongylosphaerasters of this variety

which the

verticillate

marked, and

are recurved.

The

I

arrangement

noticed that in

many

of

jx

in

have observed

the ray-spines was particu-

of these the spines of the verticils

rays of these spicules, particularly

closely resemble sterraster-rays.

I

when viewed from above,

In var. megasterra the strongylosphaerasters

are also similar, but here they attain a

somewhat

larger size,

measure 8-13

/<

in

diameter, and have fewer, only from twelve to nineteen, rays; the central thick-

ening

is

3.5-7 n in diameter.

Sometimes

sphaerasters, similar

to these

strongylosphaerasters, but with

rays distinctly tapering towards the distal end, are observed.
are transitional to the small oxysphaerasters.

I

These spicules

have noticed such

si)liaeras-

ters particularly in var. carolae.

The normal
fig.

13).

sterrasters (Plate 2, figs. 1, 2, 5;

As stated above the

size

Plate

3,

figs.

1-3, 7, 9; Plate

4,

and shape of the normal sterrasters are
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different in tiie three varieties, var. carolae

In var. carolae

other two.

soids, the projjortion
5).

(Plate

The

2, figs,

or nearly

all

105-125
jj.

fi

/«

la, 2a, c);

most

but we find

good many

of the sterrasters

The

from Naha Bay

The

220-237

jll

/t

long, 160-190

centre of the sterraster

tive index of wliich differs

astei-s

soidal

broad, and 120-

In the specimen of var. carolae

is,

as Thiele has already noticed in another

from that

surrounded by granules the refrac-

of the silica in

Rather to

my

which they are imbedded.

The

in

is

the

diameter (Plate

same

substance surrounding this

siliceous

shows the usual radial

/n

3,

surprise I found that in the three-lobed sterr-

the position of these pericentric granules
ones.

broad, and

fi

diameters of the three-lobed

These granules form a hollow, spherical cluster 6-8
7a, 9a).

broad,

fi

found two tetra-lobed sterrasters.

species, Geodinella (Gcodia (?)) njlindrica,^

figs.

/n

lb, 2b).

2, figs,

long, 130 160

//

two last-named varieties are nearly or quite as long as the

of their ellipsoidal sterrasters.

I

the ordinarj', ellipsoidal

long, 165-200

maximum

three nearly equal

sterrasters of the

longest diameter

180-195

mcgaclada 190-217

in var. megasteira

thick;

thick.

among

in these,

2, fig.

have a similar shape

flattened, three-lobed ones (Plate

in var.

thick;

between the

the sterrasters are flattened ellip-

between the three axes being about 5:7:9 (Plate

ellipsoidal sterrasters are in var. carolae

and 80-115

130

all

In the other two varieties

sterrasters, also a

having the smallest, antl var. mcga-

var. inegaclada being in this respect intermediate

steira the largest;

The

stiiicture.

as in the ellip-

cluster

granules

of

individual granules often appear to be

onion shaped and produced distally in a radial process, forming one of the radial
lines

which give the radially striated appearance to the

the sterraster.

many

of

them

Sections, optical

and

are not only radially striated but

one or two, very conspicuous limits (Plate
posed zones being distinctly
to the outer surface.

The umbilicus

The

(Plate

visible.

ako paratangentially

3, figs.

fi

deep;

its

7,

show that
stratified,

9b) between the super-

These limits are concentric and

parallel

radial striations pass continuously through them.
figs.

3,

1-3, 7c, 9c;

centre of one of the broad faces of the sterraster.

15-25

siliceous substance of

other, through the sterrasters

circumference (mouth)

is

Plate

4,

fig.

13a)

It is generally

oval, 17-20

/<

lies in

the

a caliculate pit

broad and 23-30

/£

long.

Proximal continuations of the rays surrounding the umbilicus project into the
umbilical pit and form longitudinal (radial) ridges on
of the pit appears rough.

The remainder

covered by freely projecting rays (Plate
'

its flanks.

The bottom

of the surface of the sterraster is

2, figs.

1, 2, 5;

Zoologiea, 1898, 24, p. 13.

Plate

3, figs.

1-3,

7,

9;
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long and about as broad, and

rather uniformly distributed over the surface, their axes being 5
portions of the surface of the central

more or

rays are

less

be as few as one or two or as

Among
size,

7-10

/x,

of the spines in a verticil

many

six

but there

;

Two

kinds of sterroids can be distinguished.

observed more frequently, the rays are, as in the normal

is

4, 6;

3, figs.

Plate

4, figs.

In these

spines.

14, 15) the rays attain

a thickness

the spine-verticils are composed of 15-20 spines, and the convex

apical ends of the rays also bear several, usually 4-8, spines

the verticil-spines (Plate

and somewhat

equalhng

in size

In these sterroids the verticil-spines

14, 15).

4, figs.

are usually directed slightly

serrated

is

as eight or ten.

and crowned with a much greater number of

larger

sterroids (Plate
of

bears a verticil of stout,

uniformly distributed and close together, but wholly or in

sterrasters, quite

much

between the

a few sterroids occur, which are similar to these in shape

but have different rays.

In the one, which

part

lie

these ordinary sterrasters, forming, as stated, the great majority

in all the three varieties,

and

Those

apart.

//

which

long and broad, the axes of which are vertical to the

The average number

axis of the ray.

may

pt

of the sterraster

At the end each ray

roughened.

conic, lateral spines, 1-2

mass

downwards, the whole

verticil

appearing as the

recurved margin of a terminal, shield-like expansion of

the ray, from the distal face of which several spines arise.

The other kind
mass

of a central

22-27

small spines

;

more

which

p.

thick at the base,

is

These rays are cylindro-

and covered with numerous

on the parts of the surface of the central mass

On

spines also occur.

very rare, consists

spherical shape, from which

irregularly distributed rays arise.

long, 11-17

/x

3, figs. 5, 8),

of the usual ellipsoidal or a

and

rather sparse
conical,

of sterroid (Plate

free

from rays such

the rays the spines form extensive patches within which

On

they stand quite close together.

the central sphere they are for the most

part farther apart and irregularly scattered.

Here and there

well

marked,

smooth, channel-like zones separate adjacent spine-patches.

The four specimens
June
B.

25, 1903, in

C;

centre of

of this species

One specimen

North America.

Queen Charlotte Sound

Round

off

f.);

it

Fort Rupert, Vancouver Island,

grew on a bottom of

bottom temperature was

of

was trawled at Station 4199 on

Island S. 46° W., 11.5 km. (6.2 miles), drift

depth 124-196 m. (68-107
canic sand; the

were obtained on the Pacific slope

of var. carolae

soft green

7.7° (45.9° F.).

S.

85° E.;

mud and

The specimen

vol-

of var.

megaclada and one specimen of var. carolae were trawled at Station 4228 on July
7,

1903, in the vicinity of

Naha Bay, Behm Canal, S.

E. Alaska; Indian Point, N.

GEODINELI-A ROBUSTA.
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1S°E., 1.7 km. (0.9 miles); drift N. 2° W.; depth 75-245 m. (42-134

f.);

they

grew on a bottom of gravel and sponge spicules; the bottom temperature was
8.8° (47.8° F.).

February

6,

274 m. (150
ture

was

The specimen

of var. megasterra

was trawled

at Station

1889, off southern California, in 33° 58' N., 119° 30' 45"
f.);

it

2946 on

W.; depth

grew on a bottom of coaree gray sand; the bottom tempera-

13.6° (56.5° F.).

T.VBLE

SHOWING THE VARIETAL DIFFERENCES

Varieties

IN

GEODINELLA ROBUSTA.

GEODINELLA ROBUSTA.
Tierreich I found

it
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quite impossible to place this sponge in any of the then

existing genera, and, carrying out Thiele's suggestion, established the

Geodinella for

There can be no doubt that the sponges above described belong to

From

the only species of

differ in

euasters.

new genus

it.'

having a

much

it

this genus.

hitherto known, Geodinella (Geodia ?) cylindrica, they

stouter body, megascleres twice as large, and different

Geodia cylindrica has oxysphaerasters (pycnasters) 7-8

only; in G. robuMa besides the strong>'losphaerasters 7-13

fi

fi

in diameter

in diameter,

which

appear to correspond to the pycnasters of G. cylindrica, oxyasters attaining a
diameter of 30-38

//

are present in large numbers.

Geodia cylindrica has been

found only in Japan, G. robusta on the Pacific coast of North America.
'

R.

v.

Lenden/eU.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 117.

GENERAL SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT OF THE GENERA, SPECIES,
AND VARIETIES OF GEODIDAE FROM THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

III.

Geodidae.
Tetraxoniii with rhabd, tclocladc and usually also mcsoclade megascleres,

and a

superficial

Euastcrs

astci's.

armour composed
ai'e

of massive, spheroidal, or ellipsoidal stcrr-

always, ataxasters or microrhabds sometimes, present.

Without desme megascleres and without
This family, as

now

thin, disc-sliaped sterrasters.

limited, comjirisos the genera Caminella Lendcnfcld,

Pachymatisma Johnston, Caminus O. Schmidt, Isops

Sollas,

Sidonops Sollas,

Geodia Lamarck, and Geodinella Lendenfeld.
All of these, with the exception of Paciiymatisma, occur in the Pacific

Ninety-four species of Geodidae are known;

Ocean, and

Ocean.

forty-six occur in the Pacific

five of the Pacific species are further

divided into fifteen varieties.

CAMINELLA Lendenfeld.

Among

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microscleres are

asters.

The

and ari'anged

afferents are uniporal;

The

radially.

the efferents larger

oscula.

Two

species are

known; one

of which, C. nignt (Lindgren), occurs in the

Pacific Ocean.
Caminella nigra (Lindgren).

Lendenfeld. Ticrrcich, 1!I03, 19,
tsops nigra Lindgren, Zool. .anz.,
plate 20,

fig.

p.

'.)0.

1897, 20, p. 486.

Ellipsoidal.

and 60

fi

.3,''>2,

plate

I.S,

fi^. 11,

Black.

Large amphioxes: 900 by 20
protriaenes:

Zool. jahrb. Syst., 1S9S, 11, p.

7a-e.

rhabdome 960 by 20

n.
ft;

Minute amphioxes: 72 by 2
clades 96

high; clade-angles about 135°.

fi

long;

ft

cladome 180

Plagio/(

broad

CONTORTA.

ISOPS

Rays not numerous, smooth, pointed; centrum

Choanosomal oxyasters:
small; total diameter 24

Oxysphaerasters

/i.

very large; total diameter 20

Western

CAMINnS

Among

numerous conical rays; centmm

:

Steirasters:

//.

Java Sea; Caspar

Pacific.
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62

long and broad, 52

/i

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

The

asters.

ai'e

thick.

O. ScHM.

and arranged

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microscleres

/«

Strait.

The

radially.

afferents are cribriporal, the efTerents larger

oscula.

Four

species are

known, one

of which, C. chinensis Lindgren, occurs in the

Pacific Ocean.
Caminus chinensis LiNDnnEN.
Zool. jahrb. Syst., 1898, 11, p. 339, plate 17,

Zool. anz., 1897, 20, p. 485.

Lendenfeld.

Brown.

Spherical or ellij^soidal, erect.

Amphistrongyles: 720 by 24
blunt;

clades 325-540

Oxyasters

:

ji

long;

centrum small

Sterrasiers:

eter.

fig.

16, plate 20, figs. 2a-e,

e.

Tieireich, 1903, 19, p. 92.

Northwestern

;

rhabdome 460-600 by 36

/i,

clade-angles, according to the figure 90-100°.

total

136 by 108 by 90
Pacific.

Cortex very hard.

Orthotriacnes:

/t.

diameter 24-32

Sphaeres

/i.

:

2-5

p.

in

diam-

/i.

China Sea; Strait of Formosa.
ISOPS SOLLAS.

Among

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microscleres are

asters.

The

and arranged

afferents are uniporal;

radially.

The

the efferents uni-

poral.

Of the seventeen

species

known

four occur in the Pacific Ocean.
(Bowerb.^nk).

Isops contorta

SoLLAS, Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. 271. Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 97.
Pachi/mastinn conlorta Bowerbank, Pioc. Zool. soc. London, 1873, p. 327, plate 31, figs. 7-11.

Branching, branches anastomosing.
Large amphioxes: 1.838
long.

Styles:

1.3

Oxyasters:

diameter 70

/(.

Western

mm.

total

long.

mm. by

35

Dry:
/jl.

light

mm.

Triaenes: rare.

diameter 32

/(.

Small sphaerasteis: rays conical; total

Sterrasters flattened, ellipsoidal, 160

Pacific.

brown.

Small amphioxes: about 0.5

Fiji Islands.

/<

long.

SIDONOPS.
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Isops imperfecta

SoLLAS, Rept. voy. "Challenger," 18SS, 25,
Geoilia impcrfecla

(Bowerbank).

Lendenfeld,

p. 269.

Ticrreich, 1903, 19, p. 97.

Zool. soc. Lomloii, 1874, p. 299, plate 46,

Bowerb.vnk, Proc.

Amphioxes and amphistrongyles: 1.75 mm. by 39

Sphaerasters:

triaene,

centrum

Southern

centiiim small;

rays slender, cylindrical, truncate;

total

Dermal sphaerasters: rays terminally divided into numerous

/(.

large;

total

pressed, or cylindrical, 110
?

Teloclodes:

it.

monacne; clades usually rounded terminally.

diameter 21
spines;

6-13.

Dry: white.

Massive tuberous.

diaene, or

figs.

diameter 12-19

by 80

//.

Steirasters:

ellipsoidal, de-

fi.

South Sea.

Pacific.

Isops obscura Thiele.

Zoologica, 1898, 24, p. 6, plate 2,

fig.

mm.

mm. by

15-40

long; clades stout, 80-120

Lai-ge thin-rayed

oxyasters:

oxyasters:

total diameter

oxyasters.

Sterrasters:

75

p.

Pacific.

much

/«

Plagiotriaenes:

fx.

rhabdome curved,

long; clade-angles large.

rays slender, 20 p long. Small thick-rayed
Oxysphaerasters: diameter the same as in the

60 p in diameter.

spherical,

to the sterrasters but with

Northwestern

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 96.

Dark brown.

Irregularly massive.

Amphioxes: 1.2-1.6
1.25

Lendenfeld,

2; plate 6, figs. 2a-k.

Steiroids:

rare, similar

thicker rays.

Japan.

Isops soUasi

museum,

Descriptive catalogue sponges Australian

Cup shaped, peduncular,

Lendenfeld.
18S8, p. 34.

or lamellar.

Choanosomal rhabds: 800 by 16

/(.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 97.

Brown.
Plagiotriaenes:

rhabdome

1

mm. by

25 p; clades blunt 260 p long.
Euasters: 16-30

be distinguished.

Southwestern

p in diameter; smaller many-rayed and

Sterrasters:
Pacific.

larger few-rayed to

48 p in diameter.

East coast of Australia; Port Jackson.

SroONOPS SoLLAS.

Among

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microscleres are
uniporal.

asters.

The

The tetraxon megascleres
and arranged

afferents are cribriporal;

radially.

The

the efferents

SIDONOPS PICTETI.
Twenty
The

species are

known; nine occur
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in the Pacific

Ocean.

Ocean are

species ivith anairiaenes found in the Pacific

S. lindgreni Ldf.,

S. pkteti (Tops.), S. californica Ldf., S. alba (Kieschnick), S. angulata Ldf.

megana

(var.

Ldf., var.

S. reticulata (Bwk.);

microana Ldf., var. orthotriaena Ldf.),

.S.

oxyastm Ldf.,

those without anatriaenes are S. bicolor Ldf., S. nitida

(Soil).
Sidonops lindgreni Lendenfeld.
Tierreich, 190.3, 19, p. 102.

Siilonops

jricteli

Lincgren (non Topsent

1897), Zool. anz., 1897, 20, p. 486.

p. 349, plate IS, figs. 17, a, b, plate 20,

fig. 6,

a-h, c'-c",

Zool. jahrb. Syst., 1898, 11,

Kirkp.\trick, Proc. Zcol.

d'.

soc.

London,

1900, p. 130.

Massive irregular,

sometimes with digitate

Cortex brown,

processes.

choanosome grayish.

mm. by 40
mm. by 54 /i;

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 2.5

240 by 5

Orthotriaenes:

/«.

rhabdome

concave to the rhabdome, 756

140 n broad and 70
stout, 68

/i

/«

total

fi

Western

?

/I.

broad and 60

by 120

picteti

Sui.sse zool., 1897, 4, p. 431, plate 18, fig. 2.

Amphioxes: 500-600 by 30

Protriaenes (? mesoprotriaenes):

rhabdome 10 p

Oxyasters:
thick;

triaene,

cladome

long;

/<;

clades

high.

centrum

centrum large;

ju.

Topsent.

Lendenfeld,

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 103.

Orthotriaenes;

/«.

clades slender, 90

the amphioxes;

Anatriaenes:

jli

Inspirit: reddish gray.

Massive tuberous, elongated.

sions as

p.

styles:

Java.

Sidonops

Revue

clades 100

/c,

Small strongylosphaer asters:

p.

Stenasters: 160

Pacific.

24

rays rough, pointed, very numerous;

diameter 20-48

diameter 4

total

mm. by

Anairiaenes: rhabdome 3 imn. by 12

high.

long; cladome 80

Choanosomal oxyasters:
small;

Minute dermal

clades slender, strongly

Proclades (mesoproclades):

long.

p.

monaene; rhabdome 4.6

diaene, or

fi.

2.4

p.

rhabdome 10 p

thick;

rhabdome

long;

of similar dimen-

cladome 185 p broad.

thick;

clades

cladome 70 p broad and 53 p

70 p long.
high.

usually from seven to twelve slender, spined, conical rays, 2 p

centrum small;

total

large; total diameter 4-6

diameter 35-40
Sterrasters:

p.

;«.

Strongylosphaa-asters: centrum

97 by 85

p.

Topsent, 1897, states that in another specimen the sterrasters measured
140 by 115

p.

Western

I

should say that this sponge probably belongs to another species.

Pacific.

Bay

of

Amboj-na.

SIDONOPS ALBA.
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Sidonops califomica Lendenfeld.
IS.

Aiitp, p.

In

Elongate, tuberous.

spirit:

yellowish white.

mm. by 30-48

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1.2-2

55

Minute dermal

thick.

/t

50 by
20-78

1 n,

Mesoplagioclades:

20-42

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

possibly foreign.

rhabdome 6-15

long; clade-angles 102-118°.

f.1

clades stout, 22-45

fi

/i

Anatriaenes:

/«

long; clade-angles 104-

rhabdome 10-17

with spines;

proportion to raj'-number.

Small strongylosphaerasters: from

and 0.8-1.5

ii

Starasters: 116-130

Eastern Pacific.

tliick;

/i

Anadiaenes and anamonaenes:

rare.

cver)"vvhere, except at the base

nally

rare;

from one to three clades,

Large choanosomal oxyasters: six to fourteen rays, 1.7-3

invei-se

styles:

rhabdome 0.9-1.45 mm. by

thick;

long, clade-angles 45-66°.

of similar dimensions;

Large

/«.

Very minute amphioxes:

//.

clades concave to the rhabdome, 160-400

ji:

120°.

175-290 by 3-7

styles:

thick;

thick, covered

p.

diameter 22-48 p;

Small oxysphaerasters: 7-9 p

in

size in

diameter.

seventeen spined rays, rounded termi-

six to

centrum 2-3.5

by 97-105 by 70-90

West

total

/i,

whole aster 4.5-9

/<,

in diameter.

u.

coast of North America; 22° 52' N.

"Albatross"

Station 2829.
Sidonops alba (Kieschnick).

Lendenfeld, Ticrrcich, 19()o, 19, p. 100.
Synops alba Kieschnick, Zool. anz., 1896,

19, p. 529.

Syilonops alba (Kioschnick) Thiele, Abhandl. Senckenb. gesellsch., 1900, 25,

Irregular, depressed, with attached foreign bodies.

Large choanosomal amphioxes:

mm. by

2.5

similar dimensions as the large amphioxes.

5

Plagiotriaenes:

/(.

derivates:

3 mm.;
2.5

monaene

its

rhabdome
or diaene;

thickness 14

mm. by

14

/<;

;<;

2

mm.

long;

/i

;«

Dirty brownish white.

Large

250 by

/«

Mesoproclade-

long.

total length of spicule

Large anatriaenes: rhabdome

about 20 p long.

more

Minute dermal

rarely, diaene or

monaene;

long and about as thick as the minute dermal styles.

Oxyasters: a smaller kind with

and a larger kind with few, rough

numerous

rays,

rays, not quite

up to 30 p

long.

up

to 15

rays short and stout; centrum large; total diameter about 8 p.

asters:

110-90

p.

Pacific.

Ternate.

/(

long;

Small strongylosphaer-

asters:

Western

16a-h.

rare, of

long.

clades, strongly recur\'ed,

fig.

styles:

clades reduced, short;

epirhabd 80

46, plate 2,

^[inute dernud styles:

/(.

clades 450

anaclades (Thiele, 1900, exotyles): triaene, or,

rhabdome 170

30

j).

Star-

SIDONOPS ANGULATA VAR. MICROANA.
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Sidonops angulata, Lendenfgld.

Ante, p. 24.

In

Massive, irregularly spherical or lobose.

jTllowish in the interior

spirit:

and white to reddish or purplish brown on the surface.
Stout chaonosomal amphioxes:

straight, slightly

1.6-3.7

mm. by

110

the derivates with a branch-ray.

/<;

20-72

and

Styles

/x.

1.5-2.8

by 47-82

clade-angles 89-112°.

b}^

60-

slightly

105

to

/<

330-700

distally,

thick;

jn

long,

mostly triaene, sometimes diaene; rhabd-

Anaclades:

more than 9 mm.

to

mm.

2.1-2.5

and thickened, up

rhabdome, curvature increasing

clades concave to the

ome up

rare;

Orthoplagiotriaenes: rhabd-

5-34/«.

rarely shortened

/«,

curved or angularly bent;

Slender dermal amphioxes:

mm. by

curved or angularly bent; 2.9-9.5

ome

style-derivates:

and 7-39

in length

/<

thick; clades 30 210

/(

long;

clade-angles 27-66°.

Oxyasters and oxysphaerasters: one to twenty-three perfectly smooth, conic

rays 1.6-5^ thick; centrum,
eter

11-64

/x;

truncate, distally spined
in diameter.

raj'S,

Sterrasters:

Northeastern Pacific.
fornia.

up

present,

to 12 /tin diameter; total diam-

in invei*se proportion

from ten to twenty, equal

Strongylosphaerasters:

/«

when

on the whole

size

2-6

/i

or,

centrum 7-14

thick;

85-122 by 75-113 by 57-86

West

to the

more
/(,

raj'-numbei'.

rarely,

unequal,

whole aster 16-28

/t.

coast of North America;

off

southern Cali-

"Albatross" Stations 2945, 2975, 4417.
Sidonops an^Iata var. megana Lendenfelo.
Ant<>, p. 24.

Stout choanosomal amphioxes up to 72

not numerous,
clades

up

Steirasters

up

to 34

to 210

up

long.

/«

to 122

thick.

/t

ju

thick.

/<

Aimclades, triaene,

Slender dermal amphioxes,

rhabdome up

to 39

p.

thick,

Strongylosphaerasteis with nearly cylindrical rays.

long, all ellipsoidal.

Northeastern Pacific.

West

coast

of

North

America; 34°

1'

30" N.

"Albatross" Station 2975.
Sidonops angulata

v.ar.

microana Lendenfeld.

Ante, p. 24.

Stout choanosomal amphioxes

very abundant, up to 22

rhabdome up
conical rays.

to 18

/<

/<

thick.

up to 52

thick, clades

Steirasters

up to 97

/<

thick.

Slender dermal amphioxes,

Anaclades, triaene and, less frequently, diaene,

/<

up

to 50

/<

long.

Strongylosphaerasters with

long, all ellipsoidal.

SIDONOPS OXYASTRA.
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West

Northeastern Pacific.

near Santa Barbara

coast of North America;

"Albatross" Station 4417.

Islands.

Sidonops angulata wir. orthotriaena Lenoenf£Ld.

Ante,

up

Stout choanosomal amphioxes

not numerous, up

oxes,

18

thick, clades

fi

Sterrastcrs

raj's.

up

to 17

to 80

jn

ft

/<

Slender dermal amphi-

70 n thick.

to

Anaclades, triaene,

thick.

rhabdome up

to

Strongylosphaerasters with nearly cylindrical

long.

up to 111

24.

p.

long; besides the ellipsoidal also rhomboidal ones

occur.

Northeastern Pacific.

West

North America; 34° N.

coast of

"Albatross"

Station 2945.

Sidonops oiyastra Lendenfei.d.

Ante,

p.

40.

In spirit: brownish white to purplish brown.

Lobose.

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1.1-1.55 by 10-32
0.8-1

mm. by

18-23

//.

130-230 by 3-5.5//.
or

some

of

Large

Plagiotriaenes:

them reduced, concave

aene,

rhabdome over

of the cladome,

15-30

fi

long;

rhabdome 1-1.65 by 24-40

when

fully developed,

1

mm.

long, 5-12

/i

from four to

total diameter 18-45

whole aster 16-22

up

6-13.5 p.

p.,

in

to a third or more, of the
Sterrasters

Eastern

fi

long;

ten, usually seven rays, 0.5-

C|uite at

ji.

the base, with spines;

Pacific.

cen-

Large subcortical oxysphaerasters:

whole aster

76-85 by 66-73 by 50-64

/<

thick;

centrum

Small dermal oxyasters and

diameter.

oxysphaerasters: nine to eighteen spined rays, 0.7-1.5
present,

250-285

a protuberance on the apex

thick;

from sixteen to twenty-three conical, spined rays 1.1-1.4
/£,

clades equal,

clade-angles 40-65°.

very small;

4.2-0.5

/«;

:

styles:

sometimes elongated to form an epirhabd 56-75 long; clades

n thick and covered everywhere, except

tmm

Minute dermal

Anaclades: mostly triaene, sometimes diaene or mon-

Large choanosomal oxyasters:
2

//.

to the rhabdome, the distal part of long ones

often cui-ved in the opposite direction,
clade-angles 100-118°.

Large amphistrongyles

/i.

850 by 38

rare,

styles:

p.

Galapagos; Duncan Island.

p

thick, centrum,

in diameter;

when

total diameter

SIDONOPS BICOLOR.
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Sidonops reticulata (Bow-grb^nk).

Lendenfeld,

Tierrcich, 1903, 19, p. 102.

Bowerbank,

Geoilia reliculata

Proc. Zool. soc. London, 1874,

plate 46,

p. 300,

figs.

Sollas, Rept.

14-20.

voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. 253.

Dry: white.

Massive.

Atnphioxes:

by 31.2

//;

1.75

/t

clades 250

fi

triaenes ?):

triaenes: clades 144

diameter 8.5
?

/i

19

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

/i.

cladome 450

long;

long; cladome 150
total

Sterrasters:

fi.

Eastern Pacific.

/z

cladome 120

long;

no centrum;

Oxyasters:
total

mm. by

clades 237.5

/z

broad.

rhabdome 2 mm.
(mesopro-

Protriaenes:

Ana-

broad and 206 n high.
broad and 125 /thigh.
fi

diameter 25.4

/<.

Small strongylasters:

spherical, small.

Mexico.

Sidonops bicolor Lendenfeld.
Ante,

p.

46.

In spirit: whitish to reddish

Irregularly tuberous, elongated or flattened.
or purple-brown,

some parts

Stout amphioxes:
rare,

not in

by 15-40

/t.

mm. by

Plagiotriaenes:

cladome, and 3-10

duced

rather blunt;

specimens; 4

all

of the surface usually

//

more a

in length, cylindrical

/<

long;

little

in

diameter.

spined rays, 0.7-2.5

/j.

clades,

mm.

at the

concave to the rhabdome,
to

it

distally,

from one to twelve, most frequently from

thick;

thick;

/z

Oxysphaerasteis:

spined rays, 0.7-3.5 n thick;

Northeastern Pacific.

/«,

whole aster 10-23

thirt}',

centrum 4-12

West

centrum 2.8-6

/«,

whole aster

from twelve to twenty-five

centrum 4-10

130-170 by 100-133 by 77-97

Monterey Bay.

/.i

clade-angles 103-122°.

Strongylosphaerasters: usually from nine to

Sterrasters:

Slender amphioxes: 3.5-9

/z.

rhabdome proximally and convex

Large choanosomal oxyasters:

/(,

othei-s.

Stout styles:

fi.

below, at the thickest point; sometimes re-

and rounded;

seven to nine, distally spined rays, 1-2.8

19-34

36-105

rhabdome usually 2.1-4 mm. by 82-110

nearly straight, or concave to the
blunt, 280-700

100-200

much darker than

mm. by

2.3-5.6

ji,

/«,

distally

in diameter.

very rarely only one, distally

whole

a.ster

9-21

/.«,

in diameter.

//.

coast of North America; from 33° 18' N. to

"Albatross" Stations 2958, 2981, 3168, 4420, 4531, 4551.

GEODIA.
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Sidonops nitida (Sollas).

Lendenfeld,

Proc. Roy. Dublin soc, 1SS9, 6, p. 277.

Synops

nUiiliis

plate 22,

Hollas. Proc. Roy. Dublin soc, 1SS6,

figs.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 104.

5, p. 19S.

Amphioxes: 1.25
clades 183

/«;

/i

mm. by

26

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

/t.

Choanosomal oxyasters:

Strongylosphaerasters:

usually'

1.07 nun.

about seven, sometimes as few as two,

centrum small;

total diameter, 43.4

/i.

diameter 13.5

/i.

rays thick, terminally rounded;

sjiherical, 51. G

Southwestern

rhabdome

cladome 358 /« broad, 50 pt high.

long;

stout blunt rays with large spines;

Sterrasters:

p. 2.31,

In spirit: faint browni.sli white.

Lamellar, attenuated towards the margin.

by 28.7

Rept. voy. "Challenger," bSSS, 25,

1-lS.

/<

total

in diameter.

East coast of Australia; Port Jackson.

Pacific.

GEODIA Lamarck.

Among

The tetraxon megascleres

the megascleres are regular triaenes.

are confined to the superficial part of the sponge

dermal microsderes are

asters.

The

afferents

and arranged
are

radially.

cribrijjoral,

The

the efTerents

cribriporal.

Forty-four species are known, twenty-nine of which occur in the Pacific

Ocean.

SUMMARY OF THE SPECIES FOUND
.A,

L\

THE

P.VCIFIC

OCEAN.

Fully developed triaene mesoproclades (proclades) present.

Ao The large choanosomal

astei-s

are oxyastere, rarely strongylasters, never

acanthtylastei-s.

A3 With sphaerasters up to 90

/<

in diameter.

G. nux (Selenka).

B3 The largest sphaerastere under 60

A4 With sphaerasters up to 31

fi

/i

in diameter.

in diameter,

and numerous very short and thick

with very large centrum

rays.

A5 The rays of the sphaerasters with large centi-um are
G. eosaster (Sollas).
B-,

The rays

conic.

G. globostella Lendenfeld.

of the sphaerasters with large

centrum arc

cylindrical,

tnincate, and bear terminal sj)ines.

G. distincta Lindgren.

B4 Without large sphaerastei-s with very large centnim and very short
ravs.

GEODIA.
A5 The dermal
8.3

/t
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asters small, usually 5-6, the largest never over

Regular or irregular (ataxastrosc).

in diameter.

G. erinaceus (Lendenfeld).
var. typica

intermedia Lendenfeld.

G.

(SoUas).

var. mieraster

hilgendorfi

Thiele.

var.

Lendenfeld.
G. cook-

G. japonica (SoUas).

G. reniformis Thiele.
soni

G. variospiculosa Thiele.

Lendenfeld var. clavigera Thiele.

var.

typica

G. ataxastra Lenden-

Lendenfeld var. granosa Thiele.
feld.

B5 The dermal asters
8

Ae

/t

in

large, usually 8-12, the largest

diameter.

never under

Usually regular.

Sterrasters over 300

/t

long.

G. hirsuta (Sollas).

Be Sterrasters up

to

70-125

long.

jx

A7 The large choanosomal rhabds are
G. mesotriaena Lendenfeld.
var.

megana Lendenfeld.

G. agassizii Lendenfeld.
G.

breviana

var.

chiefly amphicjxes.

pachana Lendenfeld.

microana Lendenfeld.

G. mesotriaenella Lendenfekl.

Lendenfeld.

G.

ovis

Lendenfeld.

G.

G. micropora Lendenfeld.

sphaeroides (Kieschnick).

G. berrjn (Sollas).

var.

G. kiikenthali Thiele.

B7 The large choanosomal rhabds are chiefly amphistrongj'les.

G. amphistrongyla Lendenfeld.
Ce Sterrasters under 60

/t

long.

G. lophotriaena Lendenfeld.

B2 The large choanosomal asters are acanthtylasters.
G. acanthtylastra Lendenfeld.
Bi Regularly triaene promesoclades (proclades) absent.
clades) with

more

or less

reduced dadomes

Promesoclades (pro-

(only two or one clades) some-

times present.

G.

nigra

magellani

Lendenfeld.
(Sollas).

spicua (Bowerbank).

G.

G.

media Bowerbank.

exigua

Thiele.

G.

G.

incon-

GEODIA EOSASTER.
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Geodia nux (Selenka).

nuj Selenka, Zcitschr. wiss. zool., 1867, 17, p. 569, plate
Cydonium tii/tSollas, Repf. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. 260.

SleUella

Spherii'al with wart-sluipcd protuberances.

35, figs. 11-13.

In spirit

brown on the surface,

:

yellowish in the interior.

Amphisb-ongyles:

mm. by

1.83

38.7

/(.

Dichotriaenes:

(Sollas,

1888).

Plagiolriaenes (Selenka, 1867) clades short.

rays numerous, conical smooth; ccntnim 51.6

Large oxysphaerasiers:

whole aster 96
16

fi.

fi

Sterrasters (Sollas, 1888)

90 by 77.4

:

very doubtful species.

Tills is a

monaxonid (Tethya, that
of the

Stnnll tylosphaeraster (Sollas, 1888)

in diameter.

Tetraxonia (Tierreich, 1903,

Sollas in the spicule-preparation

Ridley
I

'

was

inclined to consider

did not include

Of course,

19).

/«,

total diameter

/i.

Donatia), while

is,

:

examined by him,

if all

it

in

it

as a

my synopsis

the spicules found

really belong to

it,

by

is

it

a

geodine tetraxonid, but as one frequently finds foreign spicules in such preparations,

and as Selenka himself does not mention

sponge must remain

doul)tful.

I

sterrasters, the status of this

therefore place Geodia

i^ux

here with

all

reserve.

Western

Samoa

Pacific.

Islands.

Geodia eosaster (Sollas).

Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19. p. 110.
Cydonium eosaster Sollas, Rcpt. voy. "Challenger,"
Non Geodia eosaster Topsent, 1904.

Spherical.

In spirit

:

5

mm. by

3.5

/i.

19

p

p

long.

at the cladome,

/^

22, plate 21,

mm. by

32

rhabdome

p..

3.57

47
:

15-29.

/i;

main

rhabdome

and 26 p at the thickest point near the middle;

long; cladome 190

/z

Anatriaenes:

broad and 48

/t

rhabdome

8.21

mm.

high.

Large oxy asters: four to numerous rays; total diameter 27.6-39
oxysphaerasters: rays

figs.

Minute dermal am-

mm. by

Protriaenes (? mesoprotriaenes)

cladome 190 p broad.

long;

by29/i; clades 95

2.856

Dichotriaenes:

end clades 210 p

clades 110 p,

clades 190

by

fig.

yellowish white.

Large choanosomal amphioxes:
phioxes: 250-300

1888, 25, p. 225, plate 20.

/z.

Large

exceedingly short and broad, appearing as low conical

protuberances of the very large centrum;

total diameter 19.8-31 p.

Small

strongylosphaerasters: rays conical or cylindrical, truncate; total diameter 10
Sterrasters:

spheroidal; 64-70 p in diameter.
'

S. O. Ridley.

Spongiida.

Kept. voy. "Alert," 1884,

p. 472, foot-note.

/(.

C.EODIA GLOP.OSTELLA.
Topsent
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has identified a number of sponges from the Azores as Geodia

'

Since, however, the rays of the large strongylosphaerasters

eosaster- (Sollas).

with very large centrum are in these sponges short, thick, cylindrical, and spined

on their terminal

and since they

face,

possess, besides the dichotriaenes, also

orthotriaenes, I hardly think that Topsent's identification

Southwestern

is

correct.

East coast of Australia; Port Jackson.

Pacific.

Geodia globostella, nom. nov.
Geodin glohosldlifera Ridley, Rept. voy. "Alert.," 1884, p. 480, plate 43,

Non Geodia globostellifera Carter,

In

160 by 5

«.

triaenes:

rhabdome 16

/«

total

Minute dermal amphioxes:

/(.

cladome 580

Pro-

rays few in number, often curved;

total

total diameter 28

large;

In 1880, H.
')

38

broad.

thick; clades

/<

thick;

mm.

1

/(

long.

Large oxysphaerasters: rays conical, very short and stout; cen-

p.

diameter 6.3

steUata

mm. by

rhabdome 70

Orthotriaenes:

Large choanosomal oxyasters:

trum very

b.

gray with a crimson tinge in places.

spirit:

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 3

diameter 38

fig.

1880.

Sterrasters

^£.

J.

:

Carter described

from the Gulf

of IManaar.

ft.

rays numerous;

Small strongylasters:

90 /(long.
"

a sponge as Geodia globostellifera (globo-

In 1884,

S.

O. Ridley

*

had occasion to study

a sjionge from Port Darwin, which, although distinguished from G. globostellifera
Carter, 1880,

by the presence

minute dermal am])hioxes, by the much greater

of

much

thickness of the orthotriaene-rhabdomes, the
triaene-clades
strongylasters,

and the

greater length of the pro-

larger size of the spicules generally, particularly the small

he assigned to this species of Carter.

doubted the correctness of

this identification,

and

Sollas^ and

ences between the specimens of Carter and of Ridley, I think
distinguish

them

Southwestern
'

E. Topsent.

'

H.

J. Carter.

Spongiairs dps Azores.
plate

H. J. Carter.

Loc.

S. 0. Ridley.

Spongiida.

W.

J. Solkis.
V.

Result .Monaco, 1904, 25, p. 67, plate

Report on specimens * * * from the Gulf of Manaar.

'

R.

cit.,

6, fig.

.3Sa-h (err.

f).

p. 1.54 (Sep., p. .508).

Tetraxonia.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p.

HI.

4, fig. 7;

plate 9,

Ann. mag. nat.

Rept. voy. " Alert," 1884, p. 480, plate 43, fig. b.
Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. 261.
Tetractinellida.

Lendenfeld.

advisable to

North Australia; Port Darwin.

Pacific.

"

'

it

specifically.

scr. 5, 6, p. 1.34 (Sep., p. 488),

»

myself

in consideration of the differ-

fig.

5.

hist., 1880,

GEODIA ERINACEUS.
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Geodia distincta Lindgren.
Zool. jahrb. Syst., 1S9S, 11, p. 343, plate 17,

Zool. anz., 1897, 11, p. 486.

plate 20,

3 a-k,

fig.

Lendenfeld,

a', d'.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 11

fig.

15, i)lat€

18, fig.

19,

1.

Tuberous.

Large choaiwsomal amphioxes:
amphioxes: 290 by 12

^t.

1.5-1.8

concave to the rhabdome, 240

iriaenes (probably mesoprotriaones):

mm. by

rays

Large clwanosotnal oxyasters:

aster 16

/(,

44

/t.

Small

Aiiatriaenes:

clades

jli;

Proclades

rhabdome

on their terminal

Sterrasteis: spheroidal,

Western

:

centrum small;

roughened;

blunt,

siibcoiiical oxyasters

Small strongylosphaerasters

p.

/z;

rays spined

centrum 4 p, whole

;

Large strongylosphuerasters: rays numerous, short, and

in diameter.

thick, with spines

28

48

12 p; clades 72 p long; cladome 84 p broad and 60 p high.

total diameter
'

Minute dermal

/i.

mm. by

rhabdome 2.33-3 mm. by 12

cladome 120 p broad and 130 p high.

135 p long;
3.4

32

1.8-2.5

sometimes one or two bifurcate.

long,

/t

mm. by

rhabdome

Orthotriaenes:

68 by 56

:

faces;

centmm

centrum 2.5

p,

very large; total diameter

whole aster 8

p, in diameter.

p.

Java Sea; Java.

Pacific.

Geodia erinaceus (Lendenfeld).
Tierreich, 1!H«. 19, p. 107.

Cydonium erinaceus Lendenfeld, Descriptive catalogue sponges

The

following description

is

.\ustralian

museum,

ISSS, p. 36.

based on an examination of part of the

tj'pe

specimen in the British Museum.
Massive flattened, margin mostly lobose, or digitate;
In

spirit:

dirty white to brown.

up

to 20 cm. long.

Spicule-fur chiefly of large orthotriaenes.

Large choanosomal rhabds: attenuated towards both ends, one or both ends
usually rounded; 3.5-4.6

rhabds

:

mostly amphiox

rhabdome 3.5-4.2 mm.

Yhabdome throughout
Mesoprockides: rare;
lar

;

mm.

(Ldf., 1888, 2
,

(Ldf., 1888, 1-3

p.

mm.) by 40-50

p.

p; clades

Minute dermal
Orthotriaenes

concave to the

their whole length, 400-550 p long; clade-angles 90-100°.
rhabdome 4.8-5.2 mm. by 10-20 //; clades usually irregu-

and one or two often reduced,

angles 49-56°;

mm.) by 23-49

200-300 (Ldf. 1888, 320 p) by 10-12

fully

developed ones 50-60 p long; clade-

epirhabd 30-70 p long (not mentioned by Ldf., 1888).

Large

rhabdome 13 p thick; clades 30 p long; clade-angles 63°
(not mentioned by Ldf., 1888). Minute dermal anatriaenes: rhabdome termi-

anatriaenes:

rare;

nally rounded, about 280
clades 6-9

p

by 2-3.5 p

at the cladome,

and 3-5.5 p

long; clade-angles 39-54° (not mentioned

by

in the middle;

Ldf., 1888).

GEODIA VARIOSPICULOSA.
Large oxyasters: from
ones spined, rays, 1-1.5

/i
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ones smooth, in large

five to fourteen, conical, in small

thick; total diameter 16-30

Large oxysphaerasters:

/i.

connected with the former by transitions; from fifteen to twenty rays, 1.2-3

with sparse, stout spines near their end; centrum 3-8

thick,

Small

in diameter.

/f,

from eight to twenty, usually equal,

sir ongylosfhaer asters:

rarely unequal, truncate or rounded, spined rays, 0.8-1.3

3

whole aster 5.5-7.3

/(,

by 127-144 by 100 108
Southwestern

ji

3-5

(Ldf., 1888,

[x

whole aster 22-28

/i,

ju),

thick;

ji

in diameter.

centrum 1.6-

Sterraslers:

140-160

ijl.

East coast of Australia.

Pacific.

Geodia variospiculosa Thiele.

Lendenfeld,

Zoologica, 1898, 24, p. 10, plate 6a-I, 7a, b.

Massive tuberous.

In spirit

1.35

and

intermedia

micraster, not

Large dermal

gera).

mm. by

Minute dermal

clavigera).

25-50

not numerous;

rhabdome

at thickest point, a

mm.

3.2

95

/x

long

by 1-4
13

PL

by 7-20

below;

pt

;

:

me

in vars. typica

in vars.

and

n (present only

tyle 18

//,

Large choanosomal

fi.

(observed by

and 43-70

clavi-

in var.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

/i.

pt

at thickest point, a

Dichotriaenes:
/z

main clades 150-340, end clades 140-400

/x

pt

by 30-75

Mesop-otriaenes:

over.

long;

[i

rhabdome 2.5-

clade-angles 30-63°;

rhabdome 3.6-5.2 mm. by 12-46
Minute dermal anaclades

clade-angles 22-70°.

at cladome,

mm.

little

clades 60-220

/x;

pL

at cladome and 45-90

1.25-2.6

Large anatriaenes

long.

pL

180

little

20-50

30-70

clade-angles 99-111°.

long;

fi

11

at cladome

;t«

main clade-angles 90° or a

long;

tyle

200-320 by 3-7

styles:

clades 220-760

below;

mm. by

mm. by

1.6

rhabdome 1.25-3 mm. by 30-65
little

fi;

mentioned by Tliiele, 1898,

lylostyles:

Ante, p. 55.

dirty wliite to light brown.

:

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1-3.9
lylostyles or styles:

Tierreich, 1003, 19, p. 107.

epirhabd 25//;

clades 30-

;

rhabdome 205-560 /n

and 2-7.5 n at thickest point below the middle; clades 3-

long; clade-angles 38-54°.

Large choanosomal oxyasters

9-135

p.

17-180

long, 1-8

pL

thick;

Oxysphaerasters:

pL.

centrum 5-6

p.,

:

from one to eleven

/i,

whole aster 14-30

in diameter.

p, in diameter.

Sterrasters:

intermedia and micraster 70-90

Northwestern

Pacific.

and

var. micraster

from fourteen to twenty-two rays, 1-2

from ten to nineteen equal or unequal rays 0.5-2
aster 5-8

conical, distally spined rays,

total diameter in var. intermedia

p.

80-133

p.

p.

p.

thick;

Small strongylosphaerasters:
thick;

centrum 2.4

long, 65-116

p broad,

p,

whole

in vars.

thick.

Japan,

off

3746, 3758; westward of Yogashima.

Honshu

Island.

"Albatross" Stations

CrEOniA RKXIFORMIS.
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Geodia variospiculosa
Oeoiliu mriospirtilom

Without ilcrmal

asters

up

to 115

/<

Northwestoni

Oxy aster-rays up

long.

With

large

Japan

I'acifit'.

plate 6,

II.

anamonaenes).

;

Sterr-

westward of Yogashima.

clavigera Thiele.

\ai-.

Orthoplagiotriaenc-clades 250-300

dermal tylostylcs.
fi

Sterrasters 100

Northwestern

long.

/i

Tab.

fi,;;.

Anatriuenc-clades only 30-40

^

400-460

to 135 u long.

long.

Geodia variospiculosa
Zoologica, 1898. 24, p.

fig. 6.

Orthoi:)lagiotriaene-clades

tylostylos.
/i

Lendenfeld.

p. 10. plate 6,

Thikle, Zoologies, KS98, 24,

Anatriaeno-clades up to ISO

typica

v:ir.

long, one or

n

[l

long.

two frequently absent (anadiaenes,

long.

Japan.

Pacific.

Geodia variospiculosa var. intermedia Lendenfeld
Ante, p.

dermal

large

\\'ith(iut

Sterrasters

up

to 125

Northwestern

^t

Orthoplagiotriaene-clades

tylostyles.

Anatriaene-clades up to 135

long.

.55.

long.

/i

220-550

Oxyaster-rays up to 90

/(

;t

long.

long.

Pacific.

Honshu

Jai)an; off

Island.

" Albatro.ss" Station

3746.
Geodia variospiculosa var. micraster Lendenfeld.
.\iite,

\\'ithuut

long.

large,

dermal tylostyles.

Anatriaene-clades up to 130

Sterrasters

up

to 133

Northwestern

p.

/n

/i

.55.

Ortii()i)lagi()triaene-clatles

long.

240-760

Oxyaster-rays up to 72

/t

/(

long.

long.

Japan;

Pacific.

off

Honshu

Island.

"Albatross" Station

3758.

Geodia reniformis Tmiele.
Zoologica, 1898, 24, p. 9, plate

Kidney shaped.

1, fig.

Dry

:

.3,

plate 6,

light

fig.

5a4i.

Lendenfeld,

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 108.

brown.

mm. by 45 /z. Minute dermal amphioxes:
2.8 mm. by 90 /i; clades 500-600
long.
mostly triaene, rarely diaene; rhabdome 1.5 mm. by 25/;; clades

Large chounosomal amphioxes: 3.3

170

p.

long.

Orthotriaenes:

Mesoprockides:

rhabdome

/(

GFX)DIA JAPONICA.
70

epirhabd 30-40

i-i,

Large

12

/x

long, clades 50

rays few, 40-70

oxijasters:

numerous, 15-20

Anaclades: mostly triaene, rarely diaene or mon-

long.

/i

rhabdome 4-4.5 mm.

aene;

p..

long.

/«

Small

long.

more

rays

oxijasters:

Japan

Pacific.

regular or irregular (ataxastrose)

by 113

Stermsters: 130

Northwestern

fi

Oxysphaerasters: rays stout and short; total diameter

long.

Small strongylosphaerasters:

/i.

diameter 5

235

total

;

p.

Enoshima.

;

Geodia japonica (Sollas).

Thiele, Zoologica, 189S, 24,
Ante,

p. 7, plate 2, fig.

plate 6,

1,

fig.

Lendenfisld, Tierreick,

.3.

19;)3, 19, p. ill

p. 72.

Cydonium japonicum

Soll.vs, Hept. voy. "Challenger," ISSS, 25, p. 256.

The following

description

on an examination

also based

is

of part of the

type specimen in the British Museum.

Cup shaped,
2.8

mm. by

amphioxes:

Dry

outside lobose, large, up to nearly 50 cm. high.

Stout choanosomal am,phioxes:

2-3.3

mm. by

30-51

Large

p.

40-43 p in the middle and 10-31 p at the rounded end.
1-2.2

rarely style;

mm. by

195-280

12-22

p;

mm. by

triaenes:

rhabdome

straight;

clade-angles 90-102°.

2.3-3.2

white.
2.1-

Slender

Minute dermal rhabds: mostly amphiox,

p.

by 3.5-7

:

styles:

irregularly curved.

often

Orthoplagio-

50-85 p; clades 180-380 p long,

Mesopi'oclades:

distal part

rhabdome 2.8-4.3 mm. by 11-

21 p; clades 65-125 p long; clade-angles 22-48°; epirhabd 40-105 p long (not

mentioned by
rarely

Sollas, 1888,

angles 23-45°.

mm. by

Minute dermal anaclades:

ome 235-310 by 1-2 p&i
p

and Thiele, 1898).

monaene; rhabdome 2.4-5

1.2-2.8

6-14

/(

/«).

thick;

/«;

clades 70-130

triaene, diaene, or

from three to seven

long; clade;

rhabd-

total diameter

by

Sollas, 1888,

and Thiele, 1898).

straight, conical, blunt, spined rays,

21-46 p (Thiele, 1898, gives the ray-length as

Oxysphaerasters: from fifteen to twenty-one straight, conical, pointed,

spined rays 1.4-2 p thick; centiaim 5-7.5

Small strongylosphaerasters:

from

six to

thick

;

mostly

p,

whole aster 15-22 p

regular,

rarely

irregular

in diameter.

(ataxastrose);

twenty-two truncate or terminally rounded, spined rays, 0.5-1.3 p

centrum 1.2-5 p in diameter; the regular forms 4-6

5.8-7.3 p in total diameter.
1898, 75

;t

monaene

the cladome, and 2.8-5 p in the middle; clades 3-10

long; clade-angles 30-54° (not mentioned

Large oxyasters:

Large anaclades: mostly triaene,

8-23

by 65

Sterrasters:

p,

the ataxastrose ones

80-92 by 65-80 by 55-61 p (Thiele,

/()•

Northwestern

Pacific.

Japan

;

(Thiele's specimen, near

Enoshima).
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Geodia cooksoni (Sollas).

Lendenfeld, Ticrreieh, 1903, 19, p. 11.).
Cydonium cooksoni SoLL.\s, Rcpt. voy. "Cliallt'iiKcr,"

The

following description

25, p. 255.

based on an examination of part of

Choanosomal amphioxes: 1.2-2 mm., mostly 1.7-1.9
(Sollas, 1888, 41

fi

rhabdome

mm. by

/x

129

(Solhus, 1888,

mm. by 40-60

1.2-1.9

fi)

fi

mm.

1.6-2

mm.) by 7-13

(Sollas, 1888, 2.38

and 10-18

/x

fi

fi.

Ortho-

/x);

clades

long; clade-angles

Mesoproclades (Sollas, 1888, protriaenes): rhabd-

88-104°, on an average 97°.

at cladome

by 2-5

(Sollas, 1888, 64.5

concave to the rhabdome throughout their length, 200-340

^ome

18-36, mostly

Minute dermal rhabds: mostly ami>hiox, rarely

/i).

with one or both ends blunt; 150-190
plagiotriocncs:

type

Inspirit: light brown.

Probably lobose.

25-32

tlie

Museum.

in the British

specimen

is

1S>S!S,

/«

(Sollas, 1888, error,

75

fi)

developed clades, usually

in the middle; rarely three fully

one, two, or all three reduced or absent altogether, fully developed clades 27-

45

long; clade-angles 34-64°, on

/(

Lai-ge

an average 44°; epirhabd 30-70

spincd, straight, conical rays, 1.6-2.3
sent;

total

diameter 22-42

describes chiasters 19.7

fi

whole aster 12-18

Oxysphaerasters: with from eleven to thirty

diameter.

(Sollas, 1888,

fi

centrum 1.5-2.5

thick;

n

Sollas, 1888,

Sollas, 1888).

centrum

thick at the base;

fi

up to 19

in diameter.

fi)

Strongylo-

from ten to thirty cylindrical or cylindroconical, truncate rays,

sphaerasters: with

0.5-1.1

by

diameter with slender, cylindrical, truncate rays,

in

fi

conical, distally sparsely spined rays, 0.5-1.6
pL,

long.

thick at the base; centrum small or ab-

/i

(not mentioned

which were not observed by me.

1.3-3

fi

choanosomal oxyasters, with from two to thirteen usually strongly

Sterrasters:

(Sollas, 1888, 77.4

by 66

Eastern Pacific.

whole aster 4-6.5

/(,

flattened ellipsoids, 75-80

/x

fi

(Sollas, 1888,

by 70-75

fi

1-6

fi),

by 57-60

in
fx

p).

Galapagos

;

Charles Island.

Geodia hilgendorfl Thiele.
Zoologica, 1S9S, 24, p. 8, plate

1, fig. 4,

plate G,

fig.

4a-k.

Lkndenfeld,

Ticrreicli, 190:!, 19, p.

Massive elongate, with broad and low lobose protuberances.
Large amphioxes:

140-180

/£

long.

1.2-1.6

mm.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

reduced and rounded; clades 250-300
Mesoprotriaenes:

the epirhabd.

rhabdome

Anatriaenes.

1.2-1.0

long.

12.

Dry; whitish.

Minute dermal amphioxes: blunt,

rhabdome
/i

1

1.6-1.7

mm.

long sometimes

long; cladome sometimes very irregular.

mm.

long; clades as long as or longer than

GEODIA ATAXASTRA
Large choanosomal oxyasters

15-40

fi.

total

diameter 12

with or without centrum;

:

and

Subcortical oxysphaerastei's: rays short

total diameter 3 5

Irregular spJiaerasters

/i.

StenaMers

/t.

Northwestern

Pacific.
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(ataxasters)

53-80 by 45-60

:

total diameter

centrum very

stout,

large;

rays very short;

:

fi.

Jai)an.

Geodia hilgendorfi var. typica, var. nov.

Thiele, Zoologica, 1S9S, 24,

Geotlia hilgrn lorfi

p. 8, plate 1, fig. 4, plate 6, fig. 4

Oxyasters: with centrum, 15-20

ju

irregular sphaerasters in the interior.

Northwestern

Japan

Pacific.

;

a-h.

Without particularly small,

in diameter.

80 by 60

Sterrasters:

pi.

probably from the vicinity of Enoshima.

Geodia hilgendorfi var. granosa Thiele.
Zoologica. 189S, 24, p.

n

plate

4

6, fig.

i,

k.

without centnmi, 40

Oxyasters:
asters only 3

9,

in

diameter

Northwestern

in

/<

in the interior.

Japan

Pacific.

;

diameter.

Small irregular sphaer-

Sterrasters:

53 by 45

/i.

probably from the vicinity of Enoshima.

Geodia ataiastra Lendenfeld.
Ante, p. 79.

In

Spherical or irregularly massive, tuberous or lobose.

wliite to

spirit:

lilac-gray.

Large choanosomal rhabds: mostly amphioxes, but also some amphistron-

and

gyles

0.6-2.8

styles;

some

phioxes, but also
1.3-2.3

mm. by

mm. by

styles,

29-70

/i;

12-43

Minute dermal rhabds: mostly am-

/t.

120-215 by 3-7

clades 130-290

mostly triaene; rhabdome 1.6-3.4

proclades:

long;

clade-angles 25-58°; epirhabd 28-73

ome:

2-3.1

mm. by

3-12

fi;

clades

/i;

clades 2-6

/^i

long;

/i

rhabdome

dade-angles 85-116°.

mm. by
pt

7-10

fi;

Meso-

clades 25-80

/«

Large anatriaenes: rhabd-

long.

17-68

Minute dermal anaclades: observed only
340 by 0.5-2

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

pL.

long;

/<

long;

clade-angles

in var. angustana;

20-55°.

rhabdome 190-

clade-angles 33-57°.

Large oxyasters: from two. to eleven rays, 0.6-2.6 p thick; total diameter

15-50

/(,

rays:

from eighteen to twenty-eight

1 .3

//

in inverse proportion to the

thick

;

ray-number.

Oxysphaerasters

centrum 2.4-5.5 /«, whole aster 8-14.4

/j,

in diameter.

with smooth, thi£k rays: observed only in var. latana;
blunt,

smooth

rays, 2

/(

thick;

icith slender

conical, pointed, distally spined raj's 0.7-

centmm about

4.5

/(,

Oxysphaerasters

about eighteen conical,

whole aster about 13

/(,

in
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Small stiwigylosphaerasters

(liamoter.

distally often thickened rays, 0.2-0.8

6.4

fi,

from seven to twenty straight or conical,

:

jtt

Ataxasters: from one

in diameter.

centrum 0.6-3

thick;

pi,

whole aster 2.6-

to eight cylindrical, or cylindroconical,

truncate, simple or rarely bifurcate, rough or spined rays, 0.3-2.8

0.4-1.5

//

n

total diameter 4-8.3

diameter;

in

connected by transitions with the

fx;

Acanthtylasters:

small strongj-losphaerasters.
drical,

long and

they arise from a spherical or irregularly tuberous centrum 1.4-

equal in size;
4.5

/£

thick; the rays are very irregularly distributed and often very un-

simple or rarely branched rays, 1-2

/<

from ten to

rare,

thick

;

no centrum;

dusters of large divergent spines and appear thickened;

diameter 8-16

Irregular

/(.

sterraster-deri rates

cylin-

fifteen

their distal ends bear dense
total

observed only in

(sterroids):

var. lalumr,

a simj)le or lobose central mass with extensive tufts of ray-like

spines 4-8

long; total diameter

47-57

/£

21-50

Sterrasters

/(.

:

55-78 by 50-67 by

fi.

Eastern

Gulf of Panama; Perico Island.

Pacific.

Geodia atazastra var. angustana Lenoenfeld.
Ante,

p.

79.

Large amphioxes up to 2.8

Generally whitish.

triaene-rhabdomes up to 2.3

mm. by

70

mm.

Minute dermal anaclades present, their rhabdomes 190-340
oxj'^asters present,

40-50

orthoplagio-

long;

Average anatriaene-clade angle

/(.

long, the three- to seven-rayed

/i

long.

21-40 n

34°.

Two-rayed
in

diameter.

Oxysphaerasters with stout smooth rays and sterroids not observed.

Sterras-

ters

up

to 78

Eastern

/£

/i

long.

Gulf of Panama; Perico Island.

Pacific.

Geodia atazastra var. latana Lendenfeld.
Ante,

Lilac-gray.

rhabdomes up

to

mm. by 45

to seven-rayed 17-28
fi

up

long.

to 05

/«

Eastern

79.

Large amphioxes up to
1 .7

dermal anaclades not observed.

present, 13

p.

/i

1.9

mm.

long;

orthoplagiotriaene

Average anatriaene-clade angle

47°.

Minute

Two-rayed oxyasters not observed, the three-

in diameter.

in diameter.

Pacific.

/<.

Oxysphaerasters with stout, smooth rays

Sterroids present, 21-50

ju

Gulf of Panama; Perico Island.

in diameter.

Sterrasters
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Geodia hirsuta (Sollas).

Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 106.
CyUonivm hirmtus Sollas, Proc. Roy. Dublin soc,

Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888,

1S86, 5, p. 197.

25, p. 218, plate 21, figs. 30-42.

Irregular, lobose with digitate processes.

slender, 9

mm.

rhabdome over 4.46 mm.

rhal)dome at cladome 20

cladome 143

/(,

/(

^

and longer and more

/<,

/<

Dkhotriaenes:

fi

Protriaenes (? mesoprotriaenes)

long.

clades 127

thick;

/<

rhabdome

Anatriaenes:

high.

;t

long;

18

long,

/(

long.

Choanosomal oxyasters:
Cortical oxysphoerasters:

rays pointed or truncate;

rays spined; centrum 12

Strongylosphaerasters: total diameter 11.8 ^.

161

outline oval or

Sterrasters:

fi,

/x.

diam-

in

306 by 245 by

somewhat hexagonal.
Ki Islands

Central Pacific.

chameter 19.7

total

whole aster 32

/«,

eter.
/(,

grayish white.

:

60

thick, attenuated at first very rapidly;

at thickest point 29

broad and 99

/t

clades 36

thick;

long, 84

end clades 350

fi,

spirit

Tylostyles: with large spherical tyle.

l)y31.6/(.

main chides 127

In

mm. by

Amphtoxes: shorter and stouter, 4.462

;

5° 49' 15" S., 132° 14' 15"

W.

Geodia mesotriaena Lendenfeld.
.\ntp, p. 96.

Massive, cake shaped, horizontally expanded, large,

mum

Dry and

the larger specimens.

to 23 cm. in maxi-

yellow to brown.

in spirit:

Large choanosomal amphtoxes: 4.3-8.2
3-4

up

diameter, with praeoscular cavities, scarce in the smaller, numerous in

mm. by 70-110

/(.

rhabdome

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

mm. by 50-105

Minute dermal amphioxes and
4.6-7.2

mm. by 85-120 /<;

Largeslyles: rare;

fx.

styles:

380-680 by 9-19

clades 200-670

/i

p..

long,

concave to the rhabdome proximally, straight or slightly curved in the opposite
direction

15-40

/(

middle;

clades

90-310

Anatriaenes:

85-117°.

clade-angles

distally;

mm. by

at the cladome,
/«

long;

Mesoprotriaenes:

and 38-70

clade-angles 29-56°;

rhabdome 11-16 mm. by 8-40

angles 34-58°.

rhabdome 6-14

at the thickest point near the

pi

/«;

Mesanaclade anatriaene-derivates:

epirhabd 95-330

clades 70-270
rare;

/t

/(

long.

long, clade-

dimensions as in the

regular anatriaenes.

Large oxyasters

:

from

five to fifteen rays, conical

drical at the base, distally spined, 1-4

oxyasters:

p.

thick;

throughout or nearly cylin-

total diameter

from eight to twenty rays 0.9-3 n thick;

Large oxysphaeraslers:

from

fifteen to twenty-five

total

19-54

Small

/.i.

diameter 11-20

very spiny rays, 1-3

p.

fi.

thick;
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centrum 3-10
from

whole aster 19 32

/<,

astei-s

G-14.5

oids;

rare;

/<,

lG-33

megana, numerous rays 4-6
diameter.

Steirasters:

ji

rare;

centrum 2-6, whole
transitional to sterr-

:

observed only in var.

39-58

thick, with spined terminal face;

92-125 by 78-107 by 67-82

p.

in total

fi.

coast of North America;

West

Northeastern Pacific.
to 34° 22' N.

Sterroids:

diameter.

in

fi

thick;

ft

Large strongylosphaerasters

diameter.

in

Small strongylosphaerasters:

in diameter.

/(,

distally spined rays, 0.5-2.5

twenty

six to

from 33° 38' 45"

"Albatross" Stations 2909, 2942, 2958.

Geodia mesotriaena var. pachana Lendenfeld.
Aiitf, p. 96.

Large am])hiox('s up to 105

Khabdome

of mesoprotriaenes

clades thick

and

short,

True sterroids absent.

up

Among

thick.

fi

Average

numerous.

are

styles

angle

the minute dermal rhabds

and anatriaenes up to 40

to 170

//

Anatriaene-

thick.

Oxyasters up to 37

long.

fi

99.4°.

orthoplagiotriaene-clades

of

ft

Average proportion of length to breadth

in diameter.
of sterrasters

100:91.

West coast

Northeastern Pacific.

North America; 34° 22' N.

of

"Alba-

tross" Station 2909.

Geodia mesotriaena var. megana Lendenfeld.
Ante, p. 96.

Large amphioxes up to 105
rhabds

triaene-rhabdomes up to 40
triaene-clades thick

Sterroids

in

fi

Styles

thick.

among

the minute dermal

Average angles of orthoplagiotriaene-clades

rare.

and up

fi,

anatriaene-rhabdomes up to 38

to 270

fi

Oxyasters up to 54

long.

small numbers present, 39-58

tion of length to breadth of sterrasters 100

Northeastern Pacific.

91.9°.

West

:

in

fi

diameter.

Mesopro-

Ana-

fi

thick.

fi

in diameter.

Average

proj^or-

90.

coast of North America; 34° 4' N.

"Alba-

tross" Station 2958.

Geodia mesotriaena var. microana Lendenfeld.
Aiitr, p. 96.

Large amphioxes up to 77 fi thick.
rare.

Styles

among

Average orthoplagiotriaene clade-angle 104.2°.

omes up

to 25

fi

thick.

Large oxyasters up to 42

the minute dermal rhabds

Mesoprotriaene-rhabd-

Anatriaene-clades thin and short, up to 175
fi

in diameter.

True sterroids absent.

portion of length to breadth of sterrasters 100

:

79.

fi

long.

Average pro-
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33° 38' 45" N.

North America;

coast of

"Albatross" Station 2942.

Geodia agassizii Lendknfeld.
Ante, p. 113.

Cydonium

midleri

Lambe (non

The following

men
of

of

Fleming), Trans. Roy. soc. Can.ida,

description

is

also based

Cydonium midleri Lambe

plate

4, fig. 2.

on an examination of the

tj'pe speci-

1893, in the collection of the Geological Survej''

Canada.
Massive, spherical, oval, elongate or

patches,

some dark

by 20-66

without praeos-

irregular;

blue.

mm. by 60-112

Large amphioxes: of adult 2.3-4.8
3.4

somewhat

In spirit: uniformly white to light brown, some with dark brown

cular cavities.

/«;

of

immature 1.8-

Large amphistrongyles: only in the immature, a

p..

than the amphioxes, 55

Large, slender styles:

thick.

/<

specimens; of adult 1.5-3.4 irnn. by 60-110
in

1S9.3, 11, p. .36,

some specimens;

rhabdome

/x;

1.5-4.3

shorter
all

Large, stout styles: rare, only

rounded end 115-145

of adult at thickened

dermal amphioxes: of adult 160-480 by 5-12
Orthoplagiotriaenes of adult:

p..

little

rather rare, not in

/i

thick.

of inmiature 180-480

mm. by

65-150

/«;

Minute

by 3-8

p.

clades 240-

560 n long, simple, more rarely with irregular branchlets; clade-angles 73-117°;
of immature: rhabdome 2 3.5 mm. by 50-100 /«; clades 300-500 /« long; cladeRegular dichotriaenes: only in the smallest immature specimen,

angles 88-108°.

rhabdome 1-2.2 mm. by 50-75
angles of

long;

triaenes:

rare,

p.;

main clades 150-300, end clades 30-130 p

main clades 109-112°; cladome 350-700 p broad.

not in

all

by 78-164 p at the rounded end, with clades 78-300 p
rounded end and concave towards
dei-ivates:

rare,

not in

it.

of adult:

25-320 p long;
thick;

Irregular amphiclade orthoplagiotnaene,

specimens, dimensions as in the orthoplagiotriaenes,

all

rhabdome 2-6 mm. by 7-40

long, clade-angles 32-65°;

rare,

all

Mesopro-

clades 60-250 p, epirhabd

p long; clade-epirhabd angles 36-47°
p; clades 40-155 p

rhabdome 4-9 mm. by 10-50
of immature:

45-110 p long, clade-angles

not in

p;

clade-epirhabd angles 22-55°; of inimature: rhabdome 9-20 p.

clades 60-125 p, epirhabd 70-100

Large anatriaenes of adult:

clades

mm.

long, inserted near the

but with a branch-ray on the rhabdome, besides the ordinary clades.
triaenes

Mesortho-

in the adult, a style-like shaft 1.8-3

specimens;

rhabdome 3.3-4.7 mm. by 18-28

31-52°.

Irregular

specimens; dimensions as in the regular anatriaenes.

dermal anaclades:

rare,

p;

anatriaene-derivates:

Minute

observed only in the smallest immature specimen;
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rhabdome 290

by 1-1.5

/<

the middle; eladcs 4-6

/«

/<

at the

cladome and 3-5

at

[i

its

thickest point below

long; clade-angles 38-62°; possibly foreign.

Large oxyasters of adult: from four to sixteen rays, 0.8-3.2
spined, pointed to truncate;

from seven to fourteen rays 0.8-2.3
25

/i

thick, distally

diameter 9-31 n; of immature:
thick; centrum small; total diameter 13-

centrum small;
[i

total

Large oxysphaerasters oi ndnM: in some specimens rare; from fourteen to

/(.

twenty-eight or more conical, pointed or blunt, distally spined rays, 1-2

centrum 3.5-11

/i,

whole aster 10-21

0.9-2

tliirty rays,

centrum 2.7-7

thick;

/i

whole aster 8-21

/«,

/<

thick;

immature: from ten to

in diameter; of

/(,

in diameter.

//,

Small strongylosphaerasters of adult: six to twenty rays, 0.6-1.6 n thick; centrum
1.5-6 fi, whole aster 3.5-11 fi in diameter; of immature: from ten to twenty-eight
rays, 0.5-1

of adult:

75

/t

thick;

Slen-oids

fi.

asters,

centrum 2-3.5

fi,

whole aster 5-9

82-118 by 75-100 by 58-83
:

rare

similar to, but mostly

;

and with thicker rays;

/x,

in diameter.

of immature: 76-110

/i;

Steirasters

by 70-92 by 60-

somewhat smaller than, the

their strongylaster-like

sterr-

young stages only

in

the immature specimens.

West coast

Northeastern Pacific.
to (he vicinity of

Naha Bay, Behm

of

North America; from 33° 59' 45" N.
"Albatross" Stations

Canal, S. E. Alaska.

2SS6, 2887, 2978, 3088, 3168, 4193, 4199, 4228, 4551

:

Queen Charlotte

Island,

Houston Stewart Channel.
Geodia mesotriaenella Lgndenfeld.
Ante, p. 151.

Nearly spherical.

Inspirit: dirty white.

Large amphioxes: 2-2.6
styles;

196-260 by 4-5

mm. by 20-50

Orthotriaenes

ft.

clades concave to the

rhabdome, 350-600

clade-angles 90-96°.

Mesoprotriaenes:

the cladome, thicker in the middle;

cpirhabd 70-165

47°;

/t

long.

:

ft

Large oxyasters: from
fi

thick;

rhabdome 2.8-3.4 mm. by 9-19

clades 100^220

Anatriaenes:

ft

rhabdome
ft

long;

total

ft,

whole aster 20-21

ft,

mm. by

3.7

in diameter.

ft

:

ft

thick

;

up

from

thick;

Small strongylosphaerasters

twenty-five, usually from ten to seventeen rays, 0.5-1

18-30

ft;

spined rays, 1.5-

rarely

ft,

Large oxysphaerasters

twenty-three conical, pointed rays with a few spines, 2-2.5

9

at

clade-angles 41-47°.

diameter usually 17-26

these large asters perhaps foreign.

ft

clade-angles 30-

long;

five to eleven conical, blunt, distally

centrum small;

/i;

long; mostly simple, rarely bifurcate;

clades usually simple, rarely bifurcate, 87-140

2.8

Minute dermal rhabds: mostly

/<.

rhabdome 2.1-2.4 mm. by 75-120

:

to 40

fifteen

ft,

to

centrum 6-

from three to

centrum 1.6-4.5 ft,

GEODIA BREVIANA.
whole aster 6-11

ji,

77-92, usually not

in diameter.

more than

West

Northeastern Pacific.

87-107, usually not over 97, by

Sterrasters:

by 58-69

86,

243

ft.

coast of North America

;

near Santa Barbara

"Albatross" Station 4417.

Islands.

Geodia breviana Lendenfeld.
Ante,

155.

p.

Cydonium mulleri Lambe (non Fleming), Trans. Roy.

soc.

Canada, 1893, 10,

p. 72, plate 4, fig. 1, plate 6,

1-la-i.

fig.

The following

description

on an examination of the type

also based

is

specimen of Cydonium mulleri Lambe, 1893,

in the collection of the Geological

Survey of Canada.

Cup shaped with

Inspirit: dirty white; dry: brown.

small cavity.

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1.8-5
3.81

mm. by 80

288 by 13

jjl).

Plagioorthotriaenes:

/O-

mm.) by 60-130
94-113°.

/i;

fi;

/<

(Lambe, 1893, 2.77-

280-450 by 2-8.5 fi (Lambe, 1893,

:

rhabdome

1.8-4.1

mm. (Lambe,

n (Lambe 1893, 700 /t)
rhabdome 7-11 mm. (Lambe,

clades 280-680

Mesoprotriaenes:

by 15-32

mm. by 30-88

Minute dermal ainphioxes

clades 65-250

ft

(Lambe, 1893, 95

/.i)

long;

mm.) by 25-40

/z;

clades 47-115

ju

mm.)

7.84

1893,

clade-angles 20-44°.

Large anaclades: mostly triaene, rarely diaene; rhabdome 9-11
1893, 7.5

1893, 2.4

clade-angles

long;

(Lambe, 1893, 60

mm. (Lambe,
long;

/t)

clade-

Minute dermal anaclades: generally without, sometimes with
epirhabd (mesanaclades) rhabdome 350-610 [i by 1-4.5 fi at the cladome, and 5angles 45-65°.

8.6

n at the thickest point below the middle; clades 2-12 ft long; clade-angles
epirhabd of the mesanaclades 5-8 n long (not mentioned by Lambe,

42-60°;
1893).

Large thick-rayed oxyasters: from five to twelve usually simple, rarely bi-

n thick; centrum
(Lambe, 1893, apparently considers all the eu-

furcate, conical, pointed or blunt, distally spined rays, 1-2.3

small; total diameter 16-26.5

/i

asterfonns as oxyasters and gives 3-13
rayed oxyasters:

rare,

distally spined rays,

Large oxysphae^-asters

trum 3-9

fi,

0.25-0.7
:

/i

as their total diameter).

not always present, perhaps foreign;

up

/«

thick;

no centrum;

total diameter

to thirty rays with large spines, 1-2.7

whole aster 12-21.5

fi,

in diameter.

91

fx,

fi).

in diameter.

Sterrasters:

ft

7-23

thick;

/(.

cen-

Small strongylosphaerasters:

from thirteen to twenty-five distally spined rays, centrum 2-5.5
6-12

Large thin-

nine to fourteen

84-105 by 75-98 by 55-77

fi

fi,

whole aster

(Lambe, 1893,

GEODLA. OVIS.
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West

Northeastern Pacific.

coast of North America;

southern Cali-

off

"Albatross" Station 2894: Vancouver Island, Strait of Georgia, near

fornia.

C(jmox.

Geodia ovis Lendenfeld.
Ante, p.

Cake
In

s])irit

:

85-11 G

Orthotriaenes (and plagiotriaenes):

fi.

/(

a

little

farther

throughout or only basally, and straight
Irregular megascleres: rare.

mm. by 20-41

6-17

Large

fi.

p.

rhabdome 5-8 mm. by 74-100

down; clades concave

distally,

310^640

to

long;

p.

ju

clade-angles

rhabdome up

up

to 260

p

long,

Anadades: nearly

small and large ones distinguishable;

to 23

2-7

clades 6-43

//;

mm.

ju

p long, the

long; in the irregular mesoproclades

(proclades) clades very unequal, the longest

mm. by

/n

rhabdome

from two to three times as

at the cladome, near the middle

two clades or the epirhabd suppressed.

670 p-2.5

/t

270-550

style;

Mesoproclades and proclades: rhabdome

clade-angles about 45°, the epirhabd 110

size;

and

thick; tyle 60-65

/«

thick; in the normally developed mesoprotriaenes the clades 140-170

unequal in

styles

mostly style; 2.6 4 mm. by

Minute dermal rhabds: mostly amphiox, rarely

at the cladome, 77-110

86-101°.

30-40

stout;

the slender: always tylostyle; long; about 40

/<;

by 8-13

mm. by

4-9

two kinds, stout and slender; the

in diameter.

spicule-fur.

brown.

light

of

With exceedingly high

liorizontally extended.

shapeil,

Large choanosomal amphioxes:
<i/Zos^?/fcs:

Ifil.

long;

sometimes one or
all

triaene; very

the stnall:

rhabdome

clade-angles 41-65°;

the large:

long by 17-45 p; clades 70-205 p long; clade-angles

36-55°.

Large thin-rayed oxyasters: from three to ten conical, distally spined rays,
1-3.2
asters:

p

thick;

no centrum; total diameter 20-34.5

from four to nineteen

Large thick-rayed oxy-

p.

conical, simple or partly bifurcate rays with large

spines in their niiddle parts, 3-6.3 p thick; total diameter 28-45 p; the man}'-

rayed appear sphaerastrose.

Small thick-rayed

asters:

cate or blunt-pointed, distally spined rays, 1-3.2

present and then
asters:

with

up

to Q

pin diameter; whole

82-92 by 70-83 by 54-61

p.

p

from

thick;

aster 11-24

p

six to fifteen trun-

centrum absent or
in diameter.

Sterr-

Sterroids: rare; of similar dimensions,

but

much thicker rays.
Northeastern Pacific.

batross" Station 2975.

West

coa.st of

North America; 34°1'30"N.

"Al-

GEODIA MICROPORA.
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Geodia sphaeroides (Kieschnick).

Thielk, Abhandl. Senckenb.

1900, 26, p. 41, plate 2,

gesellsch.,

Lendenfeld,

14a-k.

fig.

Tierreich,

1903, 19, p. 110.

Cyilonium sphaeroides Kieschnick, Zool. anz., 1896, 19, p. 529.
Geodia arripiens Lindgren, Zool. anz., 1897, 20, p. 486. Zool. jahrb. Syst., 1898, 11,
figs. 10, 18,

plate 20,

fig. .5a-i, a', h', c',

Surface brown, interior yellowish or grayish.

Spherical or ellipsoidal.

Large amphioxes: 1.5-2.4

by 5

in length

clades 50-60

ome

jli

2.5-3

divergent;

mm. by
ft

16-20

in

cladome 80

fi

sometimes reduced

broad and 48

/«

ft

/i

long,

:

fi

rhabd-

sometimes one or two reduced;

high.

rays numerous, spined;

centrum 6-15

fi,

whole aster 36-

Small strongylasters (strongjiosphaerasters) total diameter

diameter.

:

8-15 n; the dermal smaller than the choanosomal.
35-88 by 72-80 //.

Western

clades 8

/i;

/t;

Minute

high.

fi

Protriaenes (? mesoprotriaenes)

high.

clades 60-80

/i;

broad and 68

Oxysphaerasters:
/i,

ju,

rhabdome 3.3-3.5 mm. by 18-20

Large onatriaenes:

long;

cladome 10 /^ broad and 6

cladome 80

50

Small dei-mal amphioxes: 230

/t.

dermal or subcortical; rhabdome 340-360 by 2-3

anatriaenes:
;

30-40

and rounded; main clades 120-220, end clades 150-180 julong; main

clade-angles 120°.

long

mm. by

rhabdome 2.35-3 mm. by 60-70

Dichoiriaenes:

/«.

p. 346, plate 18,

i'.

Sterrasters

:

sphaeroidal;

Ternate: Coast of Cochin China; 11° 5' N., 108° 50' E.

Pacific.

Geodia micropora Lendenfeld.
Ante,

Lobose.

mm. by

20-28

fi;

1.45

mm. by

28-47

mostly simple, occasionally centrotyle;

tyle of centrotyles

parts of the spicule in diameter.

towards both ends;

%

12-30

more than adjacent

Minute dermal amphioslrongyles: attenuated

125-165 by 2-3.6
fi;

170.

brownish white.

In spirit:

Large choanosomal ainphioxes:
1.2-1.6

p.

/i.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

rhabdome

only basally and straight distally; 175-230 //long; clade-angles 97-112°.
procladcs:

rhabdome about

1.7

mm. by

4-9

/i

at the cladome,

more at the thickest point near the middle; clades very
two suppressed, 10-30

fi

long;

clade-angles 32-64°;

1.1-

rhabdome throughout

clades blunt, concave to the

or

Meso-

and about 20

%

variable, often one or

epirhabd conical, 25-43

fi

long or reduced to a knob.

Large oxyasters: from six to nine conical rays, 0.6-0.7
everywhere, except quite at the base; no centrum;

/t

thick,

and spined

total diameter 14-20

/x.

GEODIA BERKYI.
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Large oxijsphaemsters: from sixteen to twenty-two conical, spined rays, 1-1.6 /(
Small drongylosphaerthick; centrum 4-6 jt, whole aster 14-20 /t, in diameter.

from eight to

asters:

2-3

/£,

fifteen truncate, spined rays, 0.6-1.3/1 thick;

whole aster 6-9.2

/t,

Galapagos

Eastern Pacific.

Sterrasters

in diameter.
;

Duncan

:

centrum

72-82 by 65-74 by 55-62

/t.

Island.

Geodia berryi (Sollas).

Thielr, Abhaniil. .SeTickoiib. gosellsch.. IStOO, 26, p. 4.3.
Cydonium berryi Sollas, Kept. voy. "Challenger," 1S88, 26,
Geoditt q/Joniiim var. rerryi

plate

18, figs. 9,

!

Lindgren,

20, plate 20,

fig.

p. 256.

ZooI. anz., 1897, 20, p. 486.

4a-k,

Zool. jalirb. Syst., 1898, 11, p. 311,

b', c', f.

Small spherical, gray or brown.

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 2.16-2.54

240-310 by 8-10

amphioxes:

mm. by
triaenes)

51.6-72

clades 175-240

/i;

rhabdome 2.54-4.5 mm. by

:

point near the middle.

long.

p.

12.9

Large anatriaenes

1888, error 258 /i)-32 n;

clades 84

mm. by

24-26

/i

fi

cladome 9.5-12

p.

broad, 6-8

Minute dermal

Protriaenes (probably mesopro-

at cladome,

and 23-28

fx

at thickest

rhabdome 4 mm. by 25.8

:

long;

cladome 100-112

Minute dermal anatriaenes: rhabdome 480 by 2-4

high.

fi.

rhabdome 2.15-3.15

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

/£.

fi;

/x

(Sollas,

/i

broad, 65-72

clades 6-8

fi

long;

n

high.

p.

according to Sollas, 1888, chiasters 12-15

Large choanosomal asters:

pt

in

diameter; according to Lindgren, 1898, oxyasters with from eight to fifteen rays,

16-20 p in total diameter.

ter 8

Oxysphaei'asters:

Small strongylasters

12-15/1.

Sterrasters:

/(.

Formerly

I

was

(chiasters):

71-80 by 65-68
inclined

'

from

rays numerous;
six to

total diameter

twenty rays

;

total

diame-

/t.

to consider G. berryi as a

synonym

of G. miilleri

(cydonium), and, although there can be no doubt that these forms are very similar,

the experience I have recently gained with specimens from the Pacific

has

made me

doubtful as to their identity, so that now, like Thiele,

think

it

by me

in

I

better to retain G. berryi as a distinct species.

The

species G. miiUeri (cydonium) in the wider sense given to

1894 and 1903 being thus

split up, I

am

East Australian sponge mentioned by
material for examination
I

is

at

my

it

unable to say to what part of

me under

this

it

the

name,^ and of which no

disposal, should be assigned.

Therefore

cannot take this sponge into consideration.
'

R.

V.

Lendcnfeld.

Tetra-xonia.
'

R.

V.

Die tetractinelliden der .\dria.

Denk. .\kad. wissensch. Wien, 1891, 61,

p. 138.

Denk. Akad. wissensch. Wien. 1894, 61,

p. 146.

Tierrcich, 1903, 19, p. 113.

Lenden/eld.

Die tetractinelliden der Adria.

GEODL\ AMPHISTROXGYLA.
and western

Nortliwestcrn

Cochin Cliina, 11°

Coast of China; Lingin:

Pacific.

108° 50' E.

5' N.,

247
Coast of

Ternate.

Geodia kukenthali Thiele.

Abhandl. Scnckenb.

gcsellsch., 1000, 25, p. 43. plate 2,

among

mm. by
by 9

the large ones; 300

about 50

long,

p.

50

Small amphioxcs:

/u.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

pi.

clades either concave to the

thick;

curved in the opposite direction distally, 300

ome

3.7

thick

mm. by

10

clades over 150

//;

and about as long

curved, 80

p

asters:

and blunt;

/i.

p

clades strongly re-

rays numerous, rather stout, rough,

rare;

total diameter

70 by 55

Sterrasters:

Western

or

rhabd-

:

Anatriaenes: rhabdome 20

long.

p.

rhabdome throughout
Mesoprotriaenes

long.

as the mesoprotriaene-rhabdome;

pointed or blunt; total diameter 17
ter 12

/i

choanosome

in the

rhabdome over 3 mm.

long.

Large subcortical
droconical

Tierrcich, 1903, 19, p. 112.

Whitish, in the interior yellowish.

Irregularly ellipsoidal.

Large amphioxes: 2.8

Lendenfeld,

fig. 15.

30

p.

Small choanosomal

asters:

cj'lin-

rays

Small dermal sphaerasters: total cHame-

//.

Sterroids; with distant rays.

/i.

Ternate.

Pacific.

Geodia amphistrongyla Lendenfeld.
Ante,

Irregular, flattened.

In spirit: brown.

Large amphistrongyles

0.5-2.3

:

dimensions as in the amphistrongyles.
1.8-2.2

mm. by

18-32

rhabdome 3-5

p.

Large

ju

in length, usually

thick, clades 40-60

/i

p

rare;

rhabdome
rounded at
clade-

long;

mostly triaene, occasionally mon-

Mesoproclades:

Anatriaenes:

styles:

Plagioclades: mostly triaene;

clades concave to the rhabdome, 155-190

angles usually 103-120°.

16-23 p long.

mm. by

22-32 /i, sometimes much reduced

the acladomal end;

aene;

175.

p.

long; clade-angles 36-41°; epirhabd

rhabdome 1.5-4 p

thick;

clades 26-50

p

long;

clade-angles 25-41°.
Oxyasters: from five to nine usually simple, rarely bifurcate, distally spined
rays, 0.8-2.1

p

thick;

total diameter

20-30

to eighteen conical, distally spined rays, 2-2.8

19-28

p, in

diameter.

p.

Oxysphaerasters

p thick

p

in diameter;

these perhaps foreign.

p,

whole aster

Small strongylosphaerasters: from seven to twelve cylin-

drical or distally slightly thickened rays, 0.8-1.8
irregular, 2.2-4

;

from fourteen

:

centrum 6-7

Sterrasters:

Southeastern Pacific.

p

thick;

centmm

spherical or

total diameter 4.8-8 p; a few have more rays,

100-110 by 87-94 by 72-78

Easter Island.

p.

GEODIA ACANTHTYLASTKA.
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Geodia lophotriaena Lendenfeld.
Ante, p. 181.

Inspirit: brownish.

Cushion shaped.

mm. by

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1.2-1.8

triaenes:

rliabdomc 0.0-1.2

mm. by

70-140
70-80

/(,

/{

end

elades, of

long;

latter;

rhabdome about

1.3

in the lophotriaenes

epirhabd 38-60

/i

long.

//

mm. by

4-9

44-80

/t

at the cladome,

five,

and 7-11

/<.

/<

long; clade-angles 32-41°;

/(

Large anatriaenes: rhabdome 8-13

clade-angles 41-50°.

main elades

/«;

from three to

breadth of cladome 300 500

130°;

at the thickest point near the middle; elades

85 p long;

and

rhabdome throughout, 140-195

rhabdome 0.8-1.2 mm. by 35-59

which there are

main clade-angles 105

Mcsoprotriacnes:

Plagio-

/(.

in length

Dichotriaenes and other lophotriaenes: the former

elade-angles 102-114°.

more frequent than the

Minute dermal

jx.

sometimes reduced

/(,

elades. concave to the

rounded terminally;
long;

25-35

25-42

110-200 by 3-6

mostly bhmt amphioxcs, rarely styles;

rhabds:

/(

thick; elades 60-

Minute dermal anatriaenes: rhabdome 170-

210 by 1-3 p at the cladome, and 2-4 p at the thickest point near the middle;
elades 4-9 p long; clade-angles 49-67°.

Large oxy asters:

centrum small;

from four to eleven smooth, conical rays, 1-2.2 p thick;

total

diameter 15-41

Sphaerasters:

p.

from seven

to twenty-

two or more, usually cylindroconical, truncate, rarely conical and pointed, usually
spined rays, 0.8-2.4 p thick; centrum 2-8 p, whole aster 7-22
Stcrrastcrs:

/(,

in diameter.

mostly 30-45 by 33-44 by 27-35 p; a few larger ones, up to 58

/(

long, also observed, these perhaps foreign.
?

Southwestern

Pacific.

Probably

New

Zealand.

Geodia acanthtylastra Lendenfeld.
Ante,

p.

188.

Irregularly spherical, oval or tuberous.

Large amphioxes: 0.7-2.2

most part amphioxes,
amphioxes:

mm. by

basally

and

14-40

styles also present,

41-53 by 1-1.2

1.2-2.5

mm. by
p;

In
p.

.spirit:

brownish white.

Minute dermal rhahds:

but rare; 150-300 by 3-15

perhaps foreign.

p.

Plagiotriaenes:

for the

Minute

rhabdome

40-77 p; elades concave to the rhabdome throughout, or only

distally straight, 160

260 p long; clade-angles 100-116°.

plagiotriaenc-derivates: of similar dimensions;

Irregular

either with another clade besides

the three ordinary, or with bifurcate elades (some regular dichotriaenes were
observed, but these

may

be foreign).

Mesoproiriaenes:

rhabdome

2.3 3.3

mm.

GEODIA NIGRA.
by 13-22

/£

at the cladome,

clades 55-130

/i

and 21-31

at the thickest point near the middle;

long; clade-angles 31-53°; epirhabd 30-85

rhabdome 3-5.4 mm. by 18-28

clades 50-110

/z;

fi

six to seven rays, 3

ten rays, 0.7-3

/i

total diameter

thick;

fi

thick;

total diameter

Large oxysphaerasters

36-38

22-29

n, in

Anatriaenes:

fi;

both kinds the rays are

from twelve to twenty-six conical sharp-pointed

:

diameter.

/i

centrum 3.5-5

thick;

fi,

Transitions between these and the other

Acanthtylasters:

aster-forms frequent.
/i

long.

the small: from five to

fi;

in

rays with a few large spines on their distal part, 1-2.2

whole aster 12-16.5

0.5-1.3

/z

long; clade-angles 38-56°.

a large and a small kind can be distinguished; the large: from

Oxyasters:

spined.

[i

249

from four

to twelve cylindroconical rays,

thick, with a terniinal verticil of stout recurved

knobs or spines, which

together form a conspicuous acanthtyle; centrum small; total diameter 11-22

/i.

Small strongylosphaerastei's: from fourteen to twenty-two distally spined rays,

centrum 1.5-3.4

0.3-0.8 n thick;

strongylosphaerasters: rare;

/£,

whole aster 4.3-6.1

Large

in diameter.

jn,

fi

thick,

smooth

the convex terminal face densely covered with small spines;

at the sides,

centrum 13

/i,

seventeen conical, truncate rays, 5

whole aster 23

by 55-68 by 42-64

jU,

in diameter;

perhaps foreign.

Sterrasters:

65-76

/«.

West

Eastern Pacific.

coast of

North America; 22°

52' N.

"Albatross"

Station 2829.
Geodia nigra Lendenfeld.
Descriptive catalogue sponges Australian

This description
the British

museum,

1888, p. 33.

Tierreich, 1903. 19, p. 116.

based on an examination of part of the type specimen in

is

Museum.

Massive, lobose.

dark brown or black.

Inspirit:

Surface very uneven.

Cortex of ij^e 2-2.5 nmi. thick, composed of a sterraster-armour excavated at
very frequent intervals by large cavities, extending right through
cavities are occupied
styles,

by lacunose

which perhaps belongs

(Lendenfeld, 1888, cortex 480

[x

tissue containing

to another sponge,

1.9, rarely

over 2

mm. by

mostly

15-30

burrowing

in the Geodia.

thick).

Large choanosomal amphistrongyles:

dermal rhabds:

These

it.

minute styles and subtylo-

(x

attenuated towards both ends;

(Lendenfeld, 1888, error, tylostyles).

styles, often

1.3-

Minute

with annular thickening near blunt end;

subtylostyles exceedingly abundant, perhaps foreign, rarely amphistrongyles

190-370 by 5-11

rhabdome
40

/();

/i

(Lendenfeld, 1888, 100 by 8 (error 80)

rounded or blunt pointed, 1.2-1.8

mm. by

clades usually unequal, one, two, or

all

16-33

fi.

Plagio-proclades:

fi

(Lendenfeld, 1888,

three reduced and terminally

gp:odia media.

2-)()

rouiuliHl, fully tlovoloiied <nu's conical, pointed,

their length,

90-260

0.vyas(ers:

long, over 200

/<

from

six to fifteen

/£

only

to rlialxloinc througliout

convex

monacnes; clade-angles 113-147°.

in

smooth, conical rays; total diameter 17-32

Oxysphaeraslers: from five to thirty

and more conical

rays, 1.4-4

usually smooth, rarely with one or two stout spines; centrum 4-12

16-31

45-54

/(,

Stenasters: 55^02 (Lendenfeld, 1888, 67

in diameter.

fi

/(,

fi.

thick, rays

whole aster

by 50-59 by

/i)

n.

Southwestern

East coast of Australia

Pacific.

figs.

Broughton Island.

BowEnnANK.

Geodia media
Proc. Zool. soc. Lonilon, 1S73, p. 13, plate 2,

;

Lendrnfeld, Ante,

24-29.

p. 191.

Sijnops (?) media Sollas, Rept. voy. "Clialloiiger" 1888, 25, p. 26G.

Sidonops media Lendenfeld, Ticrrcich,

^

The

following descrii)tion

I9().'5,

is

19. p. 103.

also based

on an examination

of part of the

ty\w specimen in the British Museum.
Massive, irregular, with depressions, in which are conspicuous sieve-covered

more

canal-entrances;

In spirit and dry: light brown or buff

rarely digitate.

yellow.

mm. by

Large amphioxes: slender and stout; 1-1.7
not numerous; 0.9-1.3

mm. by

irregular rhabds: angularly bent or with

ous;

Large

fi.

styles:

Large

Sollas, 1888).

one or more branch-rays, often numer-

dimensions as in the regular amphioxes and styles (not mentioned by

Bowerbank, 1873, or

110-310

or proclade;

/i

//)

;

their

clade-angle 32-89°;

bank, 1873, or Sollas, 1888).

0.8-1.7

clades slightly concave to

rhabdome

1.7-2.5

epirhabd 40 75

/i

/«;

whole length, 160-260

rhabdome

long; clade-angles 105-120°.

rather scarce;

attenuated towards

rhabdome 1-1.6 mm. by 17-30

Stout plagiotriaenes:

45 (error 450)

styles:

(not mentioned by Bowerbank, 1873, or

rhabdome throughout

clade-angles 107-114°.

straight,

^«

Slender plagiotriaenes:

Sollas, 1888).

strongly concave to

(Sollas, 1888,

Minute dermal

SoUiis, 1888).

the rounded end; 140-265 by 2-6

long;

23-51

mentioned by

.30-50 /x(not

mm. by

rhabdome

chides
/i

long;

30-80

/(

or nearly

Mesomonaenes: orthoplagio-

mm. by

4-10

clade 17-50

/r,

fi

long (not mentioned by Bower-

Amphiox-like derivates of

the mesoclades: of similar

dimensions; with the clade more or less completely suppressed (not mentioned

by Bowerbank, 1873, or
thick; clades 23-35

ft

Mesanatriames: very
nally thickened

rhabd 165

/i

Sollas, 1888).

Anatriaenes: scarce; rhabdome 10-15

long; clade-angles 44-52° (not mentioned
rare,

not always present; rhabdome 0.8

and rounded; clades similar to those

long.

by

/i

Sollas, 1888).

mm.

long, termi-

of the anatriaenes;

epi-

GEODIA EXIGUA.
Large oxyasters

251

from four to eleven conical or

:

cate, spined rays, 1-3.5

total diameter

thick;

fi

cylindrical, pointed or trun-

20-15

/z

26

(Sollas, 1888,

/().

Large oxysphaerasters: connected by transitions with the oxyasters; from fifteen
to

twenty conical rays; 0.8-1.7

trum 3-4.5

/(,

/i

whole aster 9-18

Small sphaerasters

thick with spine-verticils near their ends; cen-

/i,

in

diameter (not mentioned by Sollas, 1888).

regular, or rarely irregular, ataxastrose;

:

from

six to eighteen,

cylindrical or cylindroconical, tinincate or blunt-pointed, spined rays, 0.8-2

centrum 2-5, whole

thick;

73-94 by 60-74

aster 4.6-8

fi,

in diameter.

/i

84-110 by

Steri-asters:

{i.

Gulf of Panama: Mexico (probably Pacific coast).

Eastern Pacific.

Geodia magellani (Soll.vs).

Lbndenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 107. Thiele, Zool. jahrb. Suppl., 1905, 6, p. lOS.
Cydonium magellani Sollas, Proc. Roy. Dublin soc, 1886, 5, p. 197. Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888,
25, p. 221, plate 21,

In

figs.

brownish white.

spirit:

Amphioxes:

64-90

rhabdome

triaenes:

mm. by

3.927-5.71

mm. by

3.927-4.82

1-14.

51.6-58

main clades 127

/(;

end clades 275

rounded terminally, 7.14-7.5

rhabdome

Dicliotriaencs:

ji.

/i,

/n

long.

mm. by 19-23.7

/t;

Anaclades

110-116 n long; cladome 160-175 /i broad and 103-119 fi high.
Choanosomal oxyasters: total diameter 16 fi. Subcortical oxysphaerasters:
rays spined; centrum 8

ft,

whole aster 21.7

fi,

in diameter.

Small sphaerasters:

rays cylindroconical, truncate; centrum large; total diameter 12
spheroidal 123

by 103

ft.

W.

;

Tom

Chile; Calbuco: Patagonia;

Southeastern Pacific.
74° 41'

Sterrasters:

fi.

Port Churruca, 52° 45' 30"

S.,

73° 46'

Bay, 50°

8'

30"

S.,

W.

Geodia ezigua Thiele.
Zoologica, 1S9S, 24, p. 11, plate

6, fig.

15

fi;

30-40

clades 100
fi

veloped;

mm. by
fi

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 115.

11

long.

fi.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

Anatriaenes:

rhabdome 1-1.2 mm. by

rhabdome long and

slender;

clades

long.

Large

fi.

1

Lendenfeld,

Dry: whitish.

Small, cylindrical.

Amphioxes

8a-h.

rays cylindroconical, blunt pointed; centrum well de-

spJuier asters:

total diameter 18

Small strongylasters

Northwestern

:

ft.

Large strongylasters:

total diameter 6

Pacific.

Amami-Oshima

rare;

Sterrasters

p..

:

:

total diameter 12

58 by 52

Liu-Kiu Islands.

pi.

GEODINELLA ROBISTA.
Geodia inconspicua (Bowerbank).

I.ENDENFELD. Tiorrcich, !9()3, 19. p. 110.
326, plate 31, figs. 1-6.
Pachumalisnm if,cons,ncua Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. soc. London, 1873, p.
260.
Cy.lom„m incons/ncuum (Bowerbank) Soll.vs, Kept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p.

Dry:

Massive.

light fawTi.

Minitte dermal amphioxes:
mm. by 29
rhabdomc 2 mm. by 33

Large choanosomal amphioxes: 1.9

390

/(

Orthoplagiolriaenes

long.

Oxyasters:
sphaerasters:

rays slender; -centrum small;

total diameter 6.5

Southern

?

/x.

/i.

:

total

diameter 20

Skrraders: spheroidal, 64

/(.

/(

,«.

Stroi^gylo-

in diameter.

South Sea.

Pacific.

GEODINELLA Lendenfeld.

Without regular

sponge but also

Two

The tetraxon megascleres

triaenes.

teloclades with reduced clades,

and occur not only

are

monaene

or diaene

in the superficial part of the

in the interior.

species are

known; both occur

in the Pacific

Geodinella robusta

Ocean.

Lendenfeld.

.\nte, p. 205.

In spirit: white

Incrusting, cushion shaped or irregidarly finger shaped.
or brownisli white.

Large clwanosomal rhabds: mostly blunt amphioxes, but also amphistrongy\es, styles, amphityles,

and

tylostyles;

0.37-2.5

mm. by

40 80

26-42 p;

clades 30-105

in var. curolae.

/«

long;

clade-angles 87-135°.

Plagio-

/(.

monaenes, occasionally also ortho- and pro-monaenes: rhabdome 1.1-2.1

mm.

Similar diucncs:

l)y

only

Similar teloclades with reduced clades.

Oxyasters and oxysphaerasters: from six to twenty simple or, rarely, bifurcate, distally spined rays, 0.6-4
in

diameter;

number.
rays,

thick;

Northeastern Pacific.

West

centrum, when present, up to 8
p, size in inverse

p,

whole aster 7-13

p, in

distally spined

diameter.

Steir-

/i.

coast of North America; southern California,

Vancouver Island, Queen Charlotte Sound:

Naha Bay.

/i

proportion to ray-

from eleven to twenty-seven

p thick; centrum 3.5-7

180-237 by 130-200 by 80-130

33° 58' N.
Canal,

p

diameter of aster 9-38

Strongylosphaerasters:

1-1.7

asters:

total

"Albatross" Stations 2946, 4199, 4228.

S.

E. Alaska,

Behm

GEODINELLA CYLINDRICA.

253

Geodinella robusta var. carolae Lendenfeld.

Ante,

Incrusting, cushion shaped.

2U5.

p.

Among

the large rhabds, amphistrongyles,

amphityles, styles, and tylostyles occur besides the amphioxes.

monaene

or,

more

rarely, diaene, with clades

up

to 70

/x

Teloclades

Sterrasters

long.

up

to

195 n long, ellipsoidal.

West Coast

Northeastern Pacific.

of

North America

Behm

Queen Charlotte Sound: S. E. Alaska,

Vancouver Island,

;

Naha Bay.

Canal,

"Albatross"

Stations 4199, 4228.

Geodinella robusta var. megaclada Lendenfeld.

Ante, p. 205.

Large rhabds nearly

Finger shaped.
aene, clade

up

to 150

/<

long.

all

up

Northeastern Pacific.

Naha Bay.

ji

Teloclades

mon-

all

more

long, ellipsoidal or,

West Coast

of

North America;

Ante,

Large

shaped.

Finger

up to 70

/x

S.

E. Alaska,

Behm

"Albatross" Station 4228.
Geodinella robusta var. megasterra

clade

amphiox.

to 217

three lobed.

rarely,

Canal,

Sterrasters

long.

p.

Lendenfeld.

205.

rhabds mostly amphiox.

up

Sterrasters

to 237

/t

Teloclades monaene,

long, ellipsoidal or,

more

rarely,

three lobed.

Northeastern Pacific.
fornia

;

33° 58' N.

West Coast

of

North America

;

off

Southern Cali-

"Albatross " Station 2946.

Geodinella cylindrica (Thiele).

Lendenfeld,
Geodia

(?

!)

Tierreich, 190.3, 19, p. 117.

cylirulrica,

Thiele, Zoologica, 1898, 24,

Cylindrical.

p. 12,

plate

1, fig.

2; plate 6,

9a-e.

Whitish brown.

Amphioxes: one end or both ends blunt, 0.8-1
of similar dimensions.

mm. by 25-30

Plagio- and pro-diaenes and monaenes:

similar dimensions as the amphioxes; clades short,

more or

Snmll sphaerasters: rays conical; total diameter 7-8

by 145 by 115 /i.
Northwestern

fig.

Pacific.

Japan

;

Enoshima.

/x.

Styles:

rhabdome

less

reduced.

pL.

Sterrasters:

of

180

IV.

The

DISTRIBUTION.

limits here assigned to the Pacific

along the meridian of Cape

Horn

to

Region extend from the South Pole

Cape Horn and along the west coast

From

American continent to Cape Prince of Wales.

^ to

of the

here across Bering Strait

Cape Deshnef and along the east coast of the Eurasian continent to Cape

Buhis by Singapore.

Thence across the

of Sumatra, along the eastern coast of

Strait of

Malacca to the north coast

Sumatra across the Sunda

north coast of Java and the group of islands east of

it,

straits separating these islands, to the northeast coast of

and along

across the Arafura Sea to Bathurst Island

Dundas

Strait to the

Coburg Peninsula

Strait to the

and across the other

its

From

Timor.

here

north coast across

of northern Australia.

Thence along

the north and east coasts of Australia, across Bass Strait, and along the east

Tasmania to the South Cape and

coast of

farther, along the

meridian of this

Cape, to the South Pole.
If

the Geodidae of the Pacific are compared with those of other regions

it is

seen that, although several of the Pacific species are similar to species found outside the Pacific, not a single

one of the former

is

really identical with

any

of the

latter.

With the genera, however,
represented both in the

Pacific

it is

and

different.

Of the seven genera

five are

ultra-Pacific regions, only two,

Pachy-

mati.«ma and Gcodinella, being confined to one or the other, Pachymatisma to
the ultra-Pacific and

common

tributed in the two
larger

number

Geodia,

is

The

Geodinella to the Pacific

to both regions two, Caminella
regions;

region.

Of the

five

genera

and Sidonops, are about equally

two, Caminus and Isops, are represented

of species in the ultra-Pacific region

than

in the Pacific;

dis-

by a

and one,

richer in Pacific than in ultra-Pacific species.

total

numbers

of the species of the seven genera

and the absolute and

percentage numbers of their Pacific species are tabulated below.

DISTRIBUTION.

Genera
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West coast of South America.
Calbuco,

Geodia magellani

Chile,

Tom Bay

Churruca (52° 45' 30*

S.,

(50° 8'

30'

S.,

74° 41' \V.)

and Port

73° 46' W.) Patagonia.

Southeaslcrn Pacific Islamls.

Oeodia ampliistrongj'la

Easter Island.

Geodia hirsuta

Ki Island, 5°

Central Pacific Islands.
49' l.r S., 132° 14' l.V \V.

Western and Soulhivestern Pacific Islands.
Isops contorta

Fiji Lslands.

Geodia nux

Samoa

New

lophotriaena

Island-i.

Zealand

?

East coast of Australia.
Isops

Port Jackson.

solla.si

Sidonops nitida

Port Jackson.

Geotlia eosaster
"
erinaceus

Port Jackson.

"

East coast of Australia.

Broughton Island.

nigra

North coast of Australia.
Port Darwin.

Geodia globostella

Coast of Southeastern Asia and Southeastern Asiatic Islands.

"

picteti

Caspar Strait, Java Sea.
Java (? probably northern
Bay of .\mboyna.

"

alba

Ternate.

Caminella nigra

Sidonops lindgreni

side).

"

sphaeroides

"

berryi

Java Sea and Java (? probably northern side).
Ternate and Coast of Cochin China (11° 5' N., 10S° 50' E.).
Lingin (China), Coast of Cochin China (11° 5' N., 10S° 70' E.) and

"

kiikenthali

Ternate.

Geodia distincta

Ternate.

Coast of Northeastern Asia and adjacent

Caminus chinensis
Isops obscura
Geodia variospiculo.sa

China Sea and Strait of Formosa.
Japan.
Off Honshu Island and westward of Yogashima, Japan.

var. typica

"

clavigera

"

intermedia

"

micraster

"

reniformis

"

japonica

"

hilgendorfi

Enoshima, Japan.
Japan, and Enoshima, Japan.

var. typica

"

"

granosa

exigua

Geodinella cylindrica

Islaruis.

Japan, probably Enoshima.
.\manii-Oshiraa, Liu-Kiu Islands

Enoshima, Japan.

DISTRIBUTION.
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Doubtful, Southern Pacific?

South Sea.
South Sea.

Isops imperfecta

Geodia inconspicua

Three of the six genera of the Pacific Geodidae, CamineUa, Caminus, and
Isops,

have been found only

western and northwestern Pacific, on the

in the

and Asia and

coasts of eastern Australia

of the eastern Asiatic Islands;

one,

Geodinella, only in the northern Pacific, on the coast of Japan, and the northern

part of the west coast of North America.
are

more widely

distributed,

and the

The other two, Sidonops and Geodia,

latter (Geodia) represented in every

one of

the eleven areas distinguished above.

The number
is

verj'

much

of species of

Geodidae found

greater than that of

in the n(jrthern half of the Pacific

southern

its

half.

Although

no doubt to some extent due to the

inferiority of our

compared

it

to the former,

I

think that

may

this difference

knowledge of the

also, in part,

is

latter

be ascribed to a real

relative paucity of species in the southern half of the region.

Witiiin the eleven areas distinguished above

some

species, notably the

western Geodia berryi and the eastern G. agassizii, are very widely distributed.

The

latter,

which

I

was able to study

carefully, exhibits

ences in the sjjecimens from the most distant kK-alities.

very considerable
This,

the Pacific species of Geodidae differ from the ultra-Pacific

none of them occurs

in

more than one

differ-

and the

fact that

species

and that

of the eleven areas distinguished,

seem to

indicate that these sponges are unable to retain their characters fairly un-

changed when dispersed over extensive areas.

V.

Slalioii

LIST OF STATIONS.

LIST OF STATIONS.

LIST OF STATIONS.

Station

— {Continued.)
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE

Geodinella robusta

Figs.

1—t,

16, 18-24.

Figs. 5-12, 17.

Figs. 13-15.

w

t_|.— Cladomes of moiiaencs

1.

Lendenfeld.

— var. megasterra Lendenfeld.

—
—

Lendenfeld.

v.ir.

carolae

var.

megaclada Lendenfeld.

of the var. meyaslerra;

magnified 100; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.

oc. 6:

of plagiomon.aenes with a I)luiit clade;

I, 2,

of an

3,

orthomonaenc with a pointed elade;

a plagiomonaene with a pointed clade.
Teloclades (telodade-cladomes) of the specimen of var. carolae from Ciiarlotte Sound; magni-

4, of

5-11.

—

fied 100;

phot., Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

a plagiodiaene with short, bliuit rhabdome;
6, a plagiomonaene with angularly bent rhabdome;
7, 8, ciadomcs of plagiodiaenes;
5,

a regular plagiomonaene;

9,

an orthomonaenc with not quite tenninal, pointed clade;
cladome of a plagiomonaene with short, blunt clade.
12.
The specimen of var. caroiae from Naha Bay; natural size; phot., Zeiss, anastig. 167.
13-15.
Cladomes of monaenes of var. me.ijadada; magnifii'd 100; phot., Zeiss, apochr.
10, cladorae of
II,

—

—

16,

com-

pens. oc. 6:

an orthomonaenc with not quite terminal clade;
simple plagiomonaene;
15, of a plagiomonaene with a secondary clade below the cladome proper.
16.
The specimen of var. megasterra; natural size; phot., Zeiss anastig. 480/412.
17.
The specimen of var. cnmhic from Charlotte Sound; natural sizs; phot., Zeiss, anastig. 480/412.
18-20.
Plagiomonaenes of var. megasterra; magnified 30; phot., Zeiss, planar 20.
13, of

14, of a

—
—

—

21.

— Axial section of var.
a,

—

;

b,

choanosome.

— Amphioxcs of var. megasterra;

magnified 30; phot., Zeiss, planar 20.
The specimen of var. megasterra h-Avod: the cut surface; magnified 6, phot., Zeiss, planar 50:

22, 23.
24.

megasterra; magnified 6; phot., Zeiss, planar 50:

cortex (sterraster-armour)

a,

cortex (sterraster-armour)

;

b,

choanosome.

SPONGES OF THE PACIFIC,

I.

PLATE

GEODIDAE.

Fig. J

22

23

— 24

Gcodinella robusta n. sp.

robusta Lendenfeld.

Geodinella

—

Figs. 1,3.

v;ir.

megasterra Lendenfeld.

— var. megaclada Lendenfeld.
Figs. 4-7, 9-11. — var. carolae Lendenfeld.
Figs. 2, 8.

1.

— Group of
16,

sterra.sters in a spicule-preparation of var. megasterra

compens.

a, sterrasters of

2.

— Group of sterrasters
16,

compens.

;

magnifieil 100; phot., Zoiss, apochr.

oc. 6:

the usual ellipsoidal form lying

flat:

b,

a three-lobed sterraster lying

flat.

in a spicule-preparation of var. megaclada; magnified 100; phot., Zeiss, apochr.

oc. 6:

the usual ellipsoidal form lying flat; b, a three-lobed sterraster lying flat;
a sterraster of the usual ellipsoidal form standing on one of its longer narrow sides.
Group of euasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megasterra; magnified 300; phot.,
Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
a, sterrasters of
c,

3.

—

4

— Part of a section of the choanosome of the specimen of var. carotae from t'harlotte Sound;

a,

oxyaster;

b,

strongylosphaerasters.

congo-

hom. imm. 2, compens. oc. 2:
chamber with sparse collar cells; b, sectioned flagellate chambers.
a spicule-preparation of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sound;

red, aniline-blue; magnified 350; phot., Zeiss,
a,
5.

6.

surface view of a flagellate

— Group of sterrasters

—

in

magnified 100; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
a, sterrasters lying flat; c, a sterraster standing on one of its longer narrow sides.
Radial section of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sound; magnified;

i)hot., Zeiss,

planar 50:

choanosome; c, wide choanosomal canals.
a,
Part of a section of the choanosome of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sovuid; congorcd, aniline-blue; magnified 300; phot., Zei.ss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
a, ova: b, connective tissue forming capsules enclosing the ova.
cortex (sterraster-armour)

7.

—

8.

— Group

b,

of strongylo.sphaerasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. tneyaclada;

300; phot.,
9.

;

Zei.ss,

apochr. 4 compens. oc.

— Group of strongylosphaerasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of the
from Charlotte Sound; magnified 300;

10.

— Group of euasters
a, large

11.

— Part

Sound; magnified 300; phot.,

oxyaster; b, small oxyaster;

of a section of the

choanosome

chambers.

c,

specimen of var. carolae

compens. oc. 6.
choanosome of the .specimen

4.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

compens.

of var.

oc. 6:

small sphaeraster.

specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sound; congoapochr. 4, compens. 6:

of the

red, azure; magnifie<l .300; phot., Zeiss,
a, flagellate

phot., Zeiss, apochr.

in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of the

carolae from Charlotte

magnified

6.

SPOxXGES

I

IF

THE

PACIFIC.

[.

GEODIDAE.

I'LAI'E

Fig. 1
1,

3 G.

r.

var. megasierra

;

2,

— 11

8 G.

Giodimtta robusta n.
r.

var. megaclada;

sp.

4—7, 9 — 11

G.

-'.

PLATE

3.

PLATE

3.

Geodinella robusta

Fig.

Lendenfeld.

— crrolae Lendenfeld.
— var. megaclada Lendenfeld.
var.

1.

Figs. 2, 5, 6, 8.
Figs. 3, 4, 7, 9.

1.

— A normal sterraster of the specimen of var.
Zeiss, apochr. 4,

2.
3.
4.

— var. megasterra Lendenfeld.

compens.

from Charlotte Somid; magnified 300; phot.,

— A normal sterraster of var. megaclada; magnified 300;
— A normal sterraster of var. megasterra; magnified 300;
— A sterroid of var. megasterra; magnified 300; phot.,
— A sterroid of var. megaclada; magnified 335; phot.,

phot.,

Zei-ss,

apochr.

4,

compens.

oc.

6.

phot., Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

compens. oc. 6.
compens. oc. 6:

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

5, 8.

a, spherical (in

6.

carolae

oc. 6.

the optical section ring shaped) group of central granules;

5,

the centre in focus;

8,

the upper surface in focus.

— A sterroid of var. megaclada; magnified 300; phot., Zeiss, apochr. compens. oc.
— Sectioned surface of a sterraster of var. megasterra cut in half; magnified 300;
4,

6.

7, 9.

a, spherical (in section

ring-shaped) group of central granules; b, a growth-zone;

compens.

7, phot., Zeiss,

apochr.

9, phot., Zeiss,

hom. imm. apochr.

4,

and focused higher;
compens. oc. 2, and focused loner.

oc. 6,
2,

c,

umbilicus;

PONGES OF THE PACIFIC,

Lendenfeld photographed.

I.

PLATE

GEODIDAE.

1 G.

r.

var. carolaC,

fig.

3

—9

6,

S

G.

5,

Geodimlta rohusta n.
r.

var. megac/ada

;

sp.

5, 4, 7,

9 G.

r.

var. megasterra.

3.

PLATE

4

PLATE

Geodinella

Figs.

1,

4-7, 13, 21, 22.

Figs. 23-25.

—A

— megasterra Lexdenfeld.
— var. carolae Lendenfeld.
— var. megaclada Lendenfeld.
var.

ray of an oxyaster of the clioanosome of var. megasterra; magnified ISOO;
moiiochr.

q.

2.

Lendenfeld.

robusta

Figs. 2, 3, S-12, 14-20.

1.

4.

u. v. phot., Zeiss,

1.7, q. oc. 10.

— A spliaeraster with blunt conic rays of var. carolae;

magnified 1800;

u. v. phot., Zeiss, q.

monochr.

v. phot., Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

3.

— A small

oxyaster (oxysphaeraster) of var. earolae; magnified ISOO; u.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

4.

— A small oxyaster (oxysphaeraster) of
Zeiss, q.

5.

— Small

monochr.

7.

monochr.

phot.,

v.

magnified 1800;

ii.

v.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

— The two ends of a diactine

(amphiox) spicule both ends of which are lohose, of var. megasterra;

magnified 200; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6.
Ends of diactine (amphiox or amphistrongyle) spicules of var. carolae; magnified 100; phot.,

—

8-12.

Zeiss, apochr. IC,

compens.

oc. 6:

8,

11,

very blunt (strongyle) ends;

9,

12,

more tapering ends;

10,
13.

u.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

oxyasters (oxysphaerastcrs) of the choanosome of var. megasterra:

phot., Zeiss, q.
fi,

the cortex of var. megasterra;

magnified 1800;

an irregular

— Part
q.

monochr.
a,

14, 15.

enrl

with a

of the surface of a

clailo-like process.

normal sterraster of var. mejaxterra; magnified ISOO;

vi.

v.

phot., Zeiss,

1.7, q. oc. 10:

the umbilicus.

— S\irfacc

of a sterroid of the .si)eeinien of var. roro/<ie

from Charlotte Sound: magnified 1800;

monochr. 1.7, q oc. 10:
focused on the summits of the uppermost rays; 15, focused 1.5

u. v. phot., Zeiss, q.

14,
16.

—A

/i

lower.

short amphi.strongj'le of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Souml;

magnified 100;

phot., Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.
17.

— The rounded end of a subtylostyle of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte Sound;
100; phot., Zeiss, apochr.
compens. oc.
— Strongj'losphaerasters of the cortex of the specimen of var. carolae from Charlotte
fied

16,

magnified 1800;

magni-

6.

18-20.

Sound;

monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
choanosome of var. megasterra; magnified 12U0; u. v.
phot., Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. compens. oc. 10.
Oxyaster of the choanosome of var. megasterra; magnified 1200; u. v. phot., Zeiss, q. monochr.

21.

— Small

22.

—

u. v. phot., Zeiss, q.

oxj'aster (oxysphaeraster) of the

2.5, q. pc. 10.

23-25.

— Parts of megascleres of var. megaclada;

magnified 200; phot., Zeiss, apochr.

cladome of an orthomonaene with not quite terminal clade;
end of a blunt amphiox;
25, central part of a mesomonaene.
23,
24,

8,

compens.

oc. 6:

SPONGES OF THE PACIFIC,

1,

1.

PLATE

GEODIDAE.

4-7, 13, 21,

22

G.

r.

Fig. 1-25 Geodindla robusta n. sp.
14-20 G. r. oar. carolae; 23-25 G.

var. megasterra; 2, 3, 8-12,

r.

var. mcgaclada.

4.

PLATE

5.

PLATE

5.

Sidonops calilomica Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-37.

1-4.

— Cladomes

of

normal anatriaenps; magnified 200; phot..

Zeiss, apochr. 8,

compens.

oc. 6.

compens.
apochr.
— Cladomc of an anat riaene with reduced clades; magnified 200 phot.,
phot.,
anastig. 480 / 412.
— The larger of the two specimens; magnified
reduced clades; magnified 200; phot., Zeiss,
7-9. — Cladomes of inesoplagioclades with more or

5.

Zeiss,

;

6.

oc. 6.

8,

Zeiss,

1.5;

less

apoclir. 8,

^
^
10.

compens.

7,

a monaene;

8,

a triaene;

9,

a diaene.

— Branched

an irregular, perhaps anatriaene-derivate megasclere; magnified 200; phot.,
compens. oc. 6.
Large amphioxes; magnified 30; phot., Zeiss, planar 20.
Plagiotriaenes; magnified 30; phot., Zeiss, planar 20.
Cladomes of plagiotriaenes; magnified 75; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.

apochr.

11, 12.
13, 14.
15, 16.

—
—
—

en<l of

— Plagiotriaenes;
— Group of

magnified 30; phot., Zeiss, planar 20.
and one sterroid from a spicule-preparatiori

stei-nistors

apochr.

8,

compens.

q.

monochr.

(i,

;

magnified 200; phot., Zeiss,

oc. 6.

— Group of euasters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation

21, 22.

Zeiss,

8,

17-19.
20.

oc. 6:

magnified 300;

;

u. v. phot., Zeiss,

q. oc. 7:

21, focused higher;
22, focused lower;
c,

23-26.

larger oxyaster.

— Groups of euast<'rs from centrifugal spicule -preparations;
imm. apochr.
a,

27.

— Part
a,

small

st

;

c,

magnified 20; phot., Zeiss, planar 20:

sterraster-armour; b, subcortical cavities;
e,

large

amphioxes

c,

in the

subcortical plagiotriaenes;

of

oxj'asters;

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

of

30, phot., Zeiss,

hom. imm. apochr.

d, sterrasters

in

choanosome.

phot.,
— Rays large
magnified 1800;
— Groups euasters from centrifugal spicule-preparations;

30, 31.

phot., Zeiss, horn,

large oxyasters.

of a section vertical to the surface;

the choanosome:
28, 29.

magnified 300;

2:

rongy losphaerasters

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

magnified 300:

2;

31, phot., Zeiss, apochr. 4, oc. 6;
a,

small strongj'losphaerasters

;

b, small oxysphaerasters

;

— Small strongj-losphaerasters; magnified 1800;
phot.,
36, 37. — Parts of the surface of two sterrasters; magnified 1800;
32-35.

u. v.

oc. 10.

c,

large oxyaster.

Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

u. v. phot., Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q.
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PLATE
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5.

PLATE

6.

PLATE

6.

Sidonops oxyastra Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-23.

1^ 2.

— Parts of sections showing

strands of spindle-cells traversing the choanosome; haematoxylin,

aniline-blue:

magnified 100; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6;
magnifuMl 200; phot., Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6.
Part of section througli the choanosome showing canal-end branches and flagellate chambers;
haematoxylin, aniline-blue; magnified 400; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
1,

2,

3.

4.
5.

—
— A lobe of the sponges showing a group of uniporal efferents; magnified 3; phot., Zeiss, anastig. 167.
— View of the largest specimen, attached to a stone; reduced 0.63; phot., Zeiss, anastig. 480 /
flat

1

:

412
6-13.

— Plagiotriaenes;

magnified 43; phot., Zeiss, achr. aa, compens. oc.

the clades shortened

with

7,

with one reduced, blunt clade;

all

6:

and blunt;

0,

8-13, with pointed clades;
7, 8, 10,
6, 9,

—-Two

with unequal clades;

11-13, with equal clades.

choanosomal amphioxes from a spicule-preparation: magnified 43; phot.
aa, compens. oc. 6.
15-18.
Cladomes of minute dermal anaclades; magnified 300:
15, 17, 18, phot., Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 12;
19 phot., Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6;
15, a regular mesanatriaene;
16, an irregular mesanatriaene;
14.

large

Zeiss, achr.

—

17, 18,

19, 20.

more or

less irregular anatriaenes.

— Parts of a radial section through a region of the cortex bearing afferent pores:

19,

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

4,

20, magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8,
a,

monaxonid sponge attached
anaclades of the Sidonops;

compens.
compens.

oc. 6;

oc. 6;
b, minute dermal
Sidonops occupied by masses of

to this part of the surface of the Sidonops;
c,

dermal membrane

of the

small oxysphaerasters (oxyasters).

— Part of a radial section through a region of the cortex bearing efferent

21.

layer occupied

compens.
22.

by dense masses

of

pores, showing the dermal
minute dermal rhabds; magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8,

oc. 6.

— \ minute dermal rhabd; magnified 300; phot.
apochr.
compens.
— Part a radial section through a region of the cortex bearing afferent pores, showing numerous

23.

Zeiss,

4,

oc. 6.

of

minute protruding dermal anaclades; magnified 50; phot.,

Zeiss, achr. aa,

compens.

oc. 6.
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I.
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PLATE

17
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Fig.

1

— 23

Sidonops oxyasira n. sp.

!

18

6.

PLATE

7.

PLATE

7.

Sidonops oxyastra Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-20.

I, 2.

— Two radial sections through a lobe of the sponge;
1,

a thin section stained nilh haemato.xylin

2,

a thick unstained section;
a,

sterraster-amiour;

b,

— Groups

of asters

compens.
a, large
6.

magnifieJ 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:

aniline-blue;

monaxonid sponge attached

canals; d, wide efferent canals;

3-5.

and

e,

to the Sidonops;

a,
7, 8.

afferent cortical

Zeiss,

apochr. 4,

oc. 6:

oxyasters; b, small oxysphaerasters

and oxyasters;

c,

large oxysphaeraster.

— Part of a radial section through a region of the cortex bearing afferent pores
Zeiss,

c,

efferent pores.

from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 300; phot.

;

magnified 20; phot.

planar 20:

sterraster-armour; b,

monaxonid sponge attached to the Sidonops.

phot.
— Large oxyasters from centrifugal spicule-preparations magnified 900;
ochr.
— Group of small oxysphaerasters (oxyasters) from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

;

mon-

1.7, q. oc. 5.

9, 10.

magnified

ISOO; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
9,

focused higher;

10,

focused lower.

phot.
— Small oxysphaeraster; magnified 1800;
focused higher;
focused lower.
13-15. — Large oxyasters; magnified 1800;
phot.
16-18. — Small oxysphaerasters (oxyasters); magnified 1800;
II, 12.

u. v.

11,

Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

12,

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

10.
19, 20.

— Large oxysphaeraster;

19,

magnified 1800;

focused higher; 20, focused lower.

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

1.7, q. oc.

'OiN'GES

OF THE PACIFIC,

idenfeld phototrraDhed.

I.

GEODIDAE.

PLATE

Fig. 1

—20

Sidonops oxyastra n. sp.

7.

PLATE

8.

PLATE

oxyastra

Sidonops

8.

Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-15.

— Stcrrastors;

1-3.

phot.

1,

Zci.ss,

magnified 30O:
apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6;

3 phot. Zeiss, horn. iram. apochr. 2.
Group of spicules from a spicule-preparation

—

2,

magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
amphioxes; b, lateral xnews of plagiotriaenes; c, apical view of a plagiotriaene-cladome.
5.
Group of large amphioxes from a spicule-preparation; magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20.
Part of Ihe lateral surface of a thick-rayed sterraster; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.
US.
monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
4.

;

a, large

—

—

focased high

6.

9.

;

7,

focused lower:

8,

focused

still

lower.

— Part of the
surface of a sterraster not quite fully developed; magnified
monochr.
of a thin-rayed sterraster; magnified 1800;
— Part of the
lateral

10,

12.

u. v. phot. Zei.ss, q.

lateral .surface

10, 11.

monochr.

1800; u. v. phot.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc.

10:

11, focused lower.
magnified 1000; phot. Zeiss, horn. imm. apochr.

focused higher;

— Sterraster;

2,

compens.

oc. G;

the centrum of the

spicule in focus:
a, rosette of central

13,

14.

— Views

granules;

b, umliilicus.

of parts of the surface (superficial paratangential sections) with transmitted light;

magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
13, of a region

Waring

afferent pores;

14, of a region bearing efferent pores.
15.

— Part of a region of the surface with afferent pores;
oc. 6.

magnified 100; phot.

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

compens.

PONGES OF THE PACIFIC,

I.

GEODIDAE.

PLATE

Fig.

_/

15 Sidonops oxyastra n.

sp.

8.

PLATE

9.

Sidonops bicolor Lbndenfeld.

Figures 1-19.

1-6.

— Cladomcs of plagiofriaencs;
1,

magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apoclir.

16,

compens.

oo. 4:

3-5, of a specimen from Station 2958;

specimen from Station 4531.
magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
7, of a specimen from Station 4551
Station
2781.
S, of a specimen from
9-11.
Stout amphioxes; magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
9, a large one of a specimen from Station 4531
10, a medium-sized one of a specimen from Station 2781
11, a small one of a specimen from Station 2781.
12-14.
Plagiotriaenes; magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
12, a plagiotriaene with blunt rhabdome of a specimen from Station 2781;
13, a plagiotriaene with pointed rhabdome of a specimen from Station 2958;
14, a plagiotriaene with pointed rhabdome of a specimen from Station 2781.
Parts of radial sections through the cortex and adjacent parts, showing the chones of a speci15, 16.
men from Station 4420; magnified 30; phot. Zeiss planar 20
2, 6, of a

7, 8.

— Long slender amphioxes;
—

—

—

a,

17.

surface of the sponge.

— Part of a radial section through a specimen from Station 3168;

magnified 7.5; phot. Zeiss, planar

50:
a,

18.

surface of the sponge.

— Part of a section through the ehoanosome of a specimen from Station 4531; haematoxylin;
magnified
phot.
apochr.
compens.
— Part of a section through the ehoanosome of a specimen from Station 3168; haematoxylin; mag2(K);

19.

nified 30;

Zeiss,

phot. Zeiss; planar 20.

8,

oc. 6.
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I.

GEODID.-VE.

PLATE

Fig. 7

1,3—5, 13 from

station

2958:

2, 6, 9,

15,

19 Sidonops

18 from station 4531;

16 from station 4420;

bicolor n. sp.

7 from station 4551; 8, 10—12,
19 from station 3168.

17,

U from

station

2781,

9.

PLATE

10.

PLATE

10.

Sidonops bicolor Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-15.

1—1.

— Groups of

sterrasters

from spicule-preparatious; magnified 200; phot.

Zeiss, apochr. 8,

compens.

oc. 6:
1,

of a specimen from Station 2958;

2, of

a specimen from Station 3168;

3, of

a specimen from Station 2781

4, of

a specimen from Station 4420.

— Sterraster of a specimen from Station 4551 magnified 300;
6-12. — Groups of euasters from centrifugal spicule-preparations;
5.

6,
7,

8,
9,

magnified 300;

oxyasters;

phot. Zeiss, q.

b, strongylosphaerasters.

— Group of euasters from a centrifugal .spicule-preparation of a specimen
nified 300; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.
a,

14, 15.

u. v.

monochr. 6, q. oc. 7:
of a specimen from Station 3168;
of a specimen from Station 4420;
11, of a specimen from Station 2781;
10, 12, of a specimen from Station 4551
a,

13.

u. v. jiliot. Zeiss, q. moiiochr. 6. q. oc. 7.

;

oxyasters;

— Pores

in the

monochr.

mag-

dermal membrane of a specimen from Station 3168; magnified 75; phot. Zeiss,

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 4:
14, a uniporal efferent opening;
15,

from Station 4551;

1.7:

b, strongylosphaerasters.

a cribriporal afferent opening.
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station

2958 ;

3, 6, 14, 15

from

station

3168;

— i5

Sidonops bicolor n. sp.

^/^.

J

3, 8,

11 from

station

2781;

4,

7 from station 4420;

5, 9, 10, 12,

13 from station 4551.

Sidonops bicolor Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-17.

1, 2.

— A larger and a smaller stroiigj'losphacraster of a specimen from Station 4551;
u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

magnified 1800;

1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused higher; 2, focused lower.

I,

3-5.

monochr.

— Strongylosphaerasters;

magnified 1800;
a specimen from Station 2781;
from
Station
3168.
specimen
of a

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q.

oc. 10:

3, 5, of
4,

6-S.

— Groups of euasters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;
monochr.

9.

magnified 1800;

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

and a medium-sized oxj'aster (b) of a specimen from Station 4551
and an oxysphaeraster (b) of a specimen from Station 2781
(a) and a large oxyaster (b) of a specimen from Station 2781.
8,
An oxyaster of a specimen from Station 2781 magnified 900; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7,
6,

a strongylosphaeraster

7,

a strongj'losphaeraster
a strongylosphaeraster

—
— Group

(a)

(a),

;

q.

oc. 5.

10.

of strongylosphaerasters of a

Zeiss, q.

11-14.

monochr.

specimen from Station 2781; magnified 900;
magnified 1800; u. v. phot, Zeiss, q. monochr.
specimen from Station 2958;

umbilicus of a specimen from Station 2781;
the side opposite the umbihcus of a specimen from Station 2958.

13, of the side opposite the
14, of

— Three specimens;

17,

natural size; phot. Zeiss, anastig.

two specimens from Station 4420;
a specimen from Station 4551.

15, 16,

v. phot.

1.7, q. oc. 5.

— Parts of the surface of sterrasters;

II, 12, of the umbilical side of sterrasters of a

15-17.

u.

480/

412:

1.7, q. oc.

10

:
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PLATE

U.
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V
Ut.

-

.».
6

•-V

0'

I

16.

Ja

^'
7

v>^>,?^

R
v^sa^^

1, 3, 6,

n from

V

->

/7^. 1
station

Lendenfeld photographed.

4551;

3, 5,

7—10, 13 from

station

17 Sidonops

3781: 4 from

bicotor n. sp.

station

3168 ;

11, 13, 14 from station

2938 ;

15,

16 from

station

4430.

PLATE

Sidonops

Figs. 1-4, 16, 19.

Figs. 5-8, 17, 20.
Figs. 9, 10.

Figs. 11-1.5, 18, 21, 22.

—
—
—
—

an^ata Lendenfeld.

var.
var.

magana Lendenfeld (lobose form).
megana Lendenfeld (massive form).

var. orthotriaena

Lendenfeld.

microana Lendenfeld.

var.

— Cladomes of anaclades;

magnified 200; phot.
specimen of var. megana;
5-8, of the ma.ssive specimen of var. megaiia;

1-14.

12.

Zeiss, apochr. 8,

compens.

oc. 6:

1-4, of tlie lobose

9, 10, of var. orthotriaena;

11-14, of var. microana;
of anatriaenes with long equal clades;

1, 5,

12-14, of anatriaenes with short equal clades;
anatriaenes with medium-sized equal clades;

2, 4,

3, 6, 8, 9, of
7, of

an anatriaene with medium-sized unequal clades;

10, 11, of

15.

anadiaenes w^ith short clades.

— The acladoraal end of the anatriaene of var. microana, the cladome of
apochr.
compens.
14; magnified 200; phot.
— Groups of spicules from spicule-preparations magnified 10; phot.
Zeiss,

16, 17.

which

is

represented in Fig.

oc. 6.

8,

;

Zeiss, planar 50:

specimen of var. megana;
17, of the massive specimen of var. megana;
simply curved amphioxes; b, slender, denual, angularly bent amphiox;
slender,
dermal,
a,
d, plagiotriaenes.
c, stout, choanosomal amphioxes
18-20.— Views of three of the specimens; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412:
16, of the lobo,se

;

18, var.

microana; magnified 1.1;

19, the lobose

specimen of var. megana; reduced 1
megana; reduced

20, the mas-sive specimen of var.

21,22. — Groups of plagiotriaenes
Zeiss, planar,

50.

:

1

0.86;
:

0.9.

from a spicule-preparation of var. microana; magnified 10;

phot.
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PLATE

/O

I'ig.

'—

*>

16,

19

Mwse

denfeld pliolographed.

spicimen of

S. a.

var.

1

—22

megana; 0—8,
11

— 15,

18,

Sidonops angulata n.

^

sp.

20 massive specimen of S.
21, 22 S. a. var. microana.

17,

a. var.

megana;

9,

10

S. a. var.

12.

ortlwlriaena

PLATE

13.

PLATE

13.

Sidonops angulata Lendenfeld.

Figs.

IS.

Figs. 9-12, 22-25.
Figs. 13-17, 21.
Fi^s. 18-20.

2.

1,

— Stout,

4.

var.
var.

var.
var.

megana Lendenfeld (lobose form).
megana Lendenfeld (massive form).
microana Lendenfeld.
orthotriaena Lendenfeld.

choanosoraal amphioxes of the lobose specimen of var. megana;

phot.

raagnified 40;

planar 20.

Zeiss,

3.

—
—
—
—

— A plagiotriaene of the lobose specimen of var. megana; magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, planar 20.
— Apical view of the cladome of an irregular plagiotriaene of the lobose specimen of var. megana;
magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, achr. aa, compens. oc. 6.
of plagiotriaenes seen from the side; magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, achr. aa, compens.

— Cladomes

S-16.

oc. 6:

5-S, from the lobose specimen of var. mega-na;

9-12, from the massive specimen of megana;
13-16, from var. microana;
5,

with long, somewhat unequal, terminally strongly recurved clades;
with long, somewhat unequal, terminally slightly recurved clades;

6, 8,

with unequal, slightly recurved clades;
with short, equal, nearly straight clades;

7, 13, 16,
9,

10,

with short, irregularly curved, somewhat unequal clades;
with medium-sized, equal, shghtly recurved clades;

11, 15,

with unequal, nearly straight clades;
with medium-sized, slightly unequal, rather strongly recurved clades.
Group of spicules from a spicule-preparation of var. microana; magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, planar
12,

17.

—

14,

20:
a,

an angularly bent amphiox;

b,

a nearly straight amphiox;

c,

the cladomal half of an

anatriaene.
18.

— Cladome an orthotriaene
— An orthotriaene with angvdarly

of var. orthotriaena;

of

magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, achr. aa, compens.

oc. 6.

19.

achr. aa. compens. oc.
20.

bent rhabdorae of var. orthotriaena; magnified 40; phot. Zeiss,

6.

— Two rhabds of var. orthotriaena;

magnified 40; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:

a club-shaped style; b, an amphiox.
21.
Part of a radial section of var. microana; magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50;
b, spicule-fur.
a, cortex (sterraster-armour)
22-24.
Surface views (parts of superficial paratangential sections) of the massive specimen of var.
a,

—

;

—

megana; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
an efferent uniporal opening;
23, 24, afferent cribriporal openings (pore-sieves).
25.
Part of a radial section through the superficial part of the massive specimen of var. megana
nified 40; phot. Zeiss, achr. aa, compens. oc. 6:
22,

—

a,

sterraster-armour; b, a chone;

c,

a subcortical cavity.

;

mag-
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PLATE

Fig. 1

1—8

lobose specimen

of

S.

a.

var.

megana; 9—12,

— 25

22—35

18 — 20

Siiioiiops

angulata n.

massive specimen of
S. a. var.

sp.

S.

ortholriaena.

Phototype by Charles Bellmann

Prague.

a.

var. migaiia

;

13—17, 21

S. a. var.

muroatia

13.

PLATE

14.

PLATE

14.

Sidonops angulata Lendenfeld.

Figs. 7-9.
Figs. 10-15, 23-30.

1-15.

— megana Lendenfeld (lobose form).
— megana Lendenfeld (massive form).
— var. microana Lendenfeld.
— var. orthotriaena Lendenfeld.
var.

Figs. 1-^, 18, 19.
Figs. 5, C, 16, 17, 20-22.

var.

— Microscleres from centrifugal spicule-preparations;

1, 5, 7, 8, u. V.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

magnified 300:

6, q. oc. 7;

monochr. 1.7
1-4, from the lobose specimen of var. megana;
5, 6, from the massive specimen of var. megana;
7-9, from var. microana;
10-15, from var. orthotriaena:
a, small oxysphaerasters with large centrum;

2-4, 6, 9-15, u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

young
16.

17.

—
—

sterrasters;

d,

2^iss, q.

18, 19.

monochr.

;

e,

1.7, q. oc. 10.

— A strongj'losphaeraster with

few, irregularly distributed, fully developetl rays, of the lobose

specimen of var. megana; magnified 1800;
18, focu.-icd

20.

oxyasters without centrum; c,
intermediate oxyasters (oxj'sphaer-

b, large

strongylosphaerasters

centrum.
A small oxysphaeraster of the massive specimen of var. megana; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss,
q. monochr. 1.7, c]. oc. 10.
Two strongylosphaerasters of the massive specimen of var. megana; magnified 1800; u. v. phot.
asters) with small

higher;

li),

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused lower.

— Radial section through the dermal membrane

of the massive

specimen of var. megana; haematoxy-

magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:
a, surface of tlie sponge; b, conspicuous, granular, subdermal cells; c, asters protruding
Ix'yond the surface.
Radial section through the choanosome of the massive specimen of var. megana; azure magnified
lin;

21.

—

;

200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:

chambers; c, asters.
Radial section through the cortex of the massive specimen of var. megana; azure; magnified 200;
phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:
a, fibrous inner cortical layer; b, subcortical cavity; c, asters, protruding into the subcortia, flagellate

22.

—

23.

— Small oxysphaeraster of var.

cal cavity.

ortlu>triaena;

magnified 1800:

u. v.

phot.

Zei.ss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q.

oc. 10.

24.

— Large
v.

25-30.

triactine oxyaster with

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

rudiment of a fourth ray of var. orthotriaena; magnified 1800;

— Strongj'losphaerasters of var. orthotriaena;

magnified 1800: u.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7,

q. oc. 10:

25, part of a regular strongylosphaeraster with cyhndrical rays;
26, a strongj'losphaeraster

27, 28,

two views

with somewhat irregularly distributed, cylindrical rays;

of a regular strongj'losphaeraster with

somewhat

conical rays;

27, focused higher; 28, focused lower;
29, 30,

two views

u.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

of a strongj'losphaeraster with onlj* one fullj' developed raj';

29, focused higher; 30, focused lower.
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14.

PLATE

15.

Sidonopg angulata Lendenfeld.

Figs.

1, 2, 4, 9.

Figs. 3, 7, 8, 11.
Figs. 5, 6, 12.

Fig. 10.

1, 2.

3.

— megana Lendenfeld (massive form).
— var. megana Lendenfeld (lobose form).
— orthotriaena Lendenfeld.
— microana Lendenfeld.

— Two views of the umbilicus and

the adjacent parts of the surface of a sterraster of the massive
specimen of var. megana; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
I, focused higher: 2, focu.sed lower
The umbilicus an<l the adjacent parts of the surface of a sterraster of the lobose specimen of var.

—
phot.
monochr.
megana; magnified 1800;
— Part of a section through the choanosome of the massive specimen of

5, 6.

—

1.7, q. oc. 10.

Zeiss, q.

v;ir.

megana; haematoxylin;

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
a, masses of small cells; b, lumen of a canal.
Part of the surface opposite to the umbilicus of a sterraster of var. orthotriaena; magnified 1800;
u. V.

5,
7.

var.

var.

u. v.

4.

var.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused higher;

6,

focused lower.

— Part of a paratangential section of the cortex of the lobose specimen of var. megana;

magnified 200;

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:
a,

8.

— Part

blunt cones protruding into a radial cortical canal;
c,

of a paratangential section of the lobose

of sterrasters

of the massive specimen of var. megana;

10, of var.

of the radial cortical canal;

microana;

II, of the lobose

specimen of var. megana;

12. of var. orthotriaena.

oc. 6:

from spicule-preparations: magnified 200; phot.

oc. 6:
9,

lumen

specimen of var. megana, transverse through a chone;

magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens.
a, position of the (closed) chonal canal.

9-12.— Groups

b,

sterrasters.

Zeiss, apochr. S.

compens.
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15.

>

«f>V'

^

r-v

y-

-^^

Pig. 1
2, 4,

.9

massive specimen of

ndenfeld photographed.

S. a.

var.

megana:

3, 7, 8,

— 12

Sidotwps angulata n. sp.

11 lobose specimen of

S.

a. var.

m:ga,u.: 5, 6, 12,

S. a. var.

orthotriacur, 10

S. a.

var. microana.

PLATE

16.

PLATE

Geodia media

16.

Bowerbank.

Figs. 1-21.

l_14._Megasclercs;
1-5,

7ii, o,

7m,

6,

niagiiifieii

w, lOd, 11, 12, from massive specimens;

p, 8z, 9c,

1-6, 11, groups of
7,

8,
9,

10,

30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
from the digitate specimen;

8b, 9y, lOx, 13, 14,

megasckres from spicule-preparations;

mcsoclades with reduced clades;
regular stout amphioxes;
angularly bent amphioxes;

branched amphioxes;

12, 14, plagiotriaenes;
13, regular,

angularly bent, and branched styles,

a, (Figs.

3-5) large, slender, regular amphioxes; b, (Figs. 1-5, 8) large, stout, regular

amphioxes;
point

;

c,

(Fig. 9) large, stout aniphiox, strongly angularly

d, (Figs. 5, 10) large

bent at one

amphioxes with one simple branch near one

ends, enclosing a small angle with the axis of the spicule;

e, (Fig. 5)

of the

large

am-

branch near one end; f, (Figs. 11, 13) large, regular, simple
styles; g, (Fig. 13) large, angularly bent styles; h, (Figs. 11, 13) large styles with
one simple branch i, (Fig. 13) large style with a bunch of simple branches near
the pointed end; j, (Fig. 2) large angularly bent amphiox with one simple
branch; k, (Fig. 13) large angularly bent style with one simple branch; 1, (Fig. 6)
anatriaene, probably foreign to the sponge; m, (Fig. 7) mesoplagiomonaene with
nearly straight rhabdome; n, (Fig. 7) raesopromonaene o, (Fig. 7) meso|)lagioorthomonaene; p, (Fig. 7) mesoplagiomonaene with strongly curved rhabdome;
phiox with a

bifid

;

;

q, (Figs. 1, 12, 14) slender regular plagiotriaenes; r, (Fig. 5) slender plagiotriaene
with unequal clades; s, (Figs. 1-6, 11, 12) stout regular plagiotriaenes; t, (Fig. 12)

stout plagiotriaene with one bifid clade; u, (Fig. 3) stout plagiodiaene with one
bifid clade;

downwards
two places

;

v,

(Fig. 1) stout mesoplagiotriaene

in the figure);

blunt end, enclosing a large angle
(Figs.

1,

9)

large, stout

sliglitly

with the axis of the spicule; y,

angularly bent at one point;

very

large, stout, regular

—
—

15.

—

17.-

18,

(of nearly 90°)

amphioxes

z,

amphioxes.
The umbilical part of the surface of a sterraster of a massive specimen; magnified ISOO; u. v.
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Tlie largest of the massive specimens; natural size; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412.
The digitate specimen; natural size; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412.
19.
Groups of sterrasters from spicule-preparations; magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, com(Figs. 6, 8, 11)

16.

with long epirhabd (pointing

w, (Fig. 9) large, stout amphiox angularly bent in
amphiox with one simple branch near the

x, (Fig. 10) large stout

—

pens. oc. 6:
18, of

a massive specimen;
specimen.

19, of the digitate

20, 21.

— A sterroid of the digitate specimen;

20, the

upper surface

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

in focus; 21, the equatorial profile in focus.

4,

compens.

oc. 6:
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PLATE

16.

33_The

rounded end

of var. .nicra.er.
of a sty.e (.ubty,ostyle)

34-38.- bTJeToroLplagiotHaenes
Zeiss, apochr. 16:

,

--0
"• regular
eladomes of
34-36,
OU, Liauwi"'^'^
0*1—

39,

and d.ehotriaenes
-

^

n.a.^ified 75;

of var. in.......;

phot. Zeiss, apochr.
n^agnified

.

adult orthoplag.otriaenes

ayoungorthoplagiotnaene;
37, cladomeof
adult orthoplag-otnaene
S; a, cladome of a rather irregular
dichotriaene.
b, cladome of a
/ 412:
„i,„t 7pi«
nnistis 480 /
Zeiss, anastig.
^rUermedm, phot.
40.-T.O aspects of the specimen of var.
39, natural size;

42.- A choanosomal amphiox

44, 45,

magnified -". P''°'
of var. mtcraster,

regular clades;
«ith unequal but otherwise
and one abruptly bent clade,
one shortened and truncate

46, «ilh

regular clades.
47, w-ith rather equal

'^

40;

phot.
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PLATE

1—10,
23
photographed.

—

13,

14,

10, 17,
Fig.

26,

34—4:0, 49 G.

v.

Fig. 1—23 Geodia media Bwbk.
20—22 massive form; 11, 12, 15, 18,
23—50 Geodia variospictilosa Thiele.

var. intermedia;

27—33, 41—48, 50

19

G.

digitate

v.

form.

var. micraster.

PLATE

18.

Geodia variospiculosa Thiele.
Figs. 1-7, 9, 11, 12, 21,

23-26.—

Figs. 8, 10, 13-20, 22, 27.

var. micraster

1.— Large hexactine oxyaster of var. niuraster; magnified .300; u.
2.— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var.
monochr.

Zeiss, q.

a, large triactine

v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

micraster; magnified 300;

6, q. oc. 7.
u'.

v.

phot!

6, q. oc. 7:

oxyaster;

3.— Large^hexactine oxyaster
oc.

Lendenfeld.

— var. intermedia Lendenfeld.

b,

smaller oxyasters;

of var. micraster;

c,

magnified

small strongj'lo.sphaerasters.
.300;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6;

q.

/

4

Large triactine oxyaster of var. micraster; magnified 300; u. v. phot. Zeiss,
q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 7.
5.— Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. micraster; magnified
300; phot!
Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
small strongylosphaerasters;

c,

d, large

monactine oxyaster;

e,

parts of dermal styles.

6.— A large monactine oxyaster of var. micraster; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, hom. imm.
7.— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. micraster; magnified

apochr.

2.

300; phot. Zeiss,

apochr.

compens.

c,

small strongylosphaerasters.

of a radial section

Zeiss, apochr. 16,
a, cortical

through the subcortical layer of var. intermedia; magnified
100; phot.
compens. oc. 6:

sterra.ster-armour

dermal

9.— View

oc. 6:

smaller oxyasters;

b,

8.— Part

4,

styles:

d,

b, bundle of radial megascleres; c, a subcortical
group of small
cladome of an anatriaene.
showing a pore-sieve; magnified 75 phot. Zeiss, apochr.
;

of part of the surface of var. micraster,

;

16,

compens.

10.— Group

Zeiss, apochr. 4,
a,

'

'

'

oc. 6.

of spicules

from a centrifugal spicule-preparation
compens. oc. 6:

large triactine oxyaster; b, small oxyast«r;

of var. in^crmerfia;

magnified 300; phot.

small strongylosphaerasters; f, oxy.sphaeraster.
11.— Group of small strongylosphaerasters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation
of var. micraster;
magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4; compens. oc. 6.
12.— A small oxyaster of var. micraster; magnified .300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.
c,

4,

13.— An ox-ysphaeraster of var. intermedia; magnified .300;
14.— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation

u. v.

compens.

oc. 6.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

of var. intermedia;

6, q. oc. 7.

magnified 300;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 7:
b, smaller oxyaster; c, small strongylosphaerasters.

15-20.— Large oxyasters of var. intermedia; magnified
300;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

6, q. oc. 7:

15, 17, 19, large

16,

pentactine oxyasters;
a large triactine oxyaster;

18, 20, large tetractine oxyasters.

2K— Radial

section through the superficial part of var. micraster;

magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar

50:
a,

^"•~

sterraster-armour; b, achone;

c,

.subcortical cavities; d,

choanosome.

^^''* °f 1 'adial section of the

200; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

8,

proximal portion of the choanosome of var. intermedia; magnified
compens. oc. 6:

a, large

23.—

oxyasters; b, smaller oxj'asters.
Part of a radial section of the proximal portion of the cortex
of var. micraster, passing through a
(closed) chonal canal; magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr.
8, compens. oc. 6:
a,

24.— Part

oxysphaerasters surrounding the (closed) chonal canal.
of a radial section through the distal portion of the cortex

and the spicule-fur of var. micraster;
magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:
a, minute dermal anaclades: b, rhabdome of
a large protruding anatriaene; c, surface of the
sponge.

25.

— Part of a radial section through

tlie distal

part of the choanosomc of var. micrasler; magnified 200;

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:
a, mcdiuni-sized oxyaster; b, smaller oxyasters.

26.

— Radial section through

the superficial part of var. mirraster; magnified 20;

phot. Zeiss, planar

20:
c, small dermal styles and anaclades protruding beyond the
choanosome; e, small dermal styles and anaclailes in the subcortical layer.
Part of a radial section of the proximal |)ortion of the choanosome of var. intermedia; magnified
200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6:

a,

sterraster-armour; b, a chone;
surface;

27.

—

a, large

d,

oxyasters; b, smaller oxyast«rs.
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3p^t-'^'
^ii>'

'Wmr*,
fig.

1—7,
nfcld

photographed.

9,

'J^:S?^

_^

11,

13, 31,

33—36

G.

1
v.

— 27

Gdodia variospiculosa Thick.

var. micraster

;

8,

10,

13—30,

33, 37 G. v. var. intermedia.

18.

PLATE

19.

PLATE

19.

Geodia Tariospiculosa Thiele.

Figs. 1-8, 12-18, 21, 23, 25-30, 32.
Fips. 9-11, 19, 20, 22, 24, 31.

An umbilical part of the surface of a normal sterraster of \ar. micrasler; magnified 1800;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
focused higher; 2, focused lower.

1^ 2.

1,

apochr.

4,

u. v.

minute dermal aiiatriaene of var. micraster; magnified 750; phot. Zeiss, hom. inim.
compens. oc. 6.
5.
Small dermal styles of var. mia-asler; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
Minute dermal anamonaene of var. 7nuraster; magnified 3(K); phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
Minute dermal anatriaenes of var. micraster; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens.
fj.

Cladome

3.

6.

— var. micraster Lendenfeld.
— var. intermedia Lendenfeld.

—

7^

of a

2,

—
—
— Minute dermal anatriaenes of var. intermedia;
oc. 6.

9, 10.

magnified 300;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

6,

q. oc. 7.

11.

— An umbilical part of the surface of

a normal sterraster of var. intermedia; magnified 1800; u. v.
monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. micraster; magnified 1800;
V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7 q. oc. 10:

phot.
13.

12,

—

u.
12,

14.

Zei.ss, q.

focused higher; 13, focused lower;
a, oxysphaeraster; b, small strongylosphaerasters.

— Cladome of a minute dermal anatriaene of var. micraster; magnified 1800;
monochr.
— Sterroid with stout, smooth, spineless rays of var. micraster; magnified

u. v.

1.7, q. oc.

10.

compens.

oc. 6:

15, 16.

apochr.
15,

17, 18.

4,

phot. Zeiss, q.

300; phot.

Zeiss,

focased higher (the upper surface in focus); 16, focused lower (the contour in focus).
magnified 300; phot.

— Sterroid with very stout, terminally densely spined rays of var. micraster;

compens. oc. 6:
upper surface in focus); 18, focused lower (the contour in focus).
19-24.
Small strongylosphaerasters and groups of such from centrifugal spicule-preparations; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
Zeiss, apochr. 4,

17, focused higher (the

—

19, 20, 22, 24, of var. intermedia;

21, 23, of var. micraster.

— Rays of oxyasters of var. micraster; magnified 1800;
phot.
q. monochr.
— A monactine aster of var. micraster; magnified 1800;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
— Rays of oxyasters of var. micraster; magnified 1800;
phot.
monochr.
31. — Group of sterrasters from a spicule-preparation of var. intermedia; magnified 200;
25-27.

u. v.

28.

u. v.

apochr.
32.

Zeiss,

u. v.

29, 30.

— Group

8,

compens.

of sterrasters

apochr.

8,

compens.

Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc. 10.
1.7, q. oc. 10.
1.7, q. oc. 10.

phot. Zeiss,

oc. 6.

from a spicule-preparation of var. micraster;
oc. 6.

magnified 200;

phot. Zeiss,
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PLATE

19.

^F^~

•,-<

7

/
14

'A'

y'v* >t

20

25

i^i^.

1—8, 12—18,
ndenfeld photographed.

31, 23,

25—30, 32

G.

y

V

26

i

29

32 Geodia

v. var.

variospiculosa

mkrastcr;

9—11,

30

Thiele.

19, 20, 22, 34,

31 G.

v. var. iittermedk

PLATE

20.

PLATE

20.

Geodia amphistrongyla Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-41.

compens. oc. 6:
200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8,
Cfeclomes'of anatriacnes; magnified
angle;
clade-rhabdome
smaller

5,

6.-

7.

8.-Cladome'

5,
fi

7

with

with larger clade-rhabdome angle.
phot. Zeiss, apochr.
of mesoproclades, magnified 200;
of a

compens.

8,

oc. 6:

niesopromonaene
cluster of

shoving a

young

the distal portion of the choanosome,
phot. Zeiss, apochr 8, compens. oc. 6
st^rrasters in situ; magnified 200;
phot. Ze.ss, horn mm., apochr. 2.
Cladome of an anatriaene; magnified 300;
10
Ze.ss, apochr. 16, compens. oc.
6^
1-Cladomeofananatriaene; magnified 100; phot.
oc. 10.
magnified 450; u. v. phot. Ze.ss, q. monochr. 6, q^
•>
Large choanosomal oxyaster;
phot. Ze.ss, hom. num. apochr.
magnified
750;
oxyasters;
choanosonxal
is; 14 -farts (rays) of large

9_krt of^raltZ'through

-

15,

16.- pTMraj^tof

large choa,.o.so.nal oxyasters;

17.-OnI'L°of fcyhndrical
18-21.-

amphistrongyle with thicke.fings;

^nhoalLal rhabds a,.d parts

u. v.

magnified 1800;

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

of such; magnified 100;

com-

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 100,

pens oc. 6.:
somewhat style-like amph.strongyle
18, a short anisoactine,
nearly isoactine, cylindrical amphistrongyle;
19' a larger,

m

F.g. -1
pointed end of this spicule is represented
the rounded end of a large style (the
end of this sp.cule .s represented in F.g. .0)
rounded
(the
style
large
of
a
end
pointed
21 the
such: magnified 100; phot. Ze.ss, apochr. 16,
Cladomes of plagiotriaenes and derivates of
,

20',

22-25.-

compens. oc. 6:
short clades;
22 cladome of a regular plagiotriaene with
with normal rhabdome and simple clade;
23! cladome of a plagiomonaene
shortened rhabdome;
24, an orthodichomonaene with
with long clades.
25^ clado.ne of a regular plagiotriaene
spicule-preparation magnified
26-30.— Groups of microscleres from a centrifugal
26-28, 30, phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6;

.300:

;

hom. imm. apochr. 2;
choanosomal oxyasters; b, large oxj'sphaerasters;

29, phot. Zeiss,
a, large

31

_ View

young sterrasters.
Zeiss, anastig.
of the sponge; magnified 1.1; phot.

32.- Group

of sterrasters

33.- Radial

,„„„. a
„
small strongylosphaerasters, d,
,

c,

.

480/412.

from a spicule-preparation; magnified 200; phot.

sponge;
section through the superficial part of the

Zeiss, apochr. 8,

magnified 20;

compens.

phot. Zeiss, planar

20:

a cort<"x;

b,

a chone;

c,

subcortical cavities; d, choanosome.

spicule-prepasingle ones and a group, from a centrifugal
oc. 10.
ration; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, monochr. 1.7, q.
y
,
,
^e.ss,
phot,
q.
the adjacent parts; magnified ISOO; u. v
37, 38.— The umbilicus of a sterraster and

34-36.- Small strongylosphaerasters, two

•

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

37, focused lower;

-71

38, focused higher.

39.- Radial section through the superficial part
a,

40, 41.

cortex;

c,

subcortical cavities; d,

Part of the surface of the side of a
1.7, q. oc. 10:

40, focused lower; 41, focused higher.

of the sponge;

rr,
magnified 10: phot. Zeiss, planar au.

choanosome.

st^^rraster;

magnified 1800;

u. v.

phot.

Ze.,ss. q.

monochr.
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fl
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10

20.

f

11

L^.-;

20
14

18

I

^ig:
eiifeld

photographed.

1

— 41

Ueodia amphisCrongyia

n.

sp.

21

PLATE

21.

PLATE

21.

Geodia mesotriaena Lendenfeld.

jTjg

Figs.

l.-Dry

—

var.

2-6.—

var.

1.

pachana Lendenfeld.
megana Lendenfeld.

specimen of var. pachana seen from above;

2.-Ra'<£l
"*';!

section of a spirit specimen of var.

megana;

reduced
reduced

1

:

1

0.67;

phot. Zeiss, anastig.

480/

phot. Zeiss, anastig.

480/

:0.67;

have not been broken
hirsute part, where the projecting spicules
Zeiss, planar 50:
of var. megana; magnified 10; phot.

3-6.— Teloclades

3, 5, orthotriaenes fully
4,

young orthotriaene

6,

mesoprotriaene.

developed;

off;

b, praeoseular cavity.
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Fig.

1

—6

Geodia mesotriaena n.

1 G. m. var. packana;

ndenteld photographed.

—6

S

sp.

G. m. var. mcgana.

21.

Pr>ATE

22.

PLATE

22.

Geodia mesotriaena var. megana Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-10.

1_6._

from the dermal
para tangential sections through a chone and the canals leading to it
magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
of the concave pore-sieve;
first section, the central part in the level of the centre
overlying the sterrastersecond section, the central part half way down the ectochrotal layer

A

series of

pores (a chonal system)
1,

2,

;

armour;
3, 4. tliird
.5,

G,

and fourth

and proximal part

of the sterraster-arraour respectively;

at the proximal

canal (Figs.

7.—

section, in the distal

hmit of the sterraster-armour
sixth section, through the chone, below the sterraster-armour;
leading from the pores
a, dermal pores (in Fig. 1): b, obUque superficial canals
fifth section,

1,

than the
Slightly oblique paratangential section, the lower part a, a little higher
magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar
c,

S.— The

to the chonal

2); c, chonal canal (Figs. 3-6).

upper part,

b,

.50:

chones.

central part of the

first of

the paratangential sections represented in Fig.

1;

m.agnified 200;

compens. oc. 6.
0.— Part of a radial .section through the choanosome, showing large granular cells; azure; magnified
750; phot. Zeiss, horn. unm. apochr. 2, compens. oc. 6:
gianular cell, pointetl at only
a, spindle-shaped granular cells, pointed at both ends; b, a
phot.

Zei.ss,

apochr.

8,

one end.

in.— Part

of a paratangential section, a transverse section through a chone;

compens. oc. 6:
chonal canal; b, dense mass of small ast«rs;

Zeiss, apochr. 8,
a,

c,

circular fibres.

magnified 200; phot.
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PLATE

>«3P*^w;
.4-

^^

Fig^.

Lendenfeld photographei

1

— 10

Geodia mesoiriaena n.

sp. var.

megana.

22.

PLATE

23.

PLATE

23.

Geodia mesotriaena Lendenfeld.

Figs.

— var. microana Lendenfeld.

1, 2.

var. pachana Lendenfeld.
10-25.,— var. megana Lendenfeld.

Figs. 3, 5, 6, 8,
Figs. 4, 7,

9.—

l-12.-Cladomesof anatriaenes; magnified

100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

developed anatriaenes of var. microana;
fully developed anatriaenes of var. pachana
s', 5, 6, 8, 9, of
of var. megaim;
4, 7, of a young anatriaene
10-12 of fully developed anatriaenes of var. megarm.
1, 2,

13-19.— c'ladomes
16,

compens.

compens.

oc. 6:

of teloclades

and mesoclades

of var.

;

megana: magnified 100; phot.

oc. 6:

,

,

a second verticd
an irregular mesoprotriaene with branches forming

of

13,

If),

of fully

<

of

Zeiss, apochr.

.i,„
elades on the
i

i

epirhabd
and one strong>Me;
a mesoprotriaene with one clade abruptly bent,
one clade nearly vertical
15, of an irregular protriaene with
14, of

16, of a regular orthotriaene;
17, of

an irregular mesanatriaene with strongly deflected epirhabd;
young regular mesoprotriaene

18, of a
19, of

a regular mesoprotriaene fully developed.

20-23.- Cladomes

of orthotriaenes of var.

megami; magnified

.50;

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.

oc. 4:

20, of

an orthotriaene fully developed with elades not

21, of a

young quite regular

verj' different in size;

orthotriaeTie

much shorter than the others;
bent and shorter than the others.
an orthotriaene fully developed with one clade abruptly
var. megana:
25.— Radial section through a part of the cortex and the adjacent choanosome of
•'2

of an orthotriaene fully developed with one clade

23! of

24,

24, magnified 10;

phot. Zeiss, planar 50;

planar 20;
25, (a part of 24) magnified 30; phot., Zeiss,
canals;
a outer surface; b, sterraster-armour; c, superficial

somal canal;
somal canal;

more or

less

d,

chone;

e,

radial

mam

choano-

chambers surrounding the radial mam choanochambers; h, radial spicule bundles; 1, small,
g, tissue containing flagellate
k, chonal canal.
radial, dermal rhabds protruding beyond the surface;
f,

tissue free

from

flagellate
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PLATE

h

Fig.
1,

Lendenfeld photographed.

2 C. m.

var- microana

;

3, 5,

1

— 55

6, S,

9

Geodia mesoiriaena n.
G. m. var.

fachana

;

sp.

4,

7,

10—35

G. m. var. megana.

23.

Geodia mesotriaena Lendenfeld.

Figs.

1, 4, S,

22-32.

14, 15, 17, 18, 20,

Figs. 2, 6, 7. 10-13, 16, 19, 21.
Figs. 3,

1.

— Group

9.

.5,

— var. megana Lendenfeld.
— var. microana Lendenfeld.
— var. pachana Lendenfeld.

of small spicules in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var.

compens. oc. 6:
parts of .small dermal rhabds;

megana; magnified 300; phot.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,
a,

b,

medium

oxyasters.

— Group of small spicules in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. microana;

2.

Zeiss,

magnified 100; phot.

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

a, small dermal rhabds; b, euasters.
3.

— Group of small spicules
Zeiss, apochr. 16,

small dermal rhabds; b, euasters.

a,
4.

in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. pachana; magnified 100; phot.
compens. oc. 6:

— Group of small spicules in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of
— Group of small spicules

6.

in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var.

pachana; magnified 300. phot.

compens.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,
a,

megana; magnified 100; phot.

oc. 6:

small dermal rhabds; b, euasters.

a,
5.

var.

compens.

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

oc. 6:

parts of small dermal rhabds;

b,

ox ysphaerasters

;

c,

small strongylosphaerasters.

— Group of small spicules in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var.
compens. oc. 6:
part of a small dermal rhabd;

microana; magnified 300; phot.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,
a,

b, large

oxyaster

;

c,

small strongylosphaerasters; d,

medium

oxyaster.
7.

— Group of euasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. microana;
apochr.
a,

compens.

4,

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss,

oc. 6:

large oxyaster; b, large strongylosphaeraster;

c,

oxysphaeraster

;

d, small strongylo.sphaer-

asters.
8.

— Group of euasters
apochr.

a, sterroid;
9.

in

a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megana; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss,

compens.

4,

b,

oc. 6:

oxysphaeraster.

— Group of euast«rs in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. pachana;
apochr.

4,

a, large

10, 11,

compens.

magnified

.300;

phot. Zeiss,

oc. 6:

strongjdosphaeraster

;

b,

small oxyaster.

— Groups of euasters in a centrifugal .spicule-preparations of var. microana;

magnified 600;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc. 5:
a,

12, 13.

medium oxyaster with

large

— Group

blunt conic rays; b, small strongylosphaeraster.

of euasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. microana; magnified 600;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc. 5:
12, focused higher;
a, large
It.

Zeiss, q.
a,

15.

in

monochr.

medium

— Group

13,

focused lower;

mediiun oxyaster with stout blunt rays;

— Group of euasters
of large

b, small strongylosphaerasters.
a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megana; magnified 600; u.

— Small

17, 18.

medium

oxyasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megana; magnified

19.

20.

6.

strongylosphaeraster with numerous rays of var. microana,

Zeiss, q.

monochr.

— Small

strongylosphaerasters with a

u. V.

magnified 600;

u. v.

phot.

2.5, q. oc. 5.

medium number

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc.

of rays of var.

megana; magnified 900;

7.

— Medium oxyaster of var. microana; magnified 600;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
— Group of small strongylosphaerasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megana;
u. v.

fied 600;

phot.

oxyasters; b, small strongylosphaeraster.

200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc.
16.

v.

2.5, q. oc. 5:

u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

2.5, q. oc. 5.

2.5, q. oc. 5.

magni-

21.- Group

of

magnifie.! 600;

of var. microana;
euasters in a centrifugal spicule-preparation

u.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc. 5:
b, small strongylosphaerasters.
a large strongylosphaeraster;
u. v. phot., Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc. 10.
22 -^3- Large oxyasters of var. in^gana; magnified 1200;
magnified 900; u. v.
centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. megaTm:
24! 25'.- Group of euasters in a
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 2.5, q. oc. 7:
lower;
24, focused higher; 25, focused
b, medium oxyasters; c, small strongylosphaeraster.
a large oxyaster with slender rays;
Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7,
var. megana: magnified 2650; u. v. phot.,
of
oxyasters
26-31.- Tips of rays of
q. oc. 14:

26, a nearly

smooth ray;

27, a slightly spined ray;
28-31, strongly spined rays.

32.- Two

„

.

,
magnified 2650; u. v phot., Zeiss, q. monochr.
small strongylosphaerasters of var. megana;

1.7, q. oc. 14.

,
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^.
23

26

28

Fi^.

h

4, 8,

U,

15, 17, IS, 30,

.endenteld photographed.

33—33

G. m. var.

megana

1
;

— 33

29

Geodia mesotriaena

3, 6, 7,

10—13,

16, 19,

30

n.

32

sp.

31 G. m. var. microana;

3, 5,

9 G. m. var. pachana.

24.

PLATE

25.

Qeodia meBOtriaena var. megana Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-11.

1.

— Radial

section through the outer, ectochrotal layer of the cortex;

magnified 100;

phot., Zeiss,

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
a,

surface of the sponge;

b, distal, freely

oblique superficial canals

;

projecting ends of the

small dermal rhabds:

dermal amphioxes;
monochr. 1.7:

d, radial tufts of small

e,

c,

sterraster-armour.

— Sterraster; magnified 300;
phot.,
focused higher;
focused lower.
apochr.
compens.
— Sterraster; magnified 300; phot.,
— Group of sterrasters a spicule-preparation magnified 150; phot.,
apochr.
compens.
6,7. — The umbiUcus and the adjacent parts of the surface of two sterrasters; magnified 1800;
phot.,
monochr.
— Surface of a sterraster opposite the umbilicus; magnified 1800;
phot.
monochr.
9-11. — The umbilicus of a sterraster and the adjacent parts of the surface; magnified 1200;
phot.,
2, 3.

u. v.

Zeiss, q.

3,

2,

4.

Zeiss,

5.

in

oc. 6.

4,

Zeiss,

;

oc. 4.

8,

u. v.

Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

8.

u. v.

Zeiss, q.

1.7,

q. oc. 10.

u. v.

Zeiss, q.
9,

monochr.

2.5, q. oc. 10:

focused near the bottom of the umbilical pit;

11, focused

on the surface round the umbilical

pit.

10,

focused halfway up the umliilical pit;
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25.

PLATE

26.

PLATE

26.

Geodia agassizii Lendenfeld (adult).

Figiires 1-21.

1-12.

— Orthoplagiotriaenes

and orthoplagiotriaene-derivates;

magnified 20;

phot.

Zeiss,

planar

20:

a mesorthotriaene orthoplagiotriaene-derivate with simple, terminally abruptly bent clades,
of a specimen from Station 2978;
an amphiclade orthoplagiotriaene-derivate with three simple, very unequal clades and one opistho-

1,

2,

clade a considerable distance from the cladomal

end of the rhabdome, of a specimen from

Station 3168;

an orthoplagiotriaene with oblique cladome and simple clades, of a specimen from Station 2S86;

3,

a regular orthoplagiotriaene with short, simple clades, of a specimen from Station 2978;
6, 8, 12, orthoplagiotriaenes some or all the clades of which are terminally branched, of a speci-

4,
5,

men from Station 4199;
a regular orthoplagiotriaene with long simple clades, of a specimen from Station 2886;
10, 11, orthoi)lagiotriaenes some or all the clades of which are terminally branched, of a speci-

7,
9,

men from

13.

Station 3168.

— Surface-view of a detached piece of the cortex of a specimen from Station 4199; magnified 7.5;
planar
phot.
— An efferent cortical canal a detached piece of an efferent area of the cortex of a specimen
Zeiss,

50.

14, 15.

in

from Station 4199; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
14, seen from within, the chonal sphincter, a, is in focus; an indistinct image of the dermal sieve,

b, is

seen behind;
15, seen
is

16-21.

from without, the dermal

— Six specimens of the sponge;
480/412:
from Station 2886;
from Station 4193;
from Station 2887.

16, 19-21,
17,
18,

sieve, b,

is

in focus;

an indistinct image of the chonal sphincter,

a,

seen behind.
16,

18-21, natural

size,

17 reduced 1:0.67:

phot. Zeiss, anastig.
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1

Fig. 1-21 Geodia agassizii n. sp. (adult).
1,

4

from

station

2978;

2,

9-11 from

station

17 from

3168;

7, 16, 19-21 from station 2886;
4193; 18 from station 2887.

3,

statiofi

5, 6, 8,

26.

12-15 from

statio?:

4199;

12

PLATE

27.

PLATE

27.

Geodia agassizii Lendenfeld (adult).

Figure.s

1.

— Radial

1-19.

section through the region Ijearing efferent pore.s of a large specimen

from Station 4193;

magnified 7.5; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:
b, sterraster-armour of the cortex d, large afferent canals; e, large efferent canal.
Radial section through the region bearing afferent pores of a medium-sized specimen from Station
;

2.

—

3168; magnified 7.5; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:
a, ectochrotal outer layer of the cortex, free from sterrast«rs, with small, radial dermal

amphioxes;

b, sterraster-armour of the cortex;

c,

subcortical cavities; d, large afferent

canal.

3-13.

— Groups

of spicules

from centrifugal spicule-preparations; magnified 300:

6,

compens. oc. 6:
4. 9, of specimens from Station 2978;
of a specimen from Station 2S87;
11, of a specimen from Station 316S;

7,

of a specimen from Station 4551;

phot. Zeiss, apochr.

4,

3,

5,

8, of

a specimen from Station 4193;

10, of a .specimen

from Station 2886;

specimen from Station 4199;
of a specimen from Station 3088;
a, small dermal amphioxes: b, large choanosomal oxyasters;

12, of a
13,

c, large cortical

oxysphaerasters;

d, small strongj'losphaerasters.
14.

— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of a .specimen from Station 4193;

magnified

500; phot. Zeiss, hom. imm. apochr. 2, compens. oc. 6:
b, large oxyaster; c, large oxysphaeraster; d, small strongylosphaeraster.

15-19.

— Groups of sterrasters from spicule-preparations;
pens. oc. 6:

15, of a
16, of a

specimen from Station 2978;
specimen from Station 4551

17, of a specimen from Station 4193;

18, of
19, of

a specimen from Station 3088;
a specimen from Station 4199.

magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

8,

com-
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PLATE
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Fig. 1-19 Geodia agassizii n. sp. (adult).
S,

14,

17 from

station

2, 6, 11 from statioti 3168; 3, 4, 9, ''iS from slaiioti 2978; 5 from station 2887;
10 from station 2886; 12, 19 from station 4199; 13, 18 from station 3088.

4193;

7,

16 from

station

4551;

PLATE

28.

PLATE

Geodia agassizii

28.

Lendenfeld

(adult).

Figures 1-28.

1-7.

— Cladomcs of mesoprotriaenes; magnified 75, phot.
2,
3,

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

with short, nearly straight clades and medium epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 4551;
with slender, slightly curved clades and rather long epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 2978;
with long ami slender, curved clades and short epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 2978;

4,
5,

6,

with rather stout, nearly straight clades and very long epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 4199.
of quite irregular tele- and mesoclade-Uke spicules; magnified 75; phot.

7,

8-11.

Zeiss,

with long and stout curved clades, one of which is terminally abruptly bent, and a rather long
epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 4199;
with rather long and stout curved clades and long epirhabtl, of a specimen from Station 4199;
with stout and short cur\-ed clades and short epirhabd, of a specimen from Station 4199;

1,

— The branched ends
Zeiss, apochr. 16,

compens.

oc. 6;

same

8,

the branched end of a long rhabd with three conic branch-rays (clades) lying nearly in the

9,

plane as the rhabd (rhabdome), of a specimen from Station 4199;
the branched end of a rhabd with two branch-rays lying in a straight line and together appearing
-style attached obhquely to the end of the rhabd, of a specimen from Station 2887;
branched end of an amphiox-like spicule with two very oblique, backwardly directed spines
below the end, of a specimen from Station 2887;
the branched end of an amphiox-like spicule, with a straight branch-ray arising nearly vertically
a little distance below one end, of a specimen from Station 2887.

as a small

10, the

in.ierted a little

1

1

12-14.

— Parts

of stout, club-shaped styles;

iiwgnified 75;

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6;

of specimens from Station 4193:
12, 13, the thick
14,

15.

blunt ends of two such styles;

the thin pointed end of the style, the other end of which

is

represented in Fig. 13.

— An of a regular large choanosomal amphiox, of a specimen from Station 316S; magnified 75;
phot.
apochr.
compens.
— Groups of spicules from spicule-preparations; magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
en<l

Zeiss,

16,

oc. 6.

16, 17.

specimen from Station 2978;
a specimen from Station 2886;

16, of a
17, of
a,

large

choanosomal amphioxes;

b,

a club-shaped style;

c,

an anatriaene;

d, a

mesopro-

triaene.

18-28.

— Cladomes of anaclades;

magnified 75; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
18, of an anatriaene with short, somewhat unequal clades, of a specimen from Station 2887;
19, of an anatriaene with short, rather stout, somewhat unequal clades, of a specimen from Station
4193;

and slender, equal clades, of a specimen from Station 2978;
and fairly slender, etiual clades, of a specimen from Station 2887;
an anatriaene with short, .stout, equal clades, of a specimen from Station 4199;
of an anatriaene with long and stout, equal clades, of a specimen from Station 4551
of an anatriaene with long and .stout, equal clades, of a specimen from Station 4193;
of an anatriaene with small, nearly straight, equal clades, of a .specimen from Station 4199;
of an anatriaene with slender, very unequal clades, of a specimen from Station 3168;
of an anadiaene, of a specimen from Station 3168.

20, 21, of anatriaenes with long

22, of an anatriaene with rather long
23, of
24,
25,
26,
27,
28,
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PLATE

29.

PLATE

G«odia agassizii

29.

Lendenfeld

(adult).

Figures 1-17.

1-17.

— Cladomes of orthoplagiotriaenes
apochr.

16,

compens.

and orthoplagiotriaene-derivates;

magnified 75;

phot. Zeiss,

oc. 6:

2,

an orthoplagiotriaene with medium rhabdome and simple, somewhat unequal clades, of a
specimen from Station 2886;
of an orthoplagiotriaene with slender cladome and simple, equal clades, of a specimen from

3,

of an orthoplagiotriaene with thick

1,

of

Station 4199;

men from
4,

5,

rhabdome and

short, rather equal, simple clades, of a speci-

Station 2978

of an orthoplagiotriaene with slender rhabdome, and irregularly extending, simple clades, of a
specimen from Station 3088;
of an orthoplagiotriaene with thick rhabdome, and simple unequal clades, of a specimen from

Station 2978;
6, of

an orthoplagiotriaene, with slender rhabdome, and clades, partly abruptly recurved and

partly branched terminally, of a specimen from Station 4199;
7,

of a me.sorthotriaene with thick

rhabdome, and clades terminally abruptly bent, of a specimen

from Station 2978;
an orthoplagiotriaene with thick rhabdome, and simple, equal clades, of a specimen from

8, of

Station 4551;
9, of

10,

11,

an orthoplagiotriaene with slender rhabdome, and unequal

clades, one of

which

is

branched, of a

specimen from Station 4199;
of an orthotriaene with slender rhabdome and unequal clades, one of which is branched, of a
specimen from Station 4193;
of a plagiotriaene with medium rhabdome and simple, equal clades, of a specimen from Station
2887;

12, of

an orthoplagiotriaene with slender rhabdome and unequal clades, one of which

is

branched, of

a specimen from Station 4199;
13, of

an amphiclade orthotriaene-derivate with slender rhabdome with a

verticil of three

unequal,

terminally branched clades and one simple and knob-shaped opisthoclade, of a specimen from
Station 4199;

an orthoplagiotriaene with medium rhabdome and unequal clades, one of which is branched,
specimen from Station 3088;
of an orthoplagiotriaene with medium rhabdome and very unequal, simple clades, of a specimen from Station 3168;
of an orthoplagiotriaene with medium rhabdome and unequal, branched clades, of a specimen
from Station 3168;
of an orthoplagiotriaene with slender rhalidome and unequal clades, one of which is branched,
of a specimen from Station 4199.

14, of

of a

15,

16,

17,

SPOXGES OF THE PACIFIC,
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PLATE

17

""Sassizn n. sj>. (adult).
2S86- 2
o, 9
J ? 13
J
f
l^'.
J,Z 3,"5, 7
V, 12
^, 6
from
station
4199;
from statio?i 2978; 4, 14 from station 308S; 8 from
10 from station 4193; 11 from station 2887; 15, 16
from station 3168.
:i

,

nn

station

4SU-

29.

PLATE

Geodia agassizii

30.

Lendenfeld

(adult).

Figures 1-17.

1, 2.

— Group of

listers

from

ii

centrifugal spicule-preparation, of a

1800; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
focused higher; 2, focused lower;
fied

I,

a,

specimen from Station 2SS6; magni-

1.7, q. oc. 10:

small sirongylosphaerasters; b, large oxyast«r.

4.

— Large oxysphaeraster a specimen from Station 2978; magnified
ochr.
— Large oxyaster of a .specimen from Station 2978; magnified 1800;

5.

— Part of a large

3.

of

l.SOO;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q.

mon-

1.7, q. oc. 10.

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

10.

1.7, q. oc.

oxya.ster of a specimen

from Station 4193: magnified

l.SOO;

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr. 1.7., q. oc. 10.
Small .strongylosphacrasters: magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
C-9.
6, 8, of a specimen from Station 4193;
7, 9, of a specimen from Station 3088.
10.
Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of a specimen from Station 3168; magnified
1800; u. V. phot. Zei.ss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

—

—

a,

11-17.

small strongylosphaerasters

— Parts of sterrasters

;

in difTerent

b, large oxyasters.

stages of development (growth) of a specimen from Station

3088; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
II, 12, part of the side opposite the umbilicus of a quite young sterraster with slender, distally

sharp-pointed rays;
11,

focused lower;

13, part of

and

12, focused higher;

the umbilical side of a sterraster

12,

14, [)art of

with stouter, but

still

still

simple but already stout and blunt;

15, 16, part of the side opposite

17, part

older than the one represented in Figs. 11

the umbilical side of a sterraster older than the one represented in Fig. 13, the rays of

which are
cils

somewhat

simple, pointed rays;

the umbilicus of two sterrasters

arc beginning to appear on the
of

cxtende<l

the

side

opposite

and crowned

summits

the imibilicus of a

liy verticils

still

older, in

which the spine

verti-

of the rays;

young

of slender spines.

sterraster with rays already distally
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30.

PLATE

31.

PLATE

31.

Geodia agassizii Lkndenfeld (adult).

Figures 1-10.

1-10.

—

Part.s of fully

developed sterrasters; magnified

1800;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. mniiochr.

1.7,

(|.

oc. 10:
1,

2, the umbilical side of a normal sterraster of a specimen from Station 3088;
1,

focu.sed higher;

focused lower;
the umbilical side of a sterroid with large terminal extensions of the rays, of a .specimen

2,
3, 4,

from Station 4193;
3,

5,

focused higher'

4, focused lower;
the umbilical side of a sterraster of a specimen from Station 4193, focused just above the bottom

of the umbilical pit to
6, 7,

show the roughness

of its sides;

the umbilical side of a normal sterraster of a specimen from Station 4193;
6,

focused higher;

7,

focused lower;

8-10, the umbilical side of a sterroid of a specimen from Station 3088, with few
spines on the ends of the rays, focused in three levels about 2
8,

focused high;

9,

focused intermediate; 10, focused low.

/i

apart

and

large,

rough
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1, 2,

Fig. 1-10 Geodia agassizii n. sp. (adult).
station 3088; 3-7 from, station 4193;

8-10 from

31.

Geodia agassizii

Lendenfeld (young) from Station

4425.

Figures 1-46.

1.

— Part

of a radial section through the

2. 3.

—
2,
'i,

choanosome;

compens. oc. 6:
a, flagellate chambers.
Small sphaerasters; magnified 1800;

apochr.

haematoxylin;

magnified 200;

phot.

Zeiss,

Zeis.s, q.

mon-

S,

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

with conical, pointed rays;
with cylindrical, truncate rays-

— Group of

4.-

cuasters from a centrifugal .spicuk-preparalion; magnified 300; u. v. phot.

ochr. 1.7.

5.

— Part of a radial section through the choano-some;

haematoxylin; magnified 10; phot.

Zeiss, planar

50:
a,

6, 7.

8.

an efferent canal with constrictions.

— Large oxy.sphaerastcrs;

— Part of a radial section;
a,

9, 10.

11.

sterrastcr-armour.

— Large choanosomal amphioxes;

magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20.

planar 50:
— Part of a
section; magnified
phot.
sterraster-armour;
protruding parts of spicules forming the
section; magnified
phot.
planar 50:
— Part a
radial

of

a,

Zeiss,

10;

b,

a,

12.

magnifieil ISOO; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.

magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:

radial

10;

sterraster-armour; b,

rhabdome

spicule-fur.

Zei.ss,

of

an orthotriaene with rounded and thickened acladomal

end.
13-39.

— Sterroids and sterrasters;

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

4,

compens.

oc. 6:

and 29-39, the highest part of the upper surface in focus;
28, the spicules represented above them in Figs. 13, 15, 17, 19,

13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23. 25, 27,
14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26,

21, 23, 25,

27, focused lower.

40-42.

— Cladonies of mesoproclades

;

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

40, 41, of regular slender ones;
42, of a stout

43-46.

one with one rudimentary clade.

(This spicule

may

be foreign).

— Cladonies of anaclades;

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
43, 46, of regular anatriaenes with well-developed, pointed clades;
44, of
45, of

an anadiaene with well-developed pointed clades;
an irregular anatriaene with small clades, one of which

is

shortened and rounded at the end.
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PLATE

J -46 Geodia agassizii

n. sp.

(young specime?!

from

station 4228).

32.

Geodia agassizii Lendenfeld, (young) from Station 4228.
Figures 1-14.

1-8.

— Four stages

of

development of the sterraster; magnified 1800;

u. v.

phot.

Zei.ss, q.

monochr.

1.7,

q. DC. 10:

the highest part of the upper surface in focus;
8, the sterrasters (parts of sterrasters) represented to the

1, 3, 5, 7,

2, 4, 6,

left

of

them

in Figs. 1, 3, 5.

7,

focused lower;
1, 2,

3, 4,
5. 6,
7, 8,

9-14.

young sterrast«r 17 fi in diameter;
young sterraster 23 fi in diameter;
young sterraster 50 /i in diameter;
young sterraster 70 p. in diameter.

— Paits of the turfare
monochr.

9,

14,

part

of adult sterrasters

and

sterroids;

magnified 1800;

u.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

of the surface oppo.site the umbilicus of sterroids with distant protruding rays the

spines of which are rough, apparently covered with secondary spinelets;
10, umbilical part of

the surface of a sterraster with extremely thick rays the spines of which are

numerous and smooth;
11, part of the lateral surface of a sterroid;
12, 13, part of the surface,

standing
12,

some distance from the umbilicus,

verj' close together;

focused lower; 13, focused higher.

of a sterraster with thin protruding rays
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Fig. 1-14 Geodia agassizii n. sp. (young specimen

PLATE

from

station 4228).

33.

PLATE

34.

PLATE

34.

Geodia agassizii Lendenfeld (young) from Station 4228.

Figures 1-17.

1-16.

— Orthoplagiotriaene.s

and orthoplagiotriacne-tlerivates; magnified .'50; phot. Zei.ss, planar 20:
rhabdome pointed at the acladomal end;
orthoplagiotriaenes with the rhabdorae slightly shortened and rounded and more

1-7, orthoplagiotriaenes with tlio
S,

10-12, 14,

9,

orthoplagiotriaene with the rhabdorae slightly shortened and .simply rounded at the acladomal

or less thickened at the acladomal end;

end
amphiclade orthoplagiotriaene-derivate witli the rhabdome shortened, rounded, thickened, and
provided with a spine-like opisthoclade at the acladomal end;
15, orthoplagiotriaene-derivate w'ith one clade bifurcate and the rhabdome much sliortcned, and
rounded and thickened at the acladomal end
1(), mesoclade orthoplagiotriaene-derivate.
Transverse section of the specimen; magnified 1.6; phot. Zei-iis, planar 100.
13,

17.

—

Geodia mesotriaeneUa Lendenfeld.

Figures 18-26.

18.

— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation

;

magnified 300;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monoclir.

1.7:
a, large

oxyasters;

b,

small strongylosphaerasters.

— View of the sponge; natural
phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412.
20. — Portion of the surface bearing afferent pores, a superficial paratangential section viewed with transmitted hght; magnified 100; phot.
apochr.
compens.
21, 22. — Large oxyaster; magnified 1800;
phot.
monochr.
10:
21, focused higher; 22, focused lower.
— A stcrraster; magnified 300; phot.
apochr.
compens.
— A large oxyaster; magnified 1800;
phot.
monoclir.
25. — Portion of the
bearing efferent pores, a superficial paratangential section viewed with
transmitted
magnified 100; phot.
apochr.
compens.
26. — flroup of small strongylosphaerasters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;
1800;
19.

size;

Zeiss,

23.

Zeiss,

24.

oc.

16,

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

((.

oc.

oc. 6.

4,

u. v.

(i.

1.7,

Zeiss, q.

1.7,

i\.

oc. 10.

siu'face

light;

Zeiss,

16,

oc. 6.

niagnifieil

u. V. [)hot. Zeiss, q.
a,

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10

:

with longer rays attenuated towards the end; b. with shorter cylindrical rays.
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Fig. 1-17 Geodia agassizii n. sp. (young specimen from station 4228).
Fig. 18-26 Geodia mesotriaentlla n. sp.

34.

Geodia breviana Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-27.

1-4.

5-7.

— Large choanosomal amphioxes; magnified 30; phot.
— Cladomes of anatriaenes; magnified 100; phot.

Zeiss, planar 20.

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

8-13.

— Small stroiigj-losphaerasters;

8, 9,

group of two strongylosphaerasters from
8,

10,

magnified 1800; u.

focused higher;

9.

v.

phot.

compens. oc. 6.
monochr. 1.7,

Zei.ss, q.

q. oc. 10:

a centrifugal spicule-preparation;

focused lower;

group of two strongj'losphaerasters from a centrifugal .spicule-preparation;

11, 12, a strongylosphaeraster;
focused higher
1 1
12, focused lower;
;

,

13,

a strongylosphaeraster.

apochr.
compens.
— Cladome of a mesoprotriaene; magnified 100; phot.
— Ortho- and plagiotriaenes; magnified 30; phot.
planar 20.
18-22. — Groups of asters from centrifugal spicule-preparations; magnified 300.
14.

16.

Zeiss,

15-17.

oc. 6.

Zeiss,

18,

20-22, u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7;

19, phot. Zeiss,
a, large

apochr.

4,

compens.

oc. 6;

oxyasters; b, small strongylosphaerasters;

c,

large oxysphaeraster.

apochr.
compens.
— A sterraster; magnified 300; phot.
24-27. — Large oxyasters and oxysphaerasters; magnified 1800;
23.

Zeiss,

4,

oc. 6.

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

00. 10:

24, 27,

two

large oxyasters;

25, 26, a large oxysphaeraster;
25, focused higher;

26, focused lower.

Geodia mesotriaenella Lendenfeld.

Figures 28-35.

— Mesoprotriaenes magnified 100; phot.
compens. oc.
apochr.
— Group of megascleres from a spicule-preparation; magnified 30; phot.

28-30.
31.

a, orthotriaenes;

32-35.

Zei.ss,

;

b,

mesoprotriaenes;

c,

large

Cladomes of anatriaenes; magnified 100; phot.

16,

6.

Zeiss,

choanosomal amphioxes.
Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.

planar 20:

oc. 6.

1.
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Fig. 1-21 Geodia breviana n. sp.
Fig. 28-35 Geodia mesotriaemlla n. sp.

35.

PLATE

36

Geodia breviana Lf.ndenfeld.
Figures 1-12.

1.

— Two

mimitp dermal anaclades in situ protriuiiiig: from the surface; magnified 300; jjhot.
compens. oc. 6.
Minute dermal anaclades:
4, 6, S, entire dermal anaclades; magnified 150; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6;
5, 7, 9, the cladomes of the dermal anaclades represented to the left of them in Figs. 2, 4,
8; magnified 400; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6;

Zeiss,

apoclir. 8,

2-9.

—
2,
3,

6.

and

2-5, triaenes:

10-12.

6, 7,

a diaene;

8, 9,

a monaene.

— Minute dermal amphioxes;

magnified 150; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

8,

compens. oc.

6:

curved one;
two angularly bent ones.

10, a slightly

11, 12,

Geodia micropora Lendenfeld.

Figures 13-36.

13-17.

— Cladomes of mesoproclades

13, 15, of

magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

;

compens.

8,

oc. 6:

mesoprotriaenes;

14, of

an

16, of

a mesoprodiaene;

irregular mesoclade;

mcsopromonaene.
19.
Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 1800;
monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
17, of a

—

IS,

15,

focused higher; 19, focused lower;
a,

20.

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

small strongylosphaerasters

;

b, large

oxysphaeraster.

— Two small strongylosphaerasters; magnified 1800;
— Sterrasters; magnified 300; phot.
apochr.

21-23.

Zeiss,

21, a

young

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.
4,

compens.

monochr.

1.7. q. oc. 10.

oc. 6:

sterraster;

22, 23, full-grown sterrasters.

24-27.

— Spicules and groups of such from centrifugal spicule-preparations;
compens.
dermal rliabds;

apochr.
a,

28.
29.

4,

b, small strongylosphaerasters; c, large

— Group of small strongylosphaerasters;

—

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss,

oc. 6:

oxysphaerasters

;

d, large

magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

oxyasters.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

Part of the surface of the sponge; magnified 3; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 167.
30,31.
Umbilical part of the surface of a full-grown terraster; magnified ISOO; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

—

monochr.1.7, q. oc. 10:
30, focused higher; 31, focused lower.
32.

33.

— View of the sponge; reduced 095; phot.
anastig. 480 / 412 mm.
— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 1800; u.
1

Zeiss,

:

v.

phot. Zeiss, q.

mon-

ochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
a,

34.

small strongylo-sphaeraster; b, large oxysphaeraster.

— Group

of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;

monochr.
a,

35, 30.

magnified

1800; u.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

small strongylosphaerasters;

b, large

oxyaster.

— Umbilical part of the surface of a not quite fully developed sterraster;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

35, focused higher; 36, focused lower.

magnified 1800;

u. v.
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37.

Geodia micropora Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-14.

1.— Portion

the sponge:
of a radial section througli the superficial part of

magnified 20; phot. Zeiss,

planar 20:

2.—

sponge; magnified 7.5; phot. Zeiss,
Portion of a radial section through the superficial part of the
planar 50:

3._

a, cortex; b, large efferent canal-stem.
sponge; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss,
Portion of a radial section through the superficial part of the

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
a,

dermal membrane;

b, tufts of small

dermal rhabds in position in the dermal layer; c,
e, small dermal rhabds still situated subcorti-

sterraster-armour; d, subcortical cavity;
cally; f, large subcortical triaenes.

4-7.— Orthoplagiotriaenes; magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 4.
paratangential sections in transmitted
8, 9.— Surface views of thin superficial,

light;

magnified 10;

phot. Zeiss, planar 50:
8, part of an afferent area;
9, part of an efferent area.

11.— Chelotrops; magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 4.
12.— A pore-sieve from an afferent area: magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 4.
4.
13.— A group of pore-sieves from an efferent area magnified 50 phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc.
14.— Part of a radial section through the choanosome; congo-red; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

JO,

;

16,

compens.

;

oc. 6.

Geodia iaponica (Soll.\s).
Figures 15-30.

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc.
an orthotriaene-cladome with terminally irregular clades;
side-view of an orthotriaene with regular clades;
an orthotriaene-cladome (with the rhabdome broken off) seen from below.

15-17.— Cladomes of orthotriaenes

6:

;

15, side-\'iew of
16,

17,

18-21.— Large choanosomal amphioxes; magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20.
22.
Group of megascleres from a spicule-preparation magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20.
with regular clades; c, orthoa, ordinary, large choanosomal amphioxes; b, orthotriaene
triaene with an irregular clade; d, smaller, slender curved amphiox; e, large anatriaene.

—

23-28.— Orthotriaenes; magnified 20; phot.
23-27, with fairly straight rhabdome;
29,

;

Zeiss,

28, W'ith curved rhabdome.
30.— Large anatriaenes; magnified 20; phot.

planar 20:

Zeiss,

planar 20.
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37.

PLATE

38.

Geodia japonica (Sollas).

Figures 1-29.

1-7.
8.

— Cladomcs of orthotiiaenes;

— Side-view

ra.ignified 50; phot. Zeis.s, apochr. 16, coinpons. oc. 2.

of the specimen; reduced

— Cladonies of mesoproclades

1

:

0.5S; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412.

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
9, 14, of regular mesoprotriaenes;
10, 12, of regular raesoprodiaenes

9-17.

11, of a regular

13, of

;

mesoprodiaene with

a niesoclade with

all

a.

rudiment of a third clade;

three cladcs reduced;

mesopromonaenes with rudiments of the two other clades;
mesoprodiaene with one shortened, truncate clade.
of large anatriaenes; magnified 100; phot. Zei.ss, apochr. 10, compens. oe. 6:
18, 19, of young, large anatriaenes with not fully developed clades;
20-22, of full-grown, large anatriaenes, the distal parts of the clades of which are straight;
23-29, of full-grown, large anatriaenes, the tlistal parts of the clades of which are more or
curved outwards (sigmaclade).
15, 16, of
17, of a

18-29.

— Cladomcs
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Pig, 1
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22

23

GeoJia japanica (Soltas).

24

38.

PLATE

39.

PLATE

39.

Geodia japonica (Soll\s).
Figures 1-41.

1_9._ Small dermal rliabds (amphioxes); magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apoehr. 4, compens..oc. 6.
spieule-preparation;
10-12.— Groups of small strongj'losphaerastcrs and a single one from a centrifugal
magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.

13._ Group

from a centrifugal spieule-preparation

of spicules

compens.
a, large

oxyasters; b, small strongylosphaerasters;

14-17.— Minute dermal anaclades; magnified 300; phot.
14, 15,

;

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apoehr.

4,

oc. 6:
c,

a raiimte dermal anaclade.

Zeiss, apoehr. 4,

compens.

oc. 6:

with well-developed eladoraes;

with reduced eladoraes.
magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apoehr. 4, compens. oc. fi.
monochr.
25, 26.— Parts of large oxyast«rs; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.
27.
Group of asters from a centrifugal spieule-preparation; magnified 54t); u.
16, 17,

18-24.

— Large oxyasters;

—

1.7, q. oc. 10.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q. mon-

ochr. 6, q. oc. 10:
a, large

oxyaster; b, small strongylosphaerasters.

Sterrasters; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apoehr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
28, 29, en face views with the umbilicus near the centre of the upper side;
30-32, profile \-iews with the umbilicus at or near the margin.

28-32.—

33.— A large oxy.sphaeraster magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
phot. Zeiss,
34, 35.— The umbilical part of the surface of a sterraster; magnified 1800; u. v.
;

q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

35, focused lower.

34, focused higher;

36,

37.— Two

strongj-losphaerasters from a

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

magnified 1800;

centrifugal spieule-preparation;

u.

v.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

36, focused lower; 37. focused higher.

minute dermal anaclades; magnified 1000; phot.

38,

39.— Cladomes

40,

compens. oc. 6.
41.— Large oxysphaeraster; magnified 1800;

of

40, focused higher;

41, focused lower.

u. v.

Zeiss,

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

hom. imm. apoehr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

2,
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photographed.
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— 41

Geodia japonica (Sollas)

ao.

PLATE

10.

Geodia ovis Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-30.

10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50.
phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480
of a thick radial slice of the sponge; magnified 1.5;

1-4.— Orthotriaencs; magnified

5._ View

a, spicule-fur;

b, cortex;

c,

/ 412:

choanosome.

6-13.— Large amphio.xes; magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50.
14_16.— Sterrasters; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens.

oc. 6:

14, a side-view;
side.
15, 16, front-views of the umbilical
17,

IS.— The umbilical part
1.7, q. oc.

phot. Zeiss, q.
of the surface of a st«rraster: magnified 1800; u. v.

monochr.

10:

focused higher.
magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 2.
magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss,
2.1.— Part of the surface of a sterraster opposite the umbiUcus;
17, focused lower;

19_23._Cladomes

18,

of orthotriaenes;

monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
25.— Part of an afferent pore-sieve; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.
phot. Zeiss, apochr.
26.— Tip of an abnormal spicule with numerous branch-rays; magnified 100;

q.

16,

compens. oc. 6.
27.— Tip of a normal, large amphiox; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.
28.— The cut face of the halved specimen; reduced 1 0.76; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480 / 412.
29._ Sterroid magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
phot.
30._The tip of an orthotriaene-clade with abnormally branched axial thread; magnified 100;
:

;

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

compens.

oc. 6.
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41.

PLATE

41.

Geodia ovis Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-20.

1-20.

—

Aster.s

1, 2,

and parts

of such; magnified 1800;

3,
4,

strongj'losphaeraster;

5-8,
9,

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

1.7,

compens.

oc. 10:

small strongylosphaerasters;

thin-rayed oxyaster;

medimn

strongj'lasters;

group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;
a, small,

10, 11,

thick-rayed aster; b, oxyaster with thin, more cylindrical rays;

group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;

10, focu.sed higher;
a,

12,
13,

11, focused lower;

small thick-rayed aster; b, large thick-rayed oxyaster with one ray bifurcate;

oxyaster with rays intermediate in thickness;

M,
13,

large strongylaster;

focused higher;

15, large
16, large

14, focused lower;
oxyaster with slender rays;

oxyaster with thick rays;

17, part of a large oxj'aster

with thick rays;

a ray of a large thick-rayed oxj-aster;
19, a ray (the left below) of the large thin-rayed o.xyaster represented in Fig.
20, a ray of a large thick-rayed oxyaster.
18,

15,

focused lower;
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— 30

Geodta ovis n. sp.

Phototype by Charles Bellmann. Prague

41.

PLATE

42.

PLATE

42.

Geodia ovis Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-40.
phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
section through the superficial part of the sponge; magnified 30;
dermal membrane; b, sterraster-arraour c, choanosorae; d, a chone.
2.— Radial section through the superficial part of the basal part of the sponge and the spiculc-fur;
magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:
protruding spicules of the spicule-fur: b, large
a, surface of the sponge; b, c, d, freely

1.— Radial

;

a,

3._ Group

amphioxes; c, small anaclades; d, orthotriaenes.
from a centrifugal spiculc-preparation magnified 200; phot.

of spicules

;

Zeiss, apochr. 8,

compcns. oc. 6:
anaclade; c, asters.
a, minute dermal amphioxes; b, minute dermal
4_7._ Minute dermal amphioxes; magnified 200; phot. Zei.ss, apochr. 8, corapens. oc. 6.
8.— Radial section through the superficial part of the sponge; magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:
choanosome.
a, dermal membrane; b, sterraster-armour; c,
apochr. 16;
9.— Radial section through the dermal layer of the cortex; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss,
compens.
10,

oc. 6:

minute dermal rhabds.
a, dermal membrane; b, sterraster-armour; c, tufts of
11.— Cladomes of minute dermal anaclades; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss,

q.

monochr.

q. oc. 10.

1.7,

.

phot. Zeiss,
12-17.— Asters and groups of such from centrifugal spiculc-preparations; magnified 300;

18,

apochr. 4, compens. oc. G:
c, small strongylasters.
a, large thick-rayed oxyasters; b, large thin-rayed oxyasters;
19.— Groups of oxyasters with medium rays from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 330;
phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.
of asters from a centrifugal spiculc-preparation; magnified 540;

20-22.— Groups
monochr.

a, large

23,

24.— Groups

6, q. oc.

10:

thick-rayed oxyasters;
of spicules

b, large

thin-rayed oxyasters;

c,

small strongylasters.

from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 330: phot.

compens. oc. 6:
a, minute dermal rhabd; b, minute dermal anaclades; c, asters.
25.— Small anatriaene; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.
26-40.— Cladomes of anatriaenes; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.
4,

oc. 6.

Zeiss, apochr.
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PLATE

43.

Geodia ovis Lgndgnfelo.

Figures 1-8.

1-8.

— Cladomesof mesoprocladesand teloclades;

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

16, corapens. oc. 6:

an irregular mesoprodiaene
of an irregular plagiotriaene with clades convex towards the rhabdome;
of

1

2,

3, 4, of

quite regular mcsoprotriaenes;

of a quite regular

5,

mesopromonaene

an irregular mesoprotriaene, with one elongated clade;

6, of

of a prodiaene

7,

8, of

an irregular mesoprotriaene with one clade reduceti to a rounded

knolj,

ami another much

elon-

gated.

Geodia ataxastra Lknuenfeld.

Figs. 9-25, 2S-3S.
Figs. 26, 27.

9-14.

—
—

var.

angustana Lendenpeld.

var. latana

Lendenfeld.

— Cladomes of orthotriaenes (plagiotriaenes) of var. angiistana;
compens.

16,

a

9, of

10, of

magnified

phot. Zeiss, apochr.

.50;

oc. 2:

young one;
an adult, somewhat irregular one

11-14, of adult regular ones.

15-22.

planar
— Orthotriaenes of var. angustana; magnified 20; phot.
— Groups of megascleres from .spicule-preparations of var. angustana;
Zei.ss,

23, 24.

20.

magnified 20; phot.

Zeiss,

planar 20:
a,

orthotriaene; b, mesoprotriaene;

c,

— Part of a radial section of var. anyiistatui;

25.

a, cortex;

anatriaenes; d, large amphioxes.

magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50:

choanosome.

b,

— An afferent pore-sieve of var. lalana; magnified 100; phot.
27. — Group of megascleres from a spicule-preparation of var. latana;

compens. oc. 6.
magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

26.

20:
a, orthotriaenes;

d, large

amphioxes.

— A gi'oup of efferent pore-sieves of var. angustana; magnified
29-32. — Large oxysphacraster of
angustana; magnified 1800;
28.

.30;

var.

phot.

Z'/iss,

planar 20.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

u. v.

1.7,

q. oc. 10:

29, focu.sed higher;
33, 34.

36.

37.

u. v.

phot.

Zei.ss, q.

monochr.

— Part of a large slender-rayed oxyaster of
—
—

lower; 32, focused lowest.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

var. angustana;

magnified

ISOO;

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Part of a large thick-rayed oxyaster of var. angustana; magnified 1800; u. v phot. Zeiss, q.
monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana; magnified 1800; u. v.
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
a,

38.

still

— Groups of small strongylosphacrasters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana;
magnified 1800;

35.

.30,

focused lower: 31, focused

part of a large thick-rayed oxyaster; b, small strongylosphaeraster.

— Part of a large thin-rayed aster
1.7, q. 00. 10.

of var. angustana; magnified 1800;

u. v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
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9—25, 38—38
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— 38

a. var.

Gcodia mis n. sp.

Geoiiia ataxaslra n. sp.

angustana;

36,

37 G.

idenfeld photographed.

Pimlntvnp

liv Cliarlcs Belliiianii, Prague.

a. var.

lalana.

43.

PLATE

44.

PLATE

44.

Geodia ataxastra Lendenfeld.

Figs. 1-12, 14-49.
Fig. 13.

1-14.

— Cladomcs of raesoproclades;

— var. angustana Lendenfeld.
— var. latana Lendenfeld.

magnified 100; phot.

Zeis.s,

apochr.

16,

compcns.

oc. 6:

1-12, 14, of var. angustana;
13, of var. latatia;
1, 2,

of mesoprotetraenes;

3-11, of fairly regular mesoprotriaenes;
12, of

a mesoprodiaene;
mesoprotriaenes with one or more clades reduced in length and terminally

13, 14, of irregular

rounded.

— Cladomes of large anatriaenes of var. aiiguslana;

15-22.

pens. oc.

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

If),

com-

6.

— Cladome of an anatriaene-derivate with clades reduced to small knobs of var. angitslana; magnicompens.
apochr.
100; phot.
24. — Part of a section through the choanosome of var. angustana; haematoxylin; magnified 200;
compens.
apochr.
phot.
phot.
growing together on a stone; natural
25. — View of a cluster of specimens of var.
480
412.
anastig.
/
planar
26. — Radial section through the superficial part of var. angustana; magnified 30; phot.

23.

Zeiss,

fied

Zeiss,

oc. 6.

16,

oc. 6.

8,

size;

angiisliina

Zeiss,

Zei.ss,

20:
a,

27.

stcrrastcr-armour

— Thick radial
phmar
a,

28.

b, radial cortical canal;

c,

choanosome.
magnified 20;

surface of the sponge; b, protruding raesoproclades.

— Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana;
b,

29. 30.

phot. Zeiss,

20:

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

compens.

magnified 300; phot.

oc. 6:

small strongylosphaerasters

c,

;

large oxyaster;

il,

minute dermal anaclades.

— Groups of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana;
phot.

Zei.ss, q.

monochr.

magnified 540;

u. v.

6, q. oc. 10:

small strongylosphaerasters;

b,

31.

;

section through the superficial part of var. angustana;

c,

large thick-rayed oxyasters;

— Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation

e,

large thin-rayed oxyaster.

of var. angustana;

magnified 300; phot.

4, compens. oc. 6:
a, minute dermal amphioxes; b, small strongylosphaerasters.
minute dermal amphiox of var. angustana; magnified 300; phot.

Zeiss, apochr.

compens.
Zeiss, apochr.
—A
33. — Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana; magnified 300; phot.
32.

4,

oc. 6.

compens. oc. 6:
minute dermal amphioxes; b, small strongylosphaerasters; c, large thick-rayed oxyasters.
of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana; magnified 540;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10:

Zeiss, apochr. 4,
a,

34, 35.

— Groups
u. V.

c, large thick-rayed oxyasters; e, large thin-rayed oxyasters.
magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:

b, small strongylosphaerasters;

36-38.

— Sterrasters of var. anyustana;

36, side-view.
37, 38, views of the umliilical face.

39.
40.

compens.
apochr.
— Large oxyaster with medium rays; magnified 300; phot.
— Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation of var. angustana; magnified
Zeiss,

4,

oc. 6.
.300;

phot.

compens. oc. 6:
a, minute dermal rhabds; b, small strongylosphaerasters; c, large thick-rayetl oxyasters; d,
minute dermal anatriaene.
Cladomcs of anatriaenes of var. angustana; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

—
43-45. — The umbilicus
41, 42.

oc. 6.

180();

43, focused high;

46-49.

of a sterraster

u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

and the adjacent parts

monochr.

44, focused intermediate; 45, focused low.

— Minute dermal anaclades of var. angustana;
oc. 6.

of its surface of var. angustana; magnified

1.7, q. oc. 10:

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

4,

compens.
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45.

Geodia acanthylastra Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-39.
apochr.
compens.
— Cladomes of mesoprotriaenes magnified 100; phot.
compens.
apochr.
— Cladomes of anatriaenes; magnified 100; phot.
anastig. 167.
— The cut face of a halved specimen; magnified phot.

1-7.

Zeiss,

;

10.

16,

Zeiss,

8-15.

3;

17-19.

— Groups of spicules from spicule-preparations;

20-22.

— Dermal

a, large

amphioxes;
amphioxes:

b, plagiotriaenes

;

c,

oc. 6.

oc. 6.

16,

Zeiss,

magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:

anatriaenes.

20-21, magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6;
22, magnified 300 phot. Zeiss, apochr, 4, compens. oc. 6.
;

23-25.

— Groups of asters from centrifugal spicule-preparations
compens.
a, large

26, 27.

—

acanthtylasters

;

b,

magnified 540; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

6, ip oc. 10:

a, large acanthtylasters; b, small strongylosphaerasters.
Part of a section through the choanosome; aniline-blue; magnified 200;

compens.
a,

phot. Zeiss, apochr.

8,

oc. 6:

young

sterraster; b, flagellate chambers.

phot.
anastig. 167.
— View the sponge; magnified
30-38. — Plagiotriaenes, dichotriaenes, and cladomes of these spicules;
29.

4,

small strongylosphaerasters.

— Groups of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;
monochr.

28.

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

;

oc. 6:

of

1.5;

Zei.ss,

magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

compens. oc. 2:
35, cladomes of somewhat irregular plagiotriaenes with one lengthened clade;

16,

30,

31, 32, regular plagiotriaenes;

one bifurcate clade;
cladome of a regular plagiotriaene

33, a plagiotriaene with
34,

36,37, dichotriaenes

(possibly foreign);

38, a plagiotriaene with a shortened, terminally

39.

rounded rhabdome.

— Radial section through the superficial part of the sponge,
compens. oc. 6:
a, dennal membrane;

b,

sterraster-armour;

c,

tufts of

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

dermal rhabds;

d,

dermal

cavities.

10,
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Geodia acanthylastra Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-21.
monoclir.
phot.
— Group of
strongj-losphaerasters; magnified 1800,
focused lower.
focused higher;
3-7. — Small strongylosphaerasters and groups of such from centrifugal spicule-preparations;

9.—

1.7, q. oe. 10:

2,

1,

8,

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

.small

1, 2.

1800; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Sterrasters; magnified 300; phot. Zei.ss, apochr.

4,

compens.

— Large oxysphaerasters magnified 1800; phot.
focused higher.
phot.
— Large oxy.sphaeraster magnified 1800;
focused higher.
focused lower;
14-16. — The umbilicus
a sterraster and the adjacent parts

10, 11.

;

10, focused lower;

u. v.

Zeiss, q.

magnified

oc. 6.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

j

11,

12, 13.

;

u. v.

Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

|

13,

12,

of

Zei.ss, q.

monochr.

of its surface; magnified 1800; u. v. phot.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

14, focused high; 15, focused intermediate; 16, focused low.

17-19.

— The umbilicus of a sterraster and the adjacent parts of
Zeiss, q.

monochr.

17, focused high;

20.

18, focused interraetliate;

—A

surface; magnified 1800; u. v. phot.
1

magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20:

dermal membrane;
truding mesoproclades; e, choanosome.
pore-sieve; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc.
protruding minute dermal rhabds;

•

19, focused low.

— Radial section through the superficial part of the sponge;
a,

21.

its

1.7, q. oc. 10:

b,

c,

6.

sterraster-armour;

d, pro-

(
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Geodia acanthtylastra Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-8.

1,

acanthtylaster; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
2, focused lower.
u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.
of asters from a centrifugal spiculc-preparat ion; magnified 1800;

2.— Large
1,

focused higher;

3._ Group

monochr.

1.7, q. oc.

10:

a, small strongylosphaeraster; b, large acanthtylasters.
4_(5._ Acanthtylasters; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
7.— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. mon-

ochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
a,

8.— Large

small strongylosphaeraster; b, large acanthtylaster.
acanthtylaster; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.

1.7,

q oc. 10.

Geodia lophotriaena Lendenfeld.
Figures 9-36.

9_2l.— Side views

of lophotriaenes

and plagiotriaenes; magnified

.50;

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.

oc. 2:

more or less irregular cladomes and long simple, pointed rhabdomes;
with regular cladomes and long pointed rhabdomes:

9-12, 14,19, lophotriaenes with
13, 15, 16, 18, dichotriaenes
17, plagiotriaene;

20, lophotriaene with bifurcate

rhabdome;
and terminally roundeti rhabdome.

21, plagiotriaene with shortened

—

The sponge seen from above; magnified 3.5; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 167.
23.— Radial section through the superficial part of the sponge; magnified 100; phot.

22.

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

compens. oc. 6:
c, choanosome.
a, dermal membrane; b, sterraster-armour
24.— Radial section through the superficial part of the sponge; magnified 10: phot. Zeiss, planar 50:
b, choanosome.
a, cortex;
25-33.— Cladomes of dicho- and other lophotriaenes seen from below (the rhabdome is directed vertically upwards); magnified 50; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 2:
;

25-29, cladomes of dichotriaenes;
30, 33, cladomes of lophotriaenes with one trifurcate and two bifurcate clades;
clade;
31, cladomes of a lophotriaene with one bifurcate, one trifurcate and one quaterfurcate
32,

cladome of a lophotriaene with one quaterfurcate and two trifurcate clades.
Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 2.
100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens.

— Mesoprotriaene; magnified 50; phot.
35, 36. — Cladomes of anatriaenes; magnified

34.

oc. 6.
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9 — 36 Geodia lophoiriaena
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47.

Geodia lophotriaena Lendenfeld.
Figures 1-34.
10:
monochr.
phot.
— Large oxyaster; magnified ISOO;
focused lower.
focused higher;
compens.
apochr.
phot.
—
magnified
3-7.
50;
Large amphioxes;
compens.
apochr.
— Minute dermal amphioxes; magnified 300 phot.
— Group of spicules from a centrifugal spicule-preparation magnified 300; phot.
1.7, q. oc.

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

1, 2.

2,

1,

Zeiss,

g_ 9.

oc. 2.

16,

Zeiss,

;

10.

oc. 6.

4,

Zeiss,

;

apochr.

4,

comj)ens. oc. 6:
a,

11.
12.

minute dermal amphiox;

b, sphaerasters.

— Large oxyaster; magnified 300; phot.
— Group of asters from a spicule-preparation;

compens. oc. 6.
magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

a,

13_15.
16-18.

sphaeraster;

— Strongylosphaerasters; magnified 300; phot.
phot.
— Large oxyaster; magnified 1800;
high

;

17,

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

Zeiss, q.

u. v.

16, focused

compens.

4,

oc. 6:

b, large oxyasters.

monochr.

compens.

oc. 6.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused intermediate; 18, focused low.

oc. 10.
— Oxysphaeraster; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, monochr.
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
q. oc.
20. — Strongylosphaeraster; magnified 1800;
oc.
monochr.
phot.
Zeiss,
q.
21. — A ray of a large o.xyaster; magnified 1800;
monochr.
phot.
—
magnified
1800;
q.
23.
Strongylosphaerasters;
22,
10:
phot.
24-26. — Strongylosphaeraster; magnified 1800;
q. monochr.
1.7, q.

q.

19.

u. v.

10.

1.7,

u. v.

u. v.

1.7, q.

10.

1.7,

oc. 10.

Zei.ss, q.

u. v.

1.7, q. oc.

Zeiss,

24, focused high; 25, focused intermediate; 26, focused low.

27-29.

compens.
apochr.
— Sterrasters; magnified 300; phot.
— The umbilicus and adjacent parts of the surface of a sterraster;
Zeiss,

oc. 6.

4,

30, 31.

Zeiss, q.

monochr.

30, focused lower;

32.

magnified 1800;

u. v.

phot.

1.7, q. oc. 10:

31, focu,sed higher.

— Group of asters from a centrifugal spicule-preparation;

magnified 540; u.

v.

phot.

Zeiss., q.

mon-

ochr. 6, q. oc. 10:
a,

33, 34.

sphaerasters; b, large oxyasters.

— Part
q.

of the surface of a sterraster opposite the umbilicus;

monochr.

1.7, q. oc. 10.

33, focused lower;

34, focused higher.

magnified 1800;

u. v. phot. Zeiss,
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES COLLECTED BY THE
"ALBATROSS."

I.

Erylidae.

Tetraxonia with rhabd and telocladc megascleres, and a superficial armour

composed

of asiiidastcrs

'

and microrhabds.

Euasters are always present in the

choanosome.
Sollas

^

divided the family Oecjdidae (Geodiadae) of Gray

^

into the

two

subfamiUes Erylina and Geodina, and placed the geodid genera Erylus, Caftiinus,

and Pachymatisma

in the former.

retained these subfamilies

Later authors,

I*

among

others,

have not

and have placed the three genera named, together

with the typical genus Geodia and

its

the family Geodidae.

allies, in

The

genera Caminus and Pachymatisma are not represented in the collections of the
"Albatross, " so that

I

have not been able to give any new data concerning their

systematic position during this work.

and the examination

well represented,
that, as I

have already stated

Erj^lus differs
I

therefore

The genus Erylus on the
of the

other hand

is

"Albatross" material has shown

in the first part of this

monograph

(mite p. 17),

very considerably from Geodia the typical genus of the Geodidae.

now

not only revert to Sollas's

(loc. cit.)

original proposition of divid-

ing the family Geodidae into two subfamilies but propose to go even farther and
to place Erylus in a separate family: the Erylidae.

The question whether other genera (Pachymatisma, Caminus) should
be placed in this

and

I

'

They

new family

I

also

shall not, for the reason given above, discuss here,

leave them, for the present at least, in the Geodidae; the description of

The

aspiila-sters are

those spicules of the Erylidae

wWch

are distinguished from the sterrasters of the true Geodidae

were previously termed sterrasters.
their development,

by passing, during

through a stage with perfectly smooth surface which does not occur in the develo]3ment of the sterrasters of Geodia and its allies, and also by their flattened, disc-hke shape.
= TT'. /. Sottas.
Tetractinellida.
Rept. voy. "Challenger," 1888, 25, p. cxlvii.
Proc. Zool. soc. London, 1867, p. 192.
^J. E. Gray.
Notes on the arrangement of sponges
*

R.

V.

Lendenfekl.

Tetraxonia.

Tierreich, 1903, 19, p. 84.
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the Pacific species, not in the "Albatross" collection, will be found in the
part of this

first

monograph.

Tlic family Erylidae thus comprises the single genus Erj-lus.

ERYLUS

With uniporal

and

afTcrents

(!n\Y.

Without

uiiiporal efferents or larger oscules.

ana- or protriaenes.

There are

in the

"Albatross" collection

to four species, one of which

t\venty-t\V(j

specimens which l)elong

divided into three varieties.

is

All tlie species

and

varieties are new.
Erylus oxyaster. sp. nov.
Plate

figs.

3,

The

and to

4,

1-43.

figs.

a specimen obtained in the Galapagos Islands.

I establish this species for

Its asters are oxyasters

Plate

29-3.T;

name

this the

refers.

somewhat fragmentary specimen (Plate

single,

in

maximum

is

broad cushion shaped, the other

4,

24)

fig.

is

30

mm.

diameter and consists of two rounded lobose parts, one of which

and bears numerous small

The

sleiuler, thgitate.

surface

is

smooth

These are quite uniformly

pores.

afferent

On the summit of
1.8 mm. in diameter,

dis-

tributed and 0.7-1 nmi. apart.

the broader of the two lobes

an irregularly circular oscule,

is

The
of

which was probably sheltered from

it,

The

interior

The
thick.

is

is

composed

Canal-system.

open ones (Plate
in

of

body

two

is

layers,

4, fig.

A

brown.
lifiliter

small part

tlian the rest.

(liffcrentiatcd to

an outer
/t

layer,

fmin

a cortex 4.')0-0r)0

75-120

/'.

25) are circular

fi

thick, occupied l)y aspida.sters.

and surrounded by

fine

radially disposed

less

wide.

/'.

thick, occupied

of the afferent pores appear to be quite closed.

which numerous more or

traverse the cortex
of

Many

These pores are 30-60

situated.

is

much

light greenish yellow.

superficial part of the

This

tlic liglit. is

by microrhabds, and an inner layer 360-560

bi-anes

situated.

colour of the surface of the sponge (in spirit)

They

The

sphincter-mem-

microrhabds are

lead into radial canals which

and open out into subcortical

cavities the radial diameters

which are usually greater than the paratangential.

The

skeleton consists of regular

rhabd megascleres, irregular

these, microrhabds, teloclades, aspidasters,
scleres

are

observed.

for

the most part amphioxes,

and
but

ox}'a,sters.

tlerivates of

The rhabd mega-

a few styles have also been

These rhabds and their irregular dcrivates form bundles which

ERYLUS OXYASTER.
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extend radially from the base of the sponge to the cortex and abut vertically on

The microrhabds occupy

the latter.

The

cortex.

in dense masses the outer layer of the

superficial ones are situated paratangentially, the deeper ones

The

mostly obliquely or radially.

teloclades are mostly regular dichotriaenes,

but some irregular dichotriaene-derivates and simple plagiotriaenes have also

The cladomes

been observed.

of these teloclades extend paratangentially; just

The oxyasters

below the cortex their rhabdomes are directed radially inward.

form a

series

from small many-rayed to large few-rayed ones.

As, however, the

mediiun diameter and ray-number are not nearly so numerous as the

asters of

large few-raj'ed

and small many-rayed ones,

this series does

not appear uniform

and large few-rayed and small many-rayed oxyasters can readily be

The

guished.

distin-

large few-rayed oxyasters are quite uniformly scattered through-

out the choanosome

the small many-rayed ones on the other hand, although

;

much more numerous

also present in all parts of the choanosonae, are

subcortical region, particularly in the roofs of the subcortical cavities

The

walls of the cortical canals, than elsewhere.

aspidasters,

in the

and the

which occupy

They

the inner layer of the cortex, are rather irregularly arranged.

exhibit

hardly a trace of a paratangential orientation.

The

regular amphioxes (Plate

4, figs.

6-9) are isoactine, gradually attenuated

towards the ends, and usually rather sharply pointed (Plate
rarely l)lunt (Plate

(Plate

4, fig. 8).

The
off at

They

4, fig. 9).

uniformly curved (Plate

The

are straight (Plate

4, figs. 7, 9),

mm.

long and 60-85

thick.

/i

10, 11) are slightly curved, simply rounded

figs.

4,

one end and gradually attenuated towards the other, which

They

very blunt.

The

are 1.9-2.3

more

6) or slightly and

exceptionally abruptly bent in the mitldle

amphioxes are 1.8-2.9

rare styles (Plate

6-8),

4, figs.

4, fig.

mm.

long and 60-105

/x

is

usually

thick.

irregular derivates of the rhabd megascleres (Plate 4, figs. 12-19)

They appear

similar dimensions to the regular rhabds.

as

more or

less

have

curved

amphioxes, either strongly angularly bent near one end, or provided with one
or

more branches.

is

15-95°.

two (Plate
either

The angle

4, figs. 16,

4, figs. 17, 18).

the shaft, rarely over 400
4, figs. 16, 17,

the upper

angularly bent forms (Plate

left

(Plate

4, fig.

19) or three branches (Plate 4,

from the same part (Plate

shaft (Plate

(Plate

in the

The branched forms bear one

/(

4, figs.

16, 19) or

The branches

15) or,

figs. 17, 18),

from

much

and terminally

The angle

which

arise

shorter than

either pointed

18 the upper right one, 19) or rounded (Plate

ami the lower one).

12-13)

different parts of the

are always very

long, straight, conical,

4, figs.

more frequently,

at which they arise

4, figs. 15,
is

18

very vari-
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Sometimes two similar branches

able.

line (Plate 4, fig. 17 the

two lower ones,

lie

ojiposite each other in a straight

The

19).

axial threads of the shaft

and

the branches are either joined in a regular manner, or slight irregularities occur

The most remarkable

at their junction.

on Plate

ules represcnteil

were observed

of these

The

15 and 18.

4, figs.

two

in the

spic-

axial thread of the single

branch of the former and that of the lowest one of the latter do not reach down
to the axial thread of the shaft,

which passes the junction unaltered, but termi-

nate with a lniII)ous thickening at a distance of about 3

The microrhabds

(Plate

29-31, 32a,

3, figs.

curvature

The onlinaiy microrhalxls

31).

thick; the tyle measures 4.5-5.5
l^arts of the spicule, in

gradually to al)out 2

The

/(.

of the spicule

;

;

sometimes, however,

rai-e

about 0.9

mm.

rhalidomc.

The
conical

The breadth

mm.

of the

rhabdome, 0.6-1.6

mm.

The end

mm.

actines taper

and

tlien the tyle bulges

The

much

reduced

completely

anisoactine microrhabds are

dadomal end, 75-90
long,

is

is

isoactine ones.

20) have a straight, conical rhal)dome,

4, fig.

/<

thick.

and enclose angles

cladome

is

1.3-1.4

The

cladcs are

of 109-112° with the

mm.

21-23) have a fairly straight,

long and, at the cladomal end, 70-105
ft

fi

thick.

long and enclose angles of 109-120°

clades are conical, pointed,

curved inwards (Plate

0.9-1.5

/x

more than the adjacent

In a few one of the actines

are straight, 250-400

with the rhabdome.

is

^i

(tyle), 3.5-4.5

some microrhabds one actine

In

recjvlar dichotriaenes (Plate 4, figs. 1-5,

rarely, slightly

1

somewhat thicker than the ordinary

long and, at the

The main dades

cladome

near the centre

eccentric

it is

otlicrs.

plagiotriaenes (Plate

nearly straight, about 0.7

long,

of the sjiherical tyle usually lies in the axis

these ajipear as anisoactines.

shorter and also

/<

rare giant microrhabds are thicker in pro])ortion

suj)pressed; these apjiear as blunt t}'lostyles.

The

The

in length, are observeil (Plate

Towards the rounded ends the

The centre

more on one side than on the

are,

/<

usually about

jn,

diameter.

to their greater length.

in length

28-33a) are

isoactine.

isoactine microrhabds are usually 31-47

The

but occa.sionally very nuich larger ones, up to 93
4, fig.

it.

4. figs.

either unihirm or one or both ends are also abruptly bent in the

is

direction of the curvature.

A

from

and generally

or less curved, centrotyle amjihistrongyles,

more

/<

Plate

3.5a;

4, fig. 5,

below),

and

straight or,

and 50-450

/t

long.

more

The

broad.

In the rare irregular dichotriaenc-deriratcs either the clades are reduced in

number

or the

rhabdome reduced

in length, or both.

Forms with two and

with only one clade (dichodiaenes and dichomonaenes) have been observed.

The reduced rhabdomes

are cyfindrical, rounded at the acladomal end, 200-
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/I

and about

long,

as thick as the

rhabdome
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of the regular dichotriaenes.

In such rhabdonies the axial thread terminates some distance from the aclad-

omal end, in the centre of

its

hemispherical surface.

In the dichotriaene-

derivates with reduced clade number, the central parts of the axial threads of

both the rhabdome and the clades usually exhibit considerable

The

oxyasters (Plate

28c, 29f, 30d,
is

most

(Plate
in

f,

3, figs.

irregularities.
4, figs.

35b; Plate

monactine (Plate

The

28c).

4, fig.

4, fig.

smooth (Plate

4,

figs.

rays are from one to twenty or

nally rounded (Plate

oxyasters (Plate

3, fig.

4, figs.

34c).

than in their proximal part.

0.8-4.5

number

/«

is,

thick.

The properly developed rays

The whole

4, fig.

38) attenuated

The rays

are 6-55

aster measures 10-90

/x

jli

and termi-

of the

small

more rapidly

in their

long and, at the base,

in diameter.

The

ray-

as the following table shows, in inverse proportion to the size of the

rays and, apart of course from the monactines, of the whole aster.

Number

Very rarely

shorter than the others,

39-40) are uniformly attenuated towards the pointed

end, those of the large ones (Plate
distal

much

more

They

in size.

38-40), conical, and pointed.

one or two rays are reduced in length,

This

27b) and diactine forms

number, concentric, regularly distributed, and usually equal

are perfectly

26d, 27b,

32-34e, 38-40) usually have a slight central thickening.

clearly discernible in the

3, fig.

32e, d, 33d, 34c, 35b, d; Plate

of rays
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The

pit

uinbilic'ul

about 15

more or

is

circuhir

less

Its walls are usually quite

deep.

(i

of the adult aspidaster
larly distributed,

is

smooth

and

brttad,

/<

rest of the surface

These rays bear terminal

thick.

were about 55

verticils of

The youngest

36, 37).

4, figs.

long and appeared as oval,

/t

aspid-

ratlially striated

In a more advanced stage these spicules

discs with deeply serrated margins.

are

The

covered with protruding rays, often somewhat irregu-

and 1.4-1.7 n

usually six to eight lateral spines (Plate
asters observed

30-50

outline,

in

smooth.

On

discs with slightly undulating margins.

the faces and the

margin of such, small protuberances then make their appearance and these

grow out

The

to

form the protruding rays of the

centre of the a.spidaster

in diameter.

The

tion.

Viewed

occujiied

is

atlult a.spitla.sters

by a

show a

in profile the adult a.sjjidasters

limits of the layers are

Viewed en face they show

smooth

above described.

rosette-shajx'd granule al)out 1.7

antl nearly parallel U) the

fine straight striae radiating

/t

ilistinct stratifica-

two

faces.

from the central granule.

This sponge was trawled in the Gala])agos Islands, Station 2809, on April
4,

1888; 0° 50'

8.,

89° 36' W.; depth 82 m. (45

f.);

it

grew on a bottom

of

gray

sand; the liottom temjierature was 23.4° (74.1° F.).

The only known
above
this

it

is

sj)ecies

which appears to be

allied to the sjionge described

From

E. polyaster Lendenfeld from the Agulhas bank, South Africa.

apart from minor peculiarities, by the aspidasters, which are,

differs,

absolutely and

more than three times

relatively

thick

as

E. polyaster

in

as in E. oxyasler, a tUfference, of course, quite sufficient for specific distinction.

Erylus
Plato

1,

figs.

1-18;

I establish this species for

the Hawaiian Islantls.

me by

Sollas

Plate

2,

nuv.

1-26;

figs.

Plate

3,

figs.

l-'JS.

seven si)ecimens obtained at five stations

Among the known

appears to be

sp.

sollasii,

its

species

nearest ally.

guished friend's c()m]iliment by naming this

The two specimens from Station 3847

new

I

named

therefore return

my

specimens from Station 3848 are large and whitish.

and 4055 are large and dark.

after

distin-

species after him.

are both small

;

one

partly dark in colour; in the other the whole of the surface

tions 3849

among

Ervlus the one

(jf

is

is

partly light,

dark.

Both the

The specimens from

Sta-

The specimen from Station 4062

is

middle sized and light coloured.

The two specimens from Station 3848
others differ to stjme extent

kom

therefore with six different forms.

are in every

way

these and from each other.

As

is

shown below, these

identical; all the

We
six

have to deal

forms

fall

into

;
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three groups, which I consitler as three distinct races.
II,

and

Race

III.

four forms of race

I

are designated A, B, C,

I

These

I

denominate

contains four forms; the races II and III one each.

To

and D.

race

I,

I,

The

form A, belongs

and partly dark specimen from South Molokai (Station 3847)
form B, the small, entirely dark specimen from South Molokai (Sta-

the partly light
to race

I,

to race

tion 3847);

form C, the two large whitish specimens from South

I,

Molokai (Station 3848);

to race

I,

form D, the middle-sized, hght-coloured

specimen from northeast Hawaii (Station 4062)

specimen from South Molokai (Station 3849)

;

to race II

and to race

;

the large dark

III the large dark

specimen from northeast Hawaii (Station 4055).

Shape and

The

size.

Station 3847 (race

I,

smallest specimen

form B).

and measures 18 by 9 mm.

relatively high gyriform ridges,

about
light,

lar

mm.

1

wide, which

two

It has

form D)

still

is

oscules, the larger 1.8

form A)

mm.

surface.

in diameter,

mm.

and numerous small

The specimen from Station 4062

of the surface.

I,

form C) one (Plate

mm. thick. The former measures 60 by 35 by 20 mm.,
mm. long. A few oscules, up to 1.5 mm. wide, are situated
-of

small pores are scattered over the other parts

The specimen from

Station 3849 (race II) (Plate

are joined for the greater part of their length.

and 42 mm. broad.
high and 2.5

mm.

From

apart.

It

is

73

mm.

mm. high,

of each digitate

pores are

about
its

1

protuberance an oscule

less circular.

met

mm.

capture.

with.

fig.

64

28)

which

mm.
1

long,

mm.

These ridges are somewhat curved and most of them

oval and measures 3.2 by 2 nim.

and more or

l,

thick,

the surface ridges protrude which are about

On

extend longitudinally, parallel to the vertical axis of the sponge.

is

I,

Here and there small apertures are observed on

appears as an aggregate of vertical digitate parts about 15

oscules

pores,

(race

7-12

only 51

on the elevations, and groups

summit

an irregu-

is

by 17 by 13 mm.

meandric, while the other appears as a mass with lobose, somewhat

is

is

its

Of the two specimens from Station 3848 (race

digitate processes

the latter

I,

one oscule,

The partly

meandric, has small, but relatively quite high, gjTiform ridges and

surface.

27)

It has

slight elevation.

higher gjTiform ridges and measures 24

measures 36 by 27 by 18

1, fig.

on the summit of a

partly dark sjjccimen also from Station 3847 (race

mass, with

which are scattered over

its

lies

the entirely dark one from

is

massive, lobose, covered with small but

It is

On

;

is

situated.

The

or near the

largest of these

the other oscules are 1-2.5

mm. wide

the sides of the digitate parts groups of small

At one place there

is

a group of six

much

larger apertures

wide; here the sponge seems to have been injured some time before

The specimen from Station 4055

(race III) (Plate

3, fig.

27)

is

an
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mass with small gyriform ridges on parts

iiToguliir lobose

measures 78 by 62 by 40

The

oscules are observed.

On

mm.

of its surface

of

some

by groups

and

of the lobes

The other

and mea.sure 4 by 2 nun.

largest are oval

the surface are occupied

jjarts of

summits

or near the

of small pores.

In regard to their colour the (spirit) specimens differ to a considerable

The two

extent.

sjiecimens from Station 3848 (race

part yellowish white, only

The

men from

lower,

(race

form D)

I,

is

A)

foran

I,

light graj', the

is

In the entirelj' dark specimen from the

form B), the surface

is

Station 3849 (race II)

for the

most

having a purplish brown
dirty light brownish

portion of the partly dark, partly light-coloured speci-

li.-u^al

Station 8847 (race

ch('stiiut-)M-own.

upper portion dark

same Station

brownish purple, some parts of

is dirt\'

(race

its

surface being

The specimen from Station 4055

(race III)

rather dark purple-brown.

The
fig.

superficial part of the

This

la).

The

layer.

is

100-250

body

outer, dermal layer

differentiated to forni a cortex (Plate

is

and composed

thick

/(

is

of an outer, middle,

generally quite insignificant and on parts of

In those parts of the cortex of race II where
attains a thickness of 30
fibres

and no

aspidastcrs.

of race II) to

210 n

This layer

/(.

The middle

to be

made out

ness of 20-30

granular

cells

Granular

most

The

in the sections.

ft.

It

is

composed

and groups
cells,

is

is

from 83

/<

inner layer

(in parts of the cortex

In race

I,

and occupied by

often insignificant

is

form

C,

it

it

but contains no

rich in microi'habds,

layer

off.

most highly developed,

it is

(in parts of the cortex of race III) thick

dense masses of aspidasters.

1,

and inner

the surface of most of the specimens absent altogether, probably inibbed

in

I,

The specimen from

dark chestnut-brown tlu'oughout.

considerably darker than others.
is

form C) are

I,

of the protruding parts

The specimen from Station 4062

tinge.

gray.

some

and

hardl}'-

attains in places a thick-

of paratangential fibres

and contains a few

of granules.

oval to spherical in shape and 12-18

of the specimens.

These

cells are

/i

most numerous

tex and here often quite densely packed (Plate

1,

fig.

long, are

just

3).

abundant

below the cor-

They

also occur

scattered in the interior of the choanosome.

These

of fairly equal size.

pale parts of the sponge, particu-

In the granular

larly in the region o\'ergrown

subcortical

and

are brown.
aniline-blue.

cells of

with granules

with symbionts, the granules are colourless.

cortical granular cells of the

Both the

cells are filled

colourless

In the

dark and exposed parts the granules

and the brown granules stain deeply with

As mentioned above a few granular

also occur in the inner layer of the cortex.

cells

and groups

of granules

These groups of granules are
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massive, flattened, or drawn out so as to appear like strings of beads.

Some

of

the granules forming these groups are similar to the granules in the granular
cells,

They seem to be remnants of disintegrated granular cells.

others are larger.

Canal-system.

The

differ

The

mentioned above, generally

afferent apertures, which, as

form groups on the surface, are uniporal.
very considerably in

size, thgir

They

are always circular but they

diameter varying between 70 and 520

largest pores were observed in race

I,

pore a canal leads vertically downwards.

form

C,

and

/t.

From each

in race III.

Tliis canal penetrates the cortex

and

opens out into one of the subcortical cavities which underlie the poral areas of
the cortex.

Its

proximal opening into the subcortical cavity

chonal sphincter usually more or

The

closed.

down from

canals leading

down from

is

surrounded by a

but only rarely completely

less contracted,

small jwres are distended, those leading

large pores constricted below the entrance.

am

I

inclined to ascribe

these differences and also, to a great extent, the differences in the width of the

The

pores themselves, to tlifferences in the degree of contraction.

which

arise

from the subcortical

are not particularly wide

cavities

and divide into numerous narrow branch-canals which

supply the flagellate chambers.

The

latter (Plate

somewiiat compressed in the direction of their
in diameter.

The

afferent canals,

and lead down into the choanosome,

efferent canals join to

1,

fig.

form lacunose

times attain a very considerable width (Plate

1, fig.

4) are spherical or

and measure about 20

axis,

cavities,

They open out on

1).

/<

which somethe

surface with the oscules described above.
Skeleton.

Loose strands of rhabcl megascleres traverse the choanosome.

Their distal portions extend more or
the coi'tex.

abundant
this

less radially

and

tliey

terminate just below

Triaenes with radial, centripetally directed rhabdomes are quite

in the subcortical layer.

In some of the sections a few spicules of

kind have also been found in the interior of the choanosome.

I

do not

consider that as their natural position, however, and believe that these triaenes

were brought there from the subcortical layer
scleres protrude bej'ond the surface,
fur.

found

Microrhabds occupy

in large

and

in cutting the section.

numbers the outer layer

in smaller nunibers also in the

No mega-

this is entirely destitute of a spicule-

choanosome, chiefly

of the cortex

and are

in its distal parts.

In

the outer, cortical layer of the cortex these niicrorhabds are not regularly ar-

ranged; some are situated paratangentially, others obliquely, and others radially.

The middle
most

of

layer of the cortex

is

occupied by dense masses of aspidasters,

which are arranged paratangentially, with their broad faces

to the outer surface.

Only around the pores some

of

them

parallel

are differently

sit-
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uated; these turn one broad side towards the pore-canal and the edge towards

Young and

the outer surface of the sponge.

parts of the choanosome acanthtylasters are

in the

choanosome.

These

asters, particularly the small

In

adult aspidasters also occur scat-

In some s]:)ecimens aspidasters are rather numerous

tered in the choanosome.
all

subcortical region than in the interior.

in the

In .the spicule-j^reparations of race

form C, large smooth-rayed ox5'asters up to 56

/(

in diameter,

race III small smooth-rayed oxysphaerasters (Plate
served.

met with.

many-rayed ones, are more numerous

3, fig.

and

I,

in those of

26b) have been ob-

consider these asters, which were not found in situ in the sections, as

I

About the

foreign spicules.

foreign nature of the small oxj'sphaerasters in the

spicule-preparations of race III there can indeed be no doubt, as a Donatia-like
sj^onge-crust, containing such oxysphaerasters in large numlDers, co\'ers parts
of

its

surface.

The

rlutbd megascleres (Plate

3, figs. 19,

figs.

1,

29-35, 42-48;

most part blunt amphioxes (Plate

are for the

21) occur.

3,
1,

figs.

32, 45), or abruptly

The

styles

3, figs.

The rhabds

are 425-980

small specimens, race

the larger ones.

Among

rhabds than race

I,

similar in .shape

form

and

chiefly in race III.
is

I,

fi

size,

and race

II.

Plate

I,

thick.

less

The

1,

18).

than the

longest are

the amphistrongyles and

B, have smaller rhabds than

form D, and race

III

have larger

Besides these simple rhabds, spicules

ft

long,

met with,

3, figs.

and situated near one end,

The branch-ray

is

in styles

either turned uinvartls

(See table, p. 277.)

of the adult microrhabds (Plate

Plate

p.

3, fig.

possessing however a short branch-raj^ are

1,

figs.

37-41a, 39b, 41b;

Plate

2,

13-15, 26a) are quite stout, slightly and uniformly

curved, centrotyle, isoactine amphioxes.
pointed.

44;

In these mesomonaene-like rliabd-derivates the branch-ray

pointed or blunt, up to 50

16-18;

among

A and

forms

prodade-, or downward anaclade-fashion.

figs.

1, fig.

long and 8-24

the latter race
C,

thus branched near the pointed end.

Most

19-22), rarely straight (Plate

bent near one end (Plate

found among the amphioxes, the thickest

(clade)

32),

1, fig.

and particularly the amphistrongyles are curved much

The

1, figs.

Generally these rhabds are rather uniformly curved (Plate

29-31, 33-35, 42, 43, 46-48; Plate

styles.

and

styles (Plate

figs.

amphioxes.

19-22)

figs.

3,

Besides these also sharp-pointed amphioxes (Plate

20, 22).

34, 35, 42, 43, 47, 48), ajnphistrongyles (Plate
fig.

Plate

29 31, 33, 44-46; Plate

1, figs.

Most

of

them

are blunt,

some sharp

Sharp-pointed microrhabds are particularly frequent in race III.

The blunt amphiox microrhabds

are often

somewhat

constricted just below their

ends, so that the ends themselves appear as ternxinal knobs (Plate

2, fig.

18).
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No

correlation

microrhabds

same

is

in all the

between the

discernible.

size of the

The

sponge and the dimensions of

thickness of these spicules

is

about

forms their length however varies, those of race III being con;

siderably shorter than those of the races I and II, although the specimens of
of these (race

I,

long and 2.5-5
of the spicule

its

the

A and
/i

B) are very much

tliick.

The

tyle

is

and mea.sures 3.5-6.5 n

smaller.

0.3-1.5

The microrhabds

n thicker

in diameter.

DIMENSIONS OF MICROllH.\BDS.

tliaii

some

are 30-78

/<

the adjacent parts

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
reduced, cylindrical ones 140-220

end

8-22 /£.

is

A

Their thickness at the acladomal

long.

rhabdomes are always thick

Cylindrical

The

rliabdomes observed were conical.
fornis

/x
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the slender triaene-

all

;

triaenes of the small specimens (race

I,

and B) have somewhat shorter and very much thinner rhabdomes

The averages

than those of the larger ones.

of three thickest of the former

Among the

being 10-13, those of the latter 18-21 n.

large specimens the one of

race III has far larger triaene-rhabdomes than those of the races I and II.

The cladomes

of

simple clades occur in

were observed.

these triaenes are very polymorphic.
all

In race

race

The

form D, and

I,

and

fornis B, C,

I,

more rarely two or three branched
with simple clades.

In race

the specimens.

few triaenes with one,

in race II a

(bifurcate) clades occur besides the ones

ramification of the triaene-clades

in race III

in these the triaenes with

:

Triaenes with

form A, no other triaenes

I,

more numerous than the ones with simple

is

still

greater in

branched clades are

clades.

In the triaenes with three simple clades (Plate

figs.

1,

7,

11, 12, 15-20,

24-26) the clades are usually conical and blunt pointed, rarely reduced in
length, cylindrical,

and rounded at the end (Plate

tion of the clades

is

of the

rhabdome.

The simple

more

;«

bent

This branching

is

down

end (Plate

at the

1, figs.

1, figs.

18, 20,

long.

As stated above, one, two, or
branched.

17, 19), or nearly straight (Plate

1, figs.

rarely, abruptly

Their chords are 120-300

24).

and uniformly curved,

triaene-clades are slightly

concave to the rhabdome (Plate
22, 25), or,

Such a reduc-

16, 18).

1, figs.

usually associated with a reduction or other abnormity

all

three clades of the triaenes

most frequently a simple and regular

may

be

bifurcation,

the two branches (end clades) being simple, and fairly equal in length and angular position (Plate 1, figs. 6, 9, the

ones in

figs. 2, 3, 5, 6).

position of tlie

frequently
a pair

is

met

two branches or
with.

lower ones in

Irregularities

The

fig.

3,

the lower

left

in the length or the

to secondary ramifications of the branches are

difference in the length of

caused by the reduction of one of them.

two end clades forming

This reduction sometimes

becomes so great as to lead to a complete suppression
in

Plate

10;

due to a difference

one of the end clades,

of

which case a single end clade arises from the, in such spicules usually some-

what thickened end

of the

main clade (Plate

1, fig. 8).

The

differences of posi-

tion are frequently so great that one end clade appears as a continuation of the

main clade (Plate

Some

l,

the upper one in

of these spicule-rays

which a branch-ray

fig.

5;

Plate

3,

the upper one in

fig.

3).

might indeed be considered as simple clades from

arises laterally.

A

secondary ramification of the end

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
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clades has been observed only in race

form D, and in race

I,

manner (Plate

cither both end clades of a pair in a similar

or one of

them

only (Plate

and the right ones in

1,

the upper one in

The proportion

2-5).

figs.

end clades

to the length of the

The cladomes

long.

ji

of the small specimens of race
of the three largest 373

I,

the branched ones,
triaenes of race

I,

is

A

2

main clade

6 and 9 on Plate

l

clades are 70-270, the

The

broad.

/i

triaenes

The angle enclosed by the

/z).

of the simple clades

axis of the

and the stems (main clades)
It

is

of

smallest in the

(average 97°), and largest in those of races II and III

Thus most

of these spicules are plagioclades,

some

(See table, p. 281.)

orthoclades.

In race II some spicules, 310-330

two

4)

fig.

those of the large specimen of race III, the broadest

/t),

(average 107 and 107.5°).

(Plate

are lGO-550

fig.

the upper in

3,

figs.

86-116° (general average 103.4°).

form

ones in

of the length of the

The main

It affects

III.

left

form A, have the narrowest cladomes (average

(average of the three largest 530

rhabdome and the chords

the

Plate

as a comparison of

is,

shows, subject to very considerable variation.

end clades 10-160

10;

fig.

3,

1, fig.

13) or branched (Plate

short, conical, blunt

1,

/(

in diameter,

composed

the right one in

fig.

of

two simple

14) clade-like, and

These spicules

rudimentary rays, have been observed.

appear to be derivates of the triaenes described above.

The

acanthtylasters (Plate

1, figs.

36-40c; Plate

2, figs.

fourteen, a few perhaps

more than fourteen,

The

rays.

1-4, 8-11;

Plate

and have from two

25, 26c) are destitute of a central thickening

figs. 7, 8,

3,

to

rays are concentric and

nearly always uniformly distributed, simjile, and equal in

size.

Acanthtylasters

with rays unecjually long or branched (l)ifurcate) have b»en only very rarely

The rays

observed.

of the larger acanthtylasters (Plate

3, figs. 7,

They taper

distinctly

towards the end, and

distance below the end, 0.7-1.5
figs.

10,

2, figs. 1, 2, 8,

8) are cj'lindroconical and at the base 1-3 usually 1.5-2.3

11) are

/i

somewhat more

rays invarialjly bear spines,

some

thick.

The rays

is

/x

thick.

this

they are subject to considerable variation.

and

insignificant (Plate 3,

figs. 8, 9),

(Plate

size of the aster.

The

size

Apart from

Sometimes numerous small

sometimes numerous medium sized (Plate

and sometimes only one or a few very

2, figs. 1,

2,

The

which always congregate at the end of the

on the whole proportional to the

fig. 7),

thick.

of the smaller ones (Plate

and only 0.4-1.5

ray and here form a terminal, acanthtyl cluster 1.3-3.5 n in diameter.
of the spines

fx

are, at their thinnest point a short

cylindrical
of

9; Plate

2; Plate 3, fig. 8), arise

large spines, 1-1.6

from the sides of the rays.

jj.

2,

in length

In the two-

rayed acanthtylasters a cluster of spines arises from the centre of the spicule.

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
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difficulty in

counting the rays of the large few-rayed acanthtylasters, but

sufficient exactitude.

I

it is

ray-numbers of the small many-rayed ones with

to ascertain the

iini)o8sil)le

means

therefore calculated the

of the two- to nine-

rayed acanthtylasters by themselves, but combined the ten- to fourteen-rayed
ones in one group of which I took the mean. This mean can be taken as the

mean diameter
and

12, 13,

of the asters with a ray-iiumbcr equivalent to the

two

rays

of those with three

",

28

",

"

27

",

"

25

",
",

four

"

"

"

five

"

"

"

six

"

"

"

seven

"

23

"

"

"

eight

"

21 ",

"

"

"

nine

"

19 ", and

"

"

"

ten to fourteen (mean twelve) rays 14

sufficient

above shows that there

asters with six or

which are so few that

asters,

for attaining a reliable

/(.

was unable

I

to

mean, the mean given

a very regular decrease in size with increasing ray-

is

in the asters

more rays

with from three to

to about 2

/(

rays to

five

1

/x

and the

per unit of difference of ray-number.

the forms four- to ten-rayed acanthtylasters have been observed.

four- to six-rayed appearing to be the

A, C, and

of 10, 11,

/£,

29

"

number, amounting

all

38

is

"
"

"

measure a number

In

I

"

Apart from the two-rayed

The

way

In this

14, that is twelve.

of the acanthtylasters with

mean

found that the average diameter

D

of race I

and

two-rayed acanthtylasters were found.
rays have lieen found in

all

mens the acanthtylasters

most frequent

in race II also three-rayed

In the forms

ones.

and

in race II also a

the forms excej)t race

I,

form

C.

In

tlic

A

of race I

and

in the races II

small speci-

The

are not smaller than in the large ones.

acanthtylasters occur in the form

few

Acanthtylasters with more than ten

and

largest

(See

III.

table, p. 283.)

The

aspidasters.

species of Erylus

armour

The disc-shaped

spicules of the cortical

have hitherto been designated,

of Geodia, as sterrasters.

like the

armour

of the

ovoid spicules of

tlie

Closer examination of these si)icules in the

species of Erylus of the "Albatross" collection has shown, however, that they
differ

from the sterrasters found

in the species of

only in their shape, but also in their
that
for

it is

advisable to give

mode

of

them another name.

them, has reference to their shield

Geodia and

allied

genera not

development, to such an extent

(do-Trt's)-

Aspidaster, the
like shape.

name

selected

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
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lines
is

extend towards the margin.

well defined (Plate

There

In some adult aspidasters this radial structure

in others it

2, fig. 7),

made

can hardly be

sponge and the

size of its aspidasters, the latter

mens

forms

of race

I,

A and B

out.

between the

appeal's to be a certain degree of correlation

size of

(average length of the three largest of these forms

lis and 120;t« respectively), larger in the middle-sized specimen, race
(that average 124

and races

II

150 and 152
average 128

and
/«)
/«),

ju),

III.

and

the

being smaller in the small speci-

still

larger in the large specimens of race

iVmong the

latter those of races II

and

of race

I.

form

D

form C,

III (that average

are very considerably larger than those oi race

and the other smaller forms

I,
I,

I,

form C (that

Also in their shaj^e the

aspidasters of the different forms differ to a certain extent, those of race II

being

much more

slender and those of race

irregular tlian those of the others.

0ences are observed, the rays

I,

form C (Plate

Also in the

number

2, fig.

of the aspidasters of race II bearing

of the aspidasters of the races I

and

III only

from four to

DIMENSIONS OF THE ASPID.VSTERS.

25)

much more

of the ray-spines differ-

up to

ten, those

six lateral spines.

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
Young

aspidasters were found in considerable

out the choanosome in several specimens.
substance.

be

A

special

made out even

membrane

abcjut 3

in diameter.

/(

3Gd; Plate

solid, central

the

still

fig.

16).

down

with aniline-blue.
fig.

2,

14) were oval

broad, and composed of numerous exceedingly

/f

3, fig.

mass

These rays

in
1,

25d) and the basal parts of the rays become united.

of silica thus

this stage

is

fig.

19;

Plate

more and more (Plate

uality, the

2, figs.

margin

Ijut also

their

20, 21) until they entirely lose their individ-

margin of the aspidaster becoming quite smooth.

young forms

is

In consequence the marginal spines become

of regular aspidasters this smooth, non-serrated
11), in

3,

reached the longitudinal growth of the rays slows

or ceases altogether, while the transverse growth of the rays, that

joined

The

produced forms a disc from the margin of which

isolated, distal parts of the rays protrude (Plate 2,

When

They grow
in size (Plate

are, at first, quite isolated.

and so the whole aspidaster increases

increase in thickness, continues.

fig.

ground

in the

them could not

and perfectly straight rays which radiated from a granular centrum

length and in thickness
fig.

imbedded

(smallest) aspidasters observed (Plate

about 25 n long and 10

slender

numbers scattered throughare

or plasmatic sheath enclosing

in sections strongly stained

The youngest
discs,

They

285

margin

of irregular ones lobose (Plate

is

In young forms

continuous (Plate

2, fig. 15).

Not only

3,

the

the two broad faces of such young aspidasters are smooth.

Their smoothness in this stage constitutes the chief difference between them

and the
their

sterrasters of Geodia,

development.

which do not pass through a smooth stage during

Later small, spine-like protuberances

ance on the surface of the smooth young aspidaster.

make

their appear-

These develop into the

protruding rays with terminal verticils of lateral spines, which have been
described above.

LOCALITIES .AND N.ATURE OF ENVIRONMENT.
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merely due to differences

in the

mens were exposed during

life.

amount
I

am

of light to
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which the

therefore inclined

cUfferent speci-

to

consider these

differences as direct individual adaptations of the simplest kind to

which no

systematic importance whatever can be attached.

The

chief differences in the spiculation of the six forms

is

shown

in the

following tabular view of the averages of the three largest observed of the most

important spicule dimensions and of the character of the triaene-cladomes and
aspidasters.

Race
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form B, most of the triaene-clades arc simple; and the microrliabds thinner and
shorter,

any

and the aspidasters absolutely shorter and

of the others.

In race

form C, most

I,

relatively broader

than in

of the triaene-clades are simple;

and

the rhabd megascleres thicker and the aspidasters more irregular than in any

In race

of the others.

form D, most of the triaene-clades are branched

I,

the triaene-rhabdomes relatively thicker than in any of the others.

most

and the

of the triaene-clades are simple;

asters absolutely longer

and

number

others.

longer, the triaene-dadonaes

asters relatively tliicker than in

That the megascleres

I,

of the others.

form A, are smaller

in size

and more simple

due to differences

in the age (size) of the specimens.

peculiarities, as for instance the irregularity of the aspidasters of race I,

form C,

may

be pathological.

Some

differences in the external forces

are,

of systematic significance.

no

douljt, to

be accounted for by

which acted on the different specimens.

these can be considered as mere somatic

is

the triaene-

broader, and the asj^id-

than those of the other forms and that there are other differences

of this kind, appears to be

Some

any

of race

much

any of the

and the rhabd

longer, the microrliabds very considerably shorter,

rhabdomes much

in character

and thinner and

of lateral spines than in

In race III most of the triaene-clades are branched;

megascleres

and

acanthtylastei-s larger, the aspid-

relatively considerably narrower

their rays provided with a larger

;

In race II

There remain however some, the nature

more doubtful and which might

All

non-germinal characters, destitute
of

which

These peculiarities are

well be germinal.

the exceptional narrowness and thinness of the aspidasters and the richness of
their

rays in spines in

rliabds

race II, and the exceptional shortness of the micro-

and the exceptionally large

If these peculiarities are

size of the

distinguished, one for the forms A, B, C,

one

triaene-cladomes in race III.

considered germinal three systematic groups must be

and

D

of race

I,

one for race

II,

and

for race III.

There can,

I

think, be no

one and the same species;

it

doubt that these three groups must be united
is

varieties should be established for

in

another question, however, whether or not

them.

After a careful consideration

I

have

decided that these differences are probably germinal and systematically important, but sufficient only for racial distinction,

designated

I, II,

and

and

III, in this species accordingly.

I

distinguish three races,

ERYLUS SOLLASII.
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I.

megascleres 425-880 by 8-23

ji;

centrotyle micro rhabds 30-78

by

2-5 n and a tyle 3-6 //; triaenes with simple clades only, or with simple and
branched clades, either the former or the latter predominating; rhabdome 104470 by 8-22

n,

cladome 160-490

/i

broad; acanthtylasters with from three to

fourteen rays, 20-36 n in diameter; aspidasters, regular or irregular, with from
four to six ray-spines, 95-130

by 55-75 by 7.4-12.2

length to breadth to thickness 100

:

56.8

:

(i,

average proportion of

This race comprises four forms,

8.8.

and D.

designated, A, B, C,

South Molokai, northeast Hawaii.
Race

Rhabd
3.4-4.3

/«,

II.

megascleres 450-760 by 9-20

tyle 3.5-5.5

former predominating

;

/<;

//;

centrotyle microrhabds 39-61

and with branched

triaenes with simple

by

clades, the

rhabdome 240-400 by 12-20 fi, cladome 170-450 /« broad;

acanthtylasters with from two to fourteen rays, 22-38

fi

in diameter; aspidasters

mostly regular, with up to ten ray-spines, 120-156 by 60-76 by 9.2-11.4
average proportion of length to breadth to thickness 100

49.8

:

:

/n,

7.6.

South Molokai.
Race

Rhabd
3-4.5

fi,

III.

megascleres 720-980 by 12-22

tyle 3.5-5.5

/«;

/t;

centrotyle microrhabds 30-44

and branched

triaenes with simple

rhabdome 180 520 by 13-22

predominating;

/(,

cladome 280-550

acanthtylasters with from four to twelve rays, 25-36

mostly regular, with from four to

six ray-spines,

fi

by

clades, the latter
/«

broad;

in diameter; aspidasters,

128-153 by 71-82 by 12-14

average proportion of length to breadth to thickness 100

:

//,

57.7: 10.

Northeast coast of Hawaii.

The

character of the canal-system and the spiculation show that these

sponges belong to the genus Erylus.
exception of the one from Freemantle,
identifietl as

Erylus

lished Erijlus

indicated,
'

'

lendenfeldi,

and

H. J. Carter.

1880, ser.

W.

5, 6, p.

(Stelletta)

From
S.

W.

all

the species of this genus, with the

Australia, which Carter' erroneously

euastrum O. Schmidt and

they

differ

for

very considerably.

which SoUas" estabSoUas's description

a reexamination of the iyge, kindly placed at
Report on specimens dredged up from the Gulf of Manaar.

136.

J. Sottas.

Tetractinellida.

Rept. voy. "ChaUenger," 1888, 25,

p. 239.

my

disposal

Ann. mag.

by

nat. hist.,
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Mr. Kirkpatrick,

shows, that

clearlj-

species also differs from Erylus sollasii.

tliis

The

chief differences

between the two are the presence of asters 100

eter

and exceedingly

irregular aspidasters in E. lendenfeldi

E.

These differences are quite

sollasii.

and

,

fi

diam-

in

their absence in

sufficient for specific distinction.

Erylus rotundus, sp. nov.

megarhabda,
Plate 5,

18-23, 32;

figs.

Plate

14, 18, 24,

6, figs.

typica,

Plate

5,

1-4,

figs.

11-17, 30;

Plate

6,

figs.

var. nov.

33-35;

^

5,

26-28,

Plate

31;

7,

22-30, .57-73;

Plate

8, fig. 13.

VAT. nov.

Plate

1-10, 42-45, 75, 76. 79;

figs.

7,

figs.

16-21, 46-56.

nov.
Plate 8,

fig.

14.

establish this species for thirteen specimens obtained at five different sta-

I

tions

figs.

5,

7, figs.

15-17, 25, 27, 30-32;

cidaris, var.

Plate

Plate

among

the Hawaiian Islands.

circular in outline

The

this the

The

name

The

aspidasters of these sponges are nearly

refers.

thirteen specimens represent

three groups.
sesses

and to

seven distinct forms which

latter I consider as varieties.

One

into

fall

of these varieties pos-

remarkable rhabd-clusters reseml)ling certain Cidaridae in appearance,

hence the varietal name

cidaris.

The other two

varieties,

which are destitute

of these spicules, differ in respect to their microrhalxls, the.se being very

larger in one of

them than

the latter, which

is

in the other.

The former

I

much

name megarhahda:

the most frequent of the three, I have selected the

for

name

typica.

Two

forms belong to the var. tucgarhahda, four to var. typica, and one to

The number

var. cidaris.

lated below

:

—

of

specimens

antl the habitat of

each form are tabu-

Erylus rolundus
var.

megarhabda

form A: 2 specimens from the south coast

of

Molokai (Sta-

tion 3849);

"

B:

1

specimen from the coast of Kauai (Station 3982);

var. typica

form A: 4 specimens from the south coast of Molokai (Station
3849),

B: 3 dark-coloured specimens from the coast
(Station 4024);

of

Kauai

ERYLUS ROTUNDUS.
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(Station 4128);
"

D:

1

specimen from the northeast coast of Hawaii

(Station 4061);
var. cidaris

specimen from the south coast of Molokai (Station 3849).

1

Shape and

The

size.

larger

(jf

the two specimens of var. megarhabda form
,

somewhat

(Plate

5,

largest

and smallest horizontal diameters are 38 and 27

surface

fig.

32),

upright,

is

The protruding

is i-ugose.

flattened, ellipsoid, 45

ridges are high

mm.

and

mm.

high.

respectively.

irregular

A

Its

The

on the apex,

lower and arranged in a more regular manner longitudinally, at the sides of the

On

sjxmge.

the apex and the upper parts of the sides numerous circular or

oval apertures, 0.1-0.7
of this

form

mm.

The

in diameter, are observed.

irregular, massive,

is

32

mm.

long,

and

smaller specimen

in part covered

bodies, attached to the partly undulating, partly nagose surface.

few groups of apertures up to 0.8
var. mexjarhabda,

form B,

is

The

mm.

The

in diameter.

irregular, massive,

surface foreign bodies are attached.
tures 0.7-1.4

mm.

There

is

and 23 nam.

with foreign

There are a

single

specimen of

To

long.

its

rugose

one group of six conspicuous aper-

wide on the surface.

largest of the four specimens of var. typica,

form

A

(Plate

5, fig.

30),

appears as an upright bunch of thick lobose parts, joined for the greater part
of their length to

form a continuous mass, from the upper side of which their

The whole sponge

free lobes protrude.

horizontal diameters measure 69
are 16-36

mm.

is

the sides are occupied

;

of the surface are covered

The other
only 33

high

;

its

largest

and smallest

The

lobose parts

respectively.

surface

is

slightly rugose.

larger apertures, 1-2

by numerous small

pores.

by an incrusting composite

mm.

mm.

var. typica,

high.

in thickness.

The

To

the surface of one of

shells, etc., are

form B,

It api^ears to

Considerable parts

ascidian (Plate

6, fig.

is

attached.

The

30).

them numerous

foreign bocUes,

largest of the three specimens of

an irregular lobose mass, measuring 55 by 51 by 46

be composed of more or less coalesced gyriform parts up to 10

Some

mm.
mm.

of these terminate in slightly protruding digitate excres-

surface

is

penetrated by numerous small apertures and partly

covered with symbiotic sponge-crusts and foreign bodies (fragments of
etc.).

On

wide, are

three specimens of this form are similar, but smaller, the smallest

fragments of

cences.

mm.
The

thick and distally rounded.

and near the summits of the lobes a few
observed

67

and 72 mm.

The other two specimens are similar and only slightly smaller.

shells,

The
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smallest

mm.

52

is

One

long.

them

of

two

form C,

of var. typica,

is

possesses, besides

and 2 mm.

larger apertures (oscules) 1.5

irregular, massive,

lobose protuberances arise from

The

it.

process, 5

form D,

mm.

single specimen

and 34 mm.

long.

Several short,

surface

The

single

mm.
and 45 mm.

Its largest

57

respectively.

some distance

44

mm.

Small pores

5, fig.

.31) is

an upright, lobose

other-

its

Here and there two adjacent grooves extend

pores,

The

a gyriform fold.

in parallel directions, enclosing

by numerous small

and a few crusts

surface

of symbiotic organisms,

it.

the interior of these spirit specimens varies from dirty white

colour- of

to light lirown, that of the surface
ujijicr ])art

is

and smallest horizontal diameters measure

but no dead foreign bodies, are attached to

The

specimen

single

Small irregular grooves are observed on

wise smooth, undulating surface.

perforated

sponge

total length of the

specimen of var. cidaris (Plate
high.

is

The

it.

surface.

its

mass, 67

for

by numerous

perforated

is

an elongate mass, attenuated at one end to a digitate

is

The

thick.

are scattered over

pores,

The

small pores and foreign bodies are attached to parts of
of var. typica,

numerous small

in diameter.

and the

is

sides of the large

The

subject to considerable variations.

specimen of var. mcgarluibda form A, are
,

dark jjurplish brown, the base and the interior being light dirty iM'own.

Where

the dark colour of the sides gradually merges into the light colour of the base,

numerous whitish

marking the position

spots,

the

same way, but the light-coloured part

extensive.

The

single

of the

The smaller specimen

are observed on the surface.

specimen

f)f

— mostly
of this

of tlie surface

var. megarlidlnid,

is

dosed

form

is

— pores,

coloured in

here relatively more

form B,

is

ratiicr

dark

purplish gray.

Three of the specimens of var. typica, form A, are
light dirty

brown below; one

is

The

bluish gray.

pur|)lish

brown

alxive

and

three sjx'cimeus of var. typica,

form B, are dark purplish black above and much lighter purplish brown below.

The

single

specimen of var. typica, form C,

ably darker patch.

The

single

The

single

is

light purple

with a small, consider-

specimen of var. typica, form D,

specimen of var. cidaris

is

is dirt}^ wliite.

whitish with a large brown patch, in

which numerous whitish spots, marking the

jiosition of the

mostly closed pores,

are observed.

The

differences in the degree of pigmentation of these sj)onges are probably

due to differences
I

in the

amount

of light that

fell

on their surface during growth.

think that in the specimens not uniform in colour, the upper parts, which were

more exposed to the

light,

became more strongly pigmented than the lower parts,
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the shade, and

less in
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inchned to ascribe the differences

in the degree of

pigmentation of the darkest parts of different specimens to

differences in the

amount

due to differences

of light

in the

depth at which they

Unfortunately the information about the depths given

grew.

is

not sufficiently

exact to allow of a definite conclusion on this point.

The
of

superficial j)art of the

an outer and an inner

body

is

face this

farther

armour usually
into

is

65-90

is

form a

composed

cortex,

occupied by dense masses of
of the sur-

in the walls of sheltered cavities, extending

ji,

interior, only

the

layer

Under the outer exposed parts

and appears as an armour.

spicules

differentiated to

The outer

layer.

35

thick, or even

ji

Pigment

thinner.

cells

occur in the armour- between the spicules on the dark parts of the surface.

The

usually 55-75

any

inner la3'er of the cortex
It

spicules.

is

composed

contains also granule

The pigment

is

[x

thick and contains hardly

pigment

of paratangential fibres,

cells,

and usually

cells.

cells,

the

number

of

which

is

in proportion to the degree of

darkness of the surface, arc nearly always elongate and usually extend paratangentially.

They have one

more frequently,

or,

The transparent plasm

long.

spherical granules, dark
in diameter.

from them.

strings of bead.s,

in transmitted light,

cell

and

its

granule

cells

which measure 0.3-0.8

have been observed
pigment

in the sections.

and

B

of var. typica,

have been observed

which

in

themselves are more or
line,

and

/t

and

These probably

in

lie

cells.

also in

in large

in the

some

lower layer of the cortex
of the othei-s, remarkable

These

numbers.

cells ajjpear to

be

situated in spherical, oval, or irregular cavities of the ground substance, 15 20
in diameter,

^t

processes, but sometimes parts of the cell are

In the distal part of the choanosome and

A

6-29

Occasionally rows of single pigment granules, appearing like

(invisible) filiform processes of

of forms

in size,

contains numerous apparently

cells

These granules are usually rather uniformly distributed through-

out the body of the
free

of these

brown

several lobose or filiform

and are very variable

processes, appear irregularly amoeboid,

some places

lie

less spherical,

stain slightly with

very close together.

measure 8-12

haematoxylin and

/i

The granule

in diameter,

aniline-blue.

/<

cells

appear hya-

They

are either

simple and structureless, or composed of a number, from ten to twenty or so, of
polyedric parts 2-4 /i in diameter. The spaces between these parts appear to

be empty.

Rarely a more strongly stained, superficial layer and a body, which

may be a nucleus, have

been observed in the simple, undivided

sionally niinute pigment granules are attached

to, or

cells^

contained

in,

and occathe ones
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composed

It is ]iossible that the sj^aces

of polyedric parts.

and the walls

of the cavities, within

which they

Bnt

are in reality thick, hyaline, cell walls.

between these

and which appear to be emptj',

a.'!

these spaces are not stainable

with any of the stains (eosin, malachite-green, magenta, aniline-blue,
azui'c,

\i(ilct.

The

ai)le.

haematoxylin, aurantia, Bismarck-brown),

cells

composed

The

undixiiicd ones.

and do not

of parts are

I

methyl-

think this improlj-

much more numerous than

the simple,

latter are scattered quite irregularly between the former

number

iiuii'a.'^e in

cells

lie,

either towards the surface or towards the interior.

Although convinced that the undivided ones and the ones composed of polyedric
merely different stages in the development of the same kind of

]jarts are
I

am

cell,

unable to say whether the simple ones arise from the composed ones or

vice vei'sa.

In the sections of var. typica, form B, groups of broad, irregularly oval

^

28-32

long,

fi

of these cells

were observed in the
is

cells

appear to be ova.

In the sections of var. ddaris A'oung larvae were obser^'ed.
laj' free

cells,

The plasm

choanosome.

granular and each one contains a large nucleus, about 8 u in

These

iliameter.

distal part of the

Some

of these

on the canals, others appeared to be just on the point of emerging from

These larvae

the cavities of the ground substance in wliich they were bred.
are spherical, measure 50-60

ju

and appear to

in diameter,

consist of a central

granular mass, surrounded by a single layer of roundish, not elongate

about 8 a

cells

in diameter.

In the choanosome of var. typka, foi-m D, large numbers of monocellular
s_vml)iotic .Vlgae

maximum

were observed.

Canal-systc))).
circular, and,

are

These are spherical or oval, measure 15-20

diameter, and have a stout

when

cell

wall about

The uniporal entrances
(juite

open, 100^250

/i

-4 /«

to the canal-system

wide.

and measure 14 23
14 17

/()

/«

The

in iliameter.

than those of the

ous, distant, rather slender,

flagellate

The

othei-s.

and 4-6

/i

are usually

contracted and
less spherical

var. cidaris are smaller (diameter

collar cells clothing

long.

le.ss

chambers are more or

Those of

The

them

are not numer-

larger canals are surrounded

stout mantles of tissue free from megascleres and flagellate chambers.

them

are traversed

observed
cidaris

by sphincter-membranes.

in vav. typica,

form B.

In the fonns

in

Dilated pores of this width

however not frequent, most of the pores being more or

smaller, or closed altogether.

/i

thick.

Some

bj'^

of

Such have been particularly

C and

1) of var.

typica

and

in var.

no apertures much larger than the pores described above, were observed

on the surface.

In these sponges the efferent openings (oscules) do not seem

ERYLUS ROTUNDUS.
much

to be of

greater width than the afferents.

rhabda and in some specimens of the forms

hand, larger oscules, up to 1.4
in the latter variety,

or near the

summit

mm.

wide

A
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In both forms of var. mega-

and

B

have been observed.

up

to the oscules.

on the other

and up to 2 mm. wide

These larger oscules usually

up

lie

on

In some cases, as for

of ))rotruding parts of the sponge.

instance in megarhabdu, form B, large oscular tubes,
lead

of var. typica

in the former,

to 2.4

mm.

in diameter,

In other cases, as for instance in var. cidaris, a tract of

transparent tissue, about 1.7 nun. broad, free from megascleres and flagellate

chambers, extentls from each of the here strongly contracted or evenly closed
oscules,

down

small cavities
to

1)6

In the axis of this tract a row of

into the interior of the sponge.

These

observed.

is

isolated, are

cavities,

which

100-150 /( broad, up to 350

/«

in the radial sections

and situated

long,

appear

close together.

towards the contracted oscule, they become smaller and scarcer.

Distally,

I

consider these rows of cavities as the reimiants of the lumen of the strong!}'

contracted oscular tubes.

The

skeleton

rhabd megascleres, microrhabtls,

consists of

acanthtyhi-sters with not very
rays,

and

aspitlasters.

asters in size

and ray-numlier, but with conical

in var. megarhabdu,

Some

numerous

sjiicules,

raj^s,

in all probability

I shall

which become very slender

which are particularly numerous
merely young stages of the

not therefore deal with them as a special

In var. cidaris aster-like rhabd-clustens have been observed.

of the

rhabd megascleres are

lating bundles (Plate

some

These

form A, are

ordinary acanthtylasters.
spicule fomi.

triaenes, large

rays, small oxyastcrs with

In several forms also asters, resembling the acanthtvl-

have been observed.

distally,

numerous

6, fig.

isolated, others

form more or

less

undu-

25a), which traverse the internal parts of the choano-

in a radial or, in the digitate

and lobose processes, longitudinal

direction,

and, on nearing the cortex, tend to assume a position vertical to the surface.

These bundles arc

in var.

megarhabda, form A, up to 100

forms most of the bundles are 10-40

/(

thick.

The

fi

broad.

In the other

Isroad bundles of var. mega-

rhabda, form A, appear to be flattened, band shaped; the narrow ones are cylin-

The

drical.

isolated rhabds arc, in the interior, quite irregularly scattered;

near the surface, just below the cortex, most of them usually assume a position

more or
rhalxls

less vertical to

is

The

the surface.

This radial arrangement of the subcortical

j^articularly well marketl in var. megarhabda,

form A.

asterose rhabtl-clusters of var. cidaris are scattered in the choanosome.

In var. megarhabda the armour

is

composed

chiefly of oliliquely or radially

situated microrhabds, aspidasters being relatively scarce and confined to

its
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In this variety numerous microrliabds also occur scattered

superficial part.
in the
is

In vars. typica and cidaris, on the other hand, the armour

choanosome.

chiefly

composed

and here the microrhabds are confined to

of aspidasters,

its

superficial part, except in the vicinity of the pores,

around which they form

mantles, extending right through the whole armour.

Sometimes the

microrhabd-bearing part of the armour-layer
then

it

consists of an outer zone

composed

superficial

stout and well developed, and

is

of paratangial microrhaljds

and an

inner zone of oblique and vertical (radial) microrhabds, lying al)o\'e and be-

Often, however, this microrhaljd-bearing

tween the outermost aspidasters.
outer armour-layer

is

insignificant,

mostly oblique microrhabds.

It

is

and then composed only
jjossible that

of relatively few,

the superficial jiarts of the

sponges presenting this appearance have been rubbed

The majority

ofT.

of the

microrhabds in the jiore-canal mantles are situated so that one of their ends
points obliquely

upward towards the centre

var. typica, particularly in

form B, a

fair

of the pore.

In some forms of

ijumber of microrhabtis were also found

scattered in the choanosome.

The cladomes

of the triaenes extend paratangentially just

or within its lower, fibrous layer; their

The

triaenes occuj)}- the interporal spaces

in var. typica,

number

A

form

of triaenes

lie

(Plate

6, fig.

below the cortex

rhabdomes are directed
and

in

some forms,

radially inward.

as for instance

27a), form well-defined groups, in which a

close together at the points of intersection of the inter-

jioral zones.

The acanthtylasters and
out the choanosome.
var. megarhabda,
thej' are verj'

choanosome.
canals.

Some

form A.

much

A

They

their oxyaster-like

are

young are scattered through-

most abuntlant

in

one of the specimens of

In some forms, as for instance in var. typica, foi'm B,

scarcer in the subcortical region than in the interior of the

great

many

acanthtylasters

lie

in the walls of the

choanosomal

of the rays of these usually protrude into the canal-lumen.

In

the walls of the remnants of the contracted oscular tubes of var. cidaris, above
referred to, the acanthtylasters stand particularly close together

veritable

pavement.

This local

acanthtylaster-density

the contraction of the surface on which,

is

and here form a

doubtless due to

when normally extended,

tliey are

jirobably distril)uted in the ordinary, not particularly dense manner.

The small oxyasters with numerous rays
subcortical cavities

and the walls

appear to be entirely absent.

are confined to the roofs of the

of the })ore-canals.

In the choanosome they

In the walls of the pore-canals, where they are

most numerous and sometimes form quite a dense

layer,

they extend right up

ERYLUS ROTUNDUS.
to within a short chstance of the outer surface.

megarhabda, form A,

The

any

to find

I failed

In one of the specimens of var.

of these asters in situ in the sections.

aspidasters take part in the formation of the cortical armour and are

found scattered in the choanosome.

also
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part of the armour

is

composed

In vars. iypica and cidaris the greater

of these spicules,

surrounding the pore-canals.

the mantles

which are here absent only in

Apart from these mantles, the

proximal (internal) part of the aimour in these varieties consists entirely of
In the distal (external) part of the armour microrhabds are usually

aspidasters.

added to the aspidasters, and sometimes the outermost part of the armour consists entirely of

Most

microrhabds.

paratangentially.

Under

of the aspidasters of the

under the sheltered parts of

which

it

Young and

also adult aspidasters are usually

Here they generally

choanosome.

much wider

long and broad but

lie in

faces are separated

from

it

cavities of the ground-substance, as

by apparently empty
fill

tissue,

may

spaces.

Seen en face the aspid-

these cavities completely, seen in profile they

and

in this case

from the surrounding

draw

of course

occupied possibly by some liquid, rich in

tissue,

The empty

cavities.

have been produced by the shrinkage of the

during the preservation of the sponges in alcohol, but they

natural,

mar-

with the ground-substance, while their

appear as narrow bars occupjdng the long axis of the oval
spaces at their sides

(external)

its distal

found scattered in the

(thicker) than the aspidasters, so that the

gins of the aspidasters are in contact

asters consequently appear to

layers,

In var. megarhabda the aspidasters

form only a small part of the armour and arc here confined to
part.

many

limit the cavities, extending into the inte-

only few layers or only a single layer.

rior,

armour are situated

exix)sed tracts of the surface they form

from which the

cell

may

also

be

secreted

silica

or cells building the aspidaster

their su]iply.

The rhabd

megascleres (Plate

5, figs.

11-23, 26-28a) are for the most part

simple amphioxes or ampliistrongyles, curved uniformly, or in the middle

more strongly than near the ends.

Occasionally style (Plate

17c)

5, fig.

ordinary amphioxes and amphistrongyles are 310-650

Of the amphioxes and

figs.

c/d«/-/s

long,

and 6-15

nearly

all

latter.

In the vars. mega-

the rhabds are sharp-pointed amphioxes (Plate 5,

19-23, 26-28a), blunt amphioxes and amphistrongyles (Plate

being rare.
(Plate

6, figs.

variety,

thick.

fi

amphistrongyles occurring together in the same speci-

men, the former are on the whole longer than the
rhabda and

/i

and

The

angularly bent or branched derivates of these rhabds have been observed.

In the forms

B

and C

14, 15, 17a) also

of var.

5,

fig.

18)

typica, sharp-pointed ampliioxes

preponderate; in the forms

A

and

D

on the other hand, the blunt rhabds (amphistrongyles) (Plate

of this
5,

figs.
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11-13, 16b) are

of the amphioxes, this was particularly observed in form
as amphistrongA-Ies, the blunt ends of
tips.

These

tips

may

B of var.

in var. cidaris.

The

cliiefly

typica,

appear

which are surmounted by small conical

be simple or teiTaced, telescope-like.

branched rhabd-derivates have
rhabda and

Some

more numerous than the sharp-pointed amphioxcs.

been observed

Angularly bent or

in furni

A

of var.

maja-

spicules of this kind in the last-named variety

appear as transitional forms connecting

its aster-like

rhabd-clusters with the

ordinary rhaljds.

The dimensions
sharp-i)ointed

and

of the

rhabd megasdercs and the relative frequency of the

and blunt ampliioxes and ampliistrongyles

varieties are tabulated below.

in the different

forms
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aster-like rhabd-clusters (Plate 7, figs. 4-10),

only in var. cidaris, are, in

They appear

rhabds.

as

my opinion,

which have

lieeii

fdviiul

to be considered as derivates of ordinary

smooth oxyasters, composed

of

from about

fifteen to

thirty concentric, straight rays fairly uniform in thickness, but differing exceed-

ingly in length,

and distributed very

irregularly.

From

four to ten of the rays

appear proj^erly developed; these are conical, more rapidly attenuated distally

The other

than proximally, and pointed.

and terminally rounded.

cylindrical,

raAs are rudimentary, very short,

These rudimentary rays together form a

kind of lobose centrum, from which the longer, pointed rays

125-180

clusters are

(i

longest one of the whole cluster

The branched amphioxes
which

I

70-100

is

(Plate

fi

figs.

7,

long and 9-13

fi

/.t

thick

and the

1-3) also occurring in this variety,

and the orcUnary rhabds,

They bear from one

thick.

/«

long.

consider as transitions between the clusters

are 410-520

The rhabd-

arise.

Their rays are 5-8

in total diameter.

to four straight

branch-rays.

The microrhabds

(Plate

6, fig.

27e; Plate

6, figs.

53a, 54a, 55, 56a, 57a, 60a, 61-73, 75a, 79) are for the

30-35; Plate

7, figs.

most part simple,

46-51,

isoactine,

gradually or rather abruptly pointed or, more rarely blunt, uniformly curved,

and usually

slightly centrotyle

amphioxes.

insignificant as to be hardly visible,

central thickening at

30-32; Plate

7, figs.

a distinct central
the tyle

is

(Plate

In the forms A, B, and

all.

7, fig.

tyle,

C of

never large,
spicules

33-35, Plate

47), the tyle

is

in

often so

to

have no

7, figs.

most of the microrhabds

7, figs.

is

6, figs-.

microrhabds have

In the microrhabds of var. cidaris (Plate

tyle.

6, figs.

seem

var. typica (Plate

46, 48-51, 53a, 54a, 55, 56a) nearly all the

not so well developed, and

rhabda (Plate

The

and many of these

75a, 79)

of var. mega-

57a, 66-73) and var. typica, form

hardly perceptible or absent altogether.

D

Besides

these regular, simple, and isoactine microrhabds a few anisoactine ones, with one
actine reduced in length

rays near one

entl,

have been oljserved

megarhabda, and in forna
1.5-7.5

p.

thick.

and rounded at the end, and a few with small branch-

Those

C

of var. typica.

both forms of var.

The microrhabds are 30-98

of var. megarhabda are considerably larger

averages of three 82.3-95.7 by 5.3-6.7

(maximum

in var. cidaris, in

/()

/i

long and

(maxinmm

than those of the other two varieties

averages of three 54-61.7 by 3-3.8 and 66.1 by 4.2 p respectively).
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fuurtcen rays 12-19

/(

and taper

At

distally.

rarely simply

end)

is,

rounded

in diameter.

off.

The

rays are, at the base, 0.5 2.4 a thick

an acanthtyle,

transverse diameter of the acanthtyle (rounded

inclusive of its spines, 0.5-4

quite smootli.

The

their ends they are usually thiekenetl to

This smooth part

The

/«.

may

basal part of the rays

be quite short, or

it

may

always

is

extend right up

Acanthtylasters with rays smooth

to the acanthtyle (the rounded, spiny end).

right up to the acanthtyle have been observed chiefly in var. typica, form A.

Usually the proximal one to two thirds of the rays are spineless, the remaining
distal j)art being either

number.

the spines towards the end of the ray

with numerous,

The

rough or provided with smaller or larger spines.

larger the spines, the fewer their

fairly large spines.

is

Frequently an increase in the

The acanthtyle

noticeable.

Most of the spines

ai)j)ear to

is

size of

covered

be conical and

pointed, but in var. meyarhabda, form A, acanthtylasters with cj'lindrical spines,

rounded at the end, have also been observeil.
usually
less

somewhat recurved.

The proximal

obliquely backward, the distal

The

spines of the acanthtyle are

sjiines are usually directed

obliquely

upward

antl

outward.

more or

On

the

whole the acanthtyle-spines have the appearance of short hair combed down
in all directions

vertical or,

more

from the apex.

The

spines on the other parts of the rays are

rarely, directed obliquely

outward.
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has been statetl aljove, that oxj-aster-hke spicules siiuihir in size and

It

ray-number to the

acantlitj'histers,

also occur in these sponges.

rhabda, form A, and

and

forms

in the

A

met with

antl

C

which

thicker

consider as the earliest

and

distally

The

oi var. typica.

in var. tnega-

in var. mcgarhabda,

appears bulbous.

known

Besides these spicules,

stages, others similar to them, but witli

rough rays, representing a later developmental stage, are

more or

Finally various asters of this kind occur, in which a

observed.

form B,

distal parts of the rays of these

Proximally the rays thicken considerably ami

asters arc cxccedingl\' slender.

I

consider a young form of the latter,

numbers

in smaller

abruptly, so that their basal part

which

I

These spicules are rather numerous

pronounced spiny thickening crowns the end of each ray.

less

These asters connect

Ihe sleniler-raj'cd oxj'asters with the true acanthtyhisters.

The smcdl many-rayed

^rc
up

uxyastcrs (Plate

6, fig. 1-lc;

Plate

7, figs.

52c, GOc, 7Gc)

without centiiim or have a slight central thickening, in var. (ypica, form A,
to 4

/t

in diameter.

There are frtjm eight to twenty-two, or more, usually

from fourteen to twenty, equal, concentric, and regularly distributed rays.

The

rays are, at the base, 0.4-0.9

at the end,

and then nearly

sharp pointed and more or

/(

thick

arc large

More

number.

end of the ray.
form A.
are a

is

The

little

throughout or only

They

are alwaj's
to be

indicated only by a certain roughness of

often, however, particularly in the larger oxyjisters, the spines

enough to be clearly made out.

Some

conical, either

Sometimes the spines are too small

less spiny.

discerned as sucli and their presence
the rays.

and

cylindrical in their basal part.

The

larger the spines, the fewer their

of the spines frequently f(M-m a verticil

some distance below the

Oxyasters of this kind were chiefly observed in var. typica,

total

diameter of the oxyasters

is

7-17

p.

smaller than those of the other two varieties.

Those

A

of var. typica

few asters were

observed which ajjpeared as transitions between these oxyasters and the acantlitylasters.
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smooth discs with more or less continuous margin (Phate 7, fio-s. 22
23)
the whole of the surface, the margin as well as the faces, of the disc
small
excrescences then make their appearance, and these grow out to form the
protuberances above described.
tion of

On

LOCALITIES AND NATURE OF ENVIRONMENT.
VAR. MEG.\RHABDA LENDKNFELD.
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thirteen sponges described above obviously form a systematic, though

The
far

from a homogeneous, group, the specimens comprising

it

differing not incon-

siderably from each other in several respects.

In three specimens the cortical

composed

it

armour

is

chiefly

and confined to

composed

its

of microrhabtls, the aspiclasters in

being but few

In the other ten the cortical armour

external part.

and the microrhabds which take part

chiefly of aspidasters,

formation are confined to the external

In

part.

tlie

three

is

in its

specimens the

microrhabds are considerably larger and the acanthtylasters and aspidasters
smaller than in the ten.

Among

oxyastci-s antl relatively thinner
sesses aster-like rhabd-clusters,

one which has smaller

is

than the others, and which pos-

a kind of spicule not observed

Thus three secondary groups, megarhabda (armour

others.

of microrhabds,

A

these ten there

a.spitl:i.stei-s

in

any

chiefly

of the

composed

microrhabds large, aspidasters small), typica (armour chiefly

composed

of aspidasters, microrhabds small, aspidasters large, with(Xit rhabd-

clusters),

and

(armour

cidaris

chiefly

composed

microrhabds

of aspidasters,

small, asjiitlasters large, with rhabd-clusters) can be distinguished.

Two

of the

specimens of group megarhahda, which come from the south

coast of l\Iolokai, are fairly identical, while the third, which comes from the
coast of Kauai, has a
rhal)(ls,

more grajish

colour, smaller rhal)d megascleres

and micro-

considerably larger triaenes, larger oxyastei-s, and thinner aspidasters.

Thus two somewhat

different

forms (A and B) are contained in the group

megarhabda.
In five of the nine specimens of grouj) typica most of the rhabd megascleres
are amphistrongyles or \-ery blunt am{)hioxes;
spicules are sharp-j^ointed amphioxes.

Four

in the

other four most of these

of the five specimens with chiefly

amphistrongyle rhalxl megascleres, which come from the south coast of Molokai, are fairly identical

east coast of Hawaii,
in shape,
tyle, for

and

with each other; the

is

fifth,

which comes from the north-

not like these, massive, lobose, but elongate, digitate

having a much lighter colour, thicker rhabd megascleres,

the most part simple amphiox microrhabds,

relatively thiimer aspidasters.

pointed rhabd megascleres, which

all

somewhat

Of the four specimens with

come from the coast

less centro-

larger euasters
chiefly sharp-

of Kauai, three (from

Station 4024) are fairly identical, while the fourth (from Station 4128) has a
lighter colour, slightly larger microrhabds,

longer, considerably broader

and D) are contained

in the

The surroundings

and thinner

much

smaller acanthtylasters and

aspidasters.

Thus

four forms (A, B, C,

group typica.

of all the different forms of the

same group must have

—
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been different to a certain extent, since they were found at different stations.

For

this reason,

and because the

their pecuUarities

than of germinal

more

individual (somatic) adaptations

A

and B,

differences

group megarhabda, and

in the

different groups

in the surroundings, since specimens belonging to

were repeatedly captured together, at one and the same

This and their general nature lead

tion.

which these groups

sta-

to consider the peculiarities,

by

not as mere somatic adaptations but as germinal

differ,

considerable, these differences are, in

more than

me

Although most probably germinal

characters.

The

and

four, A, B, C,

between the groups are much greater, and can hardh' be

due to differences

directl}'

no greater systematic value than that

group typica, can be attached to them.

in the

The

between them are not great and

qualities, I think that

of local forms, two,

D,

differences

in the character of

my

in nature

and certainly not

in-

opinion, nevertheless insufficient for

varietal distinction.

characters of the three varieties are the ft)llowing:
Var. megarhabda.

Cortical

armour composed

cliiefly

mostly sharp pointed, blunt forms rare;

330-650 by 6-13

/t.

megascleres

Rhabd-clusters

Microrhalids gradually and sharply pointed, central tyle small or ab-

absent.
sent;

Rhabd

of microrhabds.

43-98 by 3-7.5

/i.

rhabdome 170-370

Triaenes;

pL

cladome 160-

long;

in diameter.
350 n broad. Acanthtylasters with three or more rays; 12-27
Oxyasters 7.5-17 /i in diameter. Aspidasters 55-66 by 46-59 by 4.6-8.8 ^«; averpt.

age proportion of length to breadth to tliickness 100: 90.5: 10.3.

South coast of Molokai

;

coast of Kauai.
Var. typica.

Cortical

armour composed

chiefly

of

aspidasters.

sharp pointed or blunt amphioxcs, or ampliistrongj'les
Rhabd-clusters absent.

/L

broad.

Rhabd

megascleres

310-570 by 0-15

//.

Microrhabds variously pointed or blunt, with or with-

out central tyle; 30-66 by 1.5-4

ome 150-400

;

jn.

Triaenes;

rhabdome 200-220

/i

Acanthtylasters with three or more rays;
Aspidasters 50-77

long; clad-

15-31

//

in

by 48-70 by

diameter.

Oxyasters 7-16

4.4-7.8

average proportion of length to breadth to thickness 100:94:10.5.

fi;

/j.

in diameter.

South coast of Molokai; coast

of

Kauai; northeast coast of Hawaii.
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Cortical

armour composed

180

of

Rliabcl

asj)i(lasters.

440-050

S 12

Iiy

megascleres

Rhalxl-ckisters 125-

/(.

Microrliabds gradually and sharply ])ointed, more or less centro-

,H Ions;;.

32-50 by 2-4.5

tyle;

chiefly

amjihioxes;

chiefly sharp-pointed

rhabdome lSO-190

Triaenes;

/«.

cladome 300-

long;

/«

440 n broad. Acanthtylasters with two or more rays; 12-31 /t in diameter.
Aspidasters 65 75 by 62-69 by 5-7 /<; average
Oxy;i.sters 8-14 /( in diameter.
])roportion of length to breadth to thickness ]0():U(i:0.2.

South coast of Mohjkai.

The

structure of the canal-system and s])iculation of tliese sponges clearly

show that they belong

They

to Erylus.

differ consideral^ly

from

of this genus previously descrilied, l)y the nearly circular shajie

^

size of their a.s]iidasters

and other characters.

rliabds being amjihistrongyle insteatl of

much

relatively

thicker,

ally being larger

and

jiartly

and much

such an extent, that

it

5,

fi.i.'s.

must be considered

G-IO, 24, 25 29; Plate

6, figs.

size.

The name
The sponge

truncate, inverted cone.

It

is

sp.

nov.

2().

2S, 29;

1-12,

ligs.

surface

is

micro-

its s])icules

Plate

gener-

from E. rolundus to
from

7,

it.

11-15, 31-41, 71, 77,

fi!,'.s.

l.-)-2().

is

mm.

29) aj^pears as a broad, low,

fig.

6,

The base

high.

of the cone,

iiT(>gularly oval in outline,

broad.

Its elevated

summit

margin

The base

6 nmi. thick, and jxartly divided into lobes.
corres])onds to the truncate

its

refers to its caliculate shape.

(riate

mm.

33

the upper side of the s])onge,

middle, 47 iron, long, and 36

-K!, 19-2:5,

the species

aspidasters being larger,

and by

in sluqje,

the species

a sjiecimen obtained on the northeast coast of

I establish this species for

Shape and

its

sjiecifically cUstinct

calicu'.atus,

1

Plale S,

7S, SO;

Hawaii (Station 4062).

amphiox, by

reniform

is

being caliculate, by

stouter, this si:)onge differs

Erylus
Plate

Their nearest ally

By its shape

here described as Erylufi caliculutus.

all

and the small

which forms

depressed in the
is

rounded, about

of attachment,

of the cone, metisures 30

uneven and covered with shallow grooves, 0.5-1

which

by 18 mm.

mm.

broad.

The
These

Nu-

grooves are particularly well market! on the protruding marginal lobes.

merous small

circular i)ores,

sides of the sponge.

these are not so

The

up

to 0.3

1

mm.

in diaineter, are scattered

Apertures occur also on

numerous and

less

largest of these ajMcal a])ertures,

measure

mm.

in diameter.

uniform

which

The margin

I
is

its

depressed upper face,

in size

am

than those on the

inclinetl to

free

over the

from

but

sides.

consider as oscules,

i)ores.

ERYLUS CALICULATUS.
Tlie colour of the sponge (in spirit)

The
tains

suj^erficial jjart of

the Ijody

an aspidaster-armour and

is

dirty white.

is

differentiated to form a coHex which con-

is

about 65

ft

thick.

The, probably efferent, apertures on the depressed, terminal

Canal-system.

by sphincter-membranes.

face of the sponge are surrounded

chambers (Plate

311

more or

28, 29) are

6, figs.

less spherical

and

The

1.5-22

flagellate
ji

in

diam-

eter.

The skdelon

consists of

slender-rayed

tylasters,

Some

of tlie

lated

and scattered.

rhabd megascleres, microrhabds,

oxyasters,

small

triaenes, acanth-

and

oxysphaerasters,

rhabd megascleres form bundles (Plate

The bundles extend from

6, fig.

the base

aspidasters.

26a), others are iso-

upward and outward;

on nearing the surface they curve, where necessary, so as to abut steeply or
vertically

on the cortex.

The dadomes

of the triaenes extend paratangentially

just

below the cortical armour, their rhabdomes being directed radially inwards.

The

triaenes

occupy the interporal spaces (Plate

6, fig.

23) and often form well-

The microrhabds

defined groups at the intersections of the interporal zones.

form a thin

and occuj^y the

superficial layer overlying the aspidaster-armour

mantles surrounding the cortical canals, chiefly their outer parts farthest from
the lumen.

The

A

few microrhabds are also found scattered in the choanosome.

acanthtj'lasters

and the slender-rayed oxyasters, which

young acanthtylasters, are numerous
right

up

in all parts of the

and even into the mantles

to the cortex

latter I consider as

choanosome and extend

of the cortical canals.

small oxysphaerasters are confined to the subcortical region and the
of the cortical canals, on the inner surface of

The

ous.

armour

Some

asjiidasters

which they are often

occupy the proximal and middle parts

numer-

of the cortical

in dense masses, leaving only the mantles of the cortical canals free.

as{3idasters also occur scattered in the

choanosome.

the armour are mostly situated paratangentially.
cortical canals,

Most

6, figs.

24a, 25a),

as ampliistrongyles.

A

many

more strongly
/I

aspidasters in
of

the

few blunt styles (Plate

24, 25) are

very blunt amphi-

Most

5, fig.

of the

24c) and branched rhabd,

rhabds are more or

in their central part than at their ends.

long and 10-19

/t

longest and thickest being 723

The mia-orhabds

6, figs.

indeed so blunt that they can be considered

derivates have also been observed.

410-850

The

Next the mantles

however, they often assume other positions.

of the rhahd megascleres (Plate

oxes (Plate

usually

cjuite

The

mantles

(Plate

thick, the average measurements

by 18

less

curved,

The rhabds

are

of the three

/l/.

6, figs. 1, 2,

4a, 5a;

Plate

7, figs.

74a, 77a, 78, 80)
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more or

are centrotyle amphistrongyles, usually

attenuated towards the

less

are generally slightly curved, the curvature being uniform

They

rounded ends.

near the ends than in the middle.

or, rarely, greater

Most

of these spicules

are isoactine, anisoactine forms with one actine reduced in length being

with only exceptionally.
close to the tyle,

3-5

fx

are 39-52

The microrhabds

The

/t.

tyle

0.3-1

is

more

/(

met

long and, near the middle,

measurements

thick, the average

and thickest being 51 by 4.8

/t

of the three longest

diameter

in transverse

than the adjacent parts of the spicule.
Besides these regular microrhabds, branched microrhabd-derivates have

In these spicules two

been observed in small numbers.

or, rarely,

more, short,

terminally rounded or, exceptionally, pointed branch-rays arise from a point

a

little

In one of these spicules such branch-ra)'s

below one end of the spicule.

When

were observed at both ends.

there are two branch-rays they usually

stand opposite each other in a straight line which intersects the axis of the
spicule at

The

60°.

an angle of 40 to

triaenes (Plate

6-10; Plate

5, figs.

6, fig.

Their

23) are orthotriaenes.

rhabdome is straight, conical, 200-300 n long, and, at the cladomal end, 13-20 //
thick.
The clades are 125-220 // long, usually simple, and slightly and irreguRarely one clade bears a short branch-ray.

larly curved.

The breadth

angles of 87-98° with the rhabdome.

The
Plate

acanthtylasters (Plate

8, figs.

more

more

rays are equal or one or

usually crowned

is

distal parts

210-380

is

7, figs.

them reduced

either quite

a good

1-5

The

thick

length.

ft.

74, 77b;

/£

The

in transverse diameter.

The

arise.

/z

long.

off.

their central

The acanthtyle (rounded end)

one observed was 1.5

distal end,

The

The

basal part of

spines are usuallj^ conical, sharp pointed,

largest

The

The properly

and taper towards the

smooth or bears a few spines; from

many spines

covered with spines.
siderable size.

is

fi

in

acanthtyle, rarely simply rounded

by an

acanthtyle or rounded end
the raj's

clades enclose

rarely, irregularly distributed rays.

of

developed rays are, at the base, 1.5-4.5
is

Plate

4b, 5b, 6-13, 29;

6, figs.

The

cladome

2-12) usually have from four to eight, rarely only two or three,

concentric and regularly or,

which

of the

is

and

and

densely
of con-

spines arising

from the acanthtyle (rounded end) are generally very markedly recurved and in

combed down

their position resemble short flexible hair

the apex of the acanthtyle (rounded end).

down

in all directions

are either vertical or directed obliquely outward or inward.

diameter of the acanthtjiasters
of the rays

and acanthtjdes

are,

is

17-50

from

Those arising from the rays farther

fx.

on the whole,

The

total

This dimension and also the size
in inverse proportion to the ray-

ERYLUS CALICULATUS.
number.

This proportional correlation

is,

however, not a uniformly regular one,

for while the three- to five-rayed acanthtylasters
in size,

313

and

their parts are nearly equal

and the same applies to the seven- and eight-rayed

siderable dimensional differences between the two-

and six-rayed, and
correlation

two

six-

and seven-rayed ones.

steep, step-like falls

five-

In a curve representing this

would interrupt the general descent.

The

and seven- to

eight-

diniensions of the two-rayed, three- to five-rayed, six-rayed,

rayed acanthtylasters are tabulated below.

.\CANTHTYLASTERS.
Ray-number

ones, there are con-

and three-rayed, the
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avprago proportion of length to breadth to thickness
reniform aspidasters (Plate

is

vnse similar to the broad-oval to circular ones, the margin

This incision

usually lying on one of the broader sides.
ficant (Plate 7,

(Plate

it

may

In the

which are other-

incised at a point

is

may

be quite insigni-

extend far into the interior of the spicule
aspidasters have similar dimensions to the

The reniform

21).

fig.

6,

39) or

fig.

100:95:15.

21, 22; Plate 7, figs. 38-41),

6, figs.

broad-oval or circular ones, but are somewhat narrower, some not more than

63

jj.

The

broad.

surface of the adult aspidaster

protruding rays, 1.8-4
spines,

and usually

of protruding rays
7, figs.

also

is

Plate

7,

from their apical

arise

On some

8, figs.

Plate

19;

fig.

6,

some spines

very variable.

32-35, 38-40;

others (Plate

covered with short, truncate,

These rays bear terminal

thick.

/j

is

faces.

aspidasters (Plate

16) they are few and

15,

figs.

verticils of lateral

36, 37, 41;

Plate

The number

6, fig.

17 20) very

figs.

8,

20; Plate

far between, in

numerous and, although usually distributed rather irregularly, nowhere \-ery
far apart.

The

3-oungest stages of the aspidasters (Plate

7,

fig.

31;

appear as discs composed of slender rays radiating from a

The
in

great majority of these rays are as long as the radius of the disc,

one plane, and extenil from the centre to the margin of the

by the long rays (Plate

way

8,

fig.

1).

(Plate

6, fig.

22),

ance.

It seems,

(Plate

6, fig.

forms which

o

priori,

Plate

later,

nearly

few are

same

in the

and become smooth

discs

probable that the aspidasters with few protuberances

7, figs.

by the

Plate

8, figs.

aspidasters with but few of

the aspidasters with

32-35, 38-40;

Plate

8, figs.

15, 16) are

young

accession of further protul)erances, are converted into

numerous protruding rays (Plate

the aspidasters with
;

lie

on the surface of which protruding rays later make their appear-

20;

36, 37, 41

1)

centre.

disc occupied

These ray-aggregations grow

as in Erylus rotundus, described in detail, p. 306,

fig.

8,

A

disc.

and these are situated obliquely to the plane of the

iiiuch shorter,

figs.

Plate

common

many

17-20).

them seem

of

6,

fig.

19;

Plate

7,

Since, however, the proti-uding ra)'s of the

them, this

to be

on the whole larger than those of

somewhat

is

doul)tful.

This sponge was caught with the tangles on the northeast coast of Hawaii,
Station 4062, Kauhola Light, S. 69°

206 m. (83-113

f.);

it

15',

E. 6.9' on July IS, 1902; depth 152-

grew on a bottom

of coral, volcanic sand,

sliclls,

and

Foraminifera.

The

structure of the canal-system and the spiculation of this sponge clearly

show that
described

it

belongs to Erylus.

it differs

From

all

the species of this genus previously

considerably by the partly broad-oval to circular, partly

ERYLUS CALICULATUS.
reniform shape, and the small size of

From

Eryliis rotundus.
is

its

this E. caliculutus

aspidasters.
is
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It is nearest allied to

distinguished

by the shape, which

massive lobose to digitate in E. rotundus and caliculate in E. caliculatus;

by the microrhabds, which are amphiox
the latter;

by the

and oval or

circular in E. rotundus

and absolutely

in part also reniform in E. caliculatus;

smaller and

much

in the former

and amplaistrongyle

in

aspidasters which are absolutely smaller, relatively thinner,

less

larger, relatively thicker,

and by the

spicules generally

robust in E. rotundus than in E. caliculatus.

and

which are

II.

GENERAL SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT OF THE GENERA,
AND VARIETIES FROM THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

SPECIES,

Erylidae.
Teti'axonitla with

composed

rhabd and teloclade megasderes, and a

of a.spidasters

and

superficial

armour

Euasters are always present in the

microrlialjds.

^choanosome.
For the present

I

place only one genus, Erylus, in this family.

ERYLUS Gray.
Witli uiiiporal afferents

and

unii)oral efferents or larger tjscules.

Without

ana- or protriaenes.

Twenty-two

sj)ecies are

known.

Eight of these occur

SUMMARY OF THE SPECIES FOUND
A,

The

large

A2

The
A3

Til!':

Ocean.

PACIFIC OCEAN.

choanosomal euasters are oxyasters.

teloelades are orthoplagiotriaenes.

The microrhabds have pointed
E. placenta Thiele.

B3

I\

in the Pacific

The microrhabds

ends.

E. monticularis Kirkpatricli;.

are amiihistroiigyle centrotj'les.

E. decumbens Lindgrcn.

Bo

The

teloelades are cliiefly dicliotriaenes.

E. oxyaster Lendenfeld.
B,

The

large

choanosomal euasters are

acantht\-lastei"s.

Ao

The asi)idasters are about twice

as long as broad.

B2

The

E. nobilis Thiele.

E.

sollasii

aspidastei-s are nearly as

Lendenfeld.

broad as long.

E. rotundus Lendenfeld, var. megarhabda Lendenfeld, var. typica

Lendenfeld, var. cidaris Lendenfeld.

1'].

calieulatus Lendenfeld.

ERYLUS DECU]\IBENS.
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Erylus placenta Thiele.
5, plate

Zoologica, 1S9S, 24, p.

mm.

Incrusting, 2-3

Amphioxes:

30 n

/I

80-90 by 18

In

6, fig. 1

spirit

Le.vdenfeld,

a-h.

:

:

1903.19,

p. S7.

reddish gray.

rhabdome

curved,

slightly

Tierreioli,

/t;

sometimes much shorter,

500, clades 270

/t

long.

abruptly pointed centrotyle amphioxes;

Oxyasters: three to six, most frequently four rays; each ray 20-

long.

Oxysphaerasters:

Aspidasters:

plate

thick.

Orthotriaenes

Microrhabds:

long.

1;

mostly 700-800 by about 15

only half as long.

25-50

fig.

1,

centrum about

whole aster 10

pL

in diameter.

oval, very frequently with incised margin, irregular;

170-200 by

5,

fi.

Northwestern

Japan: Kagoshima Bay.

Pacific.

Erylus monticularis KiRKP.vxnrcK.

Ann. mag.

nat. hist., 1900, ser.

7, 6, p.

351, plate 14,

fig.

3 a-h.

Pale brown.

Thin, incrusting.

Amphioxes: 210 by 10

rhabdome Q

Orthotriaenes,

/«.

thick;

/x

clades 186

/t

long.

Microrhabds: amphiox; 40-80 by 1-3

diameter 18 30

Small

/i.

about 12 rays; total cUameter 10
Funafuti

Central Pacific.

/i.

tylasters (chiasters,
,«.

Oxyasters:

Kirkpatrick)

Aspidasters: 150

/x

:

about 6 rays; total
with small centrum;

long, 114

/t

broad.

Islet.

Erylus decumbens Lindgren.
Zool. anz. 1S97, 20, p. 48.5.

Zool. jalirb. Syst., 189S, 11, p. 338, plate 20,

Erylus euaslriim (Schmidt) Lendenfeld, Tierreich, 1903, 19,

Incrusting, 3

mm.

Surface black, interior gray.

high.

Amphioxes: one end often blunt, 0.8

rhabdome 420 by 28

//;

fig. 1.

p. 86.

mm. by

24

/x.

Orthophujiotriaenes:

clades curved, concave to rhabdome, 280 /tlong; clade-

angles nearly 90° (according to text), 104° (according to figure).

curved, centrotyle amphistrongyles, 60 by 6

Mia-orhabds:

two to

five

smooth

total diameter 10

Formerly
Stelletta

I

rays;

fi.

was

each ray 24

/<

long.

Sphaerasters

:

/i.

Oxyasters:

numerous

rays;

Aspidasters: oval,

some with incisions; 182 by 120 by 28

inclined

to consider this species as identical with

(loc. cit.)

//.

euastrum Schmidt (1868) and Erylus cylindrigenis Ridley (1884), but the

reexamination has

made me

Lindgren's name.

Western

Pacific: Java.

doubtful on this point, so that I

now

revert to

EHYLUS SOLLASII.

31S

Erylus oxyaster Lendenfeld.
Ante,

JOS.

p.

Inspirit: brown, part of

Massive with Idbosc or digitate protulxTanccs.
the surface Hghter than the rest.

Amphioxes: pointed, rarely blunt: 1.8-2.9

mm. by

1.9-2.3

60-105

dimensions similar to the amphioxes, rare.

mm. by 75-90

/r,

elades 0.7

mm.

60-85

/(.

long; clade-angles 109-120°.

Plagiotriaenes: rare;

long; clade-anglos 109-112°.

by 70-105

rlialxlonie 0.6-1.6 nmi.

mm. by

Styles:

rare;

Angularly bent and branched rhabd-derivatcs: in

/i.

/<;

main

rhabdome

0.9

Dichotriaenes:

250-400, end chides 40-450 n

clatles

with the elades

Irregular dichntriaene-derivatcs:

reduced in number or the rhabdome reducetl in length; rare.

Mkrorhdbds: more or
strongyles;

•with a

curved, centrotyle, generally isoactine amphi-

less

31-47, rarely up to 93

cal rays;

total

diameter 10-90

/t

Aspidasters

/i.

the ordinary oval ones 208-243

lar;

long, 3.5-4.5

usually

oval, rarely roundish or irregu-

:

by 125-150 by 30-40

Galapagos Islands: 0° 50'

Eastern Pacific.

Oxyastcrs:

thick.

/x

one to twenty or more perfectly smooth, coni-

slight central thickening;

S.,

/£.

89° 36'

W.

"Albatross"

.Station 2809.
Erylus nobilis Thiei.e.
Abharuil. Seiiclcenb.

si'si-ILsi-li.,

1900, 25, p. 48,

pl.-ite

J,

Lendenfeld.

17.

fis;.

Tierreioh,

1903, 19,

p. S5.

Irregularly cylindrical.

Wliite; in the interior brownish.

Amphioxes: rather abruptly pointed

rhabdome 600 by 40

/<;

elades 250

/j

;

nearly

Microrhabds: centrotyle amphistrongyles
ters:

most frequently seven rays

;

each ray 20

sometimes irregular; 190 by 90-100 by 40

Western

Pacific.

1

mm. by

30

/(.

Ortliolriaenes:

long, slightly curved.
;

/;

about 48
long.

l\y

6

/(.

Acaulhtylna-

Aspidasters: oval, outline

/(.

Tcrnate.
Erylus soUasii Lendenfeld.
.Vnte,

p.

.'7-.'.

Irregularly massive, with lobo.se, gyriform, or sliort digitate processes.
spirit:

In

whitish to chestnut-brown or purplish brown; one part of the surface

sometimes darker than the

rest.

Blunt amphioxes: 425-980 by 8-24
strongyles,

and

styles of sinailar

/<.

Sharp-pointed amphioxes, amphi-

dimension; rare.

Orthoplagiotriaenes:

rhabdome

ERYLUS ROTUNDUS.
140-520 by 8-22
morphic;

main

cladcs,

in

//.,

rarely reduced in length

clades simple or bifurcate;

and thickened; cladomes very poly-

simple clades 120-300 /(long; bifurcate

clades 70-270, end clades 10-160

some specimens

3I9

/t

long;

clade-anglcs 86-116°;

the triaene-clades are simple, in some the majority are

all

simple, the minority bifurcate, in

some the majority

are bifurcate.

Microrhabds: curved, centrotyle, pointed; 30-78 by 2.5-5

and branched microrhabd-derivates:

two

asters:

oval,

to fourteen or

more

of

dimensions;

similar

rays;

total

Anisoadine

/i.

Acanthtyl-

rare.

diameter 10-38

Aspidasters:

/i.

rounded rhomboidal, or irregular with lobose marginal protuberances

156 by 55-82 by 7.4-14

Hawaiian Islands: south coast

Central Pacific.

95-

;

/(.

Stations 3847, 3848, 3849; northeast coast

.of

"Albatross"

of Molokai.

Hawaii.

"Albatross" Stations

4055, 4062.
Erylus rotundus Lendenfeld.
.\nte, p. 2"J0.

somewhat

Massive, oval or
tuberances.

brown

irregular,

with lobose, gyriform, or digitate pro-

Surface usually more or less rugose.

l^urjilish black,

In

surface dirty wliite to purj)lish

in tlie interior;

one part of the surface often

much

spirit

dirty white to light

:

brown or purplish gray or

darker than the

rest.

Some-

times with whitish sjwts, marking the position of the pores, on the darker parts
of the surface.

Rhabd

megasclercs

:

sharp-point etl amphioxes, blunt amjjhioxes, or

phistrongyles, variously combined, 310-650 by 6-15

and branch-bearing rhabd-derivates:

of

similar

11.

Styles,

dimensions;

rare.

rhabd-clustcrs: four to ten conical, irregularly distributed, longer,

of very short rudimentary, cylindrical, terminally

125-180

by 6-12

/.(;

/(;

only

in variety cidaris.

am-

anyuhniy bent
Aster-like

and a number

rounded rays; total diameter

rhabdome 170-370

Orthoplayiotriaenes:

clades often slightly, irregularly curved; 80-270

f^i

long; clade-angles

90-107°.
Alicrorhabds:

30-98 by 1.5-7.5
Acanthtylasters:

slightly
/t;

cur^Td, variously but generally sharply pointed;

with or without central

two

tyle,

eight to twenty-two or more, conical, spined rays;

Aspidasters: broad oval to circular; 50-77

Central Pacific.

east coast of Hawaii.

small.

Small oxyasters:

/«.

total

by 46-70 by

Hawaiian Islands: south coast

Station 3849; coast of Kauai.

when present

the latter

to fourteen rays; total diameter 12-31

diameter 7-17

4.4-8.8

/«.

pt.

of Molokai.

"Albatross"

"Albatross" Stations 3982, 4024, 4128; north-

"Albatross" Station 4061.

ROTUNDUS

EPvYLUS
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Erylus rotundus

v:ir.

VAR. CIDARIS.

megarhabda Lende.nfeld.

Ante, p. 309.

Cortical

composed

ai'iiiour

rhabdome 170-370

Orthoplagiotrioenes:

absent.

Rhahd mcgasderes

microrhabtls.

chiefly of

blunt forms rare; 330-650

mostly sharp pointed;

6-13

bj'

Rhabd-clusicrs

/t.

cladome 160-350

long;

/t

Miavrhabds: gradually and sharply pointed; 43-98 by 3-7.5

broad.
tral tj'le

small or absent.

Small oxyaders: 7.5-17

59 by 4.6-S.8

/;.

/i

:

/(

cen-

12-27

raj's;

Aspidusters 55-66

in diameter.

Hawaiian Islands: south coast

Central Pacific.

more

Acanthtylasters with three or

in diameter.

/t;

fi

by 46-

"Albatross"

of Molokai.

"Albatross" Station 3982.

Station 3S49; coast of Kauai.

Erylus rotundus vur. typica Lendbnfeld.

Ante,

armour comjX)sed

Cortical
sliarj)

i^ointed or blunt

Rh(d)d-clusten: absent.

p.

309.

chiefly

Rhahd

aspidasters.

of

rhabdome 200-220

Triacnes:

megascleres:

310-570 by 6-15

amphioxes, or amphistrongylcs;

pi.

cladome 150-

long,

/.i

400 n broad. Micwrhabds: variously jjointed or blunt, with or without central
Acanthtylasters: with three or more rays; 15-31 ja in
tyle; 30-66 by 1.5-4 fi.
Oxyasters:

diameter.

7-16

Aspidasteis: 50-77

in diameter.

_«

by 48-70 by

4.4-7.8 fL

Central

Pacific.

Hawaiian Islands:

east coavst of Hawaii.

south

"Alba-

coast of Molokai.

"Albatross" Stations 4024, 4128; north-

tross" Station 3849; coast of Kauai.

"Albatross" Station 4061.
Erylus rotundus var. cidaris Lknuenfeld.

Antf,

Cortical

armour composed

rhabdome 180-190

/(

8-14

/(

in diameter.

Central Pacific.
Station 3849.

by 8-12

long,

gradually and sharply pointed,
Acanthtylasters: with

310.

chiefly of aspidasters.

sharji-pointed ami)hioxes; 440-650

Triaenes:

p.

fi.

cladome 300-440

more or

less

two or more rays; 12-31
Aspidasters 65-75
:

Rhahd

/<

chiefly
;i

long.

M icrorhabds

32-50 by 2-4.5

in diameter.

coa.st of

:

125-180

:

broad.

centrotyle;
/x

by 62-69 by 5-7

Hawaiian Islands: south

megascleres

Rhabd-clustcrs

/£.

Small oxyasters:

fi.

Molokai.

"Albatross"

ERYLUS CALICUTATUS.
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Erylus caliculatus Lendenfeld.

Ante,

Inverted conical, caliculate.

In

3in.

p.

spirit: dirty white.

Blunt amphioxes and amphistrongyles: 410-850 by 10-19

rhabdome 200 300 by 13-20
Mia'orhabds:
the ends

;

centrotyle

39-52 by 3-5

//.

/i;

clades 125-220

amphistrongj-les,

Acanthtylasters

or three rays; total diameter 17-50
or

more

//.

:

or,

tross" Station 4062.

/i.

Orthotriaenes:

clade-angles 87-98°.

usually attenuated

towards

Small oxysphaerasters: ten to twenty
fi

in diameter.

Aspidaslers:

not so frequently, reniform; the broad-oval to circular

ones 72-88 by 67-77 by 10.6-12.8
Central Pacific.

long;

usually four to eight, rarely only two

rays; centi*um 4-5.5, whole aster 9-18

broad-oval to circular,

/i

/t;

the reniform ones often narrower.

Hawaiian Islands: northeast coast

of Hawaii.

"Alba-

DISTRIBUTION.

III.

If

the fauna of the Pacific so far as

that of other regions,

Some

it is

.seen

that

relates to the Erylidae

its

single

of tlie Pacific species are simihir to sj^ecies

not a single one appeal's to

l)e

The range

sj^ecies,

of the Pacific species

With the exception
at various j)oints

is,

of Erylus rotundus

cnrnpared with
in

both.

found outside the Pacific, but

that

any
is

ultra-Pacific one.

36

%,

occur in the Pacific.

so far as at [^resent

and E.

is

genus Eryhis occurs

really identical with

Eight of the twenty-two knowii

^

it

sollasii,

known, not

great.

which ha^•e been obtained

on the coasts of the Hawaiian Islands,

all

the Pacific species

are recorded from one locality only.

The majority

of species, the Pacific as well as those of other regions, are

tropical or subtrojiical.

It is

remarkable that no specimen of Erylus has hitherto

been found nn the west coast of the American continent.

The

horizontid distribution of

tlie

EaMtrn

Pacific species

I'acific

is:

Inlands.

Erylus oxyaster.

Galapagos.
Central Pacifir Islaml.s:

Erylus monticularis.
"

sollasii.

"

rotundus.

"

cahculatus.

Funafuti.

Hawaiian Islands.
"

Southeastern Asiatic Islands.

Erylus decumbens.
"

Java.

Ternate.

nobilis.

Xortlieastern Asiaiir Islands.

Erylus placenta.
All the Pacific species

have been found

Japan.
in rather

shallow water.

IV.

station

LIST OF STATIONS.

^.

>^

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

;

Erylus

— Transverse section

;

1-48.

dark specimen from South Molokai (race

mm.:
monaxonid symbiont attached

II);

mag-

phot. Zeiss, planar 50

nified 7.5;

a, corte.N;
2.

of a lamellar part of a large

;;

Lendenfeld.

sollasii

Figums
1.

;

;

b,

choanosome;

c,

to one side of the Erylus.

— Part the surface of a large whitish specimen from South Molokai (race form C) magnified
planar 50 mm.
phot.
section occupied by numerous large spherical granular
— Subcortical portion a
of

I,

;

7.5;

Zeiss,

3.

of

radial

cells,

of a

large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II); haemitoxylin; magnified 200; phot. Zeiss,

apochr.

8,

compens.

oc. 6.

— Part of a radial section through the choanosome of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race
haematoxylin; magnified 200; phot.
apochr.
compens.
5-12. — Apical views of cladomes of triaenes; magnified 100; phot.
compens.
apochr.
4.

Zeiss,

II);

oc. 6.

S,

Zeiss,

5, of a

triaene with one simple

and two bifurcate clades

of a large

16,

oc. 6;

dark specimen from .South Molo-

kai (race II);
6,

of a regular dichotriaene with very short end clades of a large dark specimen from South Molokai
(race II);

7,

of a regular plagiotriaene of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II)

which one end clade of each of the three pairs is reduced,
from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D)
9, of a regular dichotriaene with long end clades of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from
northeast Hawaii (race I, form D);
10, of a triaene with one trifurcate and two bifurcate clades of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen
8, of

an irregular dichotriaene-derivate

in

of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen

from northeast Hawaii (race
11, of

12, of

(race

13-26.

I,

form D);

a regular plagiotriaene of a large whitish specimen from South Molokai (race I, form C);
a regular plagiotriaene of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii
I,

form D).

— Side views of triaenes;

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
with a rhabdome reduced to a short, conical protuberance, of a large

13, of a regular plagiotriaene

dark specimen from South Molokai (race II);
a triaene with one bifurcate and two simple clades, and a rhabdome reduced to a short,
conical protuberance, of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II)
15, of a plagiotriaene with simple, unequal, .stout, blunt clades and a regular blunt rhabdome, of a
large wliitish specimen from South Molokai (race I, form C)
14, of

a plagiotriaene with equal, cylindrical, terminally roun<led clades and a rhabdome bearing
small rounded protuberances near the end, of a large whitish specimen from South Molokai

16, of

(race
17, of

I,

form C);

a plagiotriaene with slightly imequal, slender, blunt clades and a regular pointed rhabdome,

from .South Molokai (race I, form C);
an irregular orthotriaene with unequal stout clades partly rounded at the end, and a reduced
cylindrical, terminally rounded rhabdome, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D)
rhabd19, of a plagiotriaene with fairly equal, slender, pointed, regular clades and a fairiy pointed
ome, of a middle-sized light-coloured specirnen from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D);
end, of a
20, of a plagiotriaene with slender, regidar clades, one of which is strongly curved at the
midtlle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D);
from South
21, of a fairly regular plagiotriaene with short pointed clades, of a large d.ark specimen
of a large whitish specimen

18, of

Molokai (race

II);

one bifurcate clade, of a large dark specimen from .South Molokai (race II);
rounded,
23, of a protriacne with unequal, cylindrical clades, reduced in length and terminally
22, of a triaene with

of a large

dark specimen from .South Molokai (race

II);

24, of a plagiotriaene with one clade terminally recurved

and a rhabdome bearing

slight protuber-

ances near the end, of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II)
specimen from .South
25, of a rather stout plagiotriaene with relatively long clades, of a large dark

Molokai (race

II);

26, of a slender plagiotriaene with relatively long clades of a large

dark specimen from South Mulokai

(race II).

27.

— A large whitish specimen from South Molokai (race

28.

480/412 mm.
A large dark siwcimen from South Molokai (race

—

I,

II);

form C); natural
natural size;

size;

phot. Zeiss, anastlg.

phot. Zeiss, ana.stig. 480/421

mm.

29-35.

— Rhabd megascleres;

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

29-31, more or less amphiox-rhabds tapering towanls both ends, of a large whitish specimen from

form C);
32, stout and short, somewhat irregularly
from South Molokai (race I, form C)
South Molokai (race

I,

cylindrical ampliistrongyle, of a large whitish

specimen

dark specimen from South Molokai (race I, form B)
dark specimen from South Molokai (race II).
36-41.
Groups of microscleres from centrifuge-spicule preparations; magnified 300; phot. Zeiss,
apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:
a, isoactine centrotyle microrhabds; b, anisoactine microrhabds; c. acanthtyla-sters; d, young
33, 34, shar|>-pointed amphioxes, of a small
35, pointed

—

amphiox

of a large

jvspidaster;

a large whitish specimen from South Molokai (race I, form C);
specimen from South Molokai (race I, form B);
38, of a large dark sijeciraen from South Molokai (race II)
40, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D).
42-48.
Rhabd megascleres; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
42, 43, large, more or less pointed ampliioxes, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii (race I, form D);
^
'
44, style, abruptly bent close to the blunt end, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from
northeast Hawaii (race I, form D)
45, ampliistrongyle, of a middle-sized hght-coloured specimen from nortlie.ast Hawaii (race I,
form D);
46, small blunt amphiox, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii (race I,
form D)
47, 48, small, sharp-pointed amphiox, of a small, partly light, partly dark, specimen from South
Molokai (race I, form A).
36, 39, 41, of

37, of a small dark

—
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Lendenfeld.

Figures 1-26.

— A largo acanthtylasler of a large dark speciincn

1, 2.

monochr.

u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

focused

1,

3, 4.

— Group
q.

—

focused lower.

2,

monochr.

u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

focused higher;

8,

r>40;

phot. Zeiss,

u. v.

— A small acanthtylastcr

10,

focused lower;

— Aspidastcrs;
somewhat
formC);

12,

1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused lower.

9,

u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

12-15.

from a cenlrifuge-spieule preparation; magnified

0, q. oc. 10:

;

—

10, 11.

majinifieil 1800;

:

specimen from South Molokai (race 1, form C);
dark specimen from South Molokai (race II).
The central part of an aspidaster of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II); magnified ISOO; u. V. phot. Zci.^is, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
focused high (on the upper surface) 6, focused intermediate: 7, focuseil low (on the centrum).
A large acanthtylastcr of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II); magnified 1800;

5,

9

II)

of a large

4,

8, 9.

from .South Molokai (race

1(1:

of a large whitish

3,

5-7.

liiglier;

of acanthtylasters

monochr.

1.7, q. oo.

of a large

monochr.

11,

dark specimen from South Molokai (race

II)

magnified 1800;

;

1.7, q. oc. 10:

focused higher.

magnified 540; u.

v.

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

irregular adult aspidaster, of a large whitish specimen

from South Molokai (race

I,

a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race II);
very young aspidaster composed of radiating rays, of a large dark specimen from South Molo-

13, regular, oval adult aspitlaster, of
14,

kai (race II);
15, elongate,

young,

jK-rfectly

smooth aspidaster,

of a large

dark specimen from South Molokai

(race II).
16.

— Group of isoactine microrhabds, of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race

17.

— Isoactine

18.

540; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10.
microrhabd, of a large whitish specimen

—

from South Molokai

(race

monochr. 6, q. oc. 10.
Isoactine microrhabd, of a large dark specimen from South Molokai (race
u. V. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oe. 10.

19-26.

I,

11

form

)

;

magnified

(")

;

magni-

fied 540; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

— Aspidastcrs;

19,

young

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

eompen,s. oc.

1,

aspidaster, of a small, partly light, i)artly dark,

II);

magnified 1800;

(i:

specimen from Suulh Molokai (race

I,

form A);

young
21, young
form D)
20,

South Molokai (race I, form C);
specimen from northeast Hawaii (race

aspidaster, of a large whitish specimen from

aspidaster, of a middle-sized liglit-euloured

22, adult, lozenge-shaped aspidaster, of

Molokai (race

I,

a small, partly

light,

I,

partly dark, specimen from South

form A);

23, adult, oval a.spidaster, of a middle-sized light-coloured specimen

from northeast Hawaii (race

I,

form D);
24, adult, irregtilar asj)idaster, of a small, jiartly light, partly dark,

(race

I,

form A);

25, adult, irregular aspidaster, of

a large whitish specimen from South Molokai (race I, form C);
a middle-sized light-coloured specimen from northeast Hawaii

26, adult, broad oval a.spidaster, of

(race

I,

specimen from South Molokai

form D).
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3, 12. 17. 20.

Fig. 1-26 Erylus sollasii n. sp.
25 race J, form C; 19. 22. 24 race

I.

form A;

21. 23.

26 race

/,

form D.

2.

PLATE

3.

Erylus

Figures 1-28.

1.

Race

III.

sollasii

Lendbnfeld.

Large dark specimen from northeast Hawaii.

— yide viewof a triaene with branched clades, and a reduced, cylindrical, terminally rounded

rhabd-

ome; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochry 16, compens. oc. 6.
2-6.
Apical ^•iew.s of cladomes of triaenes; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
2-4, with all clades branched dichotomously or in a more complicated manner;
5, 6, with only two clades thus branched and the tliird simple.
Parts of large acanthtj'lasters; magnified 1800; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
7, 8.
9-11.
Aspidasters; magnified 350; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6:

—

—

—

a perfectly adult one;
a nearly adult one
11, a young, still smooth one.
Side view of a triaene with branched clades; magnified 100;

9,

10,

12.

—

13.

— Two isoaetine microrhabds;

pliot. Zeiss,

apochr.

16,

compens.

oc. 6.

14,

1,5.

16, 17.

—
—

magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.
Two isoaetine microrhabds; magnified 540; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc.
Aspidasters; magnified 540; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10:

a young one;
an adult one.
IS.
Promonacne-like style, abruptly bent near the pointed eml; magnified 100; phot.
16, compens. oc. 6.
19-22.
Rliabd megascleres; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:
19, 20, large amphioxes;

10.

16,

17,

—

Zeiss,

apochr.

—

21, style;
22, small
23, 24.

amphiox.

— Side views of triaenes;

magnified 100; phot.

Zei.ss,

apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

23, with three-branched clades;
24,

25,26.

with simple and two-branched clades.

— Groups of microscleres from centrifuge-spicule preparations;
q.

monochr. 6, q.
a, microrhabd;

magnified 540;

u. v. pliot. Zeiss,

oc. 10:
b,

small, most ]irobal>!y foreign, spluieraster;

c,

large acanlhtylasters;

d,

very young aspiilasters.
27.
28.

— View of the largest specimen; natural
phot.
— Part of the surface of an adult aspidaster; magnified
size;

Zeiss, anastig.

1800;

480/412 ram.

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

1.7,

q. oc. 10.

Erylus oxyaster Lendenfeld.

i-'igures

29-35.

— Microscleres and groups

of such from centrifuge-spicule preparations:
monochr. 6, q. oc. 10:
29-32, 35) microrhabds

phot. Zeiss,
a, (Figs.

d,
e,

magnified 600;

ti.

b, (Fig. 35) large diactine
c,

29-35.

(Fig. 34) large triactine

oxyaster;

oxyaster with one ray reduced;
(Figs. 32, 33, 35) large oxyasters with three or more fully developed rays;
(Fig. 32) small oxyaster with nimierous rays.

u. v.
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n. sp. (race III)Fig. 1-2/i Erylus soUasii
n. sp.
Fig. 29-35 Erylus oxyaster

3.

PLATE

4.

Erylus oiyaster Lkndenfeld.

Figures 1-43.

1-2:5.

— Megasclcrcs;

magnified 30; phot. Zeiss, planar 20 mm.:
cladome of a dichotetraene

apical view of the

1,

2-5, apical views of cladomes of dichotriaenes;
G, 7,

*

pointed, straight, or slightly curved amphio-xes;

8,

pointed, angularly bent arapliiox;

9,

blunt, slightly curved amphio.x (amphistrongyle)

10, 11, styles;

12-14, amphiox-derivatcs, strongly angularly bent near one end, like monaenes;
15, 16,

amphiox-derivate with a vertically arising branch-ray,

17-19, amphio.x-derivates with

two or three branch-rays,

like

like

mesomonaenes

meso- or amphiclades;

\iew of a plagiotriaene;
view of a triaene with one simple and two bifurcate cladcs;
22, 23, side views of dichotriaenes.
24.
View of the sponge; natural size; phot. Zeiss, anastig. 480/412 mm.
25.
Part of a su|x>rficial, panitangential section showing a pore; magnified 200; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8,
compens. oc. 6.
26-34.
Microsclcres and groups of such from centrifuge-spicule preparations; magnified 300; phot.
Zeiss, apochr. 4, compens. oc. 6.:
a, (Figs. 26, 2S-33) microrhabds;
b, (Fig. 27) large monactine o.xyaster;
20, side
21, side

—
—

—

c, (Fig.

28) large diactine o.xyaster;

d, (Figs. 26, 30) large triactine oxyasters;
e, (Figs.

30, 32-34) large oxya.sters with four or

more

rays;

with numerous rays.
magnified 300; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 4, co*- —ns. oc. 6.
36, 37. — Part of the surface of the umbilical face of an aspidaster; magnified 2000" -. v. phot. Zeiss,
q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
36, focused lower; 37, focused higher.
38.
A ray of a large o.xj'iister; magnified 2000; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
39, 40.
A small oxyaster with numerous rays; magnified 2000; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q.
f,

35.

(Figs. 29, 30) small oxyasters

— The umbilical face of an aspidaster;
—

—

oc. 10:
39, focused lower;

41-13.

— Aspidastei's;

40, focused higher.
magnified 150; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8; compens.

41, rare, nearly circular aspidaster;
42, 43, ordinary, elongate aspidasters.

oc. 6:
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oxyaster n. sp.
Fig. 1-43 Erylus

4.

PLATE

5.

PLATE

5.

Erylus rotundus Lendenfbld.

— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form D. Northea.st Hawaii.
— var.
Lendenfeld. Form B. Kauai.
Figs.
26-28, 31. — var. cidaris Lendenfeld.
— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form C. Kauai.
Figs.
30.
— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form A. South Molokai.
Figs.
— var. megarhabda Lendenfeld. Form A. South Molokai.
Figs. 18-22, 32.
Figs.

1, 3,

11-13.

Figs. 2, 4, 17.

ty])ica

5,

14, 15.

16,

— var. megarhabda Lendenfeld.

Fig. 23.

Form

Kauai.

B.

Erylus caliculatus Lendenfeld.

Figures 6-10, 21, 25, 29.

1-7.

W

— Apical views of triaene-clatlomes;
1, 3,

magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr.

16,

coinpcns oc. 6:

from northea«t Hawaii (form D)
Erylus rutundus var. typica from Kauai (form B);

of Erylus roluiidits var. typica

a dark specimen of

2, 4, of

of Eryluti rotundus var. ciilaris;

5,

6, 7, of

Erylus culiculatvs.

— Side views of triaenes Erylus caliculatus; magnified 100; phot.
11-15. — Amphioxcs of Erylus rutundus
typica; maguified 100; photo.

8-10.

of

16,

compens.

Zeiss, apochr. 16,

compens.

Zeiss, apochr.

oe. 6.

var.

oc. 6:

11-13, of a .specimen from northeast Hawaii (form D)
14, 15, of
16, 17.

a light specimen from Kauai (form C).
of megascleres from spicule-preparations of Erylus rulundus var. typica;

— Groups
100;

16, of

a specimen from South Molokai (form A)

17, of

a dark specimen from Kauai (form B);
sharp-pointed amphioxes; b, blunt amphiox (araphistrongyle)

a,

18-23.

niagnifieil

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6:

;

c, style.

— Ilhabil

megascleres of Erylus rotu7idu.s var. megarhabda; magnified 100; ]>hot. Zeiss, apochr.
16, compens. oc. 6:
18, an amphist rongyle of a specimen from South Molokai (form A)
19-22, amphioxes of a specimen from South Molokai (form \)
23, an ami)liiox of a si}ecimen from Kauai (form B).
24-28.
Groups of spicules from .spicule-preparations; magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, com-

—

pens. oc. 6:
24, 25, of Eiylus caliculatus;

26-28, of Erylus rolundus var. cidaris;
a, (Figs. 24-28) amphioxes;
c,

(Fig. 24) style;

d, (Fig. 26) triaene;
e, (Fig.
f,

27) microrhabd;

(Figs. 24, 27, 28) aspidasters;

g, (Figs. 24,

29-32.

27) acanthtylasters.

— Views of whole specimens;

29, Erylus calicukUus;

phot. Zeiss, anastig. 4S0/412

mm.:

natural size;

30, Erylus rotuiulus var. lypica

from South Molokai (form A)

31, Erylus rotundus \a.T. cidaris;
32, Erylus rotundus var.

magnified

1

:

;

magnified

1

:

l.O.S.

1.13;

megarhabda from South Molokai (form A)

;

magnified

1

:

1.08.

I
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Erylus caliculatus Lendenfeld.

Figures

1-13, 19-23, 2G, 28, 29.

Erylus rotundus Lendenfeld.
Fijis. 14, IS, 2-4, 33-3").

Figs. 15-17, 25, 30-32.
Fig. 27.

— var. megarhabda Lendenfeld. From A. South Molokai.
— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form B. Kauai.
— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form Soutli Molokai.
.\.

— Microrhabds of Erylus caliculatus
— Small oxysphaerasterof
— Groups of microscleres from a

1, 2.

3.

:

magnified 600; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10.
magnified 600; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10.
preparation of Erylus caliculatus; magnified 600;

£riyi»,'?co/ic!/fcr/us;

ccntrifugc-.'spicule

4, 5.

^

u. V.
a,

phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 6, q. oc. 10:
microrhabds; b, acanthtylasters.

— .\canthtyla.sters of Erylus caliculatus; magnified 600;
phot. Zeiss, q. monochr.
q. oc. 10.
— Group of microscleres from a centrifuge-spieule preparation of Erylus ri>tundus var. megarhahda

6-13.
14.

n. v.

from South Molokai (form A); magnified 600;
b, acanthtylasters;

c,

u. v. phot. Zeiss, q.

monochr.

6, q. oc. 10:

small oxysphaeraster.

— .\canthtylasters of a dark specimen of Erylus
magnified 600;
phot.
monochr.
q.
17-22. — Aspidasters; magnified 600;
phot.
15, 16.

vi.

6,

v.

Zcis-s, q.

u. v.

6,

Zeiss, q.

rotundus var. typica from Kauai (form B);
oc. 10.

monochr.

6, q. oc. 10:

nearly adult aspidasterof a dark specimen of Erylus rotundus var. typica from Kauai (form B);
IS, adult aspidaster of a .<!pecimen of Erylus rotundus var. megarhahda from South Molokai (form A)
17,

with numerous protruding rays of Erylus caliculatus;
yoimg, circular aspidaster with few protruding rays of Erylus caliculatus;
numerous protruding rays of Erylus caliculatus;
22, young, smooth, reniform aspidaster of Erylus caliculatus.
Superficial, paratangential section of Erylus caliculatus; magnified 30; phot. Zei.ss, planar 20 mm.
Radial section through the superficial part of Erylus rotundus var. megarhahda from South Molokai
(form A); magnified 10; phot. Zeiss, planar 50 mm.
Radial section through the choanosome of a dark specimen of Erylus rotundus var. typica from
19, adult, circular aspidaster

20,

21, adult, rcniform aspidaster with

—
—
25. —
23.
24.

26.

—

Kauai (form B); magnified 20; phot. Zeiss, planar 20 mm.
a, radial bundle of rhabd mcgascleres.
Radial section through the superficial part of Erylus caliculatus;
planar 20

a, radial

27.

magnified 30;

|ihot.

Zeiss,

mm.
bundle of rhabd mcgascleres.

— Paratangential

28, 29.

.section, a small distance below the surface, of Erylus rotuixhis var. typica from
South Molokai (form A); magnified 100; phot. Zeiss, apochr. 16, comjiens. oc. 6:
a, group of triaene-cladomes.
Radial sections through the choanosome of Erylus caliculatus; anihne-blue:

—

28, magnified 200;
29, magnified 100;

30-35.

phot. Zeiss, apochr. 8, compens. oc. 6;
Zei.ss, apochr. 16, compens. oc. 6.

phot.

— Microrhabds of Erylus rotundus;

magnified 600; u. v. phot. Zeiss,
from Kauai (form B);
33-35, of a specimen of var. megarhahda from South Molokai (form A).

30-32, of a dark specimen of var.

tyjrica

q.

monochr.

6, q. oc.

10:
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Erylus rotundus Lf.ndenfeld.

—
Lendenfed.
— typica Lendenfeld. Form B. Dark specimen. Kauai.
— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form A. South Molokai.
— typica Lendenfeld. Form C. Light specimen. Kauai.
57-59, 66-73.—
megarhalxia Lendenfeld. Form
South Molokai.
— megarhabila Lendenfeld. Form B. Kauai.— var. typica Lendenfeld. Form D. Northeast Hawaii.

Figs. 1-10, 42-45, 75, 76, 79.

var. cidaris

Figs. 16, 46, 4S, 54.

var.

Figs. 17, IS, 49-51, 53.

Figs. 19-21,

5.5,

var.

56.

Figs. 22-24, 26, 27, 30;

Figs. 25, 28, 29, 60-65.

Figs. 47. 52.

var.

.V.

var.

Erylus caliculatus Lendenfeld.

Figures

1-10.

— Branched

11-15, 31-11, 74, 77, 78, SO.

amphio.K-derivates ami

magnified 200;

pliot. Zei.ss,

1-3, long araphioxes with

oxyastrose rhabd-clusters of Erylus rotumln.i var.

apochr.

S,

compens.

ciilaris;

oc. 6:

two or three shorter branches;

4-10, oxyastrose rhabd-clusters.
lifc-15.

— Oxysphaerasters of Erylus caliculatus;

magnified 2000;

u. v.

phot.

Zei.ss, q.

monoclir.

1.7, q.

oc. 10:
11,

an oxysphaeraster with thicker

12,

the same, focused lower;

13,

an oxysphaeraster with

rays, focused higher;

tliinner rays, focused high;

same, focused intermediate;
same, focused low.
Aspidasters of Erylus roliimtus var. typica; magnified 300;

14, the
15, tlie

16-21.

—

phot. Zeiss, apoclir.

4,

compens.

oc. 6:

a dark specimen from Kauai (form B)
a specimen from South Molokai (form \)
19-21, of a light specimen from Kauai (form C).
22-30.
Aspidasters of Erylus rotundus var. megarltabda
16, of

17, 18, of

—

compens.
22, 23,
24, 26,
25, 28,

31-41.

;

magnified 300;

phot.

Zeiss,

apochr.

4,

oc. 6:

young aspidasters without protruding rays, of a specimen from South Molokai (form A);
27, 30, adult aspidasters of a specimen from South Molokai (form A)
29, aiiult aspidasters of a specimen from Kauai (form B).

— Aspidasters

of £ri//usca&uJa<us; magnified 300; phot. Zei.ss, apochr.

4,

compens.

oc. 6:

31, a very young, circular aspidaster .showing the fine radial rays forming the disc;

32-35, young, circular aspidasters witli few protruding rays;
36, 37, adult, circular aspidasters with

numerous [jrotruding rays;

38—40, young, reniform a.spidasters with few protrutling rays;
41, adult, reniform aspidaster

42-45.

with numerous protruding rays.
cidaris; magnified 300; phot.

— Aspidasters of Erylus rolundus var.

Zeiss, apochr. 4,

compens.

oc. 6:

46-80.

— Microscleres

and groups of such from centrifuge-spicule preparations; magnified 300; phot.
compens. oc. 6:
dark specimen of Erylus ndundus var. typica from Kauai (form B);
47, 52, of Erylus rotundus var. typica from northeast Hawaii (form D);
49-51, 53, of Erylus rotundus var. typica from South Molokai (form A);
55, 56, of a light specimen of Erylus rotundus var. typica from Kauai (form C);
57-59, 66-73, of Erylus rotundux var. megar)uthd i from South Molokai (form A)
60-65, of Erylus rolundus var. megarhahda from Kauai (form B);
74, 77, 78, 80, of Erylus caliculatus;
75, 76, 79, of Erylus rotundus var. cidaris;
Zeiss, apochr. 4,

46, 48, 54, of a

a, (Figs.

46-51, 53-57, 60-75, 77-80) mierorhabds; b, (Figs. 52-54, 56-60, 75-77) acanthtyla.s-

ters; c, (Figs. 52, 60, 74, 76) small
e, (Fig.

56) adult aspidasters.

oxysphaerasters; d, (Figs.

.56,

60) very

young

aspidasters;
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73.
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79 E.
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Erylus caliculatus Lendenfeld.

Figures

1-12, 15-20.

Erylus rotundus

Fig. 13.
Fig. 14.

1.

Lendenfeld.

— var. niegarhabda Lendenfeld.
— var. cidaris Lendenfeld.

Form

A.

South Molokai.

— Central part of ayoungaspidasterof

£'n//M.s cohV((/f((».s, showing the raj's wliicli form the(li.sc; magmonochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10.
Acanthtylasters and parts (rays) of such of Erylus caliciilaliis; magnified 2000: u. v. ])hot.
Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:

nified 2()00; u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

2-12.

—

2,

a ray of a vcrj- large acanthtj'laster;

3,

a small, rather regular acanthtyla.ster, focused high: A, the same, focused low;

5,

a large regular acanthtylaster, focused high; 6, the same, focused low;
small acanthtylaster, some of the rays of which are considerably shortened, focused high;

7, a

8,

the same, focused low;
9, 10, single

rays of small acanthtylasters;

11, jjart of a small, particularly tliin-raycd
12,

13-17.

acanthtylaster:

part of a small, particularly thick-rayed acanthtylaster.

— Marginal parts of aspidasters;

magnified 2000; u. v. phot. Zeiss, q. monochr. 1.7. q. oc. 10:
an adult aspidaster of Erylus rotundus var. megarhahda (form A) from South .Molokai;
an adult aspidaster of Erylus ruluiidus var. cvlaris;
].5a, of a young, still quite smooth aspidaster of Erylus calicuUilus;
15b, 16 of young aspidasters with only few protruding rays, of Erylus mliculatus;
17, of an adult aspidaster with numerous protruding rays, of Erylus caliculatus.
13, of
It, of

18-20.

— Portions of the surface of the central parts of aspidasters of Erylus caliculatus;
u. V. phot. Zeiss, q.

IS, of

monochr. 1.7, q. oc. 10:
an aspidaster not quite fully developed;

19, of

a fully clevelojjed a.spidaster, focused high;

20, the same, focused low.

magnified 2000;
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Fig IS 14 Eryius rolundus n. sp.
14 E. r. var.
var. megarhabda, form A;
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